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FOREWORD

Racism in the United States is a product of centuries of subordination of Asian-

Americans, blacks, Hispanics, and American Indians and Alaskan Natives. OA,

in recent years steps have been taken to rectify past discriminatory actions.

What impact this racism has had on the mind of man cannot yet be fully known,

since research dealing with racism has been underrepresented as a proportion of

the total work in the mental health field. Frequently, racial aspects of mental

health have been either ignored or underplayed to the point of abandonment.

Today, the National Institute of Mental Health's Center for-Minority Group Men-

tal Health Program supports research into racism and mental health with par-

trcular attention to identification of the deleterious psychosocial consequences

of racism for the entire population and to development of specific interventions

designed to reduce racist attitudes and behaviort.

This publication is one of a continuous series 13} the Center reporting the results

of research and work in the field. The workshop reported in this publicatioR was

supported through a grant from the Center's Racism and Mental Health Section.

The workshop provided for a unique exchange of research findings by scholars

..nd practitioners concerned with mental health and the eliMination of institu-

tional racism. We believe that this' volume will assist many other mental health

practitioners and social scientists who wish to know more a'bout these issues.

Increasing understanding in order to root out and to eliminate racism is indeed a

worthy objective for all Americans. No other single issue in domestic affairs has

more profound implications regarding Amerp`s success in achieving its ideals.

III

James R. Ralph, M.D.
Chief
Center for Minority,Group

Mental Health Programs
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Oscar A. Barbarin

This book is the product of several years of Work,

-beginning with the planning for the Sixth Annual

Community-Clinical Workshop, "Institutional

racism: Impediment to community competence,"
conducted November 4, 5, and 6, 1976, in Lanham,

Maryland. The, workshop was sponsored by the

Clinical-Community Program, Department of Psy-

chology, University of Maryland, College Park, and

supported with funds from grant 3R13MH28827-01

provided by the Center for Minority Group Mental

Health Programs of the National Institute of Men-

tal Health (DHHS).
The workshop was intended to provide citizens,

professionals, and scholars with specific skill train-

ing and exposure to mental health issues connected

with institutional racism. The workshop included
theoretical papers, research presentations, and skill

training sessions. It was unique in that it provided a

forum for national experts, students, frontline

workers, administrators, regional ard local pro-

fessionals, and citizens to discu.ss institutional

racism. The diversity of perspectives brought to the

conference provided an opportunity for using the

special skills, knowledge, and resources of each to

enrich the experience of all. This book is intended

to reflect the range of ideas presented and devel-

oped, by both presenters and participants. We

hope that this richness of thought has not been lost

through translation in the final product.

The book 'takes the perspective that institutional

racisrp is one of the most critical and pervasive

mental health issues facing this Nation today. Few

systematic and empirical studies have been under-

taken to investigate the dimensions, processes, and

outcomes of institutional racism. Most of the cur-

rent work in this area is theoretical, descriptive, or
analytical. These analyses constitute an important

first step toward elucidating the causes and effects

of institutionalized racism, but they do not go far
enough in terms of providing a solid foundation on

which to build effective change strategies. A major

deficiency of most of the current work on racism is

its focus on individual attitudes, perceptions, and

relationships, without enough consideration given

to the organizational or community roles in racial

discrimination. For example, Simpson and Yinger

(1972) and Jones (1980) describe prejudice and dis-

crimination primarily in terms of individual and in-

terpersonal processes. Simpson and Yinger (1972)

revieW in some detail stralegies for reaucing

racism, but these strategies are limited to the nrd-

ification of individual attitudes and to personality

change. Katz (1975) presents research and analyzes-

theoretical approaches to studying racism. How-

ever, attehtion to instittitional factors in racism is

limited to one Qutstanding chapter on Federal laws

and policies affecting discrimination. Knowles and

Prewitt (1969) devoted an entire volume to the

topic of institutional racism and examined the man-

-her in which racist practices currently operate in

institutions of American, society (viz., business,

education, politics, justice, health care). The book

holds the distinction of being a pioneer in taking a

scholarly approach to institutional racism, but it

lacks a coherent framework or sophisticated theory

by which to organize its assertions. In one instance,

the authors propose that institutional racism can

only be ameliorated through the organized efforts

of white activists challenging white support of op-

pressive practices in our society. Although this

analysis is clearly an effort to place the onus of

change on whites, it is simplistic in that it fails to

.recognize the complexity and sometimes uninten-

tional aspects of institutional racism. Pettigrew

(1975) represents a serious and scholarly effort to

present empirical evidence of institutional dis-

crimination. His volume comprehensively assesses

major institutions of social systems which play a

central role in our lives. Housing, employment, and

education are examined in detail, and their inter-

dependent effects are demonstrated clearly.

Although the interrelation between these systems is

well articulated, it seems important to move

toward an integrated framework for conceptual-

izing institutional racism. Sedlacek and Brooks

(1976) attempt to do just that, but their analysis of

institutional racism Is relevant only to educational

settings.
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,

Willie, Kramer, and Brown (197-3) challenge the
mental health profes,?on to refine their knowledge
a the relationship between radsm and mental
health. in their work they present a.collection of
treatises which provides illustsations of the best
available thinking in this area. In effect, they under-
scOre a need for 'a well-organized conceptual
framework with a high degree of specificity,
capable (5f pointing to interventions which .hold
promise fur effectiyeness in an organizationalor
community setting.

The present volume attempts to move a step

beyond the limitations discussed here. Much of this
work is inchoate and requires additional refinement
and development. It is hoped that the ideas con-
tained in,this volume will stimulate the interest of
other researchers and schulars4nd lead to addi-
tional contributions to the complex phenomenon of

esoecially as it relates to mental health. To
improve our understanding of institutional racism,

attention is given to a disc.ussion of'eurrent theoret-
ical models and approaches tc institutional racism
and community effectiveness. In addition, this work
e,amines institutional racism as it manifests itself
across a variety of organizational and environ:
ine4al contt.,,ts. Moreover, it is acknowledged that
a diet,letie.a! description alone is not sufficient to

kevt the val5 intended. Methods of assessment
vvhk.li are Lipablt of providing direction to actions/.
intended tu alter institutional racism are also
discussed. Thus, the book covers topics related to
theory, assessment, and intervention.

This work is based on the premise that there
emsts in 'this country an inequitable distribution of
resourtes. finanual, education, health, and social
status. The notiu., of community effectiveness Is

central .to our understanding of racism. This rela-
tionship is ba)ed un the link between discrimina-
tion, poverty, and effective functioning. Institu-
tional racism results in a disproportionate .number
of Minorities subsisting on inadequate incomes, as,
a consequence, they are subjected to the multiple
stresses which accompany poverty (Holhngshead
and Redlich 1958). The effects of discrimination are
(yelled! and perpetuating. For example, segre-
gation housing confines a large proportion of

lild.,dwls to decaying urban neighbor-
:It t4.1 tit d rural communities, where limited
f. .L.4,iiish their capacities to deal with life

dnd it.nder them even more vulnerable, to
Nut 5urprisingly, this has negative effects

& rem of rnmunties and impairs their

,ability to Cope effectively with the day-to-d4
stresses to which they are subjected. Institutional
racism, as described here, shows a connectipn be-
tween systematic discrimination and mdividual

, vulnerability to mental illness. The proposed con-
ceptual framework draws upon competence per-
spectives which incorporate both individual and
community levels. 3his approach .assumes that, a
comprehensive definition 4-of mental health and
effectiveness in coping is essential to understand-
ing general human functioning.

Wating these perspectives to the functioning of
large social systems allows one to view the mental
health ,of the community as measurable in terms of
a community's ability to-engage in problem. solving
(Iscoe 1974). The ability to deil with life man-
agement. and the normative or developmental
crises, such as identity formation, school adjust-
ment, vocational choice, marriage, and aging, is

contiguous with one's ability to handle periods
of severe and unexpected crises such as prolonged
unemployment.

Racism maintains an imbalance in resources
needed to deal adequately with even the normal
problems of living. Consequently, the devblopment
of coping skills that characterize healthy adjustment
to life is made increasingly difficult. To appreciate
the impact of institutional racism on the compe-
tence of communities, it is necessary to review ex-
isting notions of institutional racism. Such a review
may clarify how racism operates and how it can be
defined in terms of community effectiveness.

Knowles and Prewitt (1969) sketch _what they
consider to be the central features of institutional
racism, i.e., the use of race to determine the dis-
tribution' of benefits from our society. The primary
basis of racism is the historical behef that whites
are superior. From this belief flows discrimination
in education, business, and other social institu-
tions. Feagin (1975), lc an excellat conceptual
workdefines two categories of institUtional
racism, direct and indirect. Direct institutional
racism refers to a set of policies whose intent is

discriminatory, as in the case of "Jim Crow" laws
and informal agreements .4mong realtors to restnct
housing to whites only. Indirect racism refers to
policies or practices which have a negative impact
on minorities, even when these pohcies are not
tended to produce racially discriminatory effects.
Examples of indirect racism are personnel selection
by standardized exams and the use of "word of
mouth" to recruit employees. Indirect racism can

10
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also occur. as a- side elect of direct racism by

another institution (e.g., racism in housing leads to

segregated' schools) or as the result of previous

racism. For example, use of seniority as the primary

basis of promotions 'or other job-related benefits

may be discriminatory not because . fhe curreht

policy iS racist but because minority workers fail to

,rneet seniority requirements due to exclusion from

employment in the past. Institutional racism is not

-confined tO racial discrimination a18ne but may

come in 'many forms: economic discrimination

(Diaz-Guerro 1962), insensitivity to speqr?Irteeds of

minorities (Garcia 1971), distorted charactgization

of minorities by mass media (Martinez 1969; Mor-

ales 1971), and provision of inadequate or- inferior

services to minorities' (Morales 1971). Although

racism may take.several fops, there are a few,key

social systems that
appear'central in discussing in-

stitutional racism: mental health (Palomares 1971;

Fiman 1975; Senn and Sawyer 1971), education

(Howe 1970), government (Fiman et al. 1975), and

business (Molotch and Wolf 1975). Most efforts to

reduce racism are directed at one or more of these

four system's. These interventions focus on modifi-'.

cations of attitudes or structural and fiscal change

using advocacy, planning, confrontation, infor-

mation dissemination, or community development

methods. A Community Competence Model dn
provide a basis on which to organize an' under-

standing of institutional racism and methods of

intervention. .
community competence refers both to the abil-

ity of social systems to respond adaptively to the

differential needs of the varied populations they

serve and to the ability of citizens or groups to use

existing resources or develop alternatives for the

p'urpose of solving problems of living. Institutional

racism c n be said to exist where the social systems

of a comt,nunity are less competeht with respect to

serving its minority populations than its nonminor-

ity constit no'. As a consequence, groups may dif-

flr in their ability to meet theiropersonal needs by

accessing or negotiating the resources of that

community.
Institutional racism acts as a barrier to. the de-

velopment of community competence in that the

systems are neither cognizant nor responsive to

cultural differences. This book discusses the

cultural perspectives of Afro-Americans, Native

Americans, Asia() Americans and Latinos. Emphasis

is placed on what is unique to each group and how

service providers in the community can respond to

'that uniqtrieness. On the other side.of the coin, it is

also important that minority,groups increase their

system skills, i.e., their ability to negotiate comniu-

nity systhros so that they can effect clianges in the

way he.systems behave toward them. An increase

of community ,competence requires a two-fold

focus:

An awareness on the part c,f community

agencies:about the,cultural diversity brought

to a community by different minority groUps

A minim'al level of sophistication on the part

of minority group members conceining ways

to access and ,to make systems more re,pon-

sive to their needs

As the book is intended to develop the concept

of cor'nmunity competence as it relates to institiv

tional racism, it is structured to covv the major

themes relevant to both. For that reasoli, Section I

covers theoretical models of racism and commu-

nity ,competence, reviews data related to institu-

tional. racism, and provides the foundation or back-

ground needed to understand apwaches to

intervention .
Section II, Cultural Diversity and Racism, under-

scores the need of a position of cultural pluralism

in thinking about racism, especially important'

because institutional racism may have different

effects from one racial or ethnic group tb' another.

Community cofnpetence
emphasizes 'the- neefl to

respond flexibly to the varied needs of the popula-

tions that make.up a community. This sectidn pro-

vides a basis for understanding the historical and

cultural development of several .minority groups

which, in turn, contributes to an appreciation of the

special difficulties they encounter in dealing with

other ethnic groups. Many human service systems

have limited effectiveness because they aim, to

treat all people in exactly the saikte manner, ignor-

ing the diverk needs or perspectives of minority

groups. An objective of this- section' is to show

cultural differences and, In.inference, to suggest

ways in which human seMces may respond to the

diversity of the people it serves.
Section III, Organizational and )Environrnental

f!erspectives',.. emphasizes
that racism is not a uni-

vocal concept, i.e., racism cannot be defined in

exactly the same way for Lach setting in which it

occurs. Because institutional racism has different

forms, depending on the organizational context, it

seems important to understand exactly how racism

varies across-settings.
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Section IV describes approaches to assessment
and section V describes interventions. Individuals
concerned about the effects of racism on commu-
nities have long expressed their impatience with
the ,theories and, definitions of racism which have
little practical use. For that reason, we include
descriptions of assessment procedures and inter-
verition. This section describes interventions such

.as advocacy training and Federal efforts to reduce
racism. It is dear that the technology for assess-

, rnent\ of and intervention in racism has not yet
reached a high level of sophistication. The efforts
reported here represent initial steps. '

In summary, the themes in the book center
arOund the relationship between institutional rac-
ism and individual, organizational, and community
competence. Theories and models of racism are re-
viewed, with special emphasis given to the, rela-
tionship between racism and mental health. In
addition, the current state of knowledge abdut in-
tervention and racism or techniques commonly
Wed to eliminate racism are discussed.
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Sedion

Theoretical Models of Racism and Community
Competence: Oveiview

The chapters comprising section I of "Institu-

tional Racism and Community Competence present

theoretical analyses of the subject. Chapter 2

descriVes a model of institutional racism which

borrows heavily from an individual systems ap-

proach. The notion of coriimunity competence

emphasizes differential effectiveness of communi-

ties-with respect to whites and nonwhites. By way

of illustration; chapt:. 2 reviews major systems,

'-such education, hen:- care _deliyery,_employ-

ment, and housing, to derno.strare' 11 0Wthese

social inStitutions have bee'n 'relatively more effec-

tive with whites than nonwhites. This model of in-

stitutional racism, in contrast to economic and

political models, is essentially a service-dplivery

model which views individuals, groups, and com-

munity service systems as part of a mutually influ-

ential matrix or network. To the extent that these

institutions are effective in accomplishing their

5

mission, they enhance the ability of individuals to

cope with lite problems; social 'institutions facil-

itate the competence of individuals and groups in

their community.
In chapter 3, Padilla takes a slightly different

perspective, viewing minority and nonminority

communities as srtems unto themselves. Padilla

describes the impediments which add to the diffi-

culty of combetent functioning by minority com-
munitiessheer survival is a mark of competence.

chajThIers reflect current thinking -oninsti--

tional racism but take their analyses a step farther

in providing a conceptual framework for under-

standing how diverse forms of institutional racism

affect behavior and quality of life of minority and

nonminority peoples. Institutiord racism presents

a challenge to the competence of minority peoples

and to tfie competence of major social systems in

general.
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Chapter 2

Community Competence: An Individual Systems
Model of Institutional Racism

Oscar A. Barbarin

ABSTRACT

Although largely ignored by social scientists, institutional racism is a pervasive social problem. This
chapter reviews and analyzes models of racism, particularly institutional rausm. Insututional racism is
described in terms of organizational processes, behaviors, policies, or procedures which produce
negative outcomes for minorities while maintaining the status or economic advantages ot non-
minonties. Since institutional racism is subtle, inadvertent, and indirect, the Intention to discriminate
is not viewed as a necessary condition. To the contraiS7, racism is said to exist whenever natural and
predictable discriminatory effects occur. Because institutional racism is often indirect, its deteuion
frequently depends on inductive or attnbutional processes. Psychosocial theories of community effec-
tiveness-are.used-to propose-an-interactionist model-of-racism. According to this model, differential ef
fect.veness of community systems with respect to minority and nonminority groups constitutes prima
facie evidence of racism. Racism exists when major community systems fail to provide equitably for
the diverse needs of minority groups. Evidence of differential effectiveness is presented trom several

fmajor
social systems. housmg, education, employfnent, health, and mental health. Finally, the role of

the individual and the system in promoting competence is addressed.-

is an increasing acceptance of the role
wh.yh the psychological sciences can play in
assessing and remediating major social problems.
Indeed,over the past 10 years, social scientists have
escalated their efforts to understand the effects of
social factors, such as racism, on individual well-
being. Along with this trend has come a community
interest in psychology which is linked specifically to
a concern for the poor, especially people of color,
who are disproportionately represented at the
lowest socioeconomic levels (Rappaport 1977). Con-
cern about the effects of institutional racism is

closely associated with commitment to social
justice, to the development and support of cultural
diversity in communities, and to the enrichment of
the quality of life for economically disadvantaged
'populations.

Historical patterns of racial prejudice have
in placed unwarranted obstacles in the path of non-

whites who seek a better life. Racial antagonisms
have disrupted and marred relationships between

1.4 . whites and nonwhites to such an extent that the

$ functioning of both groups !las been impaired. In-
terracial relationships have frequently been char-

1:24 acterized by distrust, fear, A n d mutual avoidance.
As a consequence, the range of opportunities and

6

life choices of nonwhites has been severely re-
stricted. Thus racial discrimination constitutes sa
major impechment to the psychological well-being
of both minorities and whites, while preventing
significant improvement in the quality of hfe fur
nonwhites.

Conceptions of Racism

Discriminatory behavior is often distinguished
from discriminatory attitudes. The term 'pieju
dice" is used to refer to attitudes or beliefs of an
individual, which typically involve unfavorable,
stereotypical thinking based on identification of
others with a negatively valued raual, ethnic, or
religious group. However, -racial discrimination"
refers to the behavioral outcome of prejudice by
which individuals are denied equal access to jobs,
education, housing, or benefits available to others.
Moreover, racism is a broad concept thai incoi
porates both attitudes and behaviors. It refers to
the cognitive, affective, or behavioral processes of
an individual or institution which lead to negat.,,v
3utcomes for members of less favored groups. In
effect, advantages and privileges of a society, corn
munity, or organization are dibperbed differentially

14
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by racial status. The effect of this process extends

beyond the interpersoral arena to economic, polit-

ical, and educational spheres. One of the effects

of racism is an abridgment of privileges and rights

normally accorded white community members

(Simpson and Yinger 1974). Taking this analysis a

step further, Secord and Backman (1964) postulate

that racist processes are self-perpetuating: Cross-

racial interactions which occur in a context of prej-

udice are designed to support and maintain the

unequal distribution of power, status, and privi-

leges and thereby reaffirm the status quo. As a

consequence, prejudiced attitudes become i istitu-

tionalized, and the discriminatory effects of these

attitudes create social conditions which substan-

tiate the very attitudes which initiated the cycle. In

this way, attitudes toward nonwhite groups acquire

a normative character. For example, confirming

evidence of the inferiority of nonwhites is found in

1-6W-Ita-dsernic--achievement,
low income, concen-

tration in menial occupations, underemployment,

and substandard housingail products of discrim-

ination. These phenomena provide the discriminat-

ing individual with validating evidence for dis-

torted beliefs and feelings about nonwhites. In this

way, the victims of discrimination are held respon-

sible for the consequences of racial prejudice. In

addition, the subjugation of peoples of color is

maintained by the economic and status gains that

accrue to wHtes, especially those who must com-

pete with nonwhites for limited resources and

rewards. Racial discrimination results in the stig-

matization of an individual or group on the basis of

physical characteristics (for example, color of the

skin); socially meaningful and invidious distinctions

are made, which reflect personal attitudes or cul-

tural values (Coffman 1963).

Over the past 30 years, analyses of racism have

moved from a concentration on individual or inter-

personal processes to a focus on systems or organ-

izational variables which maintain racist outcomes.

Within this period, a sophisticated understanding

of the complex workings of racism has evolved.

Chesler (1976) summarized several common ap-

proaches to describing racism.

(I) victim blame perspective (cf. Ryan 1971),

emphasizing the role of minority group
characteristics which result from cultural

deprivation
(2) a focus on pathological aspects of the rac-

ist's personality

7

(3) attribution of blame to cultural values or

ideologies
(4) a view of racism as a means of preserving

the economic and social status quo

(5) the study of political processes of colonial-

ism in which conquest, economic exploita-

tion, and political control are justified by

the supposed "dependency" of the colo-

nized people

A somewhat different focus emerging from a social

psychological approach to organizations empha-

sizes social climate or the "personality of organi-

zations" (Moos 1976) as a relevant dimension in

understanding racism. Therefore, one might add to

Chesler's list:

(6) organizational climates, policies, and/or

practices which are conducive to racism

Assessments of racism from the victim's perspec-

tive focus on cognitive, affective, or behavioral

responses of nonwhites to racism. For example, the

importance of racism as a factor in the, psycho-

social development of minorities is underscored by

Clark and Clark (1947), who suggest that racism has

detrimental effects on the identity and social be-

havior of Afro-Americans. Specifically, he postu-

lates that Afro-American children internalize the

low estimate of their worth held by whites. This

sense of inferiority in black children manifests

itself in low self-confidence, lack of motivation,

and aggressive behavior (Clark 1965). Other effects

of racism are described byesocial scientists'(e.g.,

Lewis 1966) as products of "cultures of poverty"

which lead to low academic achievement, behav-

ioral maladjustment, delinquency, and disorgan-

ized family life. In such cultures, fathers, are either

absent or rendered impotent by their iriabiiity to

provide for and protect their families. Taking a

similar point of view, Curtis (1975) describes the

outcome of racism in terms of the development of

a contraculture with values and life perspectives

different from those of the prcdominant white

society. This contraculture promotes criminal and

sometimes violent behavior. In the end, the effect

of racism on its victims is much more than the in-

equitable distribution of resources or a difference

in the importance attached.to being white or ion-

white. Racism also affects the environment in

which peoples of color must live, creating an un-

ending cycle which traps them in a position of

powerlessness
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Personality and Racism

Investigations of racism at the individual level
typically focus on the personality traits associated
with prejudiced beliefs. Racists are characterized
by inflexible patterns of thinking and .9-1 authori-
tarian and domineering Dapproach to relationships
with others. Psychodynamic formulations depict
racists as rigid, insecure, with conflicts, and with a
tendency to project feelings of inadequacy onto
others. Similarly, individual racism has been de-
scribed as a personality deficit in which individuals
maintain self-worth through cognitive, perceptual,
or affective distortions. Thus, racial prejudice may
serve as a defense for those w ho experience per-
sonal or status insecurity. Secord and Backman
0964) relate racism to frustration/aggression and
scapegodting of nonwhites. In addition, racisrr may
be associated with an inability to tolerate ambigu-
ity, in that stereotypic thinking provides a pre-
determined framework for perceiving and evalu-
ating nonwhites. Furthermore, individual racism
may be associated with conformity or acquies-
cence to widely held soual norms regarding raual
interaction. Racists seek to maintain social ap-

proval by subscribing to prejudicial attitudes con
sistent with the beliefs of peers.

Subtle Forms of Racism

Discriminatory behavior may result from atti-
tudes which may not co.stitute prejudice, in se. For
example, Katz (1976) suggests that individual racist
behavior may originate from subtle attitudes such
as reaction to perceived racial threats, symbolic
racism, and tokenism. Perceived racial threats re-
sult from the belief that peoples of color will usurp
the advantaged posinon of whites once they move
beyond the physical confines of ghettos and out of
the status roles to which ,they have been histori-
cally restricted. Feelings of threat are heightened
when nonwhites transgress acceptable neighbor-
hood, marital, and educational boundaries. In

these instances, whites may fear that minorities
threaten the integrity of their community by caus-
ing -an increase of crime, bringing harm to them-
selves or to their children, or significantly decreas-
ing the quality of education available in their
predominantly, white schools. Symbolic racism is

not as well focused as perceived racial threats in
thdt it relates to generahzed beliefs that the actions
of minority groups enddnger the social, economic,
political, and social orjer. Tokenism is a third form

of subtle racism. In this cas, whites accept and
promote limited racial change, such as letting one
person move into the block or one or two children
attend an all-white school, but they resist when sig-
nificant numbers of minorities seek to participate
in a formerly all-white school, church, work, or
neighborhood setting. Through tokenism, v 'Wes
protect 2 sense of themselves as egalitarian but
preclude meaningful change.

Institutional Racism

Relatively little attention has beer. given to
organizational or system conceptions of rausm. In
one of the earliest accounts of institutional racism,
Carmichael and Hamilton (1967) disunguish overt
and covert aspects of rdLISITI. Overt rausm refers to
observable behavior of a white individual or com-
munity directed against a nonwhite individual or
community. Covert or institutional rausm is subtle
and not reduuble to the actions of single individ-
uals. Instead, institutional racism refers to organi-
zational or system processes. behchiors, policies,
or procedures, which produce negative outcomes
for nonwhites relative to those for whites. Though
subtle, institutional racism has d pervasiw and
clearly destructive impact on the lives of non-
whjtes. As a result, it erects self-sustaining barriers
which restrict nonwhites to an unequal or disad-
vantaged position (Sabshin 1970). The outcome is
accompfished by means of norms which serve to
oppress minorities and foster their dependence on
whites. Thus, organizations or community systems
establish and sanction unequal status and on that
basis provide unequal access to goods and serv-
ices. In agreement with this point, Pettigrew (1975)
describes institutional racism as "a process of
exclusion against an outgroup on largdy ascribed
and particularistic grounds of group membership
rather than on achieved and universalistic grounds
of merit" (Pettigrew 1975, p. x). It is based on insti-
tutional arrangements which interfere with the
number of alternatives available to nonwhites and,
in turn, affects competence.

Intent and Culpability

A conceptudl shift may be necessary if we are to
move from an individual to an institutional defini-
tion of racism. To accomplish this shift, several

questions must be answered. First, can institutional
racism be assessed better by an analysis of inter
personal process in a setting or by measurement of
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a definable outcome? Secondly, if institutional

racism is characterized as an outcome, is it an ob-

jectively specifiable'event, or is it an attribution of

cause regarding undesirable events in the lives of

nonwhites? (In the latter case, it may not be subject

to independent verification.) Finally, is racism de-

fined as a negative process or outcome which is

intender:1
It was argued earlier that interpersonal proc-

esses do not constitute a sufficient basis for defining

institutional racism, For that reason, race-related dif-

ferentia! outcomes resulting (Om institutional prac-

tices and`policies are proposed as the primary deter-

minants of racism. Thus, the central defining

features are the differential and negative outcomes

of these practices. In response to the second ques-

tion, institutional racism may not in every case be an

objectively specifiable and consensually validated

phenomenon. For example, studies of a large

_ ......orgadization_sllow that, although there is general

agreement about the objective fact of racialin-

equities in authority, job levels, and friendship

patterns, whites generally attempt to explain these

differences by factors other than racism per se

fPoulard 1978). Because racism frequently involves

an interplay of multiple factors, whites often use

victim-blame factors such as education, motivation,

or ability to explain differential negative outcomes

for racial minority groups. It is likely that,

when discrimination occur's it should be mediated by a subtle,

indirect attitudinal process that insulates [whites] ;rorn

recognizing the extent to which their.. .lbehaviorj is

motivated by'antipathy toward blacks. It appears, then, that

in _a society in which egalitarianism is highly valued and

actively professed, Iuf in which socialization and structural

influences frequently foster prejudice, the effects of racial at-

titudes may be very subtle.
Thi, attitudinal framework suggests that whites are more

likely to discriminate against blacks in situations in which

failure to respond favorably could be attributable to factors

other than the person's race (Gaertner and Dovidio 1977.

p 693).

Because multiple factors may explain differen-

tially negative outcomes and because most people

are unable or unwilling to acknowledge their own

racial practices the' existence of institutional rac-

ism cannot be proved in the -strictest sense but

must be inferred on 'the basis of observed differ-

ences in the treatment or status of whites and non-

whites. It is much easier to assess outcomes of

institutional racism than to analyze the processes

which produced them.

9

To infer the existence of institutional racism

solely on the basis of racially different outcomes

can be criticized because this approach may not be

sufficiently discrtminating. It may fail to e-clude

from the category of racism inadvertent and harm-

less activities leading to racially differential out-

comes. The counterargumen: is that advertence or

intentionality is not a necessary condition for insti-

tutional racism (Pettigrew 1975'. Contrary to popu-

lar opinion, the Federal court, in at least one

instance, has agreed with this point in ruling that

differeutial outcomes, though unintended, provide

sufficient evidence of discrimination. For example,

in a school desegregation case (U.S. vs. Omaha), the

presiding judge stated that intent can be presumed

when a negative discriminatory effect is the

"natural, probable and foreseeable consequence"

of the action or inaction of an organization or

system. Thus, the existence of institutional racism

can be legitimately infeired from differentially

negative-outcomes-through a process of induction.

The court ruling adds to our description of the

element of predictability of racially different out-

comes and lack of responsiveness to predictable

differences. Thus, attributions of racism or discrim-

ination can be made with greater certainty when

differentially negative outcomes exist for non-

whites and less than consequential efforts are

made to alter the pattern of differences.

In summary, institutional racism can be attrib-

uted to situations in which, social systems or organ-

izations tend to be passive, acquiescent, or in-

effective in responding to` meaningful differences

in the resources and life conditions of whites and

nonwhites. The objective indices of institutional

raciSiti include -inequitableoutputs to whites and

nonwhites and ineffective responses on the part of

organizations or systems to the 'existence of such

inequality. These two elements form the basis of

the community competence model of racism. The

model suggests that, when social systems are dif-

ferentially effective with respect to whites and non-

whites, this ineffectiveness constitutes prima facie

evidence of institutional racism.

PsychosOcial Concepts of
Community Effectiveness

To clarify the concept of community competence

as a model of institutional racisM, it is necessary to

respond to two basic questions. What is community?

1 7
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On what basis can its effectiveness be asseqedt In
response to the first question, early definitions
of community emphasize its geopolitical nature.
However, Dunham (1977) argues that a different
basis must be used to depict accurately the nature
of coniniunity life, now substantially altered by
mass communication media, increased mobility of
populations, regionalization of resources and of
coMmunity governance, and the general breakdown
of ties to local communities. Dunham suggests that
the Most viable notion of community today is one of
process rather than physical locality. On the other
hand, Warren defines community as the "total
framework for living with a complex network uf
people, institutiOns, shared interests, and a sense of
psychological belonging" (Warren 1975, p. 34). Com-
munity thus is defined as a "combination of social
units and systems which perform major functions
having local relevance" (loc. cit.). The community
provides organization for social activities which
afford people access to resources necessary in day-
to-day existence. According to Warren, the five ma-
jor functions of community are (a) production-
distribution consumption, (b) socialization, the
transmission of prevaihng knowledge of social
values and behavior patterns to individual members,
(c) social control, the influence of behavior of
community membeis toward conformity with com-
munity norrn kd) soda! partidpation, opportunity
for social interaction (frequently through church,
business, voluntary ork, public health and welfare
agencies, or family friendship networks, and (3)

mutual support responsiveness to physical or psy,.

chosocial needs of community members, especially
in times of crisis (Warren 1975).

Both the structure and processes.of communities
are relevant to undicling the impact of com-
munity functioning on the life of its members.
Several different approaches have been taken to
assess how the qualities of community life may
enhance individual functioning. Thorndike and
Woodward (1937) used "goodness" of community
(as measured by per capita income, crime rate, and
number of churches and services) to assess the
quality of interaction between individuals and
community systems. Other attempts at community
assessment have used demographic, epidemiolog-
ical, key informant, and survey approaches. How-
-ever, a community should be assessed not only in
terms of what it has (its resourcespeople and
material) but also in terms of how it uses what it has
(processes). Community processes are particularly

relevant to the issue 'of institutional rausm because
the quality of communi,t1 functionmg indicates
how well the community responds to the diverse
needs of its members. Iscoe (1974) and Hurley,
Barbarin, and Mitchell (this volume, chap. 14) use
commun,ty competence to designate a culture or
climate and a set of processes which are either
facilitative or destructive of individual and col-
lective functioning. The effectiveness of a com-
munity is related to the maintenance of its col-
lective well-being. The dimensions along which a
community's competence is evaluated are multi-
ple. For example, Ley (1974) pinpoints stability, self-
sufficiency, and mutual support as the critical fac-
tors determining a community's effectiveness. A
sensitive index of community effectiveness is the
degree of personal satisfaction with life in, that
community. However, the attainment of satisfac-
tion can be attributed, in turn, to individual status
or community attnbutes such as mutual support,
cohesiveness, and responsiveness of social systems.
In describing community \competence, Iscoe (1 974)
gives added weight to personal factors, such as the
skill, knowledge, and problem-solving capabilities
of individual community members. Using this ap-
proach, an effective community would be one in
which individuals possess well-developed abilities
to acquire information about, and are able to use,
community resources for solving their problems.
Iscoe also treats as an index of community com-
petence its members' ability to generate new
resources when the available resources are inade-
quate. Although this analysis is useful, it presents
only one dimension of community functioning, it

does not address adequately the role of community
systems (e.g., human service organizations). The
development of an active problem-solving stance is
in part dependent, on the capacity and wdlingness
of community., systems to budd on the capabihties
and preferences of its citizens. Supporting this
view, Kelly (1966) points specifically to the im-
portance of the community system's providing to
individuals a diversity of settings,- roles, and oppor-
tunities for status. Similarly, Ley (1974) argues that
a community system's ability to convey a sense of
importance to its members by providing meaning-
ful roles is critical to its effectiveness. In this
way, community systems play an important rule in
enhancing community effectiveness. Social
systems also contribute to community competence
by providing resources in an equitable mariner and
by developing procedures compatible with the
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probkffl solving preierences of their members. This

analysis suggests that individual and system factors

both contribute to the quality of community life.

Moreover. the manner_in which the two factors in-

teract is also an important determinant el commu-

nity effectiveness (Muirell 1974). Particularly rele-

vant are (1) the match between the problem-solving

preferences ot the individual and the resources

prmided communi'y systems; (2) informational

feedback loops between individuals and systems

which allow for adjustment by either side; and

(3) advocacy or participatory processes. Adequacy

across these three dimensions may be used to

judge the overall effectiveness of a community.

In general; c-.)mpetent communities can be dif-

ferentiated from less effective communities in that

they have a network of informal support systems

whit h are a central part of community life. Thus, in

contrast to ineffective communities, competent

cornmunines are highly---cohesive_ A..sense_of 3atis:

faction is maintained by an accepting and support-

ive cliniate, Furthermore, a competent community

provides for the physical and psychosocial needs of

its members through both formal and informal

resources, maintaining an optimum balance be-

tween felt needs and available resources. Most of

all, a competent community respects and incorpo-

rates the principle -of cultural diversity in its at-

tempts to address the needs of its members. In so

doing, it provides for an equitable distribution of its

rel,ources by opening aceess to all of its members.

It accepts 1 wen promotes diversity in its mem-

bers by providing them with a wide range of roles

so that it can draw upon each member's and

group's unique strengths. An important dimension
to note here in relating community competence to

racrm is the principle of diversity of function and

process Warren (1975) has noted that blacks show

distinct patterns of relating to community and to

solving problems experienced in community set-

tings. For example, blacks tend to rely more fre-

quently on informal' networks than on formal re-

sources for oroblem solving. An acceptance of
diversity in this case would lead to a concern about

preserving and nurturing informal support net-

worksin black communities.

Commi4ty Competence and
Racism

Hurk-, (19//) and Barbarin, Mitchell, and Hurley

11977) des( nbe a model of community functioning

which emphasizes both individual and systems

dimensions. Specifically, they focus on community

culture and processes emphasizing the dual role of

both individuals and systems. This model proposes

that-a_community consists of individuals who form

themseives into groups to meet their own- personal

needs in informal ways. Over time, they develop in-

creasingly complex social systems for the purpose

of providing formal resources needed to meet in-

dividual and collective needs. Thus, the commu-

nity agents may be individuals, groups, or social

systems (see figure 1).

The effectiveness of a community is a function

of the skills, knowledge, and activity levels of in-

dividual members oi groups on one hand and the

capacities and resources of social systems on the

other. The major social systems set limits, establish

rules governing access to resources, and evolve

patterns of service delivery to meet community
needs. They also develop and use communication

channels to disseminate to ifidiViduals ihformation--- =

about the availability of resources. On the in-

dividual level, community members bring to this in-

teraction their knowledge, problem-solving strate-

gies, self-attitudes (e.g., self-esteem, confidence,

etc.), and behavioral styles. The basis of commu-

nity effectiveness is the individual-system match

with respect to preferreo behavioral styles and con-

gruence of needs with resourcei The ability of

social systems to respond flexibly to the needs of

diverse populations determines the effectiveness'

of those systems. Thus, inflexibility leads to dif-

ferential effectiveness. The term "effectiveness" is

applied to the many functions of social systems,

e.g., provision of such services as health, educa-

tion, and recreation, or guaranteeing economic

stability through meaningful employment.

Clarification of this approach to describing in-

stitutional racism might be achieved by illustrating

what is meant by differential effectiveness in sev-

eral social systems (viz., housing, education, em-

ployment, and mental health). These systems are

particularly relevant because differential effec-

tiveness leads to low income, underemployment,

and limited educational attainment, and they have

devastating consequences for minority individuals,

families, and their communities.
Housing. The differential effectiveness of com-

munity systems is nowhere more apparent than in

housing. Pettigrew"(1975) presents convincing sta-

tistical evidence of racial inequities in housing. For

example, in 1970 only 38-42 percent of blacks
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owned their own homes, as opposed to 65 percent

of whites. At that tin e, the median value of homes

owned by whites was 63 percent higher than the

value of black-owned homes. Furthermore, both

rental and owner-occupied housing available to

minorities was consistently older and more densely

inhabited than that available to whites. Until re-

cently, minorities were concentrated in central city

areas where housing stock ranged from fair to poor

condition. This concentration existed either

because minorities could not :.fford nousing in

more affluent areas or because discriminatory real

estate practices limited their access to preferred

neighborhoods. Further, suburban communities,

fearful of a decline in home values, have resisted

the location of low-income housing in their neigh-

borhoods. As neighhorhoods integrated, "white

flight" often occurred and accelerated the deteri-

oration of older marginal communities. Even

worse, reading-orpooc neighborhoods; 'especially

minority neighborhoods, reduced the flexibility of

minority families to seek hous'ing better suited to

their needs. This practice has also contributred to a

more rapid deterioration of older and poorer neigh-

borhoods because funds for necessary home im-

proveme.nt.hae not been available from financial

institutions. Consequently, minority families are

less likely to have their housing needs met,

,Education. The community's ineffectiveness in

prokading for the housing needs of minority fam-

ilies correlates with its inability to provide ade-

quate resources for the education of minority

hildren The Coleman Report (1966) points out

that, after as many as 12 years following the

Supreme Court's decision regarding school
desegregation, there remained major inequities in

the qual,ty ot education available to white and to

nonwhite children. Discrepancies existed in the

facilities curriculym, teacher competence. and

other factors related to the quality of the school ex-

perience. For example. Coleman's research showed

that minority students had fewer facilities, such as

science and language labs, books, libraries, and ap-

propriate texts, than whites Minority students had

limited access to innovative curricula and

enrir hing extracurricular activities.

Re«,nt researchers have documented the contin-

uation ot such inequality. For example, inexperi-

enced aild unlicensed teachers have frequently

been assfghed to inner city schools (Berkowitz

1974i. An additional source of racism in the schools

is their failure to* use material which reflects the
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historical contributions of nonwhites. This is espe-

cially unfortunate because the schools fail to take

aavantage of materials which might enhan:e the

motivation of nonwhite children to engage in aca-

demic tasks (Sloan 1972). In addition, the diversity

of language and linguistic forms introduced to the

school system by bicultural and bilingual children

adds an often overlooked facet to the educational

process. Failure on the part of the schools to ac-

commodate themselves to this source of diversity

contributes to the likelihood of academic failure,

among bicultural children. Educators frequently

ascribe linguistic deficits to Hispanics and to chil-

dren from black urban .areas, Baratz and Baratz

(1970) argue that a cultural difference model is

more applicable in describing the language of

black children and, in fact, that the language

spoken by these children constitutes a highly

developed but different form of English. In the case

_of _black English, almost no one suggests that

children not devel-op a hi-6 TeVéldiroln-peten-ce-in-----

standard English, but many argue that the alter-

native linguistic forms used by blacks deserve

respect. la the case of bicultural bilingual children,

bilingual education seems essential.

Charges of racial discrimination have been par-

ticularly intense around the issue of standardized

achievement and intelligence tests. Williams and

Mitchell (1977) have argued that cultural bias

endemic to most achievement intelligence :ests

render them useless for assessing the competence

and skills of nonwhite youth. The major issue con-

cerning the tests is that they appear to measure °
knowledge and experiences that are more readily

available in a white, middle-class environment.

As a result, when these tests ar- i to assess aca-

demic achievement or inteli; nonwhite chil-

dren score below standards. aly, when Grad-

uate Record Examinations (GREs) are used to assess

potential for professional education, minority stu-

dents generally fail to score in the top decile.

Currently, these tests serve to screen minorities out

of opportunities for professional or graduate train-

ing. In other settings, test results may be used' more

for punitive than for rehabilitative purposes. A

good exampk is the requirement of competence

examinations for graduation, rather than diagnosis

and remediation in early phases of education.

In addition, when minority children are diag-

nosed as mentally retarded or academically defi-

cient, the resources needed for remediation often

are not made available. Because the expectations
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about the potential of these students are relatively
low, they are placed in classrooms designed more
to maintain disdphne than to teach. Beeghley and
Butler (1974) suggest that the results of standard-
ized tests often lead to acquiescence in teachers.
The failure of the schools to challenge students
academically and the acceptance of low perform-
ance standards lead to ineffective functioning by
students and schools. Failure to benefit from early
educational experiences has consequences later in
life, as reflected in the underrepresentation of mi-
norities in higher education and in the professions.
Brown and Stent (1975) indicate that the number of
minorities in higher education is well below their
percentage within the general population. Specif-
ically, blacks constiarted only 6.9 percent of the
undergraduate enrollment in the United States in
1970, while they represented over 11 percent of
the popuiation. They 'earned only 5.2 percent of
awarded bachelor degrees, ald, of this group, 40
percent ,earned degrees from traditionally black
colleges.

Health and Mental Health Services. The differen-
tial effectiveness of the health care delivery system
for whites and nonwhites begins with prenatal care.
The infant mortality rate is significantly higher for
nonwhites, and the life expectancy for nonwhites,
especially males, is significantly lower. From birth
to death, minorities experience higher susceptibil-
ity to chronic diseases and health hazards than is
generally true for nonminorities.

The failure of the health delivery system is also
evident in the field of mental health. Because of
their status as poor and minority, nonwhites exper-
ience many more sources of stress than nonmi-
norities. In addition, Kiev (1973) points out that
acculturation, migration, poverty, and experience
of massive social change contribute to an increase
in menta! health risk for minorities. When mental
he, Ith problems do arise, the services available are
oft:m inadequate and/or inapp,P,,riate. Thomas
and Sillen (1972) have argued that racist preconcep-
tions about intellectual inferiority and emotional
immatunty of nonwhites continu2 to distort the
psychiatric process from admissions to treatment
and even affect the nature of the therapeutic rela-
tionship. Mental health centers serving min9rities
are typically understaffed and underbudgeted TSab-
shin 1970), Moreover, prestigious university-bawd
hospital treatment facilities have a virtual absence
of minority patients in the psychiatric wards, even
though these hopital settings are often located in

or near large mirority, communities The absence uf
minority patients is thought to ,ibe causcd by the
fact that minority populations vievv tht, white
dominated institutions 'With suspicion, and the
staff, in turn, do not consider minority patients to
be good candidates for psychiatric treatment.

Psychological diagnosis has been must vulner
able to charges of racism. The aagnwt4L and Sta
ttsttcal Manual has been critiuzed from many
quarters for its low rehability. Sabshai (1970)

reports a study of the demographic and psycho
social characteristics of patients admitted to an
inpatient unit of a community mental health
center, which found (hat blacks were more often
characterized as suspicious and as having cum
plaints of persecution and more frequently diag
nosed as having exaggerated symptoms than were
whites. The study also suggested that lingUistic fac
tors, cognitive style, and appearance are likely tu
be misinterpreted and defined as pathological. The
problem of diagnosis is exacerbated by a fadure tu
understand and consider the effects on manifest
symptoms of stresses resulting from poverty and
discrimination. The effectiveness uf the mental
health service delivery system fur nonwhites is

greatly diminished when the diagnostic process
exaggerates pathology and the case dispositign
process relegates nonwhite:, tu less pronng and
less suitable forms of treatment.

Employment. Employment, because of its rela
tionship to income, status, and accessibility to
resources, is a majur determinant of quuht of hfe._
For that reason it may be the single must important
area affected by institutional irausrii. Duferential
income, status, and econumie mobdt rodt a
sensitive index of the negative influence of race
discrimination an minorities and their families. Dis-,
crimination in employment may oeuir in several
forms. (1) perceptions and attitudes of p:ejadiee tA
personnel, (2) the setting aside of c.ertain job assign
ments for one racial group, with the result that
minorities occupy lower paying positions than their
white counterparts, and (3) the introduction of
biased judgments about the potential productty
of an individual, including the use of .,electiun cri
teria irrelevant to productivity oh a job, and the um.
of stereotyped assumptions abuut abilitws w.g.,
selecting a white ovel a nonwhite fur a position in
accounting because nonwhites are generally seen
as poor in the area of mathematies Uleistdnd 1970).

The biases in selection and promotion result in
disproportionately low representation of rninunties
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among draftsmen, foremen, or professionals and an
overrepresentation in unskilled labor, service, and
clerical jobs. As a consequence, the income of
minority families is only 51-57 percent that of white

families (Killingsworth 1972). Higher education fails

to provide a buffer for nonwhites to the same ex-
tent that it does for whites, in that the unemploy-
ment rate for b!aLks with a college education is
higher than among whites with only high school
education. Furthermore, blacks ,are not afforded
the same opportunity or income as whites with
similar edUcational 'background. Although employ-

ers generally deny that discrimination is a factor in

their employment practices, the comparative

statistics on unemployment and underemployment
tor whites and peoples of color provide evidence to

the contrary. When individual orPiudices cannot

account for racial differences, employment inequi-

ties may be attributable to institutional processes.
Certamly, bias in the selection process is the most

likely aspect" of an institution to result in

discrimination, However, .the evaluation and pro-
motion procedures are equally §usceptible to

racism. Recent EEO guidelines ha,'e focused atten-

tion on these areas, put few significant changes

have- occurred in the employment patterns- de-
scribed above,

In addition, Liebenson and Fuguitt (1967) argue

that direct personal bias or discrimination is no
longer needed to maintain employment bias. Even

if racial dicrimination in employment were elim-
inated, minorities would still ,hold jobs inferior to
those of whites because of poorer education and

training. Even when employment practices are

judged to be "fair" they may provide unintended
advantages to- whites because of deficits in the
training of non-whites. Thus, the results of dis-
crimination in education spill over into the employ-
ment area. Minorities fall at the lowest rungs of the
employment ladder. Even when nationwide unem-
ployment is low, the lack of skills, the limited
number of vocational role models, the absence of
meaningful training programs, and a low level of
information about openings in trade areas all con-

tribute to the even greater underemployment of

minorities.

Surllrndry

On the basis of this evidence, it is clear that

many human services and training organizations
involved in employment, education, health, and
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mental health have yet to find a way to meet the

needs of nonwhites. A cursory review of these
effects suggests that they hold ,true across the en-

tire lifespan of'minorities froni childhood to old

age. The fact that these systems are differentially
effective for ,-,hites and nonwhites suggests that

institutional racism may be used accurately to

characterize the outcomes of their operations (see

table 1).
The application of a community competence

model to institutional racism focuses primarily on

differential effectiveness of social systems with

respect to minorities and whites. Differential out-
comes have been shown to exist in several domains

of community, life: housing, employment, educa-

tion, and health care services delivery. The health

care delivery system has been described as less

effective for minorities than nonminorities, as

reflected in higher infant mortality rates, higher

incidence of chronic diseases, and- lower lifq ex-
pectancy in nonwhites. The bulk_of mental health

'services vailable to minorities can be described as

inappropriate and subsequently underutilized.
Those who do avail themselves of mental health

services are viewed ,,as more severely pathological

and receive less skilled care than whites. In the
area of education, differential effectiveness with

respect to minorities is reflected in lower achiev,e-

ment levels, fewer resources, lower rates of admis-
sion to college, and lower rates of retention and
graduation. Differential effects in employment are

demonstrated by the concentration of nonwhites in

low status jobs and high vulnerability to unemploy-

ment. Finally, community ineffectiveness is repf-e-

sented 'in unequal access to quality housing for
nonwhites. T'ius, the differential effectiveness of

these major systems in meeting the needs of mi-
norities constitutes a state of incompetence and

evidence of institutional racism.

24

Individual-System Contributions

Using the concept community competence .in

this sense raises the quest;on of responsibility: In

whom does the incompetence reside? Who bears

responsibility for the ineffectiveness? Minorities,

both as individuals and as participants in social

systems, have been indicted for these outcomes. In-
dividdalists find it easy to blame minorities' lack of

sk"is and/or motivation for their own plight. SUch a

po .tion assumes that inequities in edueation, haus-

ins, fr. employment are the consequence of individ-
'
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Table 1. Forms of institutional racism across settings

HOUSING
Redlining, concentration ot low-income housing in central
cities/refusal by major companies to insure inner-city area,
exclusionary zoning
Restriction of nonwhites tu specific neighborhoods, exdu
sion by informal real estate practices
Significantly fewer minority homeowners (40 percent vs
65 percent in 1970)
Minority homes values less than homes of whites, i.e., me-
dian value of minority homes less than that of whites-

- $112,000 vs. $19,600 (30 percent of minority homes, 61 per-

^ cent white homes valued at more than $15,000)
Black-owned homes older (59 percent vs. 45 percent built
before 1950)
Minority renters live in older homes (70 percent vs. 59 per-
xent built before 1950) and pay a larger percentage of their

, gross income for housing
Smaller percentage -Of minority housing had full plumbing
than did whites (83 percent vs. 95 percent for whites).
Minorities experience greater overcrowding (20 percent vs.
7 percent)
Ingrained patterns of racial segregation

EMPLOYMENT 111 BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY
Discrimination in selection, retention, promotion
Use of test fpr selection on which nonwhite peoples do
poorly
Lack of incentives for those on public welfare to work

-- Ernp1iasis is given to seniority in job promotions
Concentration of nonwhites in low-paying, unskilled jobs
Unemployment rates fornonwhites double those of whites
Income of minorities is 57 percent of whites
Minorities with equal education get lower status/lower in-
come jobs than whites

The condyict of important business through the "club" or
"Ole Boy" network which is ttie bailiwick of white males

EDUCATION
Inferior, substandard education provided tu nonwhites
r...oncentration of nonwhites in special education
Low performance on standardized achievement tests
Failure to reflect comnbutions and ,:ulture of nonwhites in
curriculum
Lower adatission and retention rates of minorities than
wMtes in higher education

" GOVERNMENT
Inadequate resources for minority related programsEEO,
SBA

0

Failure to enforce EEO guidelines
Minorities cohcentrated in low-paying lobs
Lack of job mobility for Minorities
Failure to use minority contract tirms in procurement of
goods or services

HEALTH
Maldistribution of health care resources-
Two times as man), black babies die in first month of life as
whites
Minorities considered poor candidates for pSychotherapy
Black psychiatric patients are less likely than whites to re-
ceive treatment in the early stages of mental illness

CRIMINAL JUSTICELAW ENFORCEMENT
Proportionately more minority males than white males
incarcerated
Frequent run-ins with police lead to negative attitudes

toward police
Few minxity personnel in criminal justice system

ual deficits. On the other side of the issue, envi-,
ronmental determinists cite social iystems as the
major culprit. The position taken here does not
seek to minimize the role of the individual in devel-
oping and maintaining competence. While ac-
knowledging personal responsibility in this regard,

the role of social systems in producing this differ-
entially negative outcome for minorities must no(
be underestimated. Thus, neither the individual nor
the system alone assumes responsibility. Both re-
quire attention if the cycle of ineffectiveness is to
be broken. This is especially true in the case of
those on the lowist rung of the socioeconomic
ladder. It is they who have fewest resources and
suffer the most incapacitating conequehces of
institutional racism.

The interrelationship between individual Ad
system factors promoting community competence
is underscored by Washington Post reporter Lewis

Simons:

Simmering bitterness born of frustration is spreading
through the dank hallways and dirt courtyards of Wash-
ington's public housing developments where some of the
poorest of th.. city s poor live. The system, they say, "is
intended to tail and to make lailures of those who depend
uP5-. it." For blacIss, and the poor in Washington are
almost always black, say they are frustiated and angry by
the failure of hard-won civil rights to evolve in economic
rights; . . . by the failure of the welfare system to provide a
stepping stone up from peverty (Simons 1978, p. 11.

Simons goes on to suggest that poverty here may
have an even more debilitating effect than it does in a
place like India where poverty is absolute, touching
everyone.

But people here know that there is a better lite that could,
just might, be 'theirs. It s across the line in the suburbs, it's
on television, but it s pot theirs in the housing project. This
is perhaps what makes poverty more painful than it is in a
place like India., It's more povertV of the spirit than of the
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body Few go hungry, few admit that they are poor, yet as

one resident ot the proseet "aid of one of her children
"When he asks me tor tWo dalars for something he's seen

on T V and I just don t have the two bucks, I get a pain, a

pain, bere in my chest A pain in the chest Many
ieople in-the project speak of this kind of thing, a great

emptiness "They call us savages," said another _resident,

"and that's why" they put us here on these reservations.

There vs that kind of atmosphere in the housing projects,

isolated and set apart from the beautiful city MOM people

think about as the Capitol ot their country " (Ibid)

This report and the words of the people quoted

here speak eloquently and accurately of the com-

plex personal aneinstitutionai factors which pro-

duce community incompetence.
The manner in which an individual allocates

responsibility tcr community incompetence to the

individual or system may say more about that in-
dividual than aoout the reality of the situation. At-

tributiono-ot cause and responsibility for behavior

are mediated by social-psychological processes (af-

fecting minorttyand nonminonty alike) related to--

perceptions of the agent as similar or dissimilar.,For

example, when people perceived as similar are ef-

fective in dealing with a task, we are inclined to at-

tribute their success to intrinsic or individual fac-'

tors (e.g., they are smart or worked hard). However,,
when individuals similar to us are not successful,

we tend to externalize the blame for t'heir failure
(they were uplucky). Conversely, wheq,individuals

seen as dissimilar to ourselves succefteat a task we

tend to attribl their .success to external factors

and to, attribut their failure to their deficits. At-
tributions of responsibility to minorities for the
negative outcomes they experience may be inter-
preted as a subtle form of discrimination. Sr)ecifi-

cally, when nonwhite,s fail to achieve in 'areas of
educatiOn or employcant, whites may be inclined

to attribute this to laziness or lack of initiative, in-
tellinnce, and perseverance, or sometimes more
benignly to poor socialization and poverty. When

responsibility for the condition of minorities is

attributed to individual factors, the social system in

question is able to exonerate itself and does not
feel compelled to change itself to remedy the
situation.

Community Competence and

Racism

Institutional racism is related to organizational
dysfunction. Orpnizations are created for specific

purposes that are often related to production or

service delivery. The effectiveness of an organiza-

tion is linked to its ability to use its resources effi-

ciently and to react flexibly in,the face of changing

internal or environmental circumstances. More-

over, an effective, viable Organization becomes in-

creasingly differentiated as it adapts to internal

and external changes. As one of its components

shifts, other parts will adapt to the different

perspectives brought to it by new and diverse
populatiops. Following the 1954 Supreme Court

decision on desegregation and subsequent Civil

Rights legislation, minority group members have

had increasing.mobility crossing the boundaries of
communities, rganizations, and, institutions from
which they had been barred. Institutions charac-

terized as racist have been rendered ineffective by

their failure to adapt their traditional ways in order

to accommodate to these new., elements. This
results in part from the failure to recognize that

minority group members bring with them different
needs---and strategies of .problem _salving,. Top_ fre-

quently, these differences ire minimized, ignored,

denied, or openly opposed. Ironically, the in-

creased diVersity made available by the addition of

' minority group member's, providing the potential
for growth and a healthy differentiation for the in-
stitution, becomes a source 'of conflict and self-
destructive stagnation. The outcome then is un-.

desirable for everyone, minority and nonminority
alike. In summary, institutional racism Might be de-

scribed as (1) a failure to integrate the diverse per-
spectives .brought to it by,minority group members;

(2) reluctance or imbility to alter historical patterns

of service provision; apd (3) a low level of aware-

ness by institutional agents of the special needs of

all of its members. On an individual level, such a.

comnvlity or institution is perceived as ineffi-

cient, hostile, and nonresponsive and is treated

with a mixture of.distrust and anger by minority
group members. Minorities feel that they are not
welcorne and that their existence is not signifi-

cantly reflected in the community. Minority, needs

go unmet, their perspectives unrecognized. ).

Performance on an institutional level might be
described as involving systems skills. Systems skills

are related to the capacity of individuals to use
resources available in a system to meet their needs

and to solve individual and collective problems.

Thus, on the community level, an indication of the

level of an individual's system sl.ill is the extent to
which he or she has knowledge of and is able to use

the community's resources. Skill level is also indi-
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cated by the manner in which the individual evalu-
ates those resources. System., skills, then, are

related to the individual's knowledge of the

system's resources, leadership structure, communi-
cation channels, and the Manner in which the indi-
vidual dses andevaluates that system.

Conveisely, each system or community has a car-
-dinal responsibihty to enhance its members' ability
to manipulate and use its available resou'rces. A
community or organization is seen as competent to
the extent it enables all its members to develop
high levels of systems skills. An institution or
system might be described as racist when it is in-
flexible, failing- to change in order to meet the
'specific and uniqu 'e. needs of-minority groups. Such
an gistitution neither -provides pari, atmosphere of

acceptance hor makes', aCcessible 'its current
resounes. The competent COrqunity, on the other
hind, might be described as an iffectively func-
tioning.organization which makes room for diver-
sity, responds adaptifely and-equitably to needs as
they erherge-from each segment of the.community,
and enhances= the ability of its' inerithers to use its
resources. It is one in which alienation is dimin-
ished by the active participation of alf in estiblish-

iing
goals and 'directing group actions. Accordingly,

its resources are matched with those of its

members. It is-clear from such a definition that an-
increase 'in community conipetence leads to a
decrease in racism.

The moClel of community competence described
ibove calls attention to the level of effectiveness
of larger social systems in meeting the basic physi-
cal and psychological needs of minority groups.
Community competence, is a relative, rather than
an absolute, construct. It is recognized that no
system, is perfectly effective or competent with

o respect to all its people. However, racism niay ,be
inferred when a social systerddevelops more effec-
tive ways to deal with the problems of whites than
those of nonwhites. However, an approach that is
weighted ,ditirely toward victim blame'or system
blame, only escalates the rhetorkal exchanges.

The interactionist approach advocated in tilis
chapter allows or- to examine objectively those
problems that result from the specific way in which
tne individual and system deal with each other.
Three aspects of. the interactionist approach to

communityscompetence ought to be notetl, First, it
stre?ses the importance of corrective feedback

loops, through which information can be trans-
Mitted from individual .to systc.n and vice versa.

Frequently, the larger social systcr. which are
responsible for seMng minority groups lack the
mechanism or the abihty to establish a link with the
minority. community members whom they serve
(e.g., maximum feasible participation in program
planning). Participatory decisionmaking may result
in both the individual and the system feeling re-
sponsible for control over the outcomes produced
by the system and for commitment to those out-
comes. A second dement emphasized by a com-
munity competence model for understanding
racism is the need to match the problem-solving
preferences and dispositions of minority corn-

munities with the types of solutions made available
by the larger soda! systems. The,result of a poor'
match is that indMduals in the community are
unable to use ,the resources, and the sodal system
is unable to aChie its goalS.. Finally, tfle model
emphasizes the fatct jhat minority communities are
diverse. This diversity must be welcomed and
utilized in the normal functioning of community
systems.
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Chapter 3

Competent Communities: A Critical Analysis of
Theories and Public Policy*

Amado M. Padiila

ABSTRACT

Competence implies capability and fitness, while t.ommunity means a body of people having common
interests and organizations. The competent community then consists of a-group of capable people fit
td organize and carry out its mutual interests. In carrymg out its interests, the community mtit syn
chronize its activities with the larger society within which it co-exists. For most communities this does
not represent a problem. There are communities, however, that find it difficult, if not virtually im
possible, to achieve their interests and goals within the context of the larger society. These commu-
nities cart,fde.fOfind-in every part of this country and consist of people who share at least one common
element. They are easily identifiable by the color of their skin. People of colorblacks, Hispanics,
Asian- and Native Americansconstitute a sizable proportion of the total U.S. population. My pur
pose here is to show how these people, in spite of practices and policies that are clearly discriminatory,
have maintained cultural and institutional coherence.

Miny have written about the barriers, overt and
covert, which prevent individuals, as well as entire
communities, from achieving their interests. These
barriers have been discussed under the labels of
='prejudice" (Allport 1954, Bettelheim and Janowitz
1950; Harding, Kutner, Proshansky, and Chem 1954,
Jones 1972; Knowles and Prewitt 1969). This litera-
ture leads to a single conclusion: In spite of the
often-msurmountable barriers that have been

-#,erected around some minority communities, their
sheer survival is testimony to their competence. It
is this competence that is under examination here.
To provide a framework for this examination, we
first present an overview of minority groups in the
United States. Then, we examine social science
paradigms and how these paradigms have been
used in researching minority communities. Finally,
the role of social science research in public policy
is discussed.

Being "Colored" in America

Slavery, the forced subjugation of an entire race
by large segments of American majority society, is
the most chilling and obvious testimony to what it

'Preparation of this artide was supported in part by Research Grant
MH 24854 from the National Jnstitute of Mental Health to the Spanish
Speaking Mental Health.Researth,.Center, University of California, Los
Angeles.
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means to be "colored" in this country, Eman-

cipated for over 100 years, the black men and
women of this country are not free. Blacks con-
tinue to experience the bondage of slavery, even
though today its manifestations are disguised by
subtle policies and laws which maintain the black

/community in a perpetual state of poverty and
misery.

On another front, Native Americans have wit
nessed the systematic annihilation of members of
their community. The Native American population,
estimated at 1-3 million when Columbus "dis
covered" America, cumently stands at about one-
half millionup from a turn of the century low of
about 260,000. Methodically, and_without compas-
sion, Native Americans have been forced to aban
don their lands ands confined to reservations in

some of this country's bleakest and most isolated
spots. Not until 1924, almost 150 years after the
establishment of the United States, were these
original Americans gra9tedsilizenship through the
passage of the Wheeler-Howard, Law. Suffering

from malnutrition, high rates of infant mortality,
undereducation, unemployment, higher rates of
certain, diseases (e.g., tuberculosis), and staggering
rates of alcoholismgd suicide, these Americans
are still viewed as anthropoligical curiosities. It is

also important to note the negative impact that
schooling has had for Native Americans. No other

. ,

:29
:s
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group of people in this country has had their
school-age children forcibly removed from home

and sent to boarding schools. These Indian schools

were originally designed to acculturate the chil-

dren. We can only wonder how many children and

families were destroyed in the name of education.

Sharing with the Native American the dubious

distinction of having been conquered by the ma-

jority groilp, Mexican Americans, who now number

approximately 7 million, still experience discrimi-

natory practices in -education, employment, hous-

ing, and the governmental sector. In the 1848 treaty

of Guadalupe Hidalgo, Mexico relinquished her

right to her northern-most territory, which now

constitutes the States of Texas, New Mexico,
Arizona, California, and parts of Colorado, Nevada,

and Utah. When General Stephen Watts Kearny

tOok possession of Santa Fe, New Mexico, in the

na.ne of the United States, he told the assembled

populace at Santa Fe, "We come as friends, to

better your condition.. . . You are now American

citizens.. . . I am your governorhenceforth look

to me for protection" (Sanchez 1967). But the popu-

lace of Santa Fe soon learned, as did new "Amer--

calif! citizens elsewhere, that this treaty simply un-

leashed a march of imperialism across their- land,

the culmination of which resulted in a people

homeless, destitute, and, above all, forg6tten in

their own land. Prior-to 1848, the wealth of the area

was largely in the hands of the inhabitants but,

within a short period of time, a "property transfer"

occurred, as happens in any permanent military oc-

cupation. Furthermore, the hew lands were admin-

istered aS territories of the United States, and the

governors of the territories were appointed in

Washingt n, D.C. with no local representation.

Other minority sommunities have similarly ex-

perienced the fate of blacks, Native Americans,

and Mexi ,an Americans. California State law in the

mid-19th entury stated that no black, -mulatto,"

or Indian iAeps allowed to give evidence in favor of

or against a "white man." In 1854, this restriction

was widened to include the Chinese. The Chief

Justice of ithe California Supreme Court made this

decision n the basis of the following argument:

"The sam rule which would admit [Chinese] to

testify wo d admit them to all the equal rights of

citizenship and we might soon see them at the

polls, in the jury box, upon the bench, and in our

legislative halls. This . . . is an actual danger"

[Daniels and Kitan6 1970, p 133). It is also a cdn-

ventently forgotten fact 'Of 'this country's history

3o

that 112,000 Japanese Americans living on the

Western seaboard Were forcibly confined to 10 "re-

location centers" during World War II. During their

forced confinement, these people found their con-

stitui,onal guarantees suspended and their ,homes

and businesses "purchased" at below bargain

prices .by the majority group. They were provided

with Government salaries ranging up to $19 a

month (Simpson and Yinger 1965). The stated ra-

tionale for this policy was "war security," but it is a

fact that German Americans were not also forcibly

confined. The racist implications of this are ob-

vious. Further, it was legally impossible for Issei

(Japanese Americans born in Japan) td become

American citizens until 1952.
To continue to document the history of preju-

dice in the United States against people of color,

let us consider Puerto Rico. The Puerto Rican is an

up-to-the-minute version of the many past waves of

immigrants to the United States. But the Puerto

Rican is not an immigrant; rather, he is a migrant,

fully an American citizen, who relocates, seeking a

better job and better life opportunities in the main-

land. Most Puerto Ricans have come to the main-
land..within the past 30 years or so. More than half

are under 21 years of age. Of the more than I mil-

lion on the mainland, a great number have served

in the Armed Forcesand many have died serving

their country. For years, Puerto Ricans have hand-

picked the fruit and vegetable crops in the farm

areas of the eastern seaboard. They have also taken

on virtually every menial, low-paying job in the

eastern urban centers of this country. Their reward

has been 'poverty, unemployment or underemploy-

ment, poor education, substandard education, and
political impotence. As a matter of fact, it was not

until 1970 that the first- native-born Puerto Rican

was elected to the Congress of the United States.

In sum, we present a cursory overview of the ma-

jor minority communities _in the United States.

Despite genocide, land expropriation, forced

migration, restricted opportunities for education

and employment, etc.members of minority groups

are a healthy and visible segment of the US. pop-

ulation. Their survival is a testament to the strength

of their communities. Although disappointment

and bitterness are reflected in the eyes ot many
members of the commu_nities examined here, there

is neither despair nor hopelessness., A difference

exists between knowing the realities of life and not

having 'the clout t6 control this reality, and the in-

ability to synchronize and blend in with the major-
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ity because of some inherently negative character-
istic of the individual or community.

All of the minority communities discussed above
have historically provided social scientists with a
laboratory-like setting for the study of social prob-
lems. High rates of unemployment, welfare recip-
ients, juvenile delinquency, alcohol and drug
abuse, and violent cane have been reported in the
ethniciraual minority enclaves. These problems
have attracted the interest of social scientists who
have theorized and researched about social prob-
lems in minority communities. The paradigms em-
ployed in tfie study of social problems are avail-
able for scrutiny, and the examination of them
below reveals additional information about the
treatment of people-of color.

Social Problem Paradigms
Before examining the paradigms used in studying

social problems, it is best to begin with a definition.
Most social scientists consider a social problem "to
be an alleged situation which is incompatible with
the values of a significant number of people who
agree that as.tion is necessary to alter the situation"
(Rubinton and Weinberg 1971, p. 5). This definition
reflects the essential cultural bias that exists in the
study of social problems. Specifically, social prob-
lems have been seen as deviations from, or viola-
tions ot, somegenerally accepted, popular norms
(in terms of behavior and beliefs), and they have
been considered to be deviations and violations
that are observable, known, and detected by signif-
icant proportions of the public.

This definition makes the analysis of hidden, la-
tent, or potential problems all but impossible,
since, if the event is not recognized as a problem, it
will probably nut be studied. Furthermore, this defi-
nition implies that the values or norms being
violated are the desirable, acceptable standards for
belief and behavior, The action that the public de-
mands in response to social problems is typically
one that will restore the state of affairs to the way
it existed before the problem occurred. This, in ef-
fect, recreates the environment that produced ,the
problem. In this fashion, then, social scientists tend
to follow the lead and dictates of public opinion in
selecting problems to be studied. It is not surprising
that social scientific attention has been concen-
trated on social problems in the nority commu-
nity, such as unemployment or Crime, but has large-
ly neglected, the underlying societal causes leading
to these problems.
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Once a social problem is defined, social scien
tists have to formulate a method and rationale for
study. In effect, these entail the development of a
perspective which includes orienting ideas, clefini

tions, conceptualizations, and actions. Out of this
process emerge paradigms which direct the sodal
scientist to the problem to be studied, define the
methodology to be used, and set the stage for inter
pretation of the data once the study is complete.
We can point to at least four major paradigms that
have directed the research of social scientists in-
volved in studying social problems in the minority
community.

Before launching. into an analysis of the social
science paradigms, it is essential to understand that
the "scientific" study of \social ,problems has been
largely a majority group enterprise. There is even
to the present such a MiniSCule number of social
scientists of color that the supposedly "objective"
perceptions of social problems are biased from the
majority perspective. When minority group social
scientists have spokeri out against the 173ditional
approaches to social problems, they have been
labeled as radical or pseudoscientific. Yet, more
often that not, social scientists from the majority
group have not recognized how their own biases
have distorted their study of social problems or
how their work has been used in the political proc
ess to arrive at policies that often cause more harm
than good in minority communities.

Social Pathology. The underlying assumption here
is that social problems are the l'esulLof soda
disease, much as the disruption of normai bodily
functioning is caused by physical disease. Deviant
behavior is, then, seen as pathological or "sick."
This paradigm is analogous to the medical ap
proach to illness. The complaint is located (e g.,
broken bone, infection, etc.) and treated. The physi-
cian in this model is rarely involved in the environ-
mental causes of illness. In the social pathology
paradigm, the illness is viewed as residing within
the individual. The unemployed poor constitute an
excellent example of a social problem where we
can demonstrate how this paradigm actually oper
ates. The unemployed person is viewed by t!;e ad-
vocate of the pathological paradigm as an idler,
too lazy to work, and lacking the ethic of hard
work. In accordance with this belief, society dis
tinguishes between wofkers and idlers by reasoning

, that the ethic of hard work can be induced in the
idler only if public assistance is kept at the lowest
possible level. Accordingly, all of tile Federal pro-
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grams established to assist the unemployed are in

one way or another founded on the principle that
minimal assistance is necessary and will stimulate
people to work. Pro3rams, such as Aid to Families

with- Dependent Children (AFDC), the Work Incen-

tive Program (MP}, Family Assistance Programs

(FAN, and the Oppbrtunities for Families Plan

(OFP), were all based upon the idea of making

welfare recipieets including mothers in one-parent
households, employable. A good example of how

this paradigm has infiltrated Federal policy can be

seen in the Family Assistance Program initiated by

former President Nixon. According to Federal

guideline3, the FAP was intended to provide assist-

ance only to the working poor, not to those poor

and unemployed receiving welfare. In other words,

a distinction was drawn between the employed and
unemployed poor, and only the employed poor

were viewed as worthy of assistance-(Lowry 1974).

When applied to unemployment, the social,path-

ti7-,a73i-tigrn is subject__ to at least three

criticisms fAustint9n).------
a. The poor have available to them only un-

skilled or seasonal employment, and, when

these jobs are available, the poor do not
have to be forced to work. When they do
work, however, thet i. family income is ex-
tremely low or subject to rapid fluctuation.

Thus assistance acts to block employabil-

ity, rather than to permit people to move on

their own initiative in and out of the labor

market.

b. Studies have shown that substantial propor-
tions of welfare recipients held some type

of job before going on welfare. The com-
mon view that recipients of public assist-

ance run into two and three generations is

not substantiated. Furthermore, many recip-

ients worked while receiving assistance,

before the recent implementation of ad-

ministrative restrictions against receiving

welfare while employed,

c The structure of the labor market is a major
determinant of employability for the poor.

The majority of employment "opportunities"
for the poor are secondary-type jobs which

are less attractive (low wages, poor condi-
tions, little opportunity for advancement or
(hallenge) than the primary jobs available to

the middle classes. In short, there is_ verY
little motivation to excel at dead-end jobs.

3
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Thus, for the work ethic to make sense, the

elimination of dependency will require

alterations in the labor market so that the

dependent can have access to primary jobs.

Unemployment continues among the poor not
because of a lack of commitment to the work ethic

but because social programs are designed to re-

educate the poorto remove their pathology
rather than to permit them to use their work commit-

ment in positive 'ways. The social pathology

paradigm, in determining that the "sickness" rests in

the individual, fails to locate alternative sources of

pathology in the larger society. It should come as no

surprise that society perpetuates poverty. Cheap

labor has always been a cornerstone of industriali-

zation. As long as some groups of people can be
forced to work cheaply, there is little examination of

whether the society is in need of moral realignment.

Instead, the society provides "assistance" programs

for the poor which discourage initiative and foster

dependence. Yet, through all this, people of color

emerge who are willing to counter the system and

fight for a better tomorrow. The United Farm

Workers and Cesar Chavez are testimdny to this.
Chavez has argued that it is not beneath the dignity

of the individual to work in the hot sun, stooped,

and picking crops, but it is when that person is paid a

minimal standard of living. Here, the agriculture
business is shown to be "diseased" with greed and

that segment of the population who would deny a

person a decent wage.
Social Deviance. Here the focus is on violations of

accepted forms of a society. According to this

paradigm, behaviors that depart from the expected

are deviant. The social-deviance paradigm differs

from the social-pathology paradigm by shifting the

focus of study away from the individual to the

nature, causes, and consequences of deviant acts.

Adherents of this paradigm propose that individ-

uals learn deviant forms of behavior through one of

two kinds of processes: (1) as a consequence of

restricted opportunities for learning conventional

behavior, and (2) through increased opportunity for

learning deviant ways (Rubinton and Weinberg

1971).
According to the deviance paradigm, juvenile

delinquency and criminal behavior are assumed to

occur because of contacts with criminal subcul-

tures and ,isolation from anticrirhinal influences.

Mdreover, these contacts are presumably greater in

Minority cOmmunities, therefore explaining the ex-
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istence of elevated rates of violent crime. For the
last several decades, tilis theory has resulted in a
variety of studies of the learning processes in-

volved in deviant behavior (Short and Strodtbeck
1965, Clinard 1964). It has also become the basis for
community action programs in urban areas to pro-
vide youth with nondelinquent _alternatives.
Despite its seeming focus on the larger society to
explain the causes of deviance, this paradigm is
still essentially microsociological in orientation.
The result is that dramatic forms of individual de-
viance, such as prostitution, rape, narcotics traf-
ficking, 'and murder, are the forms of deviant
behavioi investigated, while the more covert and
systematic forms of deviant behavior, such as

racism, sexism, or exploitation, are almost totally
ignored.

There are two different and critical points to em-
phasize. The first has to do with the fact that the
responsibility for the deviance rests on the minority
community, while the larger, majority community
is presumably free of such deyiance. The second
point is that the "real" problems, those which cause
the so-called problems being studied, are ignored
or de-emphasized. We might also add that a funda-
mental concern for the nature of power in society
and the role that power plays in social problems is
absent in social science research. Concepts such as
victimization and oppression receive ,little atten-

tion in the literature on deviance. The absence of
analyses of these forms of deviance is understand-
able when we recognize the social and political
biases built into the deviance paradigm.

Following an analysis of the social deviance
paradigm, it is interesting to note the self-worth still
enjoyed by people of color. Slogans of "'Black is

Beautiful" or maintenance of cultural and linguis-
tic features, as demonstrated through the celebra-
tion of ethnic holidays, show the pride people have
in their cultural roots. The labels of social deviants
prevalent in minority communities have not robbed
the members of these communities of their dignity.

Sodal Disorganization. Disorganization is defined
as a disintegration A the values and rules that

govern everyday behavior Adherents of the disor-
ganization paradigm see social problems as result-
ing from either a set of behaviors that conflict with,
or contradict, expected patterns of conformity, or
trom a confusion about, or absence of, norms and
values covering these behaviors. An exceptionally
good example of, the social disorganization
paradigm in operation is seen in the Moynihan
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report on the black family. According to Moynihan

(1965):

At the heart of the deterioration of the fabric of Negro
society is the deterioration of the Negro family. The

role of the family in shaping charackr and dbihty is so per
vasive as to be easily ocerlooked The famt! s the basic

social unit of American life, it is the basic socializing unit
By and large, adult conduct in society is learned as a child

(p. 51).

Because the family is seen b Moyn,han as vi-
tally important to American life, he asserts that a
segment of the black community is in difficulty

The family structure of lower.class Negroes is highly

unstable, and in many urban centers is approaching com-
plete breakdown . the emergence and increasing %,151

bility of a Negro middle-class may beguile the nation into
supposing that the circumstances of-the remainder of the
Negro community are eribally prosperous. whereas just the
opposite is true at present, and is likely to continue 50
(p. 51).

To support his position of social disorganization
among blacks, Moynihan culled data from various
sources on illegitimacy rates, divorce statistics,

females as heads of ho,iseholds, and welfare de-
pendency. These data were used to explain the
"tangle of pathology" and disorganization of the
black family. According to Moynihan, the black
community ,has been forced into a matriarchical
structure that, because it is so out of line with the
rest of society, seriously retards the progress of the
group as a whole and imposes a crushing burden on
the black male and, consequently, on many black
women. It would be interesting to see what conclu-
sions Moynihan would arrive at today if he studied
majority group family structure. The tremendous
amount of literature in recent years on the brea1,
down of the American family, alternative family
structures, and single-parent homes is not
emanating out of minority communities On the
contrary, minority communities are pointing to
their strong familial ties as the basis of their
strength.

Moynihan has had many challenges on his report
of the black family. Rebuttals to his explanation
can be found in the social science literature (Hill
1972, Valentine 1968; Young 1974). What needs to
be said here concerns the conspicuous absence of
an examination of the strengths of the black family
in Moynihan's reports. Moynihan focuses only on
the weaknesses of the black family in terms of what
white families are like", thereby reflecting a single
normative notion of family life. He also fails to
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comment substantively on the scarcity of jobs fof
the black unskilled male or on the fact that "the
great majority of black families . . . are not char-

acterized by criminality, delinquency, drug addic-

tion or desertion" (Hill 1972). What is clearly seen
in Moynihan's report is the way in which the social

disorganization paradigm led Moynihan to exam-
ine and/or question only a part of the faC4and
only those facts that serve to reinforce a predeter-

mined conclusion about black family life as cha-

otic and disorganized.
One theory that follows from the disorganization

paradigm is Lewis' conceptualization of the
"culture of poverty" (Lewis 1968); According to this

view, the poor, because they do not share in the

social, political, or economic organization of The

middle class, constitute a subculture Marked by
familial and individual disorganization. The conse-

quence is that the culture nf poverty tends to' per-

petuate itself from generation to generation

because of its effect on the children. Lewis (190)

states:

By the time slum children are age slx or seven they have

usually absorbed the basic values and attitudes of their sub-
culture, and are not psychologically geared to take full ad.
vantage of changing conditions or increased opportunities
which may occur in their lifetime.

Although Lewis has put an interesting twist into
the disorganization paradigm, he was quite cau-
tious,bverall about how and to whom he applied

his concept of the culture of poverty. Unfortu-

nately, there are many who quote Lewis freely and

simplify his ideas so readily that all of Lewis'
genuine empathy for the poor goes unrecognized.

The impact of this free translation about the poor
has penetrated the social w Aare establishment

and its policies toward the impoverished. In his

Blaming the Victim, Ryan (1971) has angrily de-
nounced members of the culture of poverty cult

who perpetuate the notion that poverty is a result

of the characteristics of the poor themselves.

Attempts fo use a social disorganization
paradigm to explain social problems in minority

communities have largely failed. Today, minority
communities are better organized than ever before.
The communities have learned that power can be

exercised through the vote and political pressure.
'Community improvement programs, employment,

and better educational institutions are some of the
things minority communities are demanding from

the m.en and women who represent them ,in Wash-

ington, D.C. Considering several hundred years of
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policies more directed at creating social disorgani-

zation than at solving social problems (e.g., slavery,

military occupation, boarding schools, etc.),

minority communities have survived largely intact

with their values and social structures preserved.
Cultural Deficit. Use of the cultural deficit model

has a long history in social science research. The

starting point in an examination of this paradigm is

the concept of ethnocentrism. Ethnocentrism con-

sists of a constellation of attitudes which include a
belief that one's own standards are (or should be)

universal and that one's own group is strong and

good. Members of other groups are viewed as ex-
ploitable and/or as inferior. An extreme example is

the saying "The only good Indian is a dead Indian.'

This fercepdon exemplifies an attitude which

"justifies" genocide, colonialism, and territorial ex-
pansion. The consequence of this type of belief

system is that well-defined social boundaries are

erected betwet ingroup and outgroup members.
Little social rrobility is allowed between groups,
and usually, when it does occur, it is only because
members of the outgroup, or minority group, are
allowed to adopt the standards of the ingroup. In

adopting these standards, minority group members

must forfeit the standards of their own group. Vir-
tually every group of people who have-immigrated

to the United States or who have been brought here

against their will Jr who have been conquered have
had to undergo a process of cultural change or
"melting" to meet the demands of the dominant

society, and yet, regardless of how much an in-
dividual or community has given up in this process

of change, people of color have still been largely
excluded from the mainstream.

Let us turn to a discussion of acculturation and

assimilation to better understand this point. Accul-

turation and assimilation together constitute a

process of resocialization of the individual. This
process of resocialization demands that the person:

a. Possess the ability to use the vernacular lan-

guage colloquially and demonstrate other

skills required for native-like communica-
tion (e.g., appropriate gestures and slang
,words).

b. Possess knowledge of the history and

culture of the new group, its ideology,

values, norms, and social structures Knowl-

edge of the new culture must become ,equal

to at least that of niembdrs ofthe dominant
group who hold a similar soda) position.
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c. Be a'ble to adopt the values and norms of
, the dominant group, as well as possess a

knowledge of them. This entails conformity
to the norms and values of the dominant
group, not only in superficial behavior but
also .in appearance (which for people of
color may be largely impossible) and ex-
pressive behavior.

d. Accept the new group as the primary refer-
ence group. This requires the emotional
identification with the dominant group and
the loss of, or extreme reduction in, identifi-
cation with the group of origin.

e. Be accepted to some extent by the host
group: This is equivalent to the absence of
prejudice. The interpersonal contacts may
vary in frequency and degree of intimacy
and may lead to,the establishment of a new
primary group for the minority group
member, including close friendships and
-even a marital relationship with a member
of the host group.

The process of resocialization, if viewed posi-
tively, is tantamount to an acceptahce of the belief
that American society is the result of the many cul-
tures that have contributed people to this society.
This "melting pot" theory holds that peoples from
diverse cultures have come together and created
an American culture distinct from the individual

cultures that contributed, to it. Moreover, this

Ainerican society is said to be the result of the best
-elements of these diverse cultures. But according
to Baratz and Baratz (1970), who have examined
how the underpinnings of this paradigm operate in
the classroom, the Smelting pot idea has aided and
abetted the misinterpretation of the substance of
the basic doctrine of egalitarianism, subverting it

from "all men are created equal" to "all men are
created equal if they behave in the same manner."

it is important to point out that those individuals
who have not behaved like others have been
labeled as _"deviant" or "radical." Children from
Hispanic homes who spoke Spanish in school were
punished, while Native American children who fled
boarding schools were labeled as "wild" Indians.
Similarly, black militants were viewed 'as radical
and threatening to the American free enterprise
system and in some cases, were exterminated by
law enforcement officers.

_
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The education of minority group children pre-
sents a microcosmic view of how the cultural

deficit paradigm operates. Children who enter
school with a language and/or cultural background
which is different from the majority are perceived
as deficient in the essentials necessary for satis-,
factory academic achievement. This view has tradi-
tionally resulted in the interpretation of almost all
data on minority children being forced into two
seemingly dichotomous categorieseither that of
biological incapacity (genetic inferiority) or de-

viance and pathology (environmental deprivation).
If the judgment is genetic inferiority, the conclu-
sion is that, irrespective of attempts to remedy the
situation environmentally, the deficit cannot be
remedied, since the problem lies with the genes of
the individual (Eysenck 1971; Herrnstein 1973; Jen-
sen 1969; Shockley 1972). On the other hand, if the
judgment is environmental deprivation, a program
of early intervention is, begun. The major premise
of this approach is that ,the deficit can be overcome
by the substitution of a different set of values and
norms along with knowledge of the language of the
majority group. The success of this resocialization
process depends on the extent to which the child is
allowed to surrender the language and culfure of
the,home.

An approach to education founded on the
cultural-deficit model leaves little room for the ex-
plorat:on of other languages and cultural orienta-
tions. This approach fails to acknowledge that
children are capable of fluency in two languages
before school entry (Padilla and Lindholm 1976) or
that cultural democracy (Ramirez and Castaneda
1974) in education demands pluralism in cur-
riculum. Moreover, researchers have shown that
many of the *premises called upon to justify the
education of the poor are not substantiated by data
(Ginsburg 1972). For example, after an exhaustive
review of the fiterature, Ginsburg concluded that
the problem in educating minority children did not
rest with the children but, rather, with the schools
themselves. Education, according to Ginsburg, has
failed to examine the assumptions that it rests on
generally, and this problem is even more dramatic
when examining how the poor are educated in this
country.

The schools have failed at every level in their
responsibilitY to educate minority-group children
On the average, minority-group members have 2 to
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3 years less education than white Americans, are

considerably less visible on college and uniVersity

campuses, and, as a result, are noticeably under-

represented in the professions. The high school

dropout rate among minority students has tradi-

tionally been viewed and interpreted as a "low

motivation to learn" problem of these students;

rather than as a "push out" problem of the schools.

Blame for the lower educational attainment is

directed toward the students, their families, and

communities, not the institutional structures that

maintain the system and profit from the cheap

labor supply that school "push out' creates.

On another level, the universities can be looked

at as the last bastions of institutionalized racism

existing in this, country. Univ,ersities are the gate-

keepers for controlling the number of men and

women who enter theprofessions. The gatekeeping

function is clearly worked, out by entrance require-

ments, ever-climbing tuition and fees, graduation
requirements, and a lengthy period of unemploy-

ment or underemployment, with :,concomitant

financial loss, before a degree is awarded. Tied to

this gatekeeping function liatte fact that the avail-

ability of many important and powerful positions is

directlY linked to the prestige of the university at-

tended. To date, few people of color have been

able to infiltrate the universities and to go on to the.

professions. Fewer still have been-able to rise to

positions of power. Until all children are offered

equal educational opp9ounity, social equality will

not exist.
The four paradigms examined abclive, although

treated separately, are not mutually exclusive. In

the social science literature they often overlap in

their treatment of minority groups. Our purpose

here has not been to demonstrate the full range of

how these paradigms are used but merely to high-

light how these "social science" paradigms reflect

prejudicial attitudes of society. In essence, the

jargon of science masks discriminalory attitudes

and justifies practices that go counter lo the phi-

losophy of "all men are created equal" up* which

the United States was founded. Another fit.pose

has been to show how the major social science
paradigms often restrict the open examination 'of

social problems and color interpretatioRs derived'

from data obtained according to the dictates of

one paradigm or another (Kuhn 1970). Throughout,

it-has also been the authors' intention to show how
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minority communities have largely maintai

their integrity in Spite of negative, social scier e

research.

Social Science Research and

Public Policy

Although minority communities are competent

in the organization and xonduct of their affairs, this

competency is suppressed by the barriers imposed

around some minority communities. The effects of

these barriers have been such that they have

created major social 'problems, for example, high

rates of unemployment, violent crime, welfare,

etc., in areas inhabited by people of color. The bar-

riers referred to here include, for example, under-

education, which has resulted in fewer minority

group professionals and social scientists. Without

a cadre of physicians, lawyers, educators, etc.,

health care, legal protection, and education remain

substandard.
Social science research and its concomitant

paradigms and, methodologies have focused on

these social problems and have offered solutions

which fail to recognize or implicate the societal

structures maintaining these social pr.iblems. Even

more serious is the fact that public policy has often

-been determined, or at least justified, by the social

scientists' research of minority communities. Social

scientists are majority __group professionals who

have, largely maintained the,,traditionaV paradigms

of their -disciplines withotit input from minority

group social scientistS. In recent years, these

paradigms have begun to be challenged by minor-

ity group social scientists who have emerged from

their respective communities (e.g., Martinez 1977)

to propose new paradigms and interpretations of

social problems. The force with which these chal-

lenges are being made attests to the competence of

minority communities to rise above the barriers of

inctitt;tionalized racism.
A fireponderance of research has focused on the

weaknesses of minority people. For instance, we

know more about the dysfunctions of minority

group families than we know about the strengths

and positive values of these same family members.

Similarly, we can speak more authoritatively about

the learning problems that children from non-
'English-speaking homes have in the classroom' than

we:can about the probable cognitive and linguistic
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advantages of bihnguahsm. The consequence of
this imbalance m uur knowledge of minority
people is that we have social and educational
programs that often conflict with the values and
traditions of a sizable number of people. These
pohues and programs frequently are directed at
transforming the minority person into a caricature
of the majority-group person. The result is a person
who, because of color, and in spite of changes in
values, traditions, and language, is not totally ac-.

cepted by the dominant sizciety. The harm is that
this person may also no longer be a bona fide (and
accepted) member of his community. There is also
a cost factor on the majority group that must be
considered. A "free" sodety cannot be maintained
indefinitely with second-class dtizens. In the coun-
try's urban centers there have .I;een many signs of
societal strife and ;discontent. Race riots have
erupted in many of the major cities, and the threat
of subversive activiries hangs over those in charge
of maintaining the country's security. An analysis
of the majority community's competence is long
overdue.

That minority communities have managed to
maintain their competence in the face of institu-
tional racism, bias in social science research
paradigms, and public policies enacted by
dedsionmakers from outside these communities is
certainly a tribute. To be able to maintain respect
and dignity for_ family, customs, language, and
community cannot have been easy for any of the
people of color. The majority of people of color
have not committed crimes, have not been in jail,
and do not receive public assistance. In fact, many
have managed to enter the system and attain
higher education, enter politics, and lead useful,
productive lives. An excellent example of this is my
colleague at the University of ,California, Los

Angeles, Professor John Garcia, who recently re-
ceived the Warren Medal from the Society of Ex-
perimental Psychologists for his work in behavioral
psychology. Many other examples of men and
women of color who have achieved eminence in
their profession can be used to demonstrate the
point that, in spite of institutional barriers, there
are capable individuals of minority group back-
grounds. How many more might there be if given
the opportunity?

Kconclusions

Much previous social scienee research is invalid
because it -reflects sodetal prejudice, rather than

an objective analysis of societal problems. For ex-
ample, high unemployment among minunty group
members is a pioblem, but blaming victims of un-
employment (i.e., the unemployed) dues not put
food on their, tables. The basis of institutional
racism should be investigated un a continued and
increased level of intensity. This 'represents a

paradigm shift in study which will take courage and
hard thinkingcourage to confront the institu-
tional basis of power in our communities and to re-
examine assumptions and prejudices. Hard think-
ing will also be required tu innovate methodologies
of study and strategies for reworking erroneous
mode,;* and interpretations. For many of you, there
will be numerous discouragements and divisive
events that will try to alter your investigations
and/or inventions. The key concept here should be
sdentific validity, with this we may have attained
the first step in reducing racism.

The strengths and competencies of our com-
munities must be better understood, entading a
refocus in what we think worthy of study in our
community for the development of a cultural
strenah model. Such study should also be directed
at probing the concept of "competency" itself.
What are the variables that control success? How
can' members of the same family, for instance, dif-
fer in their ability to cope with environmental and
societal pressure'? Ideally, our efforts should be in
terdisciplinary in scope and should be directed at
providing a framework for the development of
models for a wide range of programs extending
from educational to soual service-rdated inter-
ventions. A cultural strength model wdl focus on
the strength of the famdy and community as a
natural support system. Such a modd wdl also
probe the Wodd view of the members uf our com-
munity and how this world view is maintained
through the socialization of our chddren. One
critical dimension in this study should be on the
feelings of positive self-esteem that we all share as
people of color. It is this positive feehng of self that
has persisted for generations, in spite of overt and
covert racism, that will generate the momentum
necessary to eliminate racis.1 in this country.
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Section II

Cultural Diversitl and Racism: Overview

The impact of Alex Haley's Roots heightened
awareness of both the full horror of slavery and of
the incredible resiliency 9f black people. As black
courage, strength, and humor were movingly por-
trayed,- many blacks and nonblacks alike felt a

keen interest in understanding more about their
own families' and groups' historical experiences. At
the same time,t'social sdentists were devoting in-
creasing, attention to the forms of oppression ex-
perienced by nonwhite minorities and conveying a
growing appreciation of the adaptive solutions
developed by these groups to the problems of
living in a racist.society.

-
As minority psychologists, Chin, Jones, and

Torres-Matrullo are particulady well qualified to
highlight aspects of the Asian-American, Afro-

is-American, and Hispanic-American experience.
(Regretfully, the intended chapter by an American
Indian psychologist could not be completed in
time for inclusion. Siskind's chapter includes a

. summary of some of the major concerns expressed
by American Indian professionals, focusing on the
political situation which; includes he residential
placement of up tb one-Wird of all In *an chddren.)

Chin, Jones, and Torres-Matrullo bring their pro-
fessional training, as well as their experiences as
minority psychologists working with minority com-
munities, to the task of exploring the impact of
raciseh on their groups' collective identities. They
yariously examine the forms in which racism has
been experienced, its p'sychological impact during
the acculturation process, and the ways in which
group cUlturai patterns have enabled many group
members to maintain a positive sew of identity,
despife their negative valuation by the larger
society.

The culturakfoundations of our nonwhite
minorities are fanou little known. Chin, Jones, acid
Torres-Matrullo make important contributions in
this area through their descriptions of Confucian
and West African philosophy and of the traditional
Puerto Rican value system. Each author also traces
aspects of the immigration history, including the
development of collective solutions to the liarsh-
ness of discriminationwhether through slave
famdy s'tructure, the formation of Chinatowns, or
thecreation of the "Island in the city," as Spanish
Harlem came to be known.

The psychological process of identity formation
is also given attention. Chin's particular focus is on
the way in which the experience of racism dim-
pounds the normal adolescent "identity crisis"
among Chinese Americans, while Torres-Matrullo
seleis the intergenerational conflict which typifies
mainland Puerto Rican famdies. In Jones' chapter,
the evolution of an essentially dual identity among
Afro-Americans is the major thesis.

Siskind's chapter differs from the others in this
section,in two major respects. First, it is a broad
overview of mental health issues faced by all four
nonwhite minorities, both separately and collec-
tively. Second, Siiskind focuses on the need for self-
exploration on the part of the white professional,
including an understanding of the meaning of
his/her own history as a basis for respecting the col-
lective identity of other groups.

All four authors are co9cerned with the mental
health implications of racis/m. While Jone,s; chapter
is rhore historical in nature, the remaining chapters

'include descriptions of common proble,ths encoun-
tered by nonminority practitioners and review
several m9dels for more responsive service
delivery on both the individual and institutional
levels.
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Chapter 4

Cross-Cultural Isslies in Menial Health: Minority
Perspectives

Juditti' A. Siskind

ABSTRACT

As nonwhite minorities in the United States, black, Hispanic, Asian-Americans, and Native 'Americans

share' the poverty, marginality, and other negative effects of discrimination in a racist society. They

also share the task of preserving the-unique aspects of their respective cultural bacIgrounds in the

midst of the American mainstream..This chapter addresses some of the mental health issues accen-

tuated by the current movement toward cultural pluralism. Aspects of the cultural experience of the

four groups are highlighted, with a focus on group strengths and on issues of personal and collective

identity. Recommendations for improved mental health service delivery center around two key needs:

self-exploration on the part of white professionals who work with minojity clients, and the empower-

ment of minorities to use material and psychological resources to achieve theirtowi) goals.

Introduction; Diversity and

Unity

At the National Women's Conference held. in

Houston, Texas, during November 1977, a group of

minority delegates issued a platform of Minority

Women's Resolutions. The platform expressed their

common concern with a lack of government atten-
tion to the problems of their various -racial and

cultural groupsproblems includidg the monolin-

gual nature of educational programs and services

and the clearcut cultural bias in psychological,

educational, and employment testing. The plat-

form also highlighted concern; of the separate

groups, with opening statements as follow:

k, American-Indian and Alaskan-Native women:
."have a relationship to Earth Mother and the Great

Spirit as well as a heritage based on the sovereignty

of Indian peoples."
Asian/Pacific American women: "are wrongly

thought to be part of a 'model minority' with few

problems.14
Hispanic women: "Deportation of mothers of

American-born children must be stopped and legis-

lation enacted for parents to remain with their

children." .
PuertcraRkan women: "emphasize that theY, are

citizens of the United States and wish to be recog-

nized and treated as equal."
Black women: "The President and Congress

should provide for lull quality educatiorr,, includ-

ing . . . special admission programs and for their

full implementation and enforcement at all levels

of education."
(Minority Wornen's Resolutkins, 1978)
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These Minority Women's Resolutions 'dramati-

cally reflect both the unity and the diversity of U.S.

minorities today. ,The shared frustration of these

groups drew them together to- create a common

platform, while distinct experiences of the groups

required that each minority make a separate'state-

kent as well. The resulting tension between shared

and separate concerns is a necessary and poten-

, tially healthy tension, mobilizing us to define and

explore "processes whereby we can live in a unified

'society without any group surrendering its unique-

ness" (Herman 1974, p. 32).

Certainly the uniqueness of ou'? many cultural
groups in the United States has remained apparent,

surviving the assimilation pressures of the melting

pot Nation. In the field of mental health, we
havealso been made aware that (or our minority
groupsin particular for American` Jndian, Itsian

American, black, and ,Hispanic grou4sthe envi-

ronment in which children are raised Is modified

not only by cultuq differences but also 'by the ex-

perience of oppression as nonwhite members of a

racist society. The choices available to the devel-

oping white child are still denied to the minority
child because of overt and covert discrimination.

This discrimination is itself the result of prejudice,

"the belief .maintained by a large segment of the
dominant society that the [minority groups] possess

a pattern of negatively valued traits" (Padilla and

Ruiz 1973, p. 117). As Padilla and Ruiz point out,

the effects of .prejudice include inadequa tt. nutri-

tion, poor education, untemployment, and gen-

eral sociopolitical impotente.,, .

A cential task .for minority groups during the

past decade has been to combat *such prejudice'
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ahd replting dtscrminitiun, wIile t the sane
time exploring their own.unique history and values.
Aclording.tb Greeley (1.969), the notion of "cUltural

,pluralism" rests on the idea of the United States
not only as a Nation of immigrants, but also as a.
Nation of immigrant 'groups. Ead-., of the,se groups
inevitably eXpenences akculturation, but also can

- strive to retain many of the distinctive, creative
aspects of its own cultu'ral heritage. Preserving
4gpects".of the traditional cultures requires an aL,-
five eff9rt, since there are constant Pressures
towareConformity to middle-class Anglo-American
Tatterns of communication, belief, yalues*, and
social behavior (Solemon 1976).,

MemberS of ;minority cultures have generally.,
welcomed the 'new plufali:sin," feeling that _the
denial of genuine group differences merely gener-
Stvs confirsion yf corzflict. However, some have
-also expressed fear thal. A focus on ethnic group
characteristics will -perpetuate old stereotypes. and

,create riew .ones (Herman- 1974, Murillo 1976,

Solomon 1976). Eoi example, Murillo points, out
that there are- literay- thousands of different

. Mexican-American'- family types, and Notig .(1972)
stresses the differences among cgildrearing pat-

terns in Hong, Kong, Taiwan, and mainland China.
In thtl. present volume, Chin, 'Jones, and Torres-
Matrullo ill emphasize- the cliVersity wjthin their
respective ethnic groups alid .the complexity of the
psychologicf developmen1 of any inchvidual
group member. Nonetheless, they, too, find it use-
ful to provide some global description ',of their
groups' overall cultural characteristics.

In so doing, they .are trusting their audience to
avoid overgeneralizing. Sue and Kitano (1973) warn
against this danger, cautioning their readers that to
say, for" example, that Chinese are more conforming
than Caucasians teltr-ys little. Jn both groups, 'the
vast majority. may be conforming. The stereotype is
accurate in its comparative form ("more . . than"),
but not when overgeneralized ("Chinese are ton-
forming-). Certainly any statements describing
an ethnic group as a whole must be viewed as prob-
abilistic-that is, the behavior or attribute in ques-
tion is more Eilkely to be found among members of-,
the group under discussion than among others. It is

never assured that any given member of the group
will fit the desuiption, for there is far too much
diversity within groups to permit the assumption of
a single personality type.

If recent observers of ethnic communities have
avoided simplistic overgeneralization of group

,They also .have shown increasing
sopListication Concerning the importance of
economic and political factors. ObseRers now

.generally recognize the critical role of socio-

economic status in determining subcultural- pat-
terns, as well as fhe, subtle nature of the rela-

tionship between class and race (Casavantes 1976,
Giordano 1973,. Valentine 1969). There is also in-
creasing attention given to the fad that behaviors
and self-perceptions within the group are neces-
sarily relatect.to the group's treatment by the ma-
jority white, culture. As Sotomayor (1971) points
out, the Majority culture has the power to ueate or
to alleviate the stress of acculturation. Thus, the
debates about whether particular cultural at-
tributes of a group are ,an asset or a hability have
been broadened to include the societal context.
Whether or not any minority group characteristic is
an asset depends in part on the attitudes and ac-
tions of the majority culture. This harsh political
reality requires the maintenance of a dual atten-
tion-to minority group adions and majority group
reactions.

Nonwhite Minorities Today:
Group Identity and Group
Strengths

During the "War on Poverty" of the 1960s, there
was pervasive denial of the extent to which U.S.
nonwhite minorities are victims of discrimination.
The source of their economic and social inequality
was located in internal characteristics of the
minority groups themselv.2s, rather than in the
social arrangements of the community and of
society as a whole (Ryan 1971, Willie, 1970). The
phenomenon, which Ryan has called "victim blam-
ing," permitted American society to deny- its own
racism, "to Ickate the cause of disorder largely in-
side the poor person is to absolve the surrounding
society ,of the sins it has committed against him"
(1971, p. 154). Thus, the now infamous Moynihan
report focused on the "tangle of pathology" in

black family life. While Moynihan himself ac-
knowledged unemployment as a key contributor to
the problems of many black families, his descrip-
tion of black family characteristics was seized and
elaborated by social scientists in a huge number of
studies correlating poverty conditions with prob-
lematic personal and group behaviors of the poor.

By the late 1960s, sensitive observers, such as
Valentine (1969), were already rduting the victim-
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blaming myth of a culture of poverty. Valentine,

for example, pointed out that some group features

labeled as "traits" of the poor are actually reac-

tions to externally imposed conditions or t'unavoid-

able matters of situation'al expediency" rather-than

genuine cultural creations' of the group.. One of
Valentine's- central theines, /hat a group's culture is

adaptive tp ,societal conditions, led him to focus

his attention on how variOus groups managed to

preserve their unique strengths as those conditions

changed.
Other observers as well have turned their atten-

tion to new questions which emphasize the

strengths of.minority groups.tfor example, Barnes

has raised the issue of how so many.black families

have managed to escape the worst results ot

racism; he asks how tacism is "absorbed, deflected,

denied, combatted, succumbed to, and overcome

by particular black families and individuals" (1971,

p. 187). The role of enhanced ethnic pride in com-

bating negative valuations has been studied by
researchers such as Penalosa (1970) and Rice, Ruiz,

and Padilla (1974). In all of these studies and in a
growing number of others, a central focus has been

on the question of.why some individuals respond to

the stress of discrimination with adaptive coping
mechanisms, while others faced with similar cir'-

cumstances do not.
The new focus on the adaptive strength of Ameri-

can minorities does not deny the many problems

faced by these people. The problems, ho,wever, are

addressed without victirm-blame and are more fre-

quently seen as stemming directly from the groups'

relationship to an essentially hostile wider social

environment. For exAple, in refuting the notion
that .,black families perpetuate poverty conditions

thiough traits or behaviors inherent in the group,
Solomon remarks, "If there is any self:perpetuating

feature of black low-income family life it is [the]

situation in which parents cannot -give emotional

security to their children because of their inability

to obtain physical, social, or psychological sup-

ports for themselves" (1976, pp. 182-183).

For Solomon, the key issue, in understanding the
problems-of lower income black families is power-

lessness, which she defines as the inability to
obtain or use resources to achieve personal or col-

lective goals. This powerlessness is a consequence

of the groups's negative treatment by the majority

culture. A sense of powerlessness too often

becomes part of the minority individual's self-

perception, As Thomas and Comer point out, men-
.

tal health "includes people's feelings of worth in

the context of the total cultural and societal

system as well as within the identifiable groups to
which they belong" (1973, p. 165). When the larger

society systematically denies resources to a minor-

ity group, the group's sense of power, part of its

sense of identity, is necessarily affected.

The Nature of Group Identity

, The relationships among personal identity, group

identity, and society as a whole have become in-
creasingly important in their own right to scholars

concerned with the minority experience. The con-

cept itself of a "group identity" is not new; in 1948,

Lewin was chiding psychologists for being so Preoc-

cupied with the individual that they failed to

recognize group member,ship as the "ground" for

perceptions, feelings, and actions. Lewin's own

work was inspired in part by the concept of the
"looking-glass self" which Cooley had proposed in

1902. According to Cooley, the individual's "look-

ing glass" reflects three primary components of

self-concept: one's sense of one's own appearance

to others, one's sense of their judgment of,that ap-

pearance, and some sort of resultant "self-feeling"

(e.g., pride). Extending this concept, Mead (1934)

sugges.ted that the sense of a stable, continuing self

(tile core of a sense of "identity" as the concept is

currently used) emerges from the individual's abil-

ity to perceive and to share the attitudes and defini-

tidns of others toward him or her. Lewin accepted

these concepts and added to them his emphasis on

the importance of culturally determined percep-

tions and cognitions to the development of an indi-

vidual's self-concept.
Scholars building upon Lewin's theme that

people know themselves in relation to a "ground"

provided by their group's culture have emphasized

. the fact that one's values and perceptions are in-

evitably based on the experiences and history of

the groups of which one is a Member (Allport 1948;

Erikson 1968). Thus 'values and perceptions differ

according to ethnicity and also according to social

class, religion, age sex, geographic region, and

social setting (Levine 1974). As Erikson has noted,

"We cannot separate personal,growth and commu-

nal change, nor can we separate . . . the identity

crisis in individual life and contemporary crises in

historical development because the two help to
define each other and are truly relative to each

other" (1968, p. 23).
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Just as earlier studies of the social correlates of
poverty focused pnmanly on negatively valued
traits ,and behaviors, earlier studies of minority
group identity focused primarily on self-
hatredsuggesting that minOrity individuals'
awareness of the culture's disdain for their group is
translated directly into a form of personal self-

hatred. More recently, however, it has been sug-
gested that the relationships among the individ-
uals, the groups, and the larger society are far more
complex than a straight row of mirrors. For exam-
ple, Nobles (1973) points out that Mead's treatment
of the concept of the looking-glass self' omits the
reference for self as part of the group and thus
omits the important role of the "we." Nobles
describes the we" not only as inclucfing the sense
of being defined a, a group member by a larger
society, but also as including one's interactions as
a group member, feelings toward the group and
toward participation in the group. According
Nobles, a sense of group memberskp provides a
means of self-support and self enhancement during
the continual process of formulating a sense of
one s own identity. In addition, for the black .in-
dividual, Nobles proposes that the African world
view has survived the American experience and
pervades the ,process of identity formation. An
essential feature of the African world view is that
selt comes uito bemg as a consequence of the
group s bthng. Thus the I" and the "we'', cannot
meaningfully be separated. Solomon (1976) echoes
Nobles emphasis on the group's cruual role in
deierrimung identity when she points uut that some
of society's negative valuations don't end in a sense
of powerlessness because of the -protective
cushion provided by primary group relationships.

As clppreiatioll of the importance of group iden-
tity has,grown, writers both within and beyond
minority cultures hate attempted to describe the
essential features of minuritY group kinship net-
works arid family life. Inevitably there are conflict-
ing generahzations, since no particular set of
features necessarily describes a majority of in-

dividuals in any culture. The observations which
follotv are meant to provide a sampling of some of
the 111tif thtAIM's concerning the world vieN and
tAiTHly ot black, American Indian, His-

American groups in the United
Stale, The ,sampliog of themes is in no way in-

\, tended /Is aiLadequate summary of the culturc of
those groups

-2

Black American Experience. One of the central
themes emerging from the recent literature con-
cerning black American life is that of the t1exibI e
organization (as opposed to disorganization) of
black family and social networks (Hill 1972; Nobles
1973, Stack 1974). Stack, describing the frequent
swapping of goods among lower income black fam-
ilies, points out that this system of reciprocity is a
"resilient response" to poverty conditions. "The
black urban family, en.bedded in cooperative
domestic exchange, proves to be .an organized,
tenacious, active, lifelong network'' (1974, p. 124).
Similarly, Hill has noted that black families are far
more likely than white families to incorporate
children into other than nuclear family groups. This
shared responsibility for childrearing helps to
mitigate the negative effects of inadequate child
welfare services.. Hill also summarized what he
finds to be five major strengths of black families:-
(1) the adaptabili'y,of family roles; (2) strong kin-
ship bonds, (3) a strong work orientation, (4) a

strong religious orientation, and (5) a strong
achievement orientation.

The extent to which African philosophy and
Africanisms continue to influence black American
culture is currently debated among scholars of
black American history (Pinckney 1975). Among
those who stress the role of African roots is Nobles
(1972), who contends that the unique status of
black psychology is not derived from the negative
aspects of being black in white America. Instead,
that unique status comes from positive features of`
basic African philosophy, which dictates Values,
customs, attitudes, and behaviors of Africans both
in Africa and beyond:Nobles describes an ethos, or
set of guiding beliefs, which centers saround the
concepts of ,oneness with nature and of,the tribe's
survival. The African philosophy also includes a
natural rhythm of time (a movement from immedi-
ate present,time to more distant time in the past or
future) and a sense of "experiential community" or
sharing of experiences by the group. A cardinal
point of the resulting group ethos is, "I am because
we are, and because we are, therefore I am" (1972,
p. 29).

In this volume, Jones (chapter 7) describes the
ongoing interaction of African tribal experiences
witli experiences in slaveholder society in the,
gradual formation of black American identity. He
finds both positive and negative aspects of identity
formation essential to ar y understanding of the
psychologica) experience of the Afro-American.

4 3
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American Indian Experience:In recent years, In-

dian and other scholars have attempted to ar-

ticulate central aspects of the American Indian

philosophy reflected in the value systems of many

current Indian tribes. Among the themes frequently

cited are the Indians' unique use of symbolism,

their visionary experience, dream power, and rich

language use. Berry (1977) views these aspects of

Indian culture as evidence of an unusual capacity

for communiOn with the depths of one's own

psychic structures.
Despite the great diversity among American In-

dian tribes in how they view the relationship of man

to nature, there are shared emphases on harmony

with the environment, a-deep respect for natural

resources, and an ability to be in nature rather than

filling time with activity or space with possessions

as ends in themselves (Ortiz 1970). Unfortunately,

this subtle philosophical orientation, stereotyped

as "passivity," has been exploited by the dominant

culture throughout American history. The Indians

whcrsigned away their land believed deeply`that no

man can ever own the earth's land. And as' Hum-

phrey Points out, the Native Americans who today

are forced to relinquish their children to boarding

schools and foster homes are the offspring of the

19th century Native Americans who "were forced

to relinquish their territory, their self-governance,

and their self-esteem" so that white America could

expand 11976, ID. 1).

Extended family responsibility for child welfare

is a central aspect of the culture of most American

Indian groups; even other children within the tribe

are viewed as sharing responsibility for their peers

(By ler 1977; limson 1977). There is considerable at-

tachment of the child to the entire group. Thus, for

example, the first principle taught to Indian

students at the Red Sch-ool House in St. Paul, Minn.,

is "We honor a man for what he has done for the

people rather than for what he has done for him-

self." In this context, it is understandable that In-

dian students are often rioted by their teachers to

avoid any behaviors demonstrating their individual

superiority in a skill area. When performance is re-

defined as benefiting the entire group, Indians are

more comfortable competitors (Wax 1971).

Institutional child welfare policies have in-

hibited native patterns of shared responsibility.

Wax points out that, from the white ethnocentric

perspective, the oPly fundamental unit for sharing

should be the nuclear family. Yet, despite institu-

tional pressures and severe oppression, patterns of
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voluntary cooperation and solidarity have sus-

tained many Indian communities. For example, in

Hopi-culture a father does not punish his own child;

to do so would be to destroy his unique teaching

relationship with his son or daughter. Therefore,

the child is sent to an uncle or special designated

tribal membe r. for punishment (DeMontigny 1970).

Attneave has pointed out that this and other "tradi-

tional Indian ways of distributing child care within

a network of caring people are also some of the

most modern ways of developing human services

- delivery" (1969, p. 30). It is particularly ironic that

the very Indian childrearing patterns that could

serve as a model of effective group caretaking are

devalued and weakened by the placement of In-

dian children outside the reservation. Similarly,

tribal self-determination is undermined by policies

denying to Indians the power io control their own

educational and social welfare systems (Unger

1977; Westermeyer 1973).
Concerning the direct impact of racism on the

cultural life of Indian groups, the statistics cited by

recent writers are staggering: In States with large

Indian populations, approximately 25-35 percent of

all Indian children are in foster homes, adoptive

homes, or institutions. Thus, in Wisconsin, for ex-

ample, the risk of separation from parents is nearly

1,600 percent greater for Indian than for non-Indian

children (By ler 1977).
There is a double edge to the racism of policies

which result in the "wholesale and often unwar-

ranted removal of Ind 6n children from Their

homes, reservations, and people" (American Asso-

ciation for Indian Affairs, cited by Mindell and Gur-

witt 1977, p. 62). First, those who remove the

children from their homes often act in ignorance of

cultural patterns, failing to recognize that there

may be scores, 'even upward of 100 relatives who

are considered to lie _responsible family members.

Second, the strengthened sense of community
responsibility, a key aspect of the Indian tribal net-

work, diminishes the importance of the nuclear

family as a separate unit. Thus there is less chance

that the nuclear family can mobilize itself when an

outside agency acts . to assume custody (Byler

1977).
The pernicious effects of our current child-

welfare policies regarding American Indians in-

clude the fragmentation of families, a lowered

sense of personal efficacy on the part of parents

and -other family members, and the forced social

disintegration of the group. Furthermore, as Att-
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neave (1977) observes, a vicious cycle is often
perpetuated. Many Indian parents relinquish their
children because, from early school age on, these
parents themselves had no real family life and thus
have no memories of established patterns of home
childreging on which to rely. The learning of even-
tual Ofental roles must come from contact with
elders and peers in one's owh community.

Hispanic American Experience. Spokespeople for
both Puerto Rican and MexicanAmerican groups
have emphasized those cultures' remarkable viabil-
ity in adapting to a wide variety of geographic set-
tings and social conditions. Warmth, mutual
regard, and cohesiveness are qualities frequently
described (Hernandez, Haug, and Wagner 1976).
The sharing of goods beyond the nuclear family is
prevalent even when there is precious little to share
(Murillo 1976). Torres-Matrullo's description of
cultural aspects of Puerto Rican family life high-
lights the importance of respect for eldefs.and a
sense of family obligations (rhapter 6, this volume).

The recent literature co,,cerning Hispanic cul-
ture has been marked by controversy concerning
the extent to which traditional cultural values ac-
xually persist in the urban American environment
(Miranda 1976). While the importance of religion
and folk healers-is disputed, most researchers agree
that extended kinship patterns, including the sdec-
tion of godparents as functional kin, continue as a
strong institution in Hispanic family life (Padilla,
Cados, and Keefe 1976). Some researchers also
have expressed concern that the socialization ex-
perience of Amencan schooling results in Hispanic
children oriented toward individual rather than
group success and competition rather than cooper-
ation (Kagan and Madsen 1971). While such sociali-
zation may prepare children for the realities of the
mainstream American lifestyle, Hispanic and other
observers are increasingly calling ipto question the
goal of mainstream success at the expense of the
traclutonal cultural values of group cohesiveness
and mutual support.

Asian American Experience. Iii chapter 5 of
the current volume, Chin notes the decline of nega-
tive stereotypes toward Chinese-Americans and
Japanese-Americans. In contrast to their negative
valuation in past decades, these groups are now
stereotyped as thrifty, hard working, obedient, and

_cohesive. According to Sue and Kitano (1973), there
is some validity to these stereotypes, since statis-
tics have borne out high achievement, relatively
low problem rates, and personality indicators in the

expected directions. However, recent studies of
Asian-American chents seen in community mental
health facilities suggest that the incidence of
mental health problems among these -model
minorities" has been underestimated and that their
mental health needs are not being met (Sue and
McKinney 1975).

In describing traditional cultural patterns among
Chinese-Americans, Fong (1973) has stressed the
formal, respectful nature of family interactions:
"Children are taught to place great value on family
solidarity and to sacrifice self-expression in the in-
terest of the larger good, that of maintaining har-
monious relationships within the family" (p. 117).

Fong also notes -a Chinese cultural emphasis on
gentleness, modesty, patience, reserve, and social
sensitivity. Chin (chapter 5, this volume) places
these attributes within the context of Confucian
philosophy, the foundation of Chinese family and
interpersonal life.

Traditional Japanese-American cultural patterns
are said to include firrn parental control, the
absence of prolonged verbal exchanges, and the
prescription of behavior by clearly defined rules
and obligations to the group, whether family or
community (Kitano 1976). Since acculturation
has occurred quickly for this group, Japanese-
American culture is generally distinguished accord-
ing to first, second, or third generation patterns.

In terms of employment and education, and also
in terms of social indicators such as rates of crime
and mental illness, Japanese-Americans have been
an extremely successful minority group. Kitano
notes that acculturation has been relativdy easy
for Japanese-Americans because their traditional
values, skills, attitudes, and behavior are not pro-
foundly different from those espoused by Ameri-
can culture. He points out that, historically, the
Japanese-American's situation has been quite dif
ferent from that of the geographically isolated
American Indian or the educationally and occupa-
tionally deprived lower income black.

Nevertheless, the Japanese American group has
nnt been spared the. cr.perience of extreme forms of
institutional racism. In 1924, for example, the Im-
migration Act excluded all Orientals on the grounds
that they were essentially unassimdable. More
recently, at least 100,000 West Coast Japanese-
Americans were incarcerated in internment camps
during World IIa fact of which a surprisingly
large number of Americans are not even aware.
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Both Fong (673) and Kitano (1972) note the in-

creasing social activism of their respective Asian-

American groups, calling into question the popular

stereotype of these groups as socially quiescent.

-Kitano feels that for a long time the experience of

prejudice and discrimination, along with their

sense of being a "visitor" or "guest" in a host coun-

try, prevented Japanese-Americans from expressing

their anger directly. In the current climate of
greater acceptance of ethnic diversity (and with the

security won through overachievement), more and

more Asian Americans appear to be moving out of

the "passive acculturative position" and grappling
openly with issues of group identity and power.

Implications for Mental Health

Services Delivery to Minorities

As researchers and program evaluators began to

turn their attention to the issue of minority utiliza-

tion of mental health services, initial predictions

were mixed. Some expected low rates of utilization

because of the strong support networks cited as ex-

isting within extended families and communities

for all four minority groups. However, the stresses

of poverty are also more frequently experienced by

minorities, with attendant strains on mental health.

Our knowledge of the prevalence of mental

health problems among minorities is limited by our

uncertainty about just what constitutes mental

health and our added confusion concerning the

relationship of socioeconomic status to group

behavior (Blackwell 1975). As researchers began

trying to sort out the definitions and relationships,

it became clear that whatever the prevalence of

emotional problems among minorities, they tended

to ,. drop out of treatment after the first session at

mental health clinics. Across all four minority

groups, the dropout rate has been estimated

at higher than 50 percent of minority clientele
(Miranda, Andujo, Caballero, Guerrero, and Ramos

1975; Miranda and Kitano 1976; Sue 1977; Sue,

McKinney, Allen, and Hall 1974).

While the problem of higher dropout rates

among minorities is often attributed to the lower

quality or quantity of services offered to those

groups, Sue (1977) has documented the persistence

of poorer treatment outcomes for minorities, even

when they are offered equal services in terms of

number of type of contacts, professional level of

staff, etc. Proposing the term "equal but unrespon-

sive services" to ck.scribe this ironic situation, Sue

suggests that minority clients may actually require
different services to proyide a better "fit" between

professional technique and the client's own values

and lifestyle.
Specific suggestions have been offered recently

concerning -the differential treatment which Sue

and other minority nrofessionals find r Icessary to

improve services to minority clients. For example,

Miranda and Kitano (1976) found that the underutil-

ization of services among both Japanese-American

and Mexican-American groups reflects a sense of

embarrassment and discomfort at not feeling

understood by their white interviewers. In addition

to the frequent and serious problem of an actual

language barrier, this feeling appeared to result

from the unfamiliar bureaucratic atmosphere in

many mental health service facilities.
Concerning this bureaucratic atmosphere, Moll,

Rueda, Reza, Herrera, and Vasquez (1976) have

questioned the appropriateness of traditional inter-
view training, with its emphasis on "professional

distance" and formal structure. Establishing a more

personal relationship (e.g., more self-disclosure on

a therapist's part) and prolonging the interview

when indicated are recommended by these re-

searchers as more appropriate interview practices

with minority clients. Philippus (1971) and Gon-

zales (1976), summarizing the recommendations of

numerous Hispanic professionals, have called for a

modification of formal intake procedures and a

greater awareness and use of the informal interper-
sonal network as part of the counseling process.

More generally, they also have called for a less
assimilative orientation on the part of the non-
minority professional.

The "assimilative stance" (Ramirez 1971) to

which minority professionals often refer has in-

cluded a tendency to attribute poor outcome with
minority clients to problems of the client=for ex-
ample, low motivation, lack of verbal skills, orqlis-
organization. 'As Miranda et al. point out, this

defensive response to the underutilization of serv-

ices by minorities is likely to perpetuate the situa-

tion: "Focusing on client limitations (e.g., low SES

characteristics) as opposed to those limitations in-

herent in the therapeutic process can create serious

problems in formulating effective treatment ap-

proaches" (1976, p. 48). These researchers further

state that de facto exclusion from services, by not
providing services of a sort which minorities can

use comfortably, is a form of racism.
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Both general warnings and specific guidelines
have been offered to mental health professionals
who work with minority clients. For example, con-
cerning Asian American clients, Wong (1972) has
pointed out that the impact of racist immigration
laws grd other anti-Asian legislation can still be felt
in the Chinese-American communitYs tendency to
keep problems from within the community to itself.
Wong also notes the persistence of the Chinese
cultural prohibition against embarrassing Or con-
fronting othersa norm strikingly in contrast to a
white therapist's typical encouragement of the open
expression of anger and other emotions. Similarly,
Kitano (1976) describes the importance to Japanese-
Americans of "saving face." He .notes that, in tradi-
tional Japanese culture, accepting praise in public is
frowned upon and self-denigration is the expeCted
response to praise from'others. (Such behavior could
well lead to a diagnosis qf cfinical depression by
a mental health worker not aware of the possible
cultural component).

Concerning therapy with Hispanic clients,
Anders, Parlade, Chatel, and j'Peele (1976) have
called for a greater emphasis on the family frame-
work and on the development of community sup-
port systems around the client in treatment. Torres-
Matrullo (chapter 6, this volume) reviews and further
develops a number of recommendations concerning
therapy with Puerto Rican and other Hispanic
groups. These recommendations include the use of a
problem-solving/teaching model (Cases 1976), asser-
tiveness training for low-income Mexican American
women (Boulette 1976), and behaviorally oriented
group therapy (Herrera and Sanchez 1976).

Black professionals have stressed the profound
difference in world view which typically separates
the white interviewer from the black client because
of their very different experiences in our society.
For example, Pinderhughes has noted that "what
most Whites perceive as an orderly American
ocial system, most Blacks experience as an
unresponsive, unremitting, dehumanized, well-
rationalized, quiet, courteous, institutionalized
violence not unlike. colonialism" (1973, pp. 86-87).
To survive in such a climate, many blacks have
learned not to discuss their problems and feelings
openly, with whites, Pinderhughes observes that
instead .they may engage in "accommodating-
subordinating ritualized behavior designed to
make as few waves as possible in the system" (op.
cit., p. 70). Similarly, Jones and Seagull (1977) find
that black clients may use lack of verbal clarity as

a defense against communicating openly or may
tell the interviewer only what they assume he or
she wants to hear. These researchers feel that the
white professional must be able to sense and to
challenge this behavior when it occurs among their
black clients. What's more, they recommend that
in a therapy situation the issue of color differences
be brought up early, establishing a model of open-
ness and permission to voice doubts.

Minimizing Racism in Clinical
Practice

It is clear from the recommendations above that
the white service provider, seeking to work effec-
tively with minority clients, must be capable of
genuine empathy for those clients regardless of
their ethnic background or race. Moreover, as

Solomon .(1976) points out, the professional must
be able to perceive and explore in any-behavior a
number of alternative explanations for that
behavior. Solomon views the sifting of possible ex-
planations for a client's behavior as a crucial proc-
ess in counseling or therapy, it includes becoming
aware of both similarities and differences amqng
ethnic groups, sorting through conflicting generali-
zations, and drawing careful inferences based on
the data of the particular situation.

Some professionals point to the difficulty of
developing the skill to work with minorities, unless
the white professionals at least attempt to ex-
perience firsthand the conditions under which their
minority clients are living. Thus, for example,
Vontress recommends that white counselors live
and work in black communities in order to "approx-
imate whPt it's like to be black in an alien society"
(1971, p. 12). Others are less insistent that vicarious
experience be sought, and some are skeptical
about its validity as a genuine approximation of
minority oppression. But despite differences in the
recommended means, minority professionals are in
wide agreement that the white service providers
should be deeply aware that their minority clients
are living in a racist society (Jones and Seagull
1977).

Self-exploration on the professional's part ap-
pears to be the process which most feel will lead to
more sensitive and effective mental health services
to minorities. Jones and Seagull suggest that the
white practitioners explore their own stereotypes
and feelings about clients differing on any impor-
tant dimensions, such as race, age, sex, religion,
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politics, sexual mores, wealth, and education.

Herman feels that self-exploration also is necessary

in order to understand and respect the similarities

and differences among ethnic group experiences.

She proposes a personal quest along the following
lines: "What does my faniily and personal history

mean? How much do I know about where my
grandparents and parents came from, or why, or

what they went through?" (1974, p. 15). The goal of

such self-exploration is an understanding of one's

own group identity and its continuing impact on
personal identity and values. By extension, such
understanding should heighten awareness and ac-

ceptance of the diverse experiences of other

groups and the impact of those experiences on the

behavior and outlook of individual members of the

gfoups.
The heightening of respect for the ethnic identity

of others is especially crucial for an effective

therapy relationship with minority clients. Miranda

et al. (1976) note that if clients sense that their
ethnicity is not esteemed, they perceive themselves

as implicitly devalued in the eyes of their white
therapist. In the complex mirroring of the identity

process, their perception of the therapist's percep-

tion of their group becomes a basis for selfiesteem

'or self-doubt.

Further Alternatives to
,

Traditional Services: The Use of

Networks
In the opinion of many minority mental llealth

professionals, the sensitization of white therapists

is only one aspect of improving services to non-
white groups. Another priority is to tap the mental

health rqsources and expertise available within

minority rcommunities but largely neglected by

funders ahd policy planners (Attneave 1969; Gar-

,rison 1972; Sue 1977). From all four minority groups
there has been an increasing demand for the ;Lind-

ing of bilingual and bicultural staff and the estab-

lishment of minority-controlled services.
Many of the minority proposals have been for

the community control and staffing of services
which remain essentially parallel in form to those

offered "by the 4raditional mental health centers.

For example, Blanchard (1977) has called for the

training of a far larger number of competent
American Indian social workers, who would be
allowed ro administer the total social services pro-

gram in their communities. (However, there often is
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an important redefinition of "training," s when
Blanchard notes that the Indian social worker's pro-

fessional education should include an appre-lation

of Indian cultural values as well as the more typical

study of personality theories which may be less
relevant to the Indian experience.)

Other proposals call for a more dramatic restruc-

turing of service delivery to minorities (Abad,

Ramos, and Boyce 1977; Attneave 1969; Kalish and

Moriwaki 1973). While the specific populations and

procedures involved are diverse, the common
theme of these proposals is the utilization of

existing informal networks within the community

as a therapeutic force. Thus, for example, At-
teneave describes!'network therapy," in which the
therapist assembles the entire clan or extended kin-

ship group to work together in defining the client's
problem, exploring various solutions, and symboli-

cally restoring the individual to the group. The
therapist is both a part of the network and a link to

the larger society; the central therapeutic tasks in-

clude not only the mobilization of healthy group

processes, but also the modeling of resource

utilization within the community. .

Collaboration of mental health professionals

with Hispanic folk healers is another form of

network utilization, (Abad et al. 1977). Such collab-

oration was attempted in New Haven when profes-
sional service providers discovered.that as many as
two-thirds of their Puerto Rican clientshad seen, or

were still seeing, folk healers for the same or
similar mental health problems. The collaborative

effort has included referrals between the two
radically different health paradigms and an at-

tempt to explore their respective areas of expertise.

A third example of network use involves the pro-

vision of services to elderly Asian Americans.

Noting the traditional importance and authority-a
the elderly family member in both Chinese and
Japanese cultures, Kalish and Moriwaki point out
the especially tiaumaic nature of this member's
removal from the family during his or her old age.

They propose that, if given their share of funding
and other resources, Asian-American communities

can provide the necessary medical and social serv-
ices within the existing extended kinship networks.

The use of existing networks clearly involves far

less physical and psychological disruption of the
life of the elderly client. Kalish and Moriwaki also
recommend the provision of surrogate families to

isolated elderly members of the community. How-

ever, current funding policies do not permit reim-
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bursement to families of the cost of caring, either
for their own or for foster elderly members.

Empowerment: Core Issue in
Minority Mental Health

Two of the most frequent recommendations con-
cerning mental health service to minoritiescom-
munity control of resources and the use of existing
interpersonal networksinvolved enhancing the
power of minority groups to achieve their own
goals with material or political resources. Granting
fiscal control to a minority group and legitimizing
that group's own forms of healing are both key
aspects of empowerment. As a process, empower-
ment has been defined as:

the development of an effective support system for those
who have been blocked from achieving individual or col
!wive goals by the severity or complexity of the discrimina
tion they havp suffered. (Solomon 1976, p. 22)

By the same definition, powerlessness in a group
is the inability to use resources to achieve col-
lective goals. As Solomon points out, such inability
need not result from lack of motivation or low self-
esteem, as is so often assumed. In fact, it often
results from blacked funding or sanction, institu-
tionalized forms of disenfranchisement.

In stressing the importance of empowerment,
Solomon calls attention to the fact that cultural
pluralism itself cannot meaningfully be considered
apart from notions of power. External forces play a
central role in creating the problems of minority
groups. Among these forces are the economic, edu
cational, and social institutions in our society
which ensure such disproportianate.minority mem-
berShip among the poor. Especially among lower
income groups with minimal political influence, a
sense of riontrol over one's own life is extremely
difficult to achieve. Thus Bluestone and Purdy,
psychiatrists at a large Bronx hospital, report.

We have become increas" igly aware of and impressed by
the number of Puerto Rican patients admitted following
suicide attempts who demonstrate no true depression.
Rather, it is anger and frustration that has no acceptable
outlet or means of resolution in terms of the environment or
culture (1977, p. 48).

The situation of Amencan Indian groups, with up
to one-third of their child populationvemoved from
the home, is another dramatic illustration of the
tragic., results of powerlessness. Yet, despite the
stereotyped impression of some child welfare

workers that Indian parents are irresponsible, case
histories document that, when Indian parents
regain control over their own lives, they seek to ob-
tam their children and resume their parental role
(Westermeyer 1977).

A common focus of most therapies is the procecs
of encouraging clients to view themselves as causal
agents in the world and to take responsibility
toward reaching a resolution of their own prob-
lems. The professional working with a minority
group member faces the serious dilemma of how to
encourage a heightened sense of responsibility for
one's own actions in an individual whose percep-
tion of powerlessness is often realistic. Obviously,

ry bethe solution; cann to await the elimination of
radsm before p ceeding with therapy or other
mental health services to minorities. As Thomas
and Men (1972) point out, it is dehumanizing to
assume that minority group members don't experi-
ence -personal conflicts or vulnerabilities or that
nothing can be done for their personal distress until
major social problems are solved.

Empowerment and the Mental Health Pro-
fessions. The need for greater social justice and the
i.e.ed to help chents cope with the present social
reality create a dual pressure, demanding a

creative response from the mental health profes-
sion. We have become aware that to help clients

adjust" to the. given state of affairs is often to aug-
ment their sense of powerlessness and to per-
petuate that state of affairs.

Solomon (1976) has proposed a new model of the
mental health professional as someone skilled in

social system change in order to enhance the qual
ity of hfe for community residents. Jones Jnd Sea
gull also have recommended that Lounselors and
therapists "pay more attention and exert more
energy at the level of soual and environmental
change" (1977, p. 211). They point out that such a
shift in attention does not necessarily imply neglect
of dysfunctional aspects of personality; when envi-
ronmental restrictions are removed, those person-
ality patterns which had evolved to adapt to the
restrictions will become obsolete and wdl be
abandoned.

The new mental health professional, as an agent
of sodal-system change, may be less a therapist or
counselor than an eduLator with the central task of
helping to overcome the ethnocentrism so deeply
rooted in our societal institutions. As Marmor
(1977) has observed, the elimination of prejudice
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does not depend on the elimination Of ethnicity

itself through cultural assimilation. In fact, a

central theme of the movement toward cultural

pluralism is the right of all Americans to remain

identified with their own ethnic groups while

adopting aspects of the mainstream American

lifestyle (Ramirez and Castaneda 1974). ThtA, the

elimination of prejudice must come not by attemp-

ting to force and enfezce a sameness, but instead of

changing attitudes resulting from an insufficient

knowledge -of other groups. According to Marmor,

a key aspect of emotional growth is "the ability to

retain 'positive group identifications and yet move

on to the capacity to form good . . . relationships

outside of the group" (1977, p. 9).

This task of combating racism, while encOurag-

ing the maintenance of distinct ethnic-group iden-

tities, is necessarily complicated and difficult.

Among its cential goals is the empowerment of
minority groups to determine the means and ends

of mental health services in their individual and

collective lives. Another important goal is what

Herman (1974) has called 'Intercultural personal

competence": openness, trust, and an ability to
communicate with people from other cultures. It is

toward the achievement of goal thar white

mental health professionals ace encouraged to

undertake the study of minority cult/nes and of

their own values, assumptions, and stereotypes

concerning ethnic identity.
For both white and minorityprofessionals,

another crucial task is 'further study of the process

of identity formation among minorities. Simplistic

Models of internalized self-hatred are giving way to

a more realistic appreciation of the vgried sources
of/identity and self-esteem, but much &mains to be

understood about both positive and negative as-

pects of identity development in a racist society.

Any effective mental health practitioner must be-

in some sense both scholar and advocate concern:

ing minority clients. As a scholar, the practitioner
continually attempts to understand and appreciate

the complexity of the minority client's life ex-

perience. And as an advocate, the practitioner

works to change those societal structures which

perpetuate the disproportionate poverty and

powerlessness of American minority groups. The
advocacy role calls for a genuine collaboration in

reducing racism, beginning with racism within our-

selves and within the current structure of mental

health service delivery.
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r Chapter 5

Institutional Racism and Mental-Health: An
Asian-American,PefSpRctive

J.
an Lap Chin

ABSTRACT

Contemporary Asian Americans tend to be viewed positively. Ironically, the positive stereotypes have
had negative consequences for this_group and reflect the subtlety of institutional racism wward Asian
Americans. This chapter highlights the experience of Chinese Americans, focusing on their immigra.
tion history, cultural foundations, and acculturation experiences. The acculturation process is ex-
plored especially ir terms of its impact on personal and group identity. Finally, seven erroneous
assumptionabout cultural conflict are described along witH recommendation, for mental health pro-
fessionals who work with Asian Americans or other minority clients.

ContemriNcy Asian Americans are viewed
positively by most white Americans. They tend to
be stereotyped as "not having problems, able to
take care of their own, intelligent and hard-
workiort-in essence, a model minority (Kitano
1973; "Success Story of One Minority Group in
U S " 1966) This success-story outlook reflects the
widespread belief that Asian Americans tave
somehow overcome prejudice and discriminah.on.
It ignores the history of intense discriminatory
practices toward Asian Americans in -che United
States and is used to justify the shortcomings of
human service delivery systems for this minority
group Thus, ironically, the positive attitude toward
Asian Americans has some negative consequences
for the gioup and comprises a subtle form of in-
stitutional racism.

Although Asian Americans have similar-diltural
and geographic origins, it is important not to
overlook the diversiry% within this group. Cultural
traditions and .acculturation experiences vary con-
siderably along such dimensions as national origin,
regional subgroup within nationaliti,.s, period of
immigration and number of generations in the
United States To make this chapter meaningful in
light of such diversity, I bring my personal and pro-
fessional perspective as a Chinese American psy-
chologist The chapter focuses the experience of
Chinese Americansparticularly that 4of the ,Can-
tonese Chinese who compiise the majority of
Chinese Americans in the United States. Without ig-
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noring cultural diversity, I consider the issues faced
by this group representative of important aspects
of the Asian-American experience.

Chinese Immigration: An
Historical Overview

The experience bf Asian Americans in the Urred
States has been marked by discriminatory practces
(Kim. 1973; Kuramoto 1971; Lymans1971; Tachlki,
Wong, Odo, and Wong 1971). Yet American histriliy
books often fail to document the extent of arp
Asian sentiment. Anti-Asian legislation in the
United States has curtailed virtually all facets -pf
civil rights. Table 1 highlights some examples. Rur?-
ning parallel to this legislation have been the many
acts of physical violence and harassment directed
against Asian Americans by public authorities and
private citizens alike; Table 2 presents some ex-
amples. What is evidenT from these tables is the \
magnitude . of anti-Asian racism in the United \
States. This racism has been fed and justified by un- \
favorable stereotypes and white supremacy doc-
trines. As a consequence Asian Americans have
been scapegoated and exploited for economic. and
political win. While it seems inconceivable, most
of these act; were sancVoned through legislation.

When Chinese immigration to the United States
is viewed in its historical context, the psychological
cqnsequences of anti-Asian sentiment and prac-
tices can be more fully appreciated. Chinese im-
migration to the United States began around 1850
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Table 1: Examples of antrAsian legislation and
events in the Uhited States*

1850-58:

,

Foreign Miner's Tax All foreign miners(in practice

this meant only Chinese) had to-pay a tax\ of $20.00

per month. Taxes.often were. collectedlat gun point

an(Hometimrs more than once a month, since tax

coke-tors could keep a pan of the money colleded.

1854. The California State Supreme Court ruled that

Chinese were included in an 1849 law which provided

that "no Black, or Mulatto persons, or Indian, shall be

allowed to give evidence in favor of, or against, a

white mant?

1859: California State Superintendent of Schools said:

"Had it been intended by the framers of the educa-

tion law that the children of the inferior races should

be educated side by side with the. whites, it is

manifest the census would have included children of

all colors. If this attempt to force African, Chinese

and Digger (Indian) into one school is persisted in, it

must result in the ruin of the schools. The great mass

of our citizehs will not associate on terms of equality

with these inferior races, nor will they consent that

their children should do so."

1867: Federal district court declared Chinese ineligible for

citizenship.
Queue Ordinance (San Ffancisco) Every Chinese

prisoner in' jail would have to have his hair cut within

one inch of his scalp.

1878: 1, Second Constitution of California: (1) Chinese immi-

grantsdenied naturalization; (2) Corporations coutd

not hire Chinese; (3) Chinese denied employment in

public works except in punishment of crime; (4)

Coolie trade was illegal; (5) Legislature could remove,

nese to regions beyond the limits of cities and

tow

18705.80s; Denis rney and the Workingmen's Party adopted

the slogan, II Chinese Must Go." Kearney said, "My

only crime se s to have been that I opposed the

Mongolization o State in the interest of our owii

people and their civilizatio

1882. Congress pa:sed the Chinese clusion Act, stopping

Chinese immigranon,for a 10-ye period. When the

first law expired in 1892, it %sr re wed for another

10 years. Then in 1902 and 1904. Con ress passed new

laws which, in effect, put-Chinese ex usion on a per-

manent basis. The United States wa formally corn

mitted to a policy of racial discrimina ion at variance

with its traditions and principles. (Thi Chinese Exclu

.sion Act was repealed in 1943.)

1913: Alien land acts in California, Dreg( n, and Wash-

ington. Prohibited aliens ineligible or citizenship

(Chinese, Japanese) from owning or leasing land.

1924' Narional Origins Act This Act, aimed at the
Japanese, produced additional restrictions upon the

Chinese as well. Alien wives of American citizens

were not allowed entry into the United States, if wives

were not eligible for citizenship. Eliminated the nine

classifications of Chin'ese tinder the Exclusion Act so

that only students aspiring for master's degrees could

enter the United States '
1936: - San Francisco Municipal* Court Judge stated 'that: "It

is a dreadful thing when,. these Filipinos, scarcely

more than savajes, come to San Francisco,work for

practically nothing, and o6tain the society of these

girls. Beduse they work for nothing decent white

boys cannot get jobs."

1942: March 2 -- General John L. DeWitt, head of the

Western Defense Command, issues orders to

evacuate all persons oflapanese ance from the

West Coast.

1942: August 7 Compfetion of the relocation process.

with establishment of AD' carniak for *over 110,000

Japanese, of whom'70,000,were4 American citizens.

These camps were located in California, Wyoming,

Utah, Montana, Colorado, Arizona, Idaho,and Arkan-

sas.

1950: Emergency Detention Act (Title II) leialized and

facilitated the egabliShment of detention camps to

be used to incarcerate persons who might commit

acts of espionage or sabotage during periods' of na-

tional emergency,

'Excerpted from a table ,in the Multicultural Workshop !Resource

Packet on Asian Americans, edited by Florence Houn and Todd Lee,

published by Amhers; Asian American Education Committee, I975

Table 2: Examples of recorded ads of violence and.

atrocities against Asians in the United

States*
-

4 r.-4

.1852-53: Manisville, California, arri sarrocriding area, including

North Forks 'Horseshoe BarAnout 1,0000Chinese

miners driveirfrom their camps. ,

1850s: CalifornialForeign Miner's Tax collectc(d. S)nce collec-

tors kept part of their,taxes for tbemselves,mtany shot,

beat, and otherwise ahused the Chinese miners. "I was

sorry to stab the poor creature, but the law makes it

necessary to colfect the tax, and that's where I get my

profit." "He was running away and Oldt to stop him. I

didn't think it would hit."

1871: October 24 At least 19 Chinese men, wpmen, and

children shot, hanged, or burned to dtath by white

vigilante mob in Los Angeles' Chinatown. '

1873: MontanaThe Montanian: "We don't mind hearing of

a Chinaman being killed now and then, but it has been

coming too thick of latesoon there will be a scarcity

of Chinese cheap labor in the country.. . Don't kill

them unless th'ejl desenic it, but when they do, why kill

'em lots?" N
1876: Antioch, Calif.- All Chinese forced to' flee and

Chinatown burned to the-ground. CarsonAnti-Chinese

.riots. Tehachapi Pass, Calit.L=Nine Chinese killed,

seven.wounded at Camp Seven on the Southern Pacific

,54
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Railroad Chico, Calif Employers of Chinese threat-
ened, attempts made to burn down Chinatown, Chinese
eventually forced to leave Lsernm Ranch near
Chicagofive Chinese tenant farmers killed, one
wounded by men under orders of the Workingmen's
Protective Assodaiion.

1885. Eu'reka, Calif.All Chinese forced out of town.
September Rods Springs, Wyo. At least 28 men
and women killed, 500 Chinese driven from town,
iooiw ,property 'burned. Squak
Wash.Three Chinese killed; 32 hop pickers driven
from camp, tents ansi.campburoed...AlaskaChinese
_miners attacked with dynamite by unemployed white
and Indian miners.

1886, No more Chinese remain II Alaska. Coal Creek, Black
Diamond-10 Chinese injured; all Chinese miners
driven out. Tacoma and SeattleChinatowns burned,
arid almost all Chinese forced to leave. Modesto
Chinatown burned

1915 Japanese crew of the ship Minnesota" of the Great
tsorthern Steamship Co. sent ashore and fired for pro-
testing conditions oi the ship. They were deported as
undesirable aliens.

1930. January Anti--Filipino riot in Watsooville, Calif.
Filipino lettuce picker shot to death. Other Filipinos
badly beaten and attacked by white mobs. Precipitating
cause of not was employment of white female enter-
tainers in a fihpino soual club.

1943. April 11 An elderly Issei was shot to death by Army
sentry in Topaz detention center (Utah) when he
allegedry crossed the inner boundary fence and ignored
command to halt.

1943- October Gang of white youths drove past Topaz
detention center three times x.--1 fired shots into the
community hall, wounding thr e persons.

*Excerpted from a table in the Multicultural Workshop Resource
Packet on Asian Americans, edited by Florence Houn and Todd Lee,
published tr, Amherst Asian American Education Committee, 1975

in ,espor,sc to economic and political st,ess (Ling
19T, Lynyn 1971). The Taiping Rebellion of 1851,
alo g with, a terrible flood lasting 40 days in 1849,
wreaked havoc on the southeastern provinces of
Canton and Fukien in China, Cantonese Chinese
also had been unsuccessful in resisting the ir-

soi of _Western powers who sacked and :noted
, thefr vil!.7.ges. Poverty, famine, and military upris-

ings became commonplace.
The timing of these disasters in Canton generally

'coincided with the California Gold Rush of 1850.
Western sea agents in need of laborers came to
Canton, the only Chinese seaport oPen to foreign
vessels at the time, to advertise the gold discovery

and its promise of' fortunes. These agents facili-
tated immigration to the United States by providing
cheap passage and other supports in exchange for
-labor; in es'sence,- they created an indentured
system.

Although China was not typically a migratory na-
tion, the Cantonese and Fukienese were noted for
their independent and adventurous spirit. With
widespread kimine and poverty at home, they were
attractP': by the American offers, and many
Car .onese-Chinese men came to the United States
as laborers for 'the mining or railroad industries.
Wives and families remained in China, since the
men intended to return home after having attained'
some wealth.

Most of the immigrants were peasants, with very
limited economic opportunities at home. When
they realized tha. their dream of making a forturle
and returning to China as wealthy and respected
men was not going to be realized; many of them
postponed their return indefinitely. The economic
disappointment, along with the frustration of living
in an anti-Asian society, led many to distort their
actual sodoeccinomic situation. Exaggerated
stories of prosperity tilled the letters arriving in
China, as men sought to aoid the disgrace of un-
fulfilled expectations. Despite the abject poverty
of these immigrant men, most sent regular financial
support to their wives in China. The stories and
financial support, along with the harshness of long
separations, led wives in China to perpetuate the
myth that all sChinese immigrants to America were
becoming wealthy.

Because they expected their stay in the United
States to be temporary, many of the early Chinese
immigrants were not too concerned -Withthe anti-
Asian sentiment they encountered. As the per-

Jnanence of their residence in the United States
became a reality, the intense anti-Asian sentiment
contributed to a profound sense of alienation and
oifficulty in identifying the United States as hpme.

Several historical events are significant in their
impact upon the lives of Chinese Americans dunng
this early immigration period and beyond. In 1882,
the Chinese Exclusion Act severely restricted
Chinese immigration until 1943, when it was re-
placed-by a quota system. Chinese custom, often-
misunderstood in America, prevented Chinese
women from joining their husbands uverseas during
the first three decades of unrestricted immigration,
and American law barred them after 1882 (Lyman
1971).
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During this time, the shortage of Chinese,women

had a significant impact on the personal, social,
and community life of the Chinese immigrants in

the United States. Organized prostitution and

secret gambling houses prospered well into the
20th century. Rather than recognizing these prob-

lems as stemming from restrictive immigration

laws, many white Americans saw them as evidence

of Chinese immorality.
Although the Chipese Exclusion ACt was finally

repealgd in 1943, the quota system continued to

restrict immigration and to keep Chinese families
fragmented. Many Chinese resorted ,to illegal entry

into the United States in order to be reunited with
their families. In 1949, the Communist takeover of

mainland China shattered the dreams of many im-
migrants who still hoped to return to China. In-
numerable families were permanently separated.

Anti-Chinese sentiment in the United States grew-

stronger and resulted in irrational fears of the

"yellow peril."
In the -years following the Communist takeover

of China, Chinese Americans were frequently sus'-

'petted- of being Communists. Chinese businesses

were harassed by immigration authores in search
of illegal aliens., and Chinese immigrants lived in

constant fear of bei'ng deported.

The result of this political incl psychological

climate was to intensify the solidarity among

Chinese and their mistrust of white Americans.
Chinatowns became more isolated from the white
cominunity, and Chinese immigrants became more

reluctant to venture out, even for needed services.

Chinese Americans began to acquire the reputation
for "taking care of their own," as Chinatowns

gained importance as safe havens in an anti-Asian

white society. Among the socioeconomic results of

this historical pattern was the long-time restriction

of Chinese Americans to .aundry and restaurant

occupations.

Racism in Recent Ch'inese

American History
The atmosphere of the McCarthy era and the

"yellow peril" movement 1,as dissipated. The Civil

Rights movement of the 1960's has led to greater

awareness of the inequitable and discriminatory
treatment of minoritieS. Moreover, the renewed
friendship with the PeOple's Republic of China has

diminished some of the anti-Chinese sentiment. Im-

migration laws have become more permissive,
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allowing more Chinese to be reunited with their
families in the United States.

Yet racism toward Asian Americans still exists.

The socioeconomic situation of Asian Americans is

still bleak, relative to that of whites; and within the

Asian-American group, Chinese Americans rank

lowest on scales of median family income, quality

of housing, and availability of medical facilities (R.

'Chin 1971; Integrated Education Associates 1972).

Human services continue to receive low priority
because "Chinese don't have problems" or "take

care of their own." To date, the American educa-

tional system has not succeeded in bridging the gap

between cultures through bilingual-bicultural
education. Despite the many Chinese Americans

and others who speak English as a second lan-

guage, a Bilingull Education Act was passed only

in 1968 to establish bilingual programs. And in

1974, the Lau vs. Nichols Supreme Court decision

declared that the San Francisco school system was

not providing adequate language instruction in

either language to approximately 1,800 Chinese-

American students who did not speak English.

Negative and distorted Asian-American images

continue to abound in the mass media and in

school textbooks. Moreover, inaccurate :1-,ccrir-

tion or omission of historical developments and

cultural achievements in Asian-American history

still is typical of educational curriculum materials
(Endo 1973; Paik 1973; Sorich 1972). The Asian-

American Children's Book Project (1976) identified

and reviewed 66 books on Asian Americans pub-

lished in the U.S. between 1945 and 1975. The ma-

jor conclusion was that:

With one or perhaps two exteptions; the 66 books are racist

sexist, and elitist, and , , the image of Asian Americans

they present is grossly misleading A succinct definition of
the image presented would be. Asian Americans are foreign,

ers who all look alike and choose to live together in quaint

communities in the midst ot large cities and cling to out

worn, alien customs (p.

Occasionally anti-Asian sentiment, fed by such

stereotypes, e.ipts in actual acts of physical

brutality toward Chinese Americans or\other Asian-

American citizens. The Tam brathers incident

sho is that even in the 1970's considerable hostility

toward Chinese Americans continues to exist. On

May 15, 1975, James Tam, 20, and his brother,
George, 18, were attacked by a gang while return-

ing to their home in Charlestown, Mass. During the

melee, a 15-year-old girl was stabbed and subse-

quently, died. Although both brothers were severely
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injured, they were the only two arrested and later
charged and indicted. Neither brother belonged to
any gang, although the newspapers reported this as

a gang feud. Furthermore, none of the white youths

involved was arrested. At the trial, testimony

revealed that the fight started after a group of
youths called the Tam brothers "Chinks" and one
youth hit eorge on the head with a rock. Racial
harassment oof Chinese in the community continued
after this incident. The Tam family was forced to
abandon their Charlestown apartment out of fear
for their own,personal safety. At a nearby housing
project,,at least 10 Chinese families were forced to
move out to avoid threats of physical violence and

_,.,hostility from their neighbors (Liu 1976).
In New York City, Peter Yew, a Chinese architect,

was beaten by the police without provocation. He
.was charged with resisting arrest, and only through
the united efforts of the Chinese community pro-
testing police brutality were the charges later

dropped. This and the Tam brothers incident are
not isolated events but rather reflect continuing
anti-Chinese sentiment and thus have a significant
impact on the lives of Chinese Americans.

Foundations: The Chinese
Culture

The cultural foundation of Chinese-American
family life lies in the traditions of the families'
Chinese ancestry. Confucianism, which most West-
erners view as an esoteric and mystical philosophy,
is an ongoing way of life for most Chinese families.
Its role in dictating social decorum and cultural
values is as important as is the Protestant ethic to
the American mainstream. "Basic to Confucianism
is the idea that the proper ordering of society
depends upon the 'rectification of names', that
is . . common agreement as to the definition of
roles and their relationships (Watts 1973, p. 85).
Therefore, Chinese forms of. address toward
friends, cousins, grandparents, etc., are highly dif-
ferentiated to define interpersonal relations on

famihal-social occasions along exact age, genera-
tion, and parental lineage dimensions. Underlying
this linguistic complexity is an emphasis on the vir-
tue of filial piety or 'the unquestioning obedience
to the parenb and concern for . . their needs and
wishes with the intention of pleasing and comfort-
ing them. There is a great emphasis on subordina-
tion and mutual dependence rather than individual
independence and antagonism" (Tseng 1973,

p. 195). Such a value system dictates submissive-

ness toward authority and re5pect for tradon in
interpersonal relations.

With regard to personal development, the tradi-
tional Chinese goal is to avoid "overdischarging"
emotions and to maintain harmony with one's en-
vironment rather than attempting to conquer it

Although the modulation of emotions by rational
functions is basic to both Eastern and Western
thought, Confucian thought is characterized by the
philosophy that:

it does not view emotion and desire as eI by nature, and
does not seek to suppress them. It aLLepts emutiuns and
desires as ego-syntonic functions of the person, empha
sizing how to handle, minimize, and express emotions with
harmony, so that a person will not be led by emotions but
guided by wisdom, a mental function ot a higher level.

(Tseng 1973, p. 194)

Confucius was concerned with the personality
development of the late adolescent and adult
rather than with the early childhood years. He
viewed learning and environment as contributing
greatly to personality formation and placed great
value on education. Daily introspection was seen
as another means of obtaining wisdom. However,
there was no sense of urgency toward early social
independence and emotional maturity; instead,

such maturity was a goal of later life.
In this superficial survey of Confudanism, it is

apparent that mutual dependence, respect for

authority and tradition, modesty, harmony with
one's environment, and control of emotions are
stressed. These virtues in Chinese culture are con-
tradicted by American cultural values which em-
phasize individualism, aggressiveness, and active
mastery over one's environment. Consequently, the
Chinese virtues are often translated by Westerners
into negative traits of meekness, passivity, and

emotiOnal constriction.
Thus Chinese Americans attempting to adapt to

mainstream. American society cannot accomplish
this adaptation by living according to the values of
their Chinese cultural heritage. In essenve, Chinese
Americans are required not only to assimilate

aspects of American culture but also to make many
changes in their own lifestyle. The adaptation proc-
ess is not a mere replacement of one ,ulture with
another but rather an attempted integration of the
two. A positive integration (without role confusion
or a sense of marginality) is possible only when
sock tal institutions are w Eng to accommodate
culturi. I differences, permitfing retention of s.ome
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of the traditional culture's values and behaviors.

Since American institutions as a whole do not yet

facilitate such a positive integration, Chinese

Americans and other minority groups must undergo

the experience of massive, often traumatic, accom-

modation to the values of the larger society.

Another vantage point on the process of cultural

adaptation is provided by Erikson (1963), who pro-

poses the term "institutional attitudes." These at-

titudes reflect a "learned and conditioned ability

to dramatize an . . . attitude which the culture
chooses to preserve and put at the disposal of an

individual . . . [and which] does not interfere with

the individual's efficiency in meeting technological

demands" (p. 183). When people share institutional

attitudes and assumptions, they generally agree

concerning social decorum and can communicate

easily with one another; thus, solutions to problems

of living are facilitated. For Chinese Americans,

however, these assumptions differ from those of

white Americans. As minority group members, their

efficiency in meeting technological demands, i.e.,

their adaptation, is often affected by their "institu-

tional attitudes." Since these attitudes usually

operate beyond overt awareness, they must be ad-

dressed, made overt, and respected in a culturally

plural society.

Chinese-American Cultural
Practices

Chinese-American families, particularly first-

generation immigrants, emphasize maintenance of

Chinese cultural practices. Traditional values are

reflected in the preparation of Chinese food and in

eating habitsnialue is placed on food retaining its

natural form, thus, vegetables should be crisp, and

fish and chicken should be served whole (meaning

with the head on). There is usually a distaste for

foods whose natural forms have been obliterated,

such as cheeses and creamed vegetables.

Symbolic rituals and .traditions often accompany

the celebration of Chinese holidays and special

events. For example, the color red symbolizes hap-

piness and good luck in the Chinese culture. There-
fore, money gifts in red envelopes are given during

Chinese New Year, as are red eggs for the coming-

out party of the 1-month-old child. Since "long
noodles" is a homonym for longevity in Chinese,

these noodles are served during the traditional

celebration of a man's 70th or a woman's 60th

birthday Wedding customs stress the social hierar-

chy dictated by Confucian philosophy. In contrast

to Western tradition, the groom's parents host the

affair to celebrate their receiving a daughter-in-law

into the family; the bride's parents are marrying

their daughter out of the family and receive gifts

from the groom's parents.
Socialization patterns further reflect Confucian

thought concerning the proper ordering of society.

The importance of extended families and the virtue

of filial piety continue to dominate Chinese

American thought and behavior. Male offspring are

still expected to care for aging parents. (Thus, a

nursing home placement is often perceived as a re-

jection of the elderly family member by his or her

children.) Proper forms of address still dictate

social relationships. The integrity of the family unit

continues to be of central importance, and social

events therefore are frequently family oriented. If

babysitting is necessary, children are generally left

with older siblings, relatives, or grandparents.

The Confucian value of scholarliness is rein-

forced by the emphasis placed on the Chinese lan-

guage by many immigrant parents. Children even

of second- and third-generation families often

attend afterschool programs to learn Chinese lan-

guage, history, and calligraphy.
Lyman (1971) reports that the group feelings and

social needs which grow out of these Confucian

traditions found institutionalized expression in

Chinatowns across the United States. In these

Chinatowns, clan associations developed;lhe con-

cept was derived from lineage communities in

China, united through male bonds of common
ancestry. In the United States, the concept of line-

age was broadened to include all those with the

same surname.
The clan associations served as boundaries for

the maintenance of incest taboos and as ties to

lineal authorities. More importantly, they also

served as immigrant aid societies, providing food,

shelter, employment, and a sense of family amid an

unfamiliar and hostile American society. The sense

of family deserves emphasis, not only because of

its importance in the Chinese culture, but also

because immigration -restrictions resulted in a

shortage of Chinese women in the United States.

Although the clan associations declined in impor-

tance when immigration restrictions were eased

and wives reunited with their husbands, China-
towns continue to contribute centrally to the lives

of many Chinese Americans, providing goods, serv-

ices, and social participation.
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This superficial descnption of some Chinese
American cultural practices obviously cannot cap-
ture their complexity. Although Confuuan cultural
values dictate many of these practices, it is impor-
tant to recognize the psychological significance of
these bowl customs in maintaming and accentuat-
ing d sense of ethnic identity. Individual and sub-
group variations of these practices, moreover, are
frequent. The interaction of Chinese with American
practices cannot be minimized, nor can the effect
of socioeconomic conditions or the sociopolitical
climate on the changing soual roles for Chinese
Americans (Fong 1973). For example, the proper
ordering of society has become less rigid, women
tead to have a more active and equal status. The
concept of extended families has been broadened
to include more members. Thus, we can speak of a
Chinese American culture that not only is unique
but also is understandable in its historical and
sociocultural context.

Acculturation: Its Impact on
Identity

Every immigrant group must adapt its cultural
values and practices to its new environment; this
process is frequently called "acculturation." The
term "acculturation," however, often misleadingly
implies that there is a simple one-way process by
which a dominant culture displaces a fading one.
This assumption has led to, popular belief in the
American dream and the meking pot. While in-
tended to foster nationalism and patriotism, the
notion of the melting pot has been detrimental to
ethnic pride and to the development of bicultural
identity. It has ignored the impact of an immigrant
group's panicular culture in shaping the accultura-
tion experience.

The melting-pot notion has been particularly in-
appropriate for Asian Americans and other groups
whose physical characteristics and diverse cultures
simply did not melt into the American mainstream.
In fact, although Chinese immigration to the
United.Statef. *aegan over a century ago, Chinese
Americans are not yet fully acculturated into the
American mainstream. Chinatowns continue to
thrive in the major U.S cities, attesting to distinct
ethnic needs And Chinese Americans continue to
look different.

It is important to examine the psychological con-
sequences of the acculturation experience. Its

strongest impart has been on the development of

identity. As experienced by all immigrant groups,
the clash between two cult,,,rp ':. produces compet-
ing pressures to conform to one or the other set of
values. When the disparity between two cultures is
great, and/or attitusles exist which impede their in-
tegration, psychological conflict around identity
issues is heightened. This heightened conflict has
characterized the experience of most Asian
Americans.

The painful quality of the acculturation experi-
ence is reflected in the following poem by Miya-
moto (1971). Although the poem refers ,peufically
to the Japanese American experience, it is appli-
cable to Asian Americans in general.

Poem (to be read aloud)

when I was young
kids used to ask me

what are you?
I'd telt them what my Mom told me
I'm an American
chin chin Chinaman
you're a Jap!

flaching hot inside
I'd go home
my mom would say
don't worry
he who walks alone
walks faster

people kept asking me
what are you?
arid I would always answer
I'm an American
they'd say
no, what nationality?
I'm an American
that's where I was born
flashing hot inside
and when I'd tell them what they wanted to know
Japanese . .

Oh I've been to Japan

I'd get it over with
so they could catalogue and file me
pigeon.hole me
koheyd know just how
toijiink of me
priding themselves
they c,ould guess the difference
between Japanese and Chinese
they had me wishing I was what I'd
been seeing in movies and on TV
on billboards and in magazines
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and I tried
while they were making laws in California

against Us owning land
we were trying to be American
ar I laws against us intermarrying with

lite people
we we o be American

when they put us in ieniration camps
we were trYing to be Am rican
our people volunteered ti tight against their

own country
trying to be American
when they dropped the atom bomb on Hiroshima

and Nagasaki
we were still trying

finally we made it
most of our parents
fiercely dedicated to give us

a good education
to give us everything they never had
we made it
now they use us as an example

to the blacks and browns
how we made it
how we overcame.

but there was always
someone asking me

what are you?

now I answer
I'm an Asian
and they say
why do you want to separate yourselves

now I say
rm Japanese
and they say
don t you know this is the greatest country in

the world
now I say in America
I'm part ot the thed world people
and they say
if you don't like it here
why don t you go back

Joann Miyarnoto (1971)

Asian Americans encounter negative attitudes,

discriminatory practices, and cultural conflict as

they venture from the family into the larger com-

munity. This transition is usually marked by entry
into school, the time at which a sense of identity
beyond that of a family member normally must be

developed. For most Americans of the majority
culture, parental values are harmonious with those

of the school and community; this provides reason-

able environmental consistency and supports psy-
chological growth. The Asian American child, how-

ever, lacks the security of being among supportive

and familiar family substitutes (Maruyama 1971).

With entry into school, the child normally enters

a "stage of industry" (Erickson 1963). During this
developmental period, the child must learn to win

recognition and acceptance by his or her productiv-

ity and successful social interaction with others.
When this recognition is based,not primarily on the

child's performance but rather on phys:cal and

cultural characteristics (e.g., being Asian
American), there exists the psycholog:cal d..nger nf

a sense of inadequacy ^rid inferiority. Although a
global, less differentiated sense of identity is

developmentally appropriate during this early

school period, it is not permitted of the Asian
American child. Quite early, the Asian American
student is confronted with a sense of being dif-
ferent; what's more, the child must justify parental

values and practices when these clash with those of

the school or white community.
During adolescence, normally a "stage of iden-

tity" (Erikson 1963), the psychological conse-

quences of acculturation are even stronger. In this
developmental period, the primary concern is with

how one appears in the eyes of others; there is a

search for a sense of continuity and sameness. The

ideological outlooks, clähnishness, ritualistic dress

codes, etc., so characteristic of adolescents, refl'ect

their need to redefine their identity as individUals

and as adults. Rebelliousness against parentfs is

normally intense and serves to define what oine, is

not. The Asian American adolescent often does not

need to seek subgroup supports for this rebellion,

since the white majority society typically is sup-

portive of the rejection of "traditional" Asian-

American values. Consequently, the acculturation

process complicates the adequate resolution of the
Asian-American adolescent's identity crisis.

The impact of the acculturation process on
adolescent identity is also evident in the tensions

between China-born and American-born Chinese-

American teenagers. ("juk cok" and "juk sing,"
respectively). These groups have maintained sepa-
rate social patterns. Their polarization of accept-
able cultural values and behaviors speaks to the in-
tensity of their identity struggle. Many China-born

adolescents maintain their "Chinese" characteris-

tics and condescendingly reject Western culture as

lacking the substance and refinemeros of the

Chinese culture. Similarly, many American:born
Chinese adolescents embrace American character-

istics and reject Chinese cultural expressions as

anachronistic and provincial. This stereotyping
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and this projection of cultural traits have negative
consequences for psychological growth.

When the "identity crisis" is prolonged by cul-
tural Conflict, maladaptive functioning often
results. One possible consequence is the rejection
of the "bad" part of one's ethnic identity, leading
to a considerable loss of self-esteem. Another is the
continuing ambivalence over ethnic identity,
resulting in a marginal fit in society. These conse-
quences have been described by concepts such as
"the marginal man," "the traditionalist," and
"racial self-hatred" (Sue and Sue 1973). All of these
terms reflect failure to achieve a comfortable reso-
lution of one's cultural identity.

An identity conflict is normal not only among
adolescents, but also among all immigrants, both
children and adults. The conflict is more intense for
first and second generation immigrants, whose "vis-
ibility" tends to be higher. Nevertheless, there has
been little recognitidn of the immigrant's need to
mourn the loss of a country; in an important sense,
the acculturation process is an attempt to form a
new identity that retains certain values of the lost
country. For many ChineseAmericans, Chinatowns
have represented a "solution" to the stress of
acculturation, since they have permitted psycho-
logigal isolation from the white American society.,
Chinatowns have provided a means for Chinese im-
migrants to meet family, social, and economic
needs without recourse to the white community.
This isolation has been reinforced by the wHte,
community through discriminatory prac(ices
toward Chinese Americans.

, It is important to recognize the role of the socio-
political climate, which 'sanctioned negative in-
stitutional attitudes toward Asian Americans. Its
impact on the acculturation process and the resolu-

, tion of identity is significant. The stereotypes pro-
mulgated by the public media in the United States
deady intensified the identity conflict for Chinese
Amencans (Sue and Kitano 1973). No Chinese
American escapes the experience of discnmina-
tion, or of the predefinition of his or her behavior
and identity by the mainstream culture. Stereo-
types such as coohe,." 'chink," "sly and inscru-
table, "sneaky," "exotic," "submissive,"

passive," 'Jsubservient," and gook" have per-
vaded Asian American history since 1850. Indis-
criminate names sometimes used to address all
Chinese Americans ie.g., Suzie Wong or Charhe
Chan") are derogatory.

Since Wodd War II, positk,e stereotypes of Asian
Americans, such as "hard-working" and "taking
care of their own," have-emerged. The apparent
success of the group has been held up as a model
for other minorities. However, this complimentary
viewpoint has overlooked the existence of prob-
lems and instilled a sense of guilt and failure in
Asian Americans who are exceptions to the success
story. Further-more, it has prevented the delivery
of services to Asian Americans who "are not corn-
plaininct" and "don't need help."

It is evident that these stereotypes are over-
simplifications of complex cultural phenomena. In
essence, the failure to understand the culture of
Chinese Americans has led to many stereotypes. In
turn, these stereotypes have been used io replace
an indepth understanding. The common caricature
that "all Chinese look alike" typifies this mentality.
Consequently, irrespective of the degree of ac-,
culturation, no Chinese American escapes the ex,
perience of being viewed as different or of being
asked, "Where do you come fromChina?" "Are
you Chinese or Japanese?" or "How come you
don't speak with an accent?"

For the Asian American, the experience of
stereotypes heightens the identity conflict. When
the acculturation process and solutions to identity
development are systematically impeded, the psy-
chological dangers of, role confusion and margin-
ality in society are great. When social and institu-
tional conditions persist to perpetuate stereotypes
or niarginal status, the question of "Who am I?"
becomes unanswerable. Transitional psychological
crises then become permanent and damaging to
psychological coinpetence.

Implications for Human
Services to Asian Americans

In light of tLe preceding dbcussion. some mpli
cations can be drawn for the dehery of human
services, particularly in the area of mental health.
Although individual racism will always exist, it is

hoped that systematic biases in human semice
dehvery systems can and will be efiminated. At the
risk of overgeneralizing, home common biases in
thinking will be dis sed as they affect the
delivery of services tó Asian Americans. These
tendencies often operate outside of conscious
awareness and need to be recognized by mental
health professionals working with Asian Americans
or other minority groups.
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Definition of Pathology as Deviation Fr Om the Ma-

jority. There is a tendency to define pathology as

deviation from the behavior of the cultural major-

ity. Several erroneous assumptions underlie this

definition. First, it reflects a simplistic, unidimen-

sional view of human development. A unidimen-

sional concept of development generall presumes

that all individuals, including those from different

cultural groups, must follow the same general
developmental course and find the same type of

solution to problems of adaptation. A multidimen-

sional concept, in contrast, recognizes the impact

of multiple environmental influences and the

validity of more than one developmental path.

Second, the definition of pathology as deviation

from the majonty reflects an egocentric tendency

to use one's own experiences as the criteria for nOn-

pathological behavior. This tendency,,Ignores the

existence of different perspectins, particularly

those shared by a Lminority. As sociologists have

shown, normative behavior is culturally specific. In

other words, what is "normative" behavior in an

Asian society may be "pathollcal" in Western
society and vice versa.

Third, this definition of pathology Implies a

good-bad dichotomy o' human behavior, with

behavior differing from the majority's implicitly

defined as "bad." EssentiaNy, the erroneous belief

goes as follows: "There is only one correct way to

behave; since I behave this way and consider

myself normal, anyone who behaves differently

must be pathological."

Since mental health practitioners deal with

issues of pathology, they must recognize that the

professional situation is never value free or in-

dependent of its souocultural context. Profes-

sionals working with different cultural groups need

to understand the values of those groups to avoid

systematic biases in interpreting behavior. It is also

important to apply multiple criteria to understand-

ing behavior, recognizing that different cultural

assumptions will dictate different solutions to

problems of living.

Use of Stereotypes There is a tendency to

categorize people by exaggerating their
characteristics. When this tendency is applied to

groups, stereotypes develop. As highlighted

previously, these stereotypes have worked to the
disadvantage of Asian Americans. Positive stereo-

types have been used to justify the failure to

deliver needed services to the group, and negative
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ones have been used systematically to deprive

Asian Americans of their civil rights.

Stereotypes are usually based on cursory infor-

mation about cultural values and, thus, should not

serve as the basis for normative expectations. Fur-

thermore, while Lit is a fact that great similarity

exists among Asian Americans as a group, the use

of stereotypes ignores the variation among individ-

uals. To confound matters, Asians in non-Asian set-

tings may display somewhat more stereotypic

behavior by virtue of the expectations of non-

Asians. In other words, sOme stereotyped behaviors

may be situation-specific or imposed by the en-

vironment. More importantly, an understadding of

group dynamics suggests that cohesion and behav-

ioral similarity will increase in a group when it
moves into an unfamiliar or hostile environment.

Professionals working with Asian Americans or

other minority group members need to recognize

the stresses which the use of stereotypes places on

both individual and group behavior. It is clear that

the use of stereotypes Lis damaging to self-esteem

and interferes with the development of an inte-

grated sense of personal identity.
Overgeneralization: The Claim of No Difference.

There is a tendency at times to overgeneralize

crossculturally. While many similarities exist

among cultures which deerve recognition, it is

usually the differences which create anxiety in
client and professional alike. Denying or minimiz-

ing differences is a comthon response of profes-

sionals to this anxiety. Regardless of the reasons for

the denial, it ignores the psychological reality

experienced by many Asian Americans who do feel

and behave differently in some respects. The erro-

neous belief that "we re all the same; we're simply

human beings," ignores ctiltural differences and

sets up unrealistic expectations that Asian Ameri-

cans can and should behave like white Americans.

This belief impedes the successful development of

Asian American identity and reflects a lack of

empathy.
Double-Bind Situations. There is an unwitting

tendency to construct "double-bind" situations in

which certain behaviors are simultaneously en-

couraged and devalued. For example, an Asian

American may be commended for his humility but
simultaneously viewed as weak,L, passive, and inef-,

fectual. The double bind is also evident when Asian

Americans are denied services because "they're not

complaining," but are accused of being "militant"

when they do complain.
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These instances are manifest in the structure of
human service delivery systems as well as in
speufic interview situations. Therefore, safeguards
against these tendenues must be implemented
through institutional policy and individual avvdre-
ness. Fur example, service dehvery administrators
must be particularly sensitive to the (ranger of
systematically denying services to Asian American
communities because they ''take care of their
own."

Failure to Appredate Immigration-as a Traumatic
Pmcess. There 15 ofttr, a fadure to dppreuate the
psychological trauma of immigration. It 15 over-
looked that immigrants need to mourn not only the
loss of loved ones but also the loss of a country.
Bi_hdyiural responses tu the separation are fre-
quently leacto..e, rather- than reflecting enduring
aspects of personality structure.

ccFur maniple, the presence uf depressive phe-
nomena ile a counseling ur therapy situation may
wed be due tu thu sense uf margindlity and aliena-
tion wfi6,1 must imiregrants initially experience.
The immigrant necds time tu evolve a new ethnic
{dentity. Mien this is not acknowledged and he or

is foiced into Stereotyped roles ur labeled as
mentally Ili, the negdtlye consequences for identity
and self-esteem are profound.

Individual vs. Group Identity. Although there is
significant overlap bekveen one's identit.,, as an in.-
ddudl and that as d member of an ethnic group,
they are distinct forms uf identity. It 15 a recognized
phenomenon thdt indmdual behawor sdanes ds a
furiction ut group membership. A hen d particular
group has psychological permanence and signifi-

., cance (e.g., families or ethnic groups), consistent
behavioral characteristics and identities unique to
the group develop. There is a core to such a group's
identity which subsumes more than the characteris-
tics of the individuals within the group. This
phenomenon of group identity has been challenged
as an artifact but is accepted by systems theorists
and often noticed in therapy groups.

Thus, the concept of ethnic group identity is as
real as that of individual identity. Furthermore, it is

possible to separate the nuances of a group's col-
:ective identity from those of an individual's per-
sonal identity. It is important not to regard these
forms of identity as synonymous. When this distinc-
tion is not made, the tendency is to assume that all
individuals within a cultural group are experiencing
conflict when there is stress in the group as a
whole

Acculturation as a One-Way Pfocess. There is a
tendency to view acculturation as a one-way proc-
ess in which an immigrant group gives up" its own
culture in order to embrace another. This b an
aspect of the "melting pot" theory, which generally
fails to recognize both the continued existence of
immigrant cultures and the influence of these cul-
tures on the American mainstream.

Finally, there is a related tendency to define
adaptation as the capacity of a person to conform
to societ.I norms. This definition could potentially
include as adaptive the individual's integration into
a subsystem, such as his or her conformity to ,the
norms of a minority group. However, in practice, it
usually ,rofers only to the degree of "fit" between
the individual and the mainstream culture.

While mental health practitioners are sometimes
quick to view overconformity to the cultural tradi-
tions of a minority group as "maladaktive," they
are less,inclined to view overcbnforming to white
society as such. Instead, there is an inclination to
view the latter as "adequate acculturation." In
fact, the concepts of marginality and racial self-
hatred are relevant when acculturation is achieved
only through denial and rejection of part uf one's
ethnicity. For Asian Americans and other minority
group members, a conforming "adjustment" to
white American culture may not reflect genuine
adaptation, if this adjustment is at the expense uf
self-esteem. Since a healthy cultural adaptation
results instead from the integration of two cultures,
we share a responsibility as mental health profes-
sionals to encourage and enhance the development
of a truly bicultural identity.
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Chapter 6

Mainland Puerto Rican Communities: A
Psychosocial Overview

Christine Torres-Matrullo

'ABSTRACT

Mainland Puerto Ricans represent a growing portion of our minority community, particularly on the
east coast. Yet few of us are familiar with the history of Puerto Rico, the cultural values ot traditional
Puerto Ricans, and the typical conflicts faced by Fuerto Rican families during and following migra
hon. This chapter descnbes ail of these, with particular attention to family dynamics. One particularly

traumatic aspect ot migration ,or some families is the movement into a society that categorizes some
children 3s black and others white within the same Puerto Rican family, because of their differing skin
tones. The loss of the extended family network is also traumatic, Awareness of the importance of this
network and of Puerto Rican cultural values more generally has led to a number of models for alterna
tive service delivery to Puerto Rican and other Hispanic groups. Several of these models are reviewed,

and the author also descnbes her own experience helping to strengthen mental health services to the
Puerto Rican community in Phdadelphia.

Introduction

Descriptions of the Hispanic population in the
United States often imply that this category con
sists of one homogeneous group. This inference has
been erroneous because Hispanic communities in
clude a number of ethnic subgroups. Generaliza
tion from one Spanish-speaking group to another is,
in fact, quite difficult because these groups differ
along a_ number of dimensions. length of residence
in this country, degree of acculturation, fluency in
English, employment and educational opportuni
ties, socioeconomic status, political ideology,
reasons for migration, and family structure

The Puerto Rican community is one of the ethnic
groups subsumed under the general rubrk. of the
Hispanic or Spanish-speaking/Spanish surnamed
population. According to an update of the U.S.

r,...c) Census in March 1976, there are about 11 million
persons of Hispanic origin in the United States,

(I, with an estimated 6.6 milhon of Mexican origin, 1.8
million of Puerto Rican origin, 700,000 of Cuban
origin, and 800,000 of other Central or South

tsi American origins. Since there is a large concentra-
t.10 hon of Puerto Ricans on the east coast and this is

the population with which the writer has had the
most experience, this particular Hispanic subgroup' is the focus of this chapter. While the chapter
attempts to correct the misconception uf homo-
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geneity among Hispanic groups, areas of similarity
among these groups are also underscored. \

Efforts to identify and assist Puerto Ricans ale
severely impaired by language barriers, a lack of
cultural understanding, fragmentation of our
human service dehvery system, and the conspic-
uous absence of rehable information on the current
status of Puerto Rican families. One recent study
on the status of Puerto Ricans on the mainland,
although no panacea for the lack of detailed inf,or-
mation, is the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
report, Puerto Riurrb in the Cuntinental United
States. An Uncertain Future. It clearly reaffirms the
conclusions of many earlier smaller surveys, which
indicated that members of the Puerto Rican com-
munity are among the poorest and most undersell,
ed citizens of the Northeastern United States. The
report includes the following findings.

1. According to such key indices as income,
education, and employment levels, Puerto
Ricans on the U.S. mainland are a seriously
disadvantaged minority group.

2. The median educational level for Puerto

Ricans on the mainland is lower than that
of other minorities, except for Native
Americans.

3. Puerto Ricans have larger and younger
families than does the general population.
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Thirty percent of Puerto Rican families are

headed by a woman; at the poverty level,

60 percent of Puerto Rican households are

headed by a woman.

4. Within the mainland United States, 83 per-

cent of Puerto Ricans reported Spanish as

the primary language spoken"at home.

Health, ,educational, and social, services ir the

United States were established long bek,re the
Puerto Rican population was large enough to war-

rant sabstantial modification of service delivery

practices. Thus, language and cultural barriers to

receiving these services compound the many prob-

lemslaced by Puerto Rican families,

Historical Background:
Migration and Settlement

To understand the present-day Puerto Rican,

some knowledge of the island and its history is

essential.
Puerto Rico is a small island, 1op miles long and

35 miles Wide, located in the tropical Caribbean. It

is grossly overpopulated, with 2.8 million inhabi-
tants. The original denizens were the Taino Indians,

a peace-loving group exposed to , frequent attacks

by other Caribbea:/dians, the Caribs, who were as
warlike as the.sTa' os were pacific.

Puerto- Rico was "discovered" and colonized by

the Spanish conquistadors, who proceeded to

establish their way of life on the island. Although

the island (lid not have many accessible natural

resources (there was no gold. or silver, and the
tropical" storms and thick Jungles were frightening

to immigrants), it did attract people from the con-

tinent especially Spaniards.
With the colonization process, the Indian popu-

lation eventually disappeared. AlthoUgh there are

some Indian features found among Puerto Ricans

today. for all practical purposes the Taino culture

was destroyed during the early colonial period.
As the Indian population dwindled, black slaves

were imported trom 'Africa in large numbersrtiThe
Africans brought with them elements ot their own
culture, many ot Which have remained evident in

Puerto Rico to this day. There are some areas on

the Asland where black communities have main-

tained a pure racial line and where many of the
original African customs have resisted the passing

(4 limo
These three groupsIndian, African, and

Spanishmingled in many ways on a small, geo-

graphically isolated island. -By the )9th century, the
Puerto Rican had emerged as a distinct personality.

He or she could be one of a number of colors: white,

btack, Indian, or mixed. The pride of the Indian, the
"hidalguismo" (flambomicy and idealism) of the

Spaniard, and the strehgth and fatalism of the
African blacks were incorporated into Puerto Rican

personality.
While imitating Spaniards in many respects, Puer-

to Ricans gradually developed their own culture.
During/the 19th century, the first Puerto Rican poets,

painters, scientists, and other professionals ap-

peared as distinct from their Spanish predecessors.

Puerto Ricans added many words and customs to

the original Spanish culture, transformed the

Spanish guitar into several local Stringed in-

struments, added the Indian "guiro" and the African

drums, and developed a distinctly Puerto Rican kind

of music.
By the end of the 19th century, Puerto Ricans

were beginning to struggle for increased autonomy

from Spain. In 1898, however, Puerto Rico became a

epossession of the United States during the Spanish

'American War. Puerto Rican life was deeply af-
fected by the arrival of U.S. forces. American
culture was alien to the island's way of life. Even

present-day Puerto Ricans, who have learned to ac-

cept and adopt some aspects of American culture,
remain distinay and fiercely Puerto Rican.

In 1917, Puerto Ricans were granted U.S. citizen-
ship and popular election of both houses of the

legislature on the island. The governor and cabinet

officials vre appointed by the President of the

United States until 1947, when the first Puerto Rican

governor was elected by popular vote. A new politi-

cal status (the Free Associated State of Puerto Rico,

a commonwealth status) was instituted in an at-
tempt to resolve conflicting political views concern-

ing the appropriate degree of independence from
the United States.

The problem of political status is not simply a
matter of government for Puerto licans: it is also a

deeply rooted problem of identity. The Puerto

Ricans are searching for political and social institu-

tions which will help them develop and maintain a

genuine sense of identity in the presence of the

many political, educational, and social changes with

which they are continually confronted.
After the establishment of the commonwealth

status, there was a marked change from a predomi-
nantly agricultural economy to a rapidly growing in-

dustrial society. This brought about the dramatic
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nse ot a mi dk. class and a shift from rural to urban man who commands res13ect),and machismo. The
and suburba life. The growth of the cities on the Puerto Rican-female, on the other hand, is expected
island also br ught with it the proliferation-of skims. , to be self sacrificing,. restricted to home, chaste,

The post-World War 11 years witnessed the first dependent, ,and respectful of the male. Almost
major migration of Puerto Ricans to the mainland universally the fernale is seen as inferior to the
United States. take other immigrant-groups, Puerto male, Puerto Rican souety is' typica4 constructed
Ricans came to the United States in search of bet- in accordance with this belief, which can be at--
ter occupational and_ -educational opportunities. tnbuted to the inflovnces of the Catholic church
Most of the migrant are poor and annimally and a Spanisli legas (3eytagh 1967;-, Fitzpatrick

educated. )3trerto Rican migration rates vary with 1971, iulhngshead and Redlich 1968r The rigid sex
the level of the mes;in U.S. income and the extent of roles are generally prevalent throughout Puerto

. Occupational opportunities available (Senior 1965). Rican island culture, regardless of soda! class or
In the early 1970s, the U.S. economy began to educational level (Seda-Bonilla 1957, Steward

turn sour, anctunemployment became widespread. 1966).

There were many factory closings in New York and The predominant typt of family structure is the
in other large cities with high concentrations: of patrrarchal extended famdyilthough in recent

Puerto Ricans. Altt h the recession had affected years.there has been a trtnd In the direction of the
the island's econi s well, high unemployment nuclear family aniung middle-class Puerto Ricans.
in this country resu1ted in reverse migration to The extended family includes children, pareots,

Puerto Rico. Since 1970, there has been a consist- grandparents, hos de rid iza (informal, sonwtimes
ent trend of reverse Migration to the island each temporary adoptions), uncles, aunts. and cousins.
year. At the same time, Puerto Ricans have con- Family ties are extended to distant relatives, so that
tmued to come to the mainland, even when a is ap- the word primo icousm) is used to include even

,parent that there is a scarcity of unskilled jobs very distant cousins.
here. Most of the migration is to Chicago rather Since most Puerto Ricans are at least nominally
than to New York. Cathohc, a large ,number of couples re married

Puerto Rico's present situation is one of change within the Catholic church. .1mong the poor, par-
and crisis from many different points of view. ticularly in the mountain regions, common law
social, political, economic, and religious..The prub- marriages are frequent. There is nu stigma attached
lem of identity, always a major Abe for Puerto to these marriages on the island and the terms
Ricans on the island, becomes even more sinous 'husband"' and "vvife are often wed without
when they migrate to the mainland and deal with differentiating between legal and common law
the clash of cultures and the additional crisis of unions.

language barner. In addition, unlike, must earlier The Extended Famih as a Support System,. The Im-
immigrant groups drish, German, Jewish, etc.), the pact of Mipation. Fur three: generations of a Puerto
Puerto Rican is considered nonwhite. Thus, the Rican family to live in a single househokl is not at
Puerto Rican migrant joins the ranks of Mexicans, all unusual, since the extended family is seen as a
Indians, Asian Americans, and blacks in the United single unit. This multigenerational una provides a
States. These groups have never. been completely strong. support system which can be extremely
accepted 'by. whites and have remained marginal helpful in times of crisis. A crisis within part of the
members of this-society. family Will automatically become common knowl-

edge to the extended family members, who will

Central Puerto Rican Cultural then contribute in whatever way possible to resolve

Values
it. (Even in the presence of strong male authority,
the support system is typically organized and main-

The Puerto Rican Family. The family is the domi- tamed by the women in the family.)
nat.& institution in Puerto Rican island c'ulture One of the troublesome situations faced by
(Brameld 1959, Hill, Stycos, and Back 1959). mainland Puerto Ricans is the relative absence of
Strongly characteristic of the Puerto Rican family is this 'support system. CrISCS often become more
a strict differentiation of sex roles. The male trail; serious when the extended tamdy Is not avadable,
honally occupies d position of strong authority, and Wild? relationships bewme strained, dunng d
governed by the norms of hombre de respeto Id cultural cri.sis such as that presented by migration,

1.
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the tamily is "the institution which is most directly

challenged in the process of assinflation" (Fitz-

patrick 1971. p. 77).
The basis for many of the adjustments required

in family roles when Puerto Ricans nigrate tO the

mainland, is economic. The woman is often better

able than the man to find employment, since she

brings sewing and similar skills to the city, while the

man typically brings agrarian skills As a matter of

economic necessity, the Pueito Rican w6man in the

United States often goes out to work, gaining earn-

ing power and some degree of independence from

her husband. Increasing American influence has

brought about changes in Puerto Rican male-

female relationships, even on the Ls land; the male's

auth(ftrity is considerably reduced, and the ex-

* tended family's role has been fragmented.

An inc reaw in intergenerational conflict is also a

typical result ot migration. Puerto Rican children

are brought.- up to be respectful toward their

parents, and their beltavfor is relatively submissive.

.DVith exposure to maialand values, there is a shift

from parents and elders 'to peers as ,a reference
group, and children begin to question the behav-
ioral patterns they have beerrtYrought up to follow.

The mainland culture stresses individual free-

dom and ass"ertive, indeprdent behavior on the

part ot children and adolescents, while at home the

Puerto Rican parent tries desperately to -enforce

traditional values of obedience and respect. The

resulting tensions are frequently compounded by

the fact that adults in Positions of authority outside

IIW honi telt teac hers and counselors) often 0-

cburage both chthii-en and parents to accept the

new N,alues that may be so foreign to them.
Heightened intergenerational c,onflict may also

(Kr or kvtween the grandjiarents and the parents of

Puerto Rican famthes in cultural transition." It is

rare for an extended family to migrate eti masse.

Furthermore, the fact that the prevalent sbcial en-

vironthent on the mainland is structured around,the

nuclear family puts additional strain- on ties to

grandparents and other extended family members.

In the continental United States, the obligations of

family members toward the care of grandparents

have been seriously attenuated; elderly people are

rarely prominent figures in mainstream American
home', and are otten removed from the nudear

household .
Another rpfcriant tactor weakening extended

family ties among low-incoine Puerto Rican

ngrant: s - tarmlies is the nature of the welfare system

on the mainland. In many respects, public assist-

ance assunies functions formerly performed by the

extended family network, such as caring for the

sick or disayed and.providing child care services.

Acculturation and the Problem

ef Identity
In his 'book on minority groups in the United

States, Rose (1968) describes the principal ways in

which these ethnic groups adjust to the dominant

culture: assimilation, acculturation, amalgamation,

and cultural pluralism. Some ethnic groups appear

to have been almost completely assimilated. The

Puerto Ricans, however, remain a clearly iden-

tifiable minority community. In fact, Hispanic

groups jn general are among the least assimilated

ethnic divisions in this country.
The term "acculturation". rather than "assimila-

tion" is most often used to describe the experiencs

of Puerto Ricans on the mainland. Genuine assimi-

lation has not been possible because "assimilation

has 'not taken place until the immigrant is able to

function in the host community without encounter-

ing prejudice or discrimination" (Gordon 11964,,

p. 63). It is clear that Puerto Ricans in this country

-are still the victims of pr6udice and discrimitiatiorf

and continue to be a visibly and-audibly diffecent

cultural minority (Glaze?' and Moynihan 1970.)-gol-

don 1964).
The problem of "hostility in an alien world"

(Opler 1967) does not disappear with acculturation.

Foi the immigrant there -are almost always the pain-

ful realities of deprivation of status and social

rejection (Silva 1966). Psychological reactions of

oppressed immigrant groups to their devalued

status include aggression and hostility, anxiety

states, somatic disorders, a loss of 'self-esteem, and

a sense of personal inadequacy.

When Puerto Ricans, particularly those from

rural backgrounds, enter the mainland United

States, the lack of defined status is confusibg and

p.ovokes anxiety. Both men and women attempt to

iderftify themselves within the-new society accord-

ing to the values of their own culture. Community
attachment, when available, is a vital factor in

immigrant assimilation because it contributes cru-

cially to the maintenance of a sense 'of identity.
When community or extended family support is not

inimigrant faces a particulaiiy severe

rgntity crisis; losing the foundations of personal

identity before having the opportunity to develop a
.
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new identity t ar us d wriuus threat to the very
organization ot persoliafity (htzpatnek 1971,

. Glazer and Moynihan 1970, Gordon 1964, Handlin
1962).

Fur example, a phenomenon that frequently ap-

pears in the mental health literature is that PUerto
Ricans have difficulty dealing with aggressive teel-
ings tMehlman 1%1, Rothberg 1%4, Nult 1932). It
is often observed that, when Puerto Ricans talk
about feehngs of neryousness, they describe
situations in which they clearly feel angry. In addi-
tion, there appears to be much guilt over angry
teeiings, suppression and repression of assertive-
ness ana aggressiveness, and the need to preserye
an appearance ot outward dignity and calm at the
expense ut oychological needs (Rothberg 1964).
Direct assertiveness is frowned upon in Puerto

Rican eulture. Thb pattern is problematic in a

society whit") stresses direct self-expression and im-
phcitly includes assertive, aggressive qualities
among those necessary tor upward mobility.

1/Vhde all three generations ut the Paerto Riean
tamily expenence these cultural eunfliets, the
second generation in particuler is likely to experi-
ence a "cultuial limbo" (Fitzpatrick 1970. Herberg
(1955) identities the following aspects of the iden-
tity process typically expenenced by the family
over time: at first, the immigrants are strangers to
the new culture and are very conscious of their
ethrific identity; eventually the second generafion
breaks away trom the traditional litestyle of their
immigrant parenb take on the neW culture more
fully, and, finally, the third generation looks fur
some symbols of their ethrm dast to give them a
fullr sense of their cultural identity.

Per.xading the various forms of stress on the Puer-
to Rican family system is what Fitzpatrick (1971)
describes as the slow and steady substitution of
.mpersunalnorms, norms of the systeni rather than
norms of personal relationships (p:\ 97). This
substitution Is potentially devastatingtraditional
Puerto Rican c ulture, sinu . values determining the
nature .of interpersonal ic lationships 4hi, eulture
dater in many respeets !rum corresponding North
Amencan values,

For exampleirfiong the must valued Puerto
Riean traits is digniddd, vvhiLh 'refers to the integ
rity or worth that is assumed each person originally
has, and that shoukl be Jealously guarded"
(Saavadra de Rot a, 1963 r). 122iuthor's transla
bon) Turnin (1961) feels that this concept allows
the members of even the most deprived cbsses to

maintain a sense ot their personal worth since it is

assumed that every person is born with dignidad
regardless of his or her social position.

The important values of personalimm and in-
dividualbinu are closely mterrelated. The former
refers to ''the inclination of Linn people, in

general, to relate to and trust persons, ratber than
institutions, and their dishke for formal, impersonal
structure and organizations" (Abad, Ramos, and
Boyce 1974, p. 588). Underlying peborialisimi Is the
emphasis placed on aldniduaksmu, whidi b a form
of individualism based on the mner importance of
the person. It is important to distinguish this
concept trom the individualism espoused by U.S.
culture, which values the individual in terms of his
abihty to compete for higher social and eeunomic
status" (Fitzpatrick 1971, p. 90!.

It is easy to see how this complex of interper-
sonal values, differing as it does from those of
mainstream Amencan culture, can be a source of
difficulty m the Puerto Rican family's efforts to
become e,stablished in its new environment. This in-
terpersonal relafionship style also has implieations
for seryice delivery to Puerto Rican families, which
is discussed later in the chapter.

A Buffer Between Old and New
Cultures: "The Island In the
Oty"

Puerto Ricans have followed the example of pre-
vious immigrant groups in elustenng in their own
ethnic eommunities, they have created d n island
in the city" (Vt kefield 1959) within whieh Spanish

swken, native food eaten, Latin music listened
to, etc. There are, of course, other factors, such as
housing availability, which eontribute to the t rea-

tiun of the barrio (the neighborhood). The cultural
familiarity of the barnu, however, keeps many
Puerto Ricans from leaving, even when they can
locate better housing elsewhere.

An extensive study of t aural assimdation
among Puerto Ricans was done by Gordon (19641,
who was particularly interested in the problem of
identity in the barrio. Gordon tound little or no
assimilation Of Puerto Ricans un any level, instead,
he found a strong aswrtion ot the significance of
the traditional island eulture and language among
Puerto Ricans in the United States. The tendency
for Puerto Ricans to remain in cultural enclaves
both reflects 'Ind perpetuates their attachment to
the island lifest,:c.
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Several othei rat tors alyi appear to impede the

assimilation process f irst the extremely limited
educational opportunities tor Puerto Ricans (par-

ticularly the Sparoh-speaking majority) block their

advancement in Mainland society. Second, Puerto

Ricans are merely a 3-hour olane trip away from

their homeland They are constantly engaged in a

two-way flow between this country and the island,

and thus the assimilation process is continually

disrupteC Finally, with the trend toward 'ethnic

pride and cultural pluralism in the 1960s. pride in

Puerto Rican cultural roots was strengthened. Had

the extreme antitoreigner sentiment of the 1940s

persisted, Puerto Ricans may well have had to
assimilate sooner, as d«.1 many other ethnic .groupk,

in order to sunavec ,

Migration and Racial Conflict

Another form ot culturation conflict to be
discussed atte(ts all lamilv members, not by virtue

ot their position in the. family Aructure but ;rather

according to their physical c haractensticsi This

«mtlict is engendered by the ditterence in ra/cial at-

titudes between the isiand population and the

larger U.S toy For a variety of historical

reasons wIrch will not be discussed here ; ee htz-

patm k 1971, Rodriguer-Cru, 1965), there i far less

racial prejudic e in Puerto Rico than on tie main-

land. Particularly arnong the lcwer classe , Puerto

Ricans do not desc raw the,nselves as iblack or

white A more sensitive classification sYstem is

used instead, whit h takes into acc ount khe wide

range of skin (dor, hair textures, fiwt.ness or

thickness ot teatures eve colors, etc., obiservable

among the Puerto ;),Ican people It would nc\t be ac-

curate to .ay tliat, there is no racial preRklice in

Puerto Ru o ;iriTidu e does, however, operate

along ditterent imes than in North America 'and is

-,0 i losely lied up with ( Liss prejudice as to bv vir-

tually indistinguishat ih iron) a

North Lmeni an :midi attitudes I learly have \bad

an evert on the racial situation in Pue...o Rifo,

although it is hot possible to assume el simple

causal relationship ,

dem Tim*, td 1,f(-1(Ait ( n log IPut.rio RI( ar\I

'4'l II d (d( ,cd(tifii(dhir that ( hard(

%tfie. .1( :Om entenn

ep,1 e
#A1' ij, if,. it -,1( it 4,41 tor

, 11,4 ifir(iirfnl, ii \

o-e,e es, ed, .fe.1 I st,ecio HIre \smiado
lejthor s Ir.m.Ietteon

Certainly the attitudes of racial prejudice which

the Puerto Rican migrants confront on the main-
land often come as a shock to them..Dark-skinned

Puerto Ricans may have the experience of being

discriminated against in their search tor employ-

ment and/or housing on the' basis of language dif-
ference, region ot origin, and-racial characteristics.

To a certain extent, North American racism poses a

threat to Puerto Rican unity in, that light-skinned

Puerto Ricans often seek the benefits.ot being con-

sidered white in this society a'nd resent efforts to

emphasize the racial unity ot ,Puerto Rico (Longres

1974).
To the degree that mainqnd racial attitudes are

adopted, they may also pose a threat to family
unity. Because of the hetcirogeneity of the Puerto

Rican gene pool, members of a single nuclear fam-

ily may vary greatly with regard to phenotypic
racial characteristics. Thus a light-skinned sibling

may begin to adopt a 'prejudicial attitude toward

his darker sisters and brothers or may begin to feel

ashamed of having a dark-Ainned mother or father

(Thomas 1967). Racial conflict within the family is
exacerbated in ',rases ,in which parents were raised,

in Puerto Rico, while.; their children have grown up

on the streets of mainland U.S. cities. Fortunately,

there does not seem ,to be a trend toward wholesale

acceptance of North American racial prefudice on

the part of migrating Puerto Ricans, and many hope

that the adoption Of racism on the part of Puerto

Ricans will be outWeighed by the positive influence
which an infusion of Puerto Rican racial attitudes

could have on th7 continental United States.

Implications for Human
Services Delivery to Puerto

Ricans
-

It has become clear during the past decade that

Puerto Rican and other Hispanic groups are still

essentially strmling along with the mental health

problems engendered or aggravated by migration

to the mainland, in most Hispanic communities, the

officially available social services are functionally

unavailable in light of language and cultural

barriers.
Mental health professionlls, particularly Ilispanic

professionals, have been ctruggling to adopt exlqing

models and to tind alternative models of service

delivery to Hispanic communities. Padilla and RUli

(1973), in a monograph entitled I atm() Mental
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Heak/t, have identified three models for more effec-
tive services to Spanish-speaking/Spanish-surnamed
population. These are the 'Professional Adaptation
Model," the\ "Family Adaptation Model," and the
"Barrio Serviee Center Model." These important
models will be' described briefly, with examples of
their application in various Hispanic communities in
the United States. Finally, the Hahnemann Comi"nu-
nity Mental Health Center model will be discussed
in terms of its philosophy, current problems, and
possible future directions._

The Professional Adaptatirin Model. In what has
been termed "the Professional Adaptation Model,"
the staff of community mental health centers re-
ceive special training to adapt to certain cultural
aspects of their Spanish-speaking populations. For
example, the importance of more time flexibility is
stressed, as well as respect for the polarized nature
of sex roles and the sharp intergenerational bound-
aries. It is important to note the emphasis here.
Rather than requiring the client population to

adapt further to the existing models of service
delivery, the staff are expected to modify services
to meet their clients' culturalty based expectations.

An example of this Professional Adaptation
Model has been reported by Karno and Morales
(1971). In their attempt to design a community men-
tal health center for Hispanics in Ea:it Los Angeles,
the writers report such priorities as recruiting bi-
lingual, bicultural personnel and planning the loca-
tion of th center in such a way as to ensure that it
is in the heart of the community. In addition, the
treatment program is oriented toward prevention
through mental health consultation to community
serce agencies, and it also emphasizes crisis
intervention.

The Family Adaptation Model. In this model, the
Hispanic family is recognized as playing an im-
portant role in providing emotional support in the
face ot the many stresses experienced by Spanish-
speaking populations in the United States. The
family is used either as a model for therapist roles
or direoly as the vehicle of treatment (i.e., the
extended family seen as a unit and in various
combinations).

For example, one group of Hispanic profes-
sionals instituted a "culturally relevant" group
psyt notileiapv program for schizophrenics from
the ria.tio RR an population, based on knowledge
nt the tarniv strut ture the use of a male cothera-
pist is an authoritarian, dominant father figure,
and a tomale cotherapist who projects the submis-

sive, nurturant, mother figure (Maldonado-Sierra et
al. 1960).

The Barrio Service Center Model. The third model
of service delivery identified by Paddla and Ruiz is
what they call the Barrio Service Center Model.
This model is based on the conviction that the
stress experienced by Hispanic populations is

largeIy economic in origin. The Barrio Service

Center is a community center staffed with person-
nel who can effectively intervene to meet the
soda! needs of the surrounding clientele (e.g., jobs,
bank loans, and/or other economic services, in ad-
dition to more typical social services).

Four examples of the Barrio Service Center
Model exist in the literaturetwo located in Puer-
to Rican communities in the Northeast and two in
Chicano communities in the Midwest.

Lehman (1971) reported on three storefront
neighborhood service centers in New York City
which were informal and accessible, with an open-
door policy and the use of community residents as
staff. In New Haven, Conn., Abad et al. (1974)
established La Clinica Hispana, which also provides
walk-in coverage, a variety of therapeutic modal-
ities, home visits, and transportation. The staff in-
clude both professional and indigenous workers,
with community leaders among them.

The third example of this model is La Frontera,
an outpatient mental health clinic in a Chicano
community in Tucson, Ariz. The staff of La Frontera
devote time and energy toward community out-
reach, including the use of the mass media for men-
tal health education. The fourth and final model,
described by Schensul (1974), is a community-
controlled youth facility in Chicago called El Cen-
tro de la Causa. Important aspects of this program
are mental health consultation and training,
English classes, and drug ?ducation workshops.

The Hahnemann Community Mental Health
Center Model. The Hahnemann CMHC Model is a
mental health service delivery system that has been
working toward an integration of the foregoing
models. It is fart from perfect, but it does represent
an attempt to incorporate staff education, a family
orientation, and attention to the catchment area
population's wider social needs. This service
delivery model for Spanish-speaking Puerto Rican
clients exists currently at the Hahnemann CMHC in
Philadelphia, which the author participated in
developing and where she now works as a staff
psychologist.
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Philadelphia has more Puerto Ricans than most

island and other mainland cities. Many of the Puer-

to Ricans in Philadelphia are recent arrivals to the

country and are residing within Hahnemann's

catchment area. The mental health services offered

at Hahnemann are functionally unavailable to the

-Puerto Rican population because of language and

cultural barriers. This was a matter of concern to

the Hahnemann administration and a source of dis-

appointment and anger in the Puerto Rican com-

munity, which felt that the "care-giving" institution

was not really giving care to a large segment of

their population.
By 1974, it was clear that there was a desperate

need for coordination, development, and expan-

sion ot clinical services to Hahnemann's Spanish-

speaking population. The Puerto Rican Mental

Health Group was organized to attempt to meet

these needs. The group is bilingual and inter-

disciplinary in nature, including Puerto Rican and

other Hispanic professionals and paraprofes-

sionals. Throughout recruitment efforts, mental

health workers (paraprofessionals) sought natives

of Philadelphia or those who know the city well.

At the time of inception, the following goals

were outlined:

1. To obtain input from the Puerto Rican com-

munity regardinp mental health needs as

!he community defines them. This commu-

nity-based needs assessment enabled the

group to help design programing to improve

the delivery of services to Puerto Rican and

other Hispanic communities in the area,

2. To recruit qualified Spanish-speaking pro-
fessionals and paraprofessionals to all de-

partments within the Hahnemann system.

3. To provide consultation to agencies and

community groups (as well as to Hahne-

mann staff) regarding the particular mental

health and social needs of the Hispanic

population.

During the Puerto Rican Mental Health Group's

first few months of existence, a number of commu-

nity groups were 'contacted about goals and avail-

ability, as well as the need for their suggestions for

programing. While there was some initial hostility

and skepticism, the group was gradually accepted

and has come to be viewed as a unique resource in

the city: any concerned agency or party can con-

tact (hem about an HisPanic family or individual

needing mental health intervention.
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The recruitment of qualified Spanish speaking

mental health workers at all levels of training con-

tinues to be a central goal of the group. Experience

has shown that with proper recruitment efforts it is

possible to locate bilingual individuals with back-

grounds in community organization and mental

health. There is still a limited number of highly

qualified Puerto Rican professionals, such as

psychiatrists, psychologists, and master's level

social workers.
Paraprofessionals (mental health workers and

child care workers) with varied backgrounds in

community work and social service have been

recruited. Case conferences and discussions of

Puerto Rican cultural issues are held regularly as

part of the inservice trainirig of these workers.

The paraprofessionals have been valuable front-

line providers of direct services to a population

which, as recently as 3 years ago, responded

minimally to mental health clinics. For example,

one of the mental health workers is running a group

for Puerto Rican women. Group members come in

weekly and work on arts and crafts projects, while

they discuss family problems and child manage-

ment issues. Another outreach worker has an ongo-

ing group of Puerto Rican men at the Detention

Center. The purpose of this group is to orient these

pre-trial detainees around probation issues, to in-

volve them in planning for their eventual release,

and to maintain contact with them when they

return to the community.
Consultation and Education Efforts Within the

Hahnemann System. Members of the Puerto Rican

Mental Health Group have been called upon to

provide seminars and case conferences around the

dynamics of the Puerto Rican family and culture.

Their long-range goal is to provide a series of

seminars to the Hahnemann staff in the area of

transcultural psychiatry and psychology, a project

which has already begun informally They are ac-

cumulating and sharing literature in the area of

cultural anthropology, with the hope of starting a

journal club in,this area.
When Puerto kican families are presented at

case conferences, group members outline the

polarized socialization patterns of the sexes within

the culture (with the male as the unquestioned

authority in the family), and emphasize the dis-

ruption of these patterns wnen the family migrates

to this or other urban areas where the woman has

greater educational and job opportunities. They

also stress the continued importance of the ex-
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tended handy and the- liotenta tor intergenera-
tional conflict as Puerto Rican chddren acquire
values, attitudes, and sex roles strikingly different
from those of thcir parents, and parents reaCt with
anxiety to their joss of control over their children.

Future Directions of the Pueno Rican Mental
Health Group. The group's activities have evolved
from a focus on recruitment and community
organization W an increased emphasis on
consultation/education, clinical services, and
research activities. Research is dearly needed, in-
cluding an ongoing community needs assessment
and evaluation of the group's various programs.

The growth in the number of bilingual workers
has meant increased availaWity of Hahnemann s
vdrICILIs services to Hispanic families throughout
the city. However, pressure from the Federal
Government to increase the number ot -billable
services , face-to-face client contacts) has

resulted m the Hahlemann administration's ques-
tioning the amount of time lost from direct service
contacts for the group's ongoing consultation and
education activities. One advinistrative response
to the funding pressure was to include the group as
a section under the centers Consultation and
Education Service While this administrative
transfer has permitted the continued existence of
the Puerto Rican Mental Heahh Group, the group
has lost autonomy in the process. Theretore, when
a Puerto Rican professional became the new Men-
tal tiealth Center Director in 1976, the group re-
quested direct,responsibifity to him: this proposal is
under consideration. There ako has been some
discussion about submitting a grant proposal to ob-
tain funding for the group as an autonomous unit,
either wpm or beyond the Hahnemann system.

What the Hahnemann model highlights is that a
CMHC kxated within a large Hispanic community
should be involved in

Coordination, with other human service pro-
vulers, such the police and school
personnel

2 Communitv organization, \particularly to in
sure Hispanic participatioh on community
advisory boards tWe have a long way to go
betore we can say that we have reached our
goal of adequate Hhparfic representation in
ommunity affairs.)

3 SO education about Latin6 social and cul-
toral redlines, including the role of the ex-
tended family, rehgion, folk medic me. etc.
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4. Training of members of the Hispanic com--
munity as mental health staff. (This has

been a major focus ot my activity within the
past year.)

5. Recruitment and hiring, with criteria in-
cluding an individual's sensitivity to
Spanish-speaking communities and his or
her understanding of the different percep-
tions of mental health problems held in the
barrio.

In addition to its involvement in these five ac
tivities, the CMHC must be aware of the expecta-
tions of the Hispanic community concerning the
therapeutic process. It has been suggested that
Hispanic and other In.-income chents often ap-
proach therapy with the expectation that the
therapist be active and provide advice toward the
resolution of interpersonal and/or social problems
rather than the exploration of interpsychic issues
(Cobb 1972).

Hispanic clients also frequently present them-
selves to mental health clinKs after extensive past
or ongoing contacts with general practitioners who
dispense psychotropic medication too freely. It is

essential to ertucate these clients to the reahty
medication in and ot itself will not lead to problem
resolution. This situation also requires that as men-
tal health professionals we maintain ongoing con-
tact with general practitioners, ministers, ,and faith
healers in the community, both to teach them tech-
niques of crisis intervention and to learn from them
alternative philosophies of mental health care.

(*here is a growing hterature around the par-
ticular applicability of a behavioral model for
Spanish-speaking clients (Casas 1976: Davidson and
Stuart 1975). Behavioral therapy involves a con-
tractual agreement between the client and thera-
pist concerning behavioral goals and methods of
achieving them. The chent is thus free to choose,
goals and techniques congruent with his or her own
values and perception of the problem. Another at-
tractive feature of many behavioral models is their
incorporation of methods for maluating treatment
outcome.

Among the forms of behavioral therapy used suc
cessfully with low-income Mexican-American
women is assertiveness training (Roulette 1972).
Behaviorally oriented group therapy also ,has been
offered to Hispanic populations at Hahnemann and
in other settings. Phillipus (1971) implemented a
group format that included both Anglo and
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Mexican-Amencan clients with varying degrees of

English fluency, He observed higher dropout rates

tor Mexitan-American clients when English was the

primary language used in the group. The Spanish-

language group was more successful in the crea-

tion ot a support system for the clients involved.

This behaviorally oriented group approach was

found to be particularly successtul with presenting

problems of somaticization, marital conflict, and

difficulties with childrearing. These findings are

very much in line with our own experience with

Puerto Rican client populations in Philadelphia and

New Jersey.

Conclusions and
Recommendations

It is clar that successful mental health services

delivery models tor Hispanic groups are possible

when an understanding of cultural and social vari-

ables is made a central priority tor the mental

health center staff, Another essential ingredient for

effective outreftch to the Hispanic community
flexibilitya willingness to depart from traditional

models ot service deliver): to enhance the comfort

ot HispanK clients
Other important aspects of improved service to

the Spanishspeaking population are: (a) commu-

nity consultation as a preventive measure: (b) an

emphasis on walk-in services and crisis interven-

tion: lc) the use of bilingual/bicultural staff: and (d)

ongoing research, particularly in the forms of needs

aswssment and program evaluation

Because of the glaring need for indigenous para-

professionals, it is also essential to assure the com-

petence 01 professional mobility of these workers

by inc ceasing the number of high-quality, degree-

granting programs and career ladders tor these

workers. It is by no means a real service to either

the client or the workers to place a paraprofes-

sional in a lob tor whir h he or she has been ill-

trained and whir h witl be«ime a dead-end

situation.
In essence, the mental health center serving a

low-income Hispanic population must be willing

and able to otter nontraditional services and to

deal with a wide range ot human problems Many

ot these problems are in areas beyond the tradi-

tional province ot mental health, raising the ques-

tion 01 the appropriate boundaries of community

mental health services. While it is unrealistic to ex-

pect the mental health center to offer a full range

of services in the area of job training, education,

etc it is certainly necessary for the mental health

staff to be familiar with available resources, willing

to help with appropriate referrals, and perhaps

even committed to devoting some energy to fight-

ing for needed improvements in the lives of its

'dents. For example, at the New York Medical Col-

lege in East Harlem, an important area of partner-

ship between the psychiatry department's mental

health clinic and the surrounding community has

been a drive to rehabilitate existing housing and build

new hbusing for community residents.

Meaningful service and community response

clearly can be achieved if programing includes flex-

ibility and an awareness of the central cultural

issues and acculturation experiences of Hispanic

groups in this country. Sensitivity on the part of

individual staff members is necessary but not suf-

ficient; institutional policies must reflect a genuine

commitment to the Hispanic community if the out-

reach is to succeed.
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Chapter 7

White Racism and Africanity in the Development
of Afro-American Communities

Ferdinand Jones

ABSTRACT

White racism defined the social and psychological relationship between blacks and whites as neces-

sarily distant In spite of the variety of experiences individuals have had in the history of black/white

relationships in this country, racism and distance have been the predominant themes. The foundations

of racism in slavery are dramatically evident. Its continued importance in American life is observable

today in many contexts. Reflecting
historically on black slavery in America, this chapter describes how

the psychological distance
between blacks and whites influenced the constructive development of an

Afro-Amencan identity and culture. The distance unwittingly produced survival mechanisms and

adaptive processes among slaves which drew upon the traditional West African culture. The slave-

holders' society also contributed structures, customs, and values to which African forms were

amalgamated This interplay, always subtle, is explored both historically and as it continues in black

life today.

Introduction
Psychologists should be more precise than we

have been in referring to "blacks" or "Afro-

Americans." The effort to refine the definition of

these terms should be prerequisite to the construc-

tion and testing of hypotheses about the qualities

of black people. It should also be prerequisite

to the development and operation of service pro-

grams for black individuals and communities. Like

others, I find myself inclined to assume a common

understanding of what is meant by blackness in in-

terests, style, customs, behavior, and traditions.

Some of the problems with this assumption led me

to examine the sense of black community in a pre-

dominantly white university (Jones l975) In that

study, I determined that f.n outward appearance of

unity was very different from actual support and

congensus among black individuals. I also found,

howeve'r, that there was a great yearning for the

1,0 kind of harmony individuals felt should exist in a

black community.
The problem with being precise about what is

meant by "black" or "Afro-American" is easy to

identify. Black Americans are tremendously

diveise. They are complexly varied in economic

class, regional background, educational level,

\I' political orientation, and skin color. Yet there is
something that we have in common, to which both

our oppressors and we ourselves vaguely but, con-

stantly refer.

It is exciting to witness and to participate in the

emergence of a black psychology which is finally

documenting who we are without the hindrances of

unconscious and institutional racism. The historical

perspective in this documentation has, been espe-

cially illuminating in highlighting what it is that we

share psychologically. This paper outlines some

observations on the definition of "Afro-American,"

based on a psychohistorical view of black commu-

nities and their development:

Dual Influence
What is most certainly shared by virtually all

black people in America is the ancestry of slaves

and the consequences of persistently negative

white Affierican reactions to blacks. The collective

experience of blacks during and since slavery is

reflective of these two very powerful and enduring

influences: White racism helped produce North

America's unique form of slavery, while the tradi-

tional African cultural forms and philosophy

helped shape black adaptation to environmental

conditions resulting from slavery.

The beginning of what was to become the United

States was characterized by vast inconsi:lencies in

values and behavior among its population. These

inconsistendes were reflected by its spokesmen,

who took conflictual stances in many areas, in-

cluding religion and its functions and the relation-

shin with England. On the subject of race the con-
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(Jius wt re particularly vivid The Jea that the
Caucasian race and European civilization were
superior was vie!! entrenched in the culture of the
colonists at the,time that the "egalitarian" republic
was founded. No matter that the development of
social structures was complex and subtle. it is

reasPnable to conclude from volun.nous historical
documentation that, in the mind of tt, Jverage col
onist, the African was heathen, he was black, and
he was different in crucial philosophical ways. As
time progressed, he was also increasingly capthe,
adding to the conception of ieviance. The African
therefore could be Justifiably (and even philan-
thropically) tleated as property according to the
reasonMg of slavetraders and slaveholders. Both
Jordan (1%8) and Kovel (1970), whose books on
white attitudes toward blacks are by now well
known. extensi.ely discuss the process by which
the "thingfficati.m" of blacks took place. We are
all painfully familiar with the behavioral resuhs of
this attitude in the treatmenf of slaves in America.

Mthough slaves were treated s objects, boun
Wu; evidence suggests that they did not view
themselves similarly There aa many published
autobiographies of slaves, the Federal Writers
Project len us a voluminous record of interviews
with ex slaves 5ever4 scholars have analyzed
these records from a v,anety of perspectives. The
humanity of these first hand informants about
slavery is obvious and abundant (Blassingame
1972, Botkm 1945:Nichols 19631. Afro-American
scholars are beginning to know enough about West
African culture to appreciate the existential
climate in which the early captives were raised and
which therefore could not be totally destroyed 'cly

the enslavement experience This was a climate
that de: .1ed individuality in collective terms. In-
dividuals were members ot a tribe, within which
they had prescribed roles determined by the history
ot then tamily within that tribe. Individuals were in-
hewntly a part ot the natural elements on which
they depended, and they yvcre t tively related to
those tribal members who once lived and to those
who were yet to be born, An individual African's
conception of his or her humanity was thus deep
and tar reaching For example, Nobles (1972) ex-
cdently analyies the adaptation of the West
'Urn an world view to the conditions of enslave
ment in America He relates how West African con-
cepts of existence included notions very different
from the usually accepted Euro-American ideas

about the nature of interpersonal relationships,
death, the elements, and spirituality.

ne West African sense of tribal identity also ac-
counted for intertribal rivalries, warsmd the par-
ticipation of some tribal chieftans in the Atlantic
slave trade. The contrasting attitudinal ,tanty
American slavetraders and slaveholders, hea%ily
influenced by the European superiority concept,
emphasized African sameness and devalued tribal
distinctions for the most part. This bet ame
especially true in North (as opposed to South)
Arae.,,a, because of the economy of the trade and
the culture of tne traders. Jones (1976), in a wee
entitled "Structural Isolation and the Genesis' of.
Black Nationalism m North Amerka, states.
West Africans at home found their differences

more interesting than their similarities and used
them as the basis of many a fascinating quirrd, but
transportedas slavesto the early Americas,
they began to perceive their communality p. 5).

The colonial plancation system which was estab-
lished and into which Africans were thrust did vir-
tually eliminate tribal affiliations. Individuak were
separated from kin, interrelationships among kin
kept together were often transient because oi sales.
A new identification with those slaves working and
living together in a given plate tould satbty what
was undoubtedly a natural tendent v to he a

member of a gtoup. New family units betame the
most important aftachments of individuai slaves
Thus, as the system of slavery was gradudlly institu-
tionalized, West African affiliation tendent ies
adapted to it.

It should be noted that the usual controversial
subject of African survivals is nut being argued
here. It is assumed in this discussion that Affit an
captives who were brought to North Amerita had
learned as Lhildren a bask orwntation toward the
world, which remained with them. The very nature
of the slave system into which they were injetted
and the rausm whit.h was so much a part ot fi at
tually enhanced many aspects ot this Atm an
philosophical onentation. Nobles (1972. 1976) arid
Clark et al. (1975), in their fascinating papers
about Afro-Ameri::an self-wncept are all impress-
ed with this phenornemin. Nobles states, Thus as
slavery was moving closer and c. loser to its tinal
definition, the slaves themselves were moving ,
closer to African as black as the tmal detinition
tribe" (p. 29).

If we are convinced oc this logic. then the founda-
tion of communality and affihation ,amung Ano-
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men sought after for their skills, field hands, the

slaves of cruel and sadistic masters, and the ,slaves

held by small farmers or by New England families

with small businesses. Slave children sometime6

enjoyed a few early years during which they were

not fully conscious of their status; but, even in the

"best" of such cases, this ,situation4,did not last

, beyond very early adolescence.

One of the consequences of this rigid distinction

between masters and slaves was to make the com-

munity of slaves extremely important CO the daily

survival of its individual members. Blassingame,

whose impressive analysis of the slaves' plantation

life is derived largely from slave, autobiographies,

states that "The social organization of the quarters

was the slave's primary environment, which gave

him his. ethical rules and fostered cooPeration,

mutual assistance,- and black solidarity" (1972,

p. 41).
Whether in the slave quarters of large plantations

or in the homes of isolated groups of slaves on

smaller farms, slave family life was organized

along dimensions which were natural and adaptive

to the realities of the situation, i.e., reflecting both

the cultural traces of Africa and the racial attitudes

of slaveholders. Virtually all slave autobiographers

talk about the.ir love of their families. This is- all

the more impressive in 'the context of the 'slave

system's destructiveness Ito the maintenance of

family lite. Blassmgame notes the irony: "The

Southern plantation was unique in the New World

because it permitted the development of a monog-

amous slave family" (p. 77).
Among the evidence ot slaveholders' conflicts

was their commitment to certain standards of .
"civilization" at the same time that they practiced

an inconsistent brand of humanity toward their
slaves. The family was a sacred European institu-

tion Slaveholders, however, began to sanction and

encourage a form ot tamily life among their slaves.
The tamily was also central to traditional African

societal organization, Its meaning tor slaves, in

spi ot its disruption in slavery, was indelible.
Relying on BLIssingame (1972) again:

Americans lies indeed (1) their treatment as,

chattel slaves and (2) the adaptation of West

African culture, philosophy, and social heritage to

the system and culture of the slaveholders. This ex-

ceedingly complex dual influence is still reflected

in black community life. The double consciousness

of black Americans is therefore the major charac-

teristic ,of Afro-American mentality, DuBois ar-

ticulated this divided consciousness as follows:

the history ot the American Negro is the history of this

strite this longing to attain self-conscious manhood, to

mergerhis double sett into a better and truer self In this

rneriOg he wishes neither of the older selves to be best

(1964 p 45i

Several black political movements have looked

upon this duality as destructively conflictual and

r have variously urged its reconciliation. Thus the in-

tegrationists and the black nationaliststo be
crudely generZl, 'have both been concerned with

resolving the conflict, but in opposite directions.

The very difficulty of defining something like the

black community or the Afro-American, however,

is paradoxically the proof that the duality con-

tinues to exist. Individual black Americans often

resist categorization, thereby expressing their iden-

tification with the American ideal of the rugged in-

dividual. Yet, there is an almost universal apprecia-

tion among black people of what 6n be termed a

black style of behavior and expression. The in-

fluence of white racism, the many reactions to it in

black people, and the influences of traditional

African adaptive modes are still the threads that

run through all of the psychological studies of

black self-concept, accounting for the often

contradictory-sounding findings (Banks and

Grambs 1972). These psychological studies have

also reflected the political changes affecting black

people and their public response to efforts to

solicit their self-identification; private self-

con«,pts may be quite different

Isolation and Its Effects

Black slaves were isolated psychologically from

their masters, despite their physical proximity.

Racism guaranteed this kind ot distance because,

even under the most generous slaveholders, slaves

were made to "know their place." Every slave nar-

rative illustrates this reality. the autobiographies

oi house servants mistresses of philandering slave-

holders, mulatto slave children, favorite slaves of

female slaveholders. carriage drivers and crafts-

While the form ot family hie in the quarters differed

radically trom that among tree Negroes and whites, ihis

does not mean that the institution was unable to perform

many ot the traditional lumilons of the family The rearing

of i hildren was one ot the most important of those func.

lions Since slave parents were primarily responsible for

training their children, they could cushion the shock of

bondage tor them, help them to understand theu situation,
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teach them value', daterelit trout thuse their masters tned
tu instill in them, and ge,, then, a referent fur self esteem
other than their master (p. 79).

In places like New England, where large planta-
tions usually did not exist, the family was all the
more essential for the slave; without it, indtviduals
were totally, isolated (Greene 1942; Johnston 1894).

Blacks in various conditions of subjugation grad-
ually begarr to establish social systems. Many
slaveholders fancied themselves as having brought

- civilization to an otherwise heathen and primitive
people. Their evolving and mostly unwitting en-
couragement of the black social systems illustrated
their racial conflict. They were convinced of the
childish, impulsive, and helpless nature of blacks
and therefore assumed the appropriateness of
social distance and control (in spite of ubiquitous
sexual intimacy, which is a subject of considerable
psychological interest in itself). They approved of
only that behavior which was conforming and
recognized only those relationships whose ex-

istence was sanctioned b9 their own social codes.
They were therefore ignorant of a great deal of
what went on iwthe minds and in the lives of their
slaves, whose behavior .toward their masters was
transposed into terms the slaveholders could
understand. Ironically, then, the slaveholders'
social attitudes provided for the ,development of a
black social structure which was a great source of
practical arid psychological strength. It supplied
support to individuals, contributed to the assist-
ance of runaways, and fostered the preparation of
revolts and sabotage.

The hierarchy of the slave social structure
reflected both the master's societal view and an
orientation grounded in th2 slave's African back-
ground. Those slaves who were closest to the
master (his tx,J, servants, mistresses, and some-
times his illegitimate children and his drivers) en-
joyed higher status in the quarters. Rebels, run-
aways, and v onjurers also held positions of social
prestige dnd power. In New Englanit.ovhere Londi
tions fostered mime personal contact between
master dnd slave than on large southern planta
tains, black slaves sometimes believed they were
bette Irdn their southern counterparts. This belief
persid even though in New England, too, there
was always dfl understood limit to the degree of rn-
krrdwI r4lationship (Greene 19421. Black free men
and women nhght accurately percewe their per
sondl advantage over whites poorer than they, but
the law and social customs supported whites' rights

over those of free blacks in virtual!) all instances.
This inequality of psychological power in favor of
whites in interracial relationships of all kinds has
been a very tenacious reality of American life.

In other parts of the Americas, an emerging
mulatto class gained legal and social recognition
between that of pure blacks and whites. R. Jones
convincingly argues that the racial behavior stimu-
lated by this development aided the general com-
munication between blacks and whites in those
places and, conversely, created a prdfound social
and psychological distance between the races in
North Amedca (1976). The fantasies about the
other race became, on both sides, gross exaggera-
tions of the reality which the rigid segregation had
helped to create. The stdteotyped white view of
blacks characterized them as primitive, and the
stereotyped black view of whites overemphasized
individual white power. An emulative social order
amondblacks, one outgrowth of this phenomenon,
prompted Frazier's condemnation of the "black
bourgeoisie" (1957). Conversely, evidence of the
persistence of whites' stereotypes about blacks
is as readily available as an evening's television
viewing.

For blacks, however, tin, dominant effect of
the racial isolation during slavery was the stimula-
tion of a unique black culture. Blassingame, along
with R. Jones, is extremely impressed with this
phenomenon:

The more his cultural forms differed from thusc 4 Ids
master and the more they were immune from the cuotrul of
whites, the more the slave gamed in personal autonomy and
positive self-concepts (Blassingame 1972, p 4)

In British North America the peculiar oolatiun ot blacks
caused them to take a unique emotional and intellectual
perspective on their Africanity (Jones 1976, p 10)

This effect accounts for the extraordinary
creativity of the slave communities and subsequent
black communities. Afro American folk tales,
music, dances, religion, and language all reveal the
creative merger of the traditional African with the
North American slave situation.

The psychological distance between blacks and
whites also fostered a superconsuousntss about
race on both sides. This exaggerated elophasb un
difference, together with the equation of that dif
ference with a superiority-inferiority dimension,
permitted the incorporation uf mutudl fdntasie;
into American cultural institutions. On the black
side, the foundation of ndtionallsrn was tilt. must
significant result (Jones 1976).
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Sdt Cm( ept

ertainly the enslavement process interrupted

what would have beenfFe normalOf-cadre-0
development of the early captives. While still on

the African continent, they were probably able to

maintain. (1 degree of hope about their captive con-

dition, because the ideal of slavery in that context

as not unhimiliar. The experiences of the middle

passa8e, however, were traumatic. Successive later

encounters with hard labor, cruelty, isolation, and

et en insanity were eventually muted by the devel-

opment of a black social order, with the family as

IL. nucleus 1 he slave's self-concept and sense of

torth were derived from his or her competence as

a w,orter, ch a tamily member, and as a slave cop-

ing 1..ith the net essay for survival in the harshest of

circumstances. Negative attitudes on the part 'of

w Wes weie the other significant influence on

black self-unage, although probably not as central

as,ITictions ot fellow slaves. The interplay

bla, L and white influences on black self-

,:e,,alliation is illustrated in the ironic fact that

\prestige among blacks could sometimes derive

nom relationships with whites, as mentioned

\ A core ut consistently positive relationships was

ricessary for a slave's development of a sense of

personal worth. Relationships. vith other blacks,

and occasionally with Whites o er than masters,

generally fostered self-esteem. Th slave's role in

his lor her family within the comrkunity of blacks,

eeo in the North, was cherished cpd was usually

ecsehtial to any possibility of personal happiness.

This interpretation of the interplay of black and

whitci influences -on self-conceptions does not

ontrodict that of Nobles (1972), whose discussion

ot the 'extended self" elaborates the idea that

slaves .adapted and retained West African concepts

ot the Itself The imponance of the support, sharing,

arid identitir anon with fellows in slavery is cer-

tainly not underestimated in this discussion. The

attempt here is to understand also the dimension of

poi( holrlgual everience which stemmed from the

realo imposed by slaveholder attitudes. American

ireAttutions which vitally affect black life have

tot urfxnated white racist attitudes throughout the

lastoiv ra Amen( a
the emphasis in this paper is also not totally at

1th Ranks and Grambs-

ItiSitql( in sixtet-, we ai quire identity trom other'

igtlitl( ant othr'. I and in«nporate it
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within ourselves. A person in our society validates his iden-

tity through the evaluation of significant others. However.

the average black American has never been able to estab-

lish social or self identity in terms of social valuation to that

of the white majority. The ideal self in America has been

made synonymous with Caucasians. and particularly middle

class whites (1972, pp. 6-7).

The fact that a black identity has not been equally

valued by the larger society does not say enough,

however, about the substantial, if conflictual,

development of black self-esteem. Psychoanalytic

theory,-interpersonal theory, and most other major

theoretical positions in the field of psychology

agree about the importance of what can be called

"ego strength." Self-esteem and competence are

at the core of this conception. Competence in sur-

vival, in family roles, and in work is undeniably

evident in the history of black folk. (Blassingame

helps us to understand also that West Africans

were an agrarian people who:e hard work at home

made thew genetically suited to agricultural

fabor.) Blacks have loved themselves and one

another, even while learning racist negative

evalvltions of blackness. This complex self-

attitude is not unusual; all self-conceptions are

psychologically cornplicated. The documentation

of the existence of black ego strength is prbfuset

That strength is evident in the development Of

rituals, social orders, and creative processes duridg

slavery which could not have emerged solely from

an internalized white perception of blacks. The in-

dividual competence, of slaves, th&r ability to

perceive the moral inequity of their condition, their

capacity to resist and to escape, and the collective

creativity and support of slave cdmmunities all at-

test to the power of the African/black influence.

Adaptive Resources

Nichols, in his synthesis of slave auto-u

-biographers' accounts of slavery, is convinced that

the yiolence of enslavement was psychologically

devastating to black slaves. The conditions of the

captive environfnents were inhumane: "Chained

together in twos by the ankles and wrists and stuff-

ed below the decks, the slaves fought to get near

the grating for a breath of fresh air. They fought

over food and trinkets" (Nichols 1963, p. 9).

There are reports of slaves wandering around in a

dazc, neglecting their children, seeming to-lialln- --

cinate, and committing suicide. There are records

of brutal beatings and murder of slaves lav' other
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slaves. Slaves deceived their tellows at times, infor-
ming on wouki be escapees and rebels. In modern
times there is black-on-black crime and black
psychopathology In Africa, there are genocidal
wars and bitter Inter-African conflicts of many
kinds. African people and their descendants in
America are not immune to egocentrism, anti-
social behavior, or mental illness. Their surviving
the hostdity and violence perpetrated by whites
against blacks in 5an, rica, however, serves to
highhght both the adaptive capacities of human be-
ings m general and -the indeStructible humanity of a
particular peopl The lessons of slave adaptation
for contemporary black life are potent. They are
lessons which have been obscured behind the
outrageous pronounLements of an intelleuual es-
tablishment blinded by it own prejudice (Clark
1975). , ?- .

The adaptation of blacks,to a continually liostde
society should thus be vieWed as successful. Both
the noting ut negative black beh-avior during
slavery and the criticism of certain black behaviors
today require consideration of the total societal

1
kontext iri which they occurred or occur. Reflection
n the history of black folk in America aids the
al nt ena rice ot Oils necessary longitudinal per-

spective .and guides the understanding of the needs
and potential resources ot contemporary Afro-
American communities There were several factors
and iprocesses which contributed to the slaves'
psychological survivah

Genetic Factors. Slavetraders selected those
Africans who were most suited tor hard agricultural
labor Preterred captives were from agrarian soci-
eties in West Africa. Those who could survive the
process of enslavement with the horrors of the
middle passage were the fittest,

Reality Testing. Slaves.were injected into a pre-
scribed system with rules, customs, and styles to
learn. This reality provided param6ters withi
which adjumment was made The reactions ot''

despair. unhappiness, tear. and anger reflected aft
prdpriate assessrnents of their situations. The
acquisition of skills and the development of pride
in work, of families, and of social systems among
black groups were ionstructkve forms of adapta-
tion to t141e harsh reality Sabotage, rebellion, and
escape were also reaktic responses to the condi-
firms ot slavery

.

Ego Strength. c olona c ulture and the West
Atni an 4. uItural iirientatiim tused in the k i) nst r u t

non ot .1 social order bestowing pre,tige on those,

,(,slaves favored by slaveholders te.g., house servants
and drivers) and on conjurers, rebels, pwachers,
runaways, musivans, and craftsmen. Rehgious ritU-
als and customs emulating those of whites. whde
retaining an essentially African style, provided a
sense of secure identitkation and an expressive
trutlet.

Self-esteem developed from a sense ut partiupa-
bon with other blacks who were supportive and
with whom individua6 shared famdy and extended
kinship relationships. Pnde n skilled and unskilled
work enhanced a sense-of self-worth. OccasionaBy,,,
identification with the wealth ot masters and\f:vor-
able self-comparison 'with pour whites also ided
self-esteem. Other blacks, however. prmided the
major positive feedback, nu matter what its nature.
If this were not forthcoming. its absence could not
be overcome.

A variety of personality rofes developed for deal-
ing with slaveholders and other whites. Thes& roles
were 'creative amalgamations of natural inclina-
tions and behaviors dictated by the realities of the
environment.

Community Support Systems. Slaveholders stimu-
lated slave group development by their need for
social and psychological distance. The family as a
source of comfort and security was the basis for a
more extended identification, permitting multiple
positive responses to individuals within the group.
It was also the context within which a definite in-
dividual role evolved. This role was essential, to -sur-
vival and Contributed to whatever prest* the
group attained.

The assimdation ot Chnstianity into traditional,
Atncan spiritual beliefs undergirded the evolution
of a hopeful perspective (or slave communities. It
produced shared rituals which provided comfort
and a means to express existential orientations. For
example, a perspective on the meaning of life and
an expectation of the nature of death served to
mute daily pain and frustration.

Creative Energies. The social' functions of music
and dance from, African life w`ere transposed Into
American slave environments in religious and sec-
ular forms. Borrowings from -European church and
secular music-were incorporated into what became.
Afro-Amencan--music. The attractive Atrican rhyth-

torms weie so 'powerful as to influence the
music of file larger American.society.

Folk tales emerged, perpetuating the oral tradi-
tion of Africans, whde also° depicting the preoccu-
pations of daily life. I3Li k figlish evolved, with
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structures arid imagery rerkTtive of Afdcan

, languages.
Environmental factors, such as housing, food,

medical care, the degree and kind of discipline, the

size of the setting, the nature of the required work,
and the personality ot the slaveholder, were vari-

ables contributing to the relative effectiveness of

black survival and creative adaptation.

Contemporary Afro-American
Communities

This psychohistorical perspective on blacks -dur-

ing slavery suggests at least one set of hypotheses

concerning current Afro-American communities.
According to a recent study by Barbarin and Craw-

ford (1977. ) using age and race as variables in the
assessment of the quality of community life, blacks

tend to detine their commutiity in terms of people
rather than to apply the more formal definition
which whites tend to use. Blacks seem to look first

to a network of human support tor emotional sur-

vival., and only secondarily to institutional struc-

tures Yet at the same time, they tend to evaluate

themselves as a group by the standards of the

dominant culture. as defined by these institutions.

Barbarin and Crawford state:

Thew data .uggest that when blacks, and perhaps other

)0,)up), i ).,et1 talk about communities, they use at least

No] )egAr/t dimensions The first one relates to the aim

mums, a' people and the sei.ond relates to the physical en-

..tronme ,md resoukes of their community Thus in mak-

t immunity problems and recources, and mak,

satistac tem possible tbal blacks may, in

t be umniz two separate chmensions tor oac h rating tp

Barbann and CraWtord's suggesticb might also

expiam the paradoiocal findings r4 a study of

blacks ;1-y a predominantly white university which

the author c onducted in 1975. Black university

students and staff interviewed after a campus

demorstr ition esrressed positive attitudes toward

themsekes as a group, while also evaluating

themselves as a community in clearly negative

terms Ones 19731
Only turther systematic investigations of this

subject will demonstrate whether or not the pre-
ceding reasoning is sound. Following,the historical
interpretations offered in this paper, however, a ap-

pears logical to conclude that the dual influence of

white rac ism and Afro-American traditions contin-

ues to attect blacks" perLeptions of themselves

bah individually and in communities. Black group

support permits the 'community's survival and the

enjoyment and celebration of black style. At tirbes,

the enjoyment of uniciuely Afro-American cultural

forms has been more covert than ppblic, as when

the apiring black middle class has ambivalently
struggled with its racial identity. But, the awareness

of an emotionally supportive network among black

people has never disappeared. Its creatiob
wherever, any number of blacks have migrated has s

been impeded, but not 'stopped, by technological

advances and urbanization. The evaluation of the

community has continued- to reflect the domin4ht ."
culture's racist view of blacks. And tince blacks =

have only been allowed limited access to,success

as defined -by Euro-American standards, .the ap-

praisal that the black cc-nmunity is not capable of

success became part c. tae black collective self-

view as we!:.
When white researchers studied' black self-

,

'esteem along' both individual and community di-

mensiods, they coucHed their inquiries in their tra-

ditional evaluative terms and arrived at the concld-

sion that blacks hated themselves. Kardiner and

Ovesey's The Mark of Oppression (1951) is a classic

example of this process. Many black social scieb-

lists in the past were uneasy with such conclusions .

because they knew that their own personal experi-

ences could ,not be summarized so negatively.'The
challenge to the definition of black American iden-

tity in the political fervor of more recent times has

also stimulated black thought on." issues of self and

community. Billingsley's work, for example, articu-
lated the necessity for a liberated black scholarship

and simultaneously demonstrated how a nonracist
examination of brack families revealed its Strengths

and resources (1968; 1970).
We are now witnessing the construction of a

body of scholarly literature about blacks by blacks

which is finally clarifying the complex pIcture of

black culture. Central to this clarification must be

an appreciation of the potency of the interplay be-
tween white racism and Africanisms and their con-

tinued power in shaping what is uniquely Afro-

American.
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Section III

Organizational and Environmental Perspectives
Racism Across Settings: Overview

Institutional racism affeas a diversity of individ-

uals and organizations. However, the manifestation

or form of institutional racism varies with organiza-

tional context. The purpose of this section is to pro-

vide examples of racism across a number of impor-
',

tant set,tings, namely business, education, mental

health, and the community as a-whole. In the field
of/education desegregation has been an important

focal issue V/illie, in chapter 9, describes the plan-

ning procest involved in the desegregation of a
school syste n in Dallas, Tex, This is a useful case

study which shows a good example of how the
community can work in concert to handle this diffi-

cult problem. One byproduct of desegregation has

been increased suspension from school of minority

youth, especially,black males. Pharr and Barbarin

approach this problem of suspension with a person-

ervironment fit model. They suggest that suspended

students are those whose individual attributes and

interactions with the organization fit less well with

the institution than do those of nonsuspended

students. They argue that racist processes, con-

tribute to th, poorness-of-fit between the school

and the suspei ded student.
Employment is a central factor in the lives of

most adults and has received attention with respect
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to the effects of disCrimination. Salipante critically

examines efficiency \rationales of large business

and industrial organizations for maintaining dis-

criminat?ry employment practices. Contradicting

tf.e argument that erl'Tloyment discrimination is

justified because it increases organizational effi-

ciency, he argueg-that tl-e opposite is true: that dis-

crimination, in fact, lowers efficiency. The field of

mental; health has not been immune to the influ-

ence of racism. Bowser discusses the history and

present status of racism and mental health. Bar-

barin, Maish, and Shorter 'examine issues of self-

esteem, perceptions of personal control, and active

commitment to social change as dimensions of

coping among nonwhites. Hurley, Barbarin, and

Mitchell examine racism as it affects community

functioning. In doing so, they,explore discrepancies

in resources available to predominantly black and

predominantly white communities. They posit that

differences in community culture and climate may

be attributable to inequitable allocation of .re-

sources and that the fewer resources given to the
black 'community present a seiious impediment to
community functioning. This is institutional racism

at a macro level.



Chapter 8

School Suspensions: A Problem of
Person-Environment Fit .

0. Martin Pharr and Oscar A. Barbarin

ABSTRACT

Person-environment fit refers to the congruence between characteristics of an individual and
demands of the environment. This approach is used to conceptualize the discrepancies that may exist
between the values, behav.oral preferences, and problem-solving strategies of minority-group
students on one hand and the demands, values, and expectations of the school environment on the
other It was expected that black, male, junior high school students with a history of schoorsuspen-
sions would see themselves and their behavior in a Manner differing from school expectations,
resulting in a person-environment mismatch. Perceptual and behaworal patterns of high- and low-
a(ljustment students were compared. Results suggest that. (1) the '.ehavioral priorities and coping
styles of suspended students are incompatible with school expectations, 2) suspended students tend
to be less satisfied generally with the school's interpersonal environment than nonsuspended
students, (3) suspended students tend to rely more.on xioidance or aggressive strategies to solve in
terpersonal probtems, tend to rely less on school personnel for solving cbnflicts, and have greater dit-
faulty with the school's mechanism for controlhng students than do students who have never been
suspended. Based on these findings, a model of school adjustment was proposed which delineates
student-school interaction as the central dimension.

Widespread disparities exist between whites and
minonties with respect to quality of education. An
outcome ,of this disparity is low achievement and
higher than expected occurrences of adjustment
problems for minonty students. The Kerner Report
(U.S. National Advisory Commission on Civil
Disorders, 19681 described the American:education
system as permeated with racist policies and prac-
tices, evidenced by de facto segregation. Com-
pounding the problem of segregation were the in-
equities in the educational experiences of minon-
ties resulting from inadequate facilities, inexpen-
enced teachers, and limited support from local,
State, and Federal governments (Jones 1973).

Over the past 10 years, busing of children to dis-
\\.. tant segregated communities has been the prin-

LO
cipal strategy to achieve iacially balanced school
enrollments. 1-1Pquently, the use of busing for the
purpose of desegregation has brought with it two

r.4 unintended Lonsequences, namely the closing of
schools in minority communities and a massive
busing of minority youth to predominantly white
schools. Although busing efforts fulfill the minimal
requirements of desegregation, they have resulted
in few beneficial changes in the organi,..itional or
interpersonal chmate., of the schools themselves.
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Even small steps toward the dissolution of segre-
gated school systems %New greeted with resistance
in many communities. For example, the use of
court -ordered busing encountered violent 'ijemon-
strations and disrup.ions in many school systems
across the country. Blacks have protested the clos-
ing of their community's schools and the busing of
their youth to school) in distant communities. In
some cases, whites have protested not only the
busing of their own children to other communities,
but also the busing of minorities into their com-
munity schools. In spite of these difficulties, court-
ordered busing has achieved a minimal level of
success in eliminating segregation of the races.
School segregation is but a single overt manifesta-
tion of radsm in the American system of education.
Ignorance of the importance of cultural diversity
has resulted in a failure t.o adapt the school en-,_
vironment and to increase its responsiveness to
minority students. Other subtle, and apparently
unanticipated,, problems became evident as

students were transferred from familiar school en-
vironments to unfamiliar and, on occasion, hostile
schools. Confrontations between .black and white
students, low academic achievement, high rates of
absenteeism, tardiness, and suspension became
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common in recently integrated schools. The dete-

noration ot order and discipline in the schools had

reached such proportions that Congress directed

the National institute of Education to conduct a
nationwide study and to make policy recommend-

atiqns regarding ways to remedy the violence and

lack ot discipline in our public schools

A frequent response on the part of schoa.per-
sonnel to disciplinary problems has been the im-
plementation of strict codes of conduct which
specify undesirable behavior and apply predeter-

mmed and occasionally inflexible consequences
for failure to conform with the school's expecta-

tions Suspension is one of the most severe, but

ommon torms of disciplinary acticfn. Further, the

f'sc ala t mg problems faced by schools have led to
the increased use of suspension as a form of

discipline For example, in one suburban county in

metropolitan Washington, D,C., the number of
suspensions has mcreased steadily from 8:600 in
1972 to over 14,100 in 1975 (NAACP le75-1976).

This sharp increase in the number of suspensions

occurred soon after the initiation of a desegrega-

tion plan in which blacks were transported to

schools in predominantly white communities.
Anecdotal reports from other areas of the country
suggest that this trend is not unique to the Wash-

ington metropolitan area. Blacks, especially males,
are reported in many areas to be suspended at a
disproportionalely higher rate than whites. It is

likely that there exists a complex set of factors

which seriously affect, the adjustment of blacks to

many sc hool settings Specifically, the sociopsy-

chological stre-cs'e-catrendaest to -adaptation in a

predominantly white and occasionally hostile

hool environment pose an especially difficult
hallenge tor blac k youth (Poussamt and Atkinson

1972, Jone,. I97 It is likely that these stresses are

heightened when students return to their class-

rooms following a suspension and find themselves

turqwr behind ac adernic ally Moreover, the in-

creasing number ot suspensioas among blacks sug-

gests that disciplinary action does little to facilitate

school adjustment. Alternative approaches are

clearly needed
Ii etforts to facilitate school adjustment are to

su« essful they must be founded on an under-

aanding ot students' benavioral styles, the

demands of the sc hoot envijonment, and the man-

ner m whit h the two interact. Analyses of anti-

soc fat behavior in the schools suggest that such

'behavior may be related to structural or policy
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characteristics of the school environment, that is,

its rules, rewards, and sociocultural expectations

(Bachman 1971; Jones 1973). This is not meant to

suggest that responsibility for poor school adjust-
ment rests entirely in the hands of the school. To

the contrary, the individual's oWn attitudes, pref-

erences, and skills determine to a large degree how

well a student will adjust to a given school setting.

However, the school environment provides a struc-

ture, climate, and a 'set of interpersonal processes

and values to which the student must acclimate

and adapt. To the extent that retently integrated
schools fail to respond to the psychosocial needs

of nonwhite students, the adjustment processNill

remain difficult and costly to the students and

schools alike. Lack of responsiveness or awareness

on the part of a school to the cultural diversity of

its students constitutes, in our opinion, an opera-

tional definition of institutional racism in the

schools. To address this problem, an examination

of the school adjustment process will be helpful.

Recent literature suggests that person-environ-

ment (P-E) fit may be useful in describing the process

of adjustment (e.g., Pervin 1968; Feather 1972;

French, Rogers and Cobb 1974). Person-environment

(P-E) fit rests on the assumption that the goodness of

fit between the person and the environment is a
good predictor of performance and satisfaction in
that setting. The concept of P-E fit underscores the

matching of personal and environmental variables,

not simply their interaction. Building on this notion,
adjustment may be conceived in terms of the "good-

ness of fit" between the characteristics of the person

and the properti s of the _environment and applied

to the process of adjustment in the schools.

Specifically, we wish to examine the congruity of

characteristics of the student and of the school

which play a crucial role in adjustment. As dimen-

sions of fit are reviewed, the ways in which schools

may pose difficult coping problems for nonwhites

will become clearer.
Previous research suggests several dimensions of

student-school interaction which may be relevant

to the process of school adjustment. For example,

Feather (1972) studied 'he relationship ,.of the

student-school value congruence to student ao;.ist-

ment in school and satisfaction with school. Ow
2,900 students from the two senior years in varied

secondary school environments ranked sets of

values from the Rokeach Value Survey, in

order of importance for themselves, thc . in the

order they thought these schools would emphasize

st;
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them. They then completed two measures of ad-
justment: (1) a modified version of the Cornell
Job Description Index, and (2) school satisfaction
rating. The findings revealed positive correlations
between the student-school match with respect to
values and the measures of school adjstment.
However, the correlations were quite low.-feather
noted that, in spite of the positive correlations, a
significant proportion is attributable to variables

other than value congruence. Presumably, value
congruence is only one of t;ie many variables that
account for satisfaction in school settings. Bach-

man (1971) conducted a series of Audies which
helpe,d isolate additional dimensions of P-E interac-
tions that may account for performance and satis-
faction in school. These studies were designed as a
nationwide longitudinal study of giowth and
change in adolescent boys, The major areas of
growth and change are determined by; (1) per-
sonal characteristics (including attitudes), (2) envi-
ronmental characteristics; and (3) interactions be-
tween the person and environment. Data were col-
lected by means of questionnaires and interviews
from a cross-section of boys starting 10th grade in
public schools throughout the United States, over a
3-year period, along. with .vform9tio from pnn-
opals and teachers in about 9136-sabools.

Bachman _found that many adjustment problems
in the schools involve a mismatch ,between individ-
uals and the typical high school environment.
Among the important elements in the person-envi-
ronment mismatch are limitations in academic abil-
ity, past scholastic failure, and patterns of "rebel-
lious behaviors" in the school environment. 4 is
suggested that student-school mismatch could be
best resolved by changing the school environment
as well as the individual student. Further, the

authors suggest ti i early intervention (e.g., ele-
mentary school) may be necessary to overcome_
many of the problems of student-school mismatch,
which are deeply ingrained by the time an individ-
ua: reaches high :chool,

In an attempt to define the process of adaptation
in male high school students, Kelly (1971) chose to
assess exploratory behavior and behavior prefer-
ences in vanous high school environments. Prefer-
ences for exploration were defined as involving
three components: a diversity component, repre-
senting the degree of novelty or diversity that the
person seeks; an innovation component, involving
innovation and change produciog behavior, and a
cognitive component, involving perceptions of self

as a competent change agent in the environment
Exploratory behavior is viewed as the joint out-

come of a person's preferences tor exploration and
the degree to which the environment facilitates or
restricts the,e preferences. Keft, and 11,1; associates
conducted a longitudinal study oi male students at-
tending tWo Whitt and nAo blacl. high sc hook,

which. uwestwated 1he relationship between stu-
dents' prefeience tor exploratory behavior and
their adjustment to school.

The environm,ntal demands or stresses have

also been studied N ith respect to their effects on
adjustment. Murray (1938) proposed that individual
behavior IS medkiteJ by j)erceived expectations Or
pressures within the social environment To iden-

tify sources of unironmental pressure in academic
settings, Herr (1965) administered the High School
Characteristics Index (HSC1) to 725 high school
students. The HSC1 is a; 3C0-item measure describ-
ing daily activities, policies, procedures and at-
titudes about a high scllool setting The 30 indepen-
dent press scales are related to intellectual climate,
dependency pressures, or emotional expression
Primary sources of em ironniental stress differ by
such variables as sex, grade level, grade point
average, and !eve! of participation In extracurric-
ular activity. Fir ail students, the school staff and
peer groups constituted important sources of
stress. However, the demands of staft and of peers

on individual students were percel-ed,, as conflict=
ing. Herr (1965) speculates that the fit between

students personal needs and the possibly conflict-
ing environmental pressures may be a better pre-
dictor of achievement, emouonal maturation, and
positive change Man any characteristic of the stu-
dent or the school environment alone.

Trickett and Moos (1973) raised similar issues but
approached the issue of environmental press, noi
at the organizational level (i.e., the entire school)

but at the level ot the individual classroom The
classroom environment vvas onceptualized as a
dyni.mic social systi m of teacher-student and

student-student interactions and defined by the
snared perceptions of classroom participants.
Trickett and Moos (1973) developed ari assessment
procedure "capture" the psychosocial environ-
ment of the junior high and high school classroom
by asking, teachers and students to report their
perceptions of several aspects of the class For this
purpose they developed the Classroom Environ-
ment Scale (CES), a 90-item scale which assesses
nine dimensions of the la ssroom . student involve-
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ment, student affiliation, teacher support; aca-

demic task orientation, academic competition;

order and organization; rule clarity:- teacher con-

trol; and innovation. These variables were analyzed

into three factors- (a) interpersonal relationship

variables, (b) system-maintenance and system-

change variables; and (c) goal-orientation variables.

The result ng data provide favorable patterns of

item inter( gations among thes2 d;mensions, as

well as supporting evidence of the abillty of the
subsole to different,ve classroom environments.

For example, distributftse education classes

reported more positive affiliative relationOups,

more student involvement in the class, a more per-

sonal and supportive relationship with the class-

room teacher and less structural rigidity within the
classroom than did the mat hemat.cs classes.

Trickett .1nd Moos outlined several potential

uses for the s in assessing and predicting the ef-

fect of pen:on,environment relationship on behav-

ior. For example. the assessment of classroom envi-

ronment- with the rs permits evaluation of the ef-

fects on students ot different classroom and teach-

ing styles. 'Also the dimensions of the CES appear

useful in testing interactional or transactional hy-

potheses about behaNior In support of mterac-
tionat appn Lic hes, I ru kelt and, Moos (1970) four d,

for example, that .1 signific ant amount of variance

irf students` feehngs and initiatives in the classroom

(e.g., satistacticifi, active participation) was ac-

counted for by a mah h of certain student charac-

teristics with dimensions of the classroom environ-

ment Liken as a whole, the work of Trickett and
Moos 11970) suggests that the person-environment

(actors are measurable and are relevant with

reipect, to an interactionist understanding of in-

dnadual behavior in a school setting.
As suggested earlier, -racial-cultural diversity in

the s( hools must also be addressed with regard to

school adjustment McGee i1971) argues persua-

sively that (ultural diversity is a relevant issue in an

analysis of the relationship of adaptation and P-E

fit Specifically he points out the need to modify

environments to increase the ht for minorities.

10 posit, that adaptation to an oppressive cultural milieu is

desirable behasior to whic h one shoukl enthusiastically

adciere is to iniplic lily demand ot the individual that he

keep II, wraps the uryque aspects ot his environment hat

prodid tho individual as he ,,erceives himself in relatiee

ship to the ,v:tems arid the people with mhich he must

deal t_fdess ,c)oal scientists begin to design and ex-

ecute fl,w..1,Stelf),. that towtonally involve It ,retofore ig

nored groups, then the concqpt of adaptation as a model for

interaci Jn and/or preventative intervention will be useless

(p. I V).

The relevance of this statemeht is especially

clear in light of our current situation of court-
ordered busing for the purpose of school desegre-

gation. In many instances, minority-group students

are being placed in schools whose educational,

social, and extracurricular programs were initially
established to accommodate and reflect values, ex-

periences, aspirations, and interests of whites.

Definitions of adjustment by nonwhites to these

school environments must, fro% a P-E fit perspec-

tive, take into account minority-group status.

There exists empirical evidence that minority

students experience "the school environment dif-
ferently from whites and that they manifest dif-
ferent patterns of adjusting to school environment.

Sedlacek et al. (1971) and DiCesare et al. (1972), for

example, suggest that black college students who

are more suspicious of the sacial motives of whites

in a university setting tend to evidence higher
levels of achievement and tend to be more real-

istic, independent,' and adaptable to the school

environment.
Thus far, it is clear that the notion of "fit" be-

tween the individual and his environment may con-

tribute to our understanding of behavior and 'may

be used in the future as a basis for developing in-

terventions in the schools. Research links person-

environment discrepancies to sucl, outcomes as

anxiety, resentment, irritability, sMisfaction, non-

conforming or rebellious behaviors, and withdraw-

als from the environment (Bachman 1971; Feather

1972; Pervin 1968). These outcomes most fre-

quently result from discrepancies between the

needs or coping preferences of students aod the
requirements of the environment. Since the P-E fit

paradigm, has been helpful in clarifying the socio-

cu!turfl pressures which result in poor school ad-

justment, this strategy may provide useful informa-

tion about individual and envirohmental contribu-

_dons to the adjustment difficulties of black

students in a recently desegregated school system.

the literature surveyed above suggests several

assur'fiptions.4,4which inquiries into the school-

adjument proce55v may. be founded. First, the

public school traditionally operates in a 'manner
that supposes its students nave internalized its own

values and expectations.'Specifically, these include

values which support the formal educational

means and objectives of the school and expgcta-

ss
4.
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tions ot behavioral conformity. Thus, if students'
educational values and behavioral preferences do
not conform to those endorsed by the school, seri-
ous problems in adjustment may arise (Bachman
1971). Next, an assessment of differential sources
ot environmental press seems essential to an inves-
tigation, of adjustment because some aspects of the
schOol setting affect students differently. Eftective
functioning in the school may be hampered to the
-xtent that attributes of the environment pose
,erious problems for students, particularly if stu-

dent concerns are not recognized or perceived as
legitimate by school personnel. Trickett an,d Moos
(1973) suggested that support from teachers,
authority figures, and peers IS a dimension of the
social environment relevant to behavior. In addi-
tion, issues designated by students as significant
problems in the school dre likely sources of stress.
Moreovei, M(Gee (1971) argued that perceptions
ot racism may be a critical environmental press for
minorities. If perceptions of the soual environment
dre related to adjustment, it is likely that the
perception of racism (e.g., unfair treatment, grades,
discipline) by black students will be related to the
level of functioning in the school.

Finally, it has been suggested that problem-
solving responses to interpersonal conflicts are a
useful way to gauge discrepancies between the stu-
dent and the school environmelf (1<c!Ily 1971). It is

conceivable that the studei.t may actively choose
to solve stressful interpersonal situations m
manner which violates school pohues and values.
Since many conflicting sources influence selection
of a problem-solving strategy, a student's behavior
may not always be consistent with the faculty ex-
pectations or school policy. When this occurs, pun-
itive measures may be invoked by the administra-
tion a phenomenon symptomatic of poor adjust-
ment (Bachman 1971).

By school standards, suspensions are a sign of
serious maladjustment. Disproportionately large

numbers of nonwhites, esjfecially males, have been
the reupients of disciplinary action leading to
suspension (Moody, Vergom, and Davis, 1977). The
suspension rate. of blacks have climbed preupi-
tously since the advent of court-ordered desegrega-
tion of pubbc schools, leading many black leaders
to charge administrators of recently integrated
sc hook with raual discnmination. Data concernmg
th irk rease of minority suspensicins in recently iv-
tegrated schools may be accounted (or by a

person-environment fit model which ,uggests thar
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the school environment, its expectations, and

presses may not be congruent with thc needs,

values, and aspirations of some studenb Conse-

quently, the social environment of the school may
present particularly difficult challenges to the

studertts' capacity to cope.
This study is intended to examine differences

between high- and low-adjustment (suspended)

students. Speufically, the study examines the

relative fit with the environment of a group of
suspended and nonsuspended black males 121ng
suspension as an index of adjustment, jt is expected
that educational values, behavioral preierences,,

dnd problem-solving styles of nonsuspended stu-
dents will be more concordant with the.) values and
behavioral priorities fostered by traditional public
school settings than are those of suspended stu
dents. It is also expected that the nonsUspended
students will have more favorable perceptions of,
and be more satisfied with, the school environrhent
than the low-adjustment students. Moreuer, non
suspended students will likely differ from sus-

pended students in terms of the specific presses
experienced in the school environment, and these
differences will be reflected in their ratings of

school personnel.

Method

Participants. Participants in this study were 80
black, male, junior high school stuLents frum
recently desegregated suburban school district. Of
the ,80 participating students, 41 haiP been sus-
pended at least once during the 1976,-1977 at&
dernic year, with the rerhaming 39 hming no
suspension history. On (his basis, students were
assigned to one of two levels of school adjustment
(high and low).

Measure. To assess student attributes and their
perceptions of the reaL tions to the SC huul iron-

ment, the School Environment Questiunnaire (SEQ)
was developed (Pharr and B4rbarin 1976) The SEQ
consists of 70 -five-point Liken items designed to
tap dimen"sions related to self-perLeptiuns, enN,Ilun
mental perceptions, and behavioral ltOts, ndl
cated dS important by the literature SuReyed

above. self (educational vcalues, dLtkity prefer-
ences), environmental (perceptions of rat. ism and
school problems, af(ective reactions to the school's
staff), and- behavioral style (problem-sok ing
strategies). (See table 1.)
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Tab tit SubscalesSchool Environment Q.lestionnaire (SEQ)
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Seliperception (9 items) Environment perceptions (40 items)
Behavior (21 items)

P. Educational values
(4 Items)

r2, Behavioral preferences

(5 items)

3. School strengths
a) Courses (3 items)
b) Social activities (3 items)

4 Satisfaction (5 items)

5 Staff-Student relations (4 items)

6. Ratings of personal qualities

a) Administrators (4 items)

b) Staff (4 items)

7. Perceptions of racism (7 items)

8. School problems/presses

a) Interpersonal activities (3 items)

b) Contr9I (3 items) -

c) Re!ation to authority (4 items)

9. Problem solving
a) Active informal strategies

(3 items)
b) Active formal strategies

(7 items)
c) Passive strategies

(4 items)
d) Aggressive strategies

(5 items)
ei Avoidance strategies

(2 items)

Reliability. Reliability of scales was assessed by

dne of two methods, inter-rater reliability or KR-14

estimates of internal consistency. The KR-14 was

used for educational values, racism, staff-student
'relations, ahd affective ratings of staff. Each of the
other dimensions was first sorted by two trained

raters into subcategories. For example, items under

school e, strength" were categorized into interper-

sonal and courses. Subsequently, three different

and naive raters took these same items and at-

tempted to sort them into the prescribed categories

on the basis of category descriptions. Any items
which did not have 100 percent agreement were

eliminated from the scale. Approximately 33 items

were deleted by this process.
The outcome 'If this refinement procedure is a

70-item meaci,,e which clusters into 9 scales. Seven

addition Hems assess demographic information.

1. Educational values, Measures attitudes con-

cerning the importance and value of formal

education. Participants rate the extent of

agreement with- statements related to the
usefulness of formal education, and items

are scored so that the high scores indicate

favorable attitudes toward educational

achievement. Favorable attitudes are in-

tegrated as compatible with the school en-
vironment. The reliability of this scale is

very good (KR14 .80).

9O

2. Behavioral preference. Measures the rela-

tive priority assigned to five behaviors (e.g.,

making money, studying, partying). Higher

scores indicate a relative preference for

behaviors oriented toward or facilitative of

academic achievement.

3. School strengths. Measures students' per-

ceptions of academic courses and oppor-

tunities for social activities as relatively

favorable aspects of the school environ-
ment, i.e., the things they like about their,

school:

4. Satisfaction. Items assess the degree to

which students are satisfied with the school
environment. The pattern of .1tercorrela-
dons amonu these items suggests strongly

that they measure the same construct. How-

ever, they are treatcd as individual items,
since the iniernal consistency of the cluster

is poor.

5. Teacher-student relations. Assesses stu-

dents' .perceptions of interaction Isetween

students and staff (i.e., principals and

teachers). These, items relate to staff's ..Jse

of praise and inclination to work coopera-
tively with students (KR14 .54).

6. Affective ratings of staff. Measures students'

affective reactions toward administratorss

and teachers, using semantic differential
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dimensions sath as good-bad, knd-cruel,
and helpful-nothelpful. The KR14 reliability
crefficients for these scales were .50 for
ratings of teachers and .53 for ratings of
principals.

7. Racism sca/e. Assesses the school's inter-
racial climate with such items as: "For the
most part black students in my, school
receive a fair shake" (KR14 .64).

8. School problems. Assesses aspects of the
school environment which students gener-
ally consider problems. Respondents rate
the extent to which each item is a source of
difficulty. Items on this scale formed three
clusters: relationship with authority, per-
sonal control, and absence of opportunities
for interpersonal contact.

9. Problem-solving style. Students were pre-
sented with a series of five interpersonal
problems that t they might confront in

school. The problem related to student-
teacher conflict, student-student conflict,
aggression among peers, and initiation of
school activities. For each problem, stu-
dents were given four to five problem-solv-
ing alternatives and were asked to indicate
the likelihood that they would adopt a par-
ticular course of action. These responses
were previously sorted into one of five
categories by trained raters, (1) active infor-
mal strategy in which the stildent- exercises
initiative and relies on personal resources or
those of friends to solve the problem: (2)
active-formal strategy in which the student
takes a primary role in moving toward the
solution of the problem but utilizes the
resources, procedures, or personnel of the
high school system; (.3) passive strategyin
which the student adopts an acquiescent
stance and indieates a high probability.that
nothing would be done; ..(4) aggressive

strategy in which the mudent employs
physical force to handle the problem; and
(5) avoidance strategy in which the student
takes an action that is not designed to solve
the problem directly but to avoid it.

Procedure. Junior high school volunteers were
soliuted through neighborhood recreation land
church groups, suspended student volunteers ivere
loce'd with the assistance of the NAACP shool
suspension project from these same. neighbor-

hoods. Most studentS completed the entire SEQ in
groups of 5 to 10 persons. In a few case... the SEQ
was administered individually in the home of the
respondent. With r8pect to problem solving, the
students were asked to indicate whatthey would
do to solve the problem.

4nalyses. Since the purpose of the experiment
was to determine the degree of fit between student
and school, responses of students were compared
to generally accepted norms and expectations
which characterize the school. A one-way ANOVA
was performed on each of the subscales of the SEQ
with Level of Adjustment as the independent vari-
able. With respect to these ariables, a good fit iS"

reflected in a balanced pt:rception of the school
(e.g., acknowledging both strengths and weak-
nesses) in moderate levels of satisfaction, favorable
ratings of staff, and in an active problem-solving
style which incorporates both formal and informal
resources.

OE

Results

Although suspended and nonsuspended students
did not differ significantly with respect to edcica-
tional values (12.3 vs. 12.1), the Onsdspended
group showed a significantly higher preference for
activities compatible with education (X-15.1) than
the suspended group (R-13.3), F (1, 78) 13.3, p <
.001. No significant differences were found be-
tween the two groups with respect to their percep-
tions of school strengths (social strengths and

courses), but the suspended group experienced
problems with the school environment to a signifi-
cantly greater degree than nonsuspended students
(see table 2). With respect to issues of control, sus-
pended students had significantly more difficulty
with the amount of-personal control they exercised
over what happened to them in the school environ-
ment (suspended, g-3.7; nonsusonded, g-2.9).
In addition, the suspended group indicated a signif-
icantly higher degree of difficulty with the limited
oppoitunities provided by the school for interper-
sone' activities (3.3) than- the nonsuspended group
(3.0). Conversely, the nonsuspended grotiP rated
the quality of student-staff relationships much
more favorably (18.5) than did the low-adjustment
Or suspended grotip (16.2), F (1, 78)-8.8, p .001. A
similar pattern was found with respect to affectii.
ratings of school personnel. Although the non-
suspended group rated both teachers and adminis-
trators significantly higher than the suspended
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Table 2. Means, standard deviations, and F-values group, the difference between these two groups

for subscales of sch9ol environment was much greater for school administrators' (10.4

questionnaire by suspension groups vs. 6.3) than for teachers (10.3 vs. 9.6). The sus-
pended group perceived significantly more racism

in the schools (X-21.8) than did the nonsuspended

group (X-15.7).
With respect to problem solving, there wete no

significant differences between the two groups in

of which invoked formal

Variable ' Suspended Nonsuspended Fwalue

Educationa values

M 12.3 12.1 .54

1.3) (2.0)AI-__ s ;

Behavioral preferences

xi 13.3 15,1 13.3*
s.d, (2,2) (2.07)

School strengths
Social

3.3 3.4 19r.4

s d (.6) (.13)

School problems
Relation to authority

h.4 3.0 3.0 0

s d. (.4) (.7)

Control
fryt 3.7 2.9 12.6
s d. (.8)- (.9)

Interpersonal
m 3.3 3.0 7.4**

s.d. (.3) (.8)

student relationsStaff

m 16.2 18.5 8.8...

s d. (3.1) (3.8)

Affective ratings of personnel
Teachers

xi 9,6 10.3 5.2*

s.d.
_ ,

(1,2) (1.5)

Administrators

_

m 6.3 10.4
60.1

s d 12 I) (2.6)

Racism

Nt . 21 8 15.7 36.8*"

s.d. (3.3) (5.3)

Problzm solving

1/441(.13)-

Active formal strategies

s.d. (.3)
Pel

2.6 2.7 1.0

Active informal strategies
M. 2.8 3.0 3.6

s.d., (.4) (.4)

Passwe strategies

r.4 2.6 2.2 s.r.

s.d. (.7) - . (.7)
Aggressive strategies

M 3.5 2.6 23.7
s d (.4) (1.0)

Avoidance strategies
n.4 2.8 1.7 40.6*"

sd ( 7) (.7) -

the use active strategies
resources, F (1, 78) - 1.0, p - n.s. However, non-
suspended tended to use active informal strategies

which required a rriarshalfng of personal or infor-

mal support networks for solVing problems to a

greater extent than the suspended group .(nonsus-

pended, X-3.0; sticpended, X-2.8). This difference

approached but did not attain an acceptable level

of significance, F (1, 78)-3.6, p-.058. However,
there were significant differences with respect to

the use of passive, aggressive, and avoidance
strategies 1:l the two groups, with the suspended

group tending to rely more frequently on each of
these than the nonsuspended grouji. Moreover, the

suspended group tended to employ aggressive stra-

tegies more frequently than any other problem-
solving approaches. Compared to nonsuspended

students, suspended students tended to use avoid-

ance strategies more frequently (2.8 vs. 1.7). Fur-

thermore,, the suspended students used passive

strategies to a greater extent than the nonsus-
pended students (2.6 vs. 2.2). In addition, the sus-

pended students tended to be less satisfied with

school than the nonsuspended group (see table.3).

In general, these students reported a lower level of
satisfaction with respect to the school reputat n

(1.4 vs. 2:3), their own personal enjoyment of s ool

(2.5 vs. 2.9), the general irgerest in school iri (.7

vs. 1.5), and with the personnel (2.3 vs.

Discussion

This- study was designed to examine the agree
to which school suspension is related to individual
fit with the school environment. "Fit" refers to the

degree of congruence between charaCteristics of

the person and the demands of the environment. In

this study, fit is specifically described in terms of

adherence to values and behavioral priorities con-

sistent with the implicit goals and purposes of the

school environment. Relatively active problem
formalsolving which draws upon available and in-

. osp<
" p< 01

1 f < 00f good fit with the envitonment. In addition, accom-
formal resources is also interpreted as an index of a
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Table 3. Means, standard deviations, and F-values
on sources of satisfaction in school
setting

Sources of school Suspended Nonsuspended F-value

satisfaction (n-41) (n-39)

School reputation
x4 1.44 2,39 3.23'
s,d. (1,0) (15.0)

Personal enjoyment
rvf 2 52

,

2.93 1.68'

s d, (0.7) (1.3)

General interest
x4 .74 1 52 3.33
s.d, (0.7) (1.2)

Teachers

x4 2.37 2.83 2.04
s d (0.9) (1.0)

p < 05
p < .01
< Xi

panymg good person-environment fit are satisfac-
tion and relatively favorable perceptions of the
environment. However, because individual circum-
stances and environmdntal 'conditions-vas.y, no ab-
solute judgments can or should be made about the
desirability of fit with the environment. Caution
must also be taken not to attribute to individuals
alone responsibility for poor fit. The person-envi-
ronment fit moc,eI is based on an interactionist
approach w'ach esumes that behavior is recipro-
cally determined Ijy individual .and environmental
variables.

An empirical apkroach was taken in this paper to
test the P-E theory in the case of school suspen-
sions. Although the two groups did not differ with,
respect to values, the behavioral preferences of the
nonsuspended group were more consistent with an
achievement orientation than those of the sus-

pended. group. The activity preterences of the

suspended group were those which were previously
Judged to be incompatible with formal education.
The opposite is true for the nonsusivnded group.
These findings suggest that the suspended student
brings to school behavioral preferences that are in-
consistent with school expectations. In turn, these
a 'priori inGongruencies lead lo a poor fit ,a(ong
other dimensions. Conversely, the response of non-
suspended students which reflects behavior more
compatible with educational objectives suggests a
bettej fit with the school. As e result, nonsus-

pended students experience less stress in the

school environment than the suspended students,
whose interests fall outside the domain of behavior
acceptable within the school. The process by which
these preferences develop is unclear and deserves
further attention.

Although the two groups agreed with respect to
the strengths of the' school, they differed greatly
with respect to problems experienced there. The
suspended students were acutely aware of their
lack of personal control in the school setting, in
that they had little to say about the rules and struc-
ture that governed their lives. They alsb perceived
students and staff as having more problems in com-
municating with and relating to each othef. More-
over, suspended students felt that the school did
not facilitate interaction with other students by
providing meaningful social activities. Thus, for
suspended students, the school is perceived as
governed by excessively restrictive rules which
make it difficult for, individual students to be

themselves. In addition, sus ended students are
troubled by the absence of stu ent input into the
development of these rules. de C arms .1968) con
ceptualized this problem in terms of treafing
students as "pawns" rather than "origins " He
predicts that highly desirable educationar out
comes ,are, more hkely to be achieved wherl the
students are encouraged to act on their own in
itiative than when they are placed in an environ-
ment that is created for them and contrbIled by
others. Suspended -..udents are clearly unhappy
about the minimal influence fl,at they exercise on
the school. Thus,suspended students must not only
deal with an environment that explicitly proscribes
many activities they view as desirable but must
also subscribe to rules and J dedsionmaking pro--
cess frbm which they are virtually excluded Thus,
with resOect to control issues the nonsuspencied
students represent a better match. In viewing the
schoo; environment, suspended students seem to
have more difficulty with the restrictive range of
behavior that is acceptable in that ehvironment.
Also, they, prefer interpersonal or social.activities
to academic work. Because schools arc e4aecially
inVested in developing intilectual skills, the needs
of the students and the demands of the environ
ment may not match. It is likely that this mismatch
results in negative affective eLluations of the

school experience on thel part of suspended

students.
These negative evaluations are reflected in

several way. First, suspended students rate staff
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and administrators much lower than do the non-
suspended group. In addition, they tend to derive

significantly less satisfaction .from their ex-

periences in' the school setting than do .the non-
suspended group. In part; these relatively negative

evaluations may result from unpleasant confronta-
tions between staff and students who break the
scr)ool's, rutes--or violate *its implicit norms. These ,

deviations from the norm require disciplinary ac-.

tion, which makes it difficult for these students and
the teachers to establish a positive basis for their

relatiohship. These negative relationships, may be

perceived ps expressions of racism. The suspended

group tended to perceive the sehOol environmpnt
as more racist than did the nonsuspended group. In
research at the university level, DiCesare, Selacek,

and Brooks (1972) suggest that awareness of racism

on the part of black college students tends to be

assoqated with effective functioning in that set-

ting! Although awareness of racism may-facilitate

adaptation in late adolescence, it appears to have

no such effect during junior high school. An explan-
ation of the differential relatioiaip between sen-
sitivity to racisth, and adjustment is not immedi- '
ately evident. Perhaps, at the junior high school

jevel, the absence of significant adjUstment dif-

ficulties may minimize the usefulness of racial at-

tributions to account for unpleasatici experiences_in____

the school. Alternatively the 'absence of adjust-

ment difficulties may make the students less vul-
nerable to racist treatment by the school.

With , respect to problem solving, both the
suspended and nonsuspended groups tend' to use

-active formal solutions at similar rates. However,
the nonsuspended group tends to rely more heavily

on the active informal resources than the sgs-

pended group, and the converse was true in ttie

case of passive ,strategies. Also, the suspended
studentsit showed a preference for aggressive and

avoidance tactics in dealing"with problems. It is in-

teresting to note that the _problem-solving style of

- the nonsuspended group tends to be more cbrisist-

ent with the stated expectations of the school in

that these students ta,ke a relatively active role and

call upon formal and personal 'resources in solviPig

problems. The sUspended student's endorsement of

passive or aggressive 'strategies for solving prob-
lem reflects a lack of problem-solving skills,' ig-

ts. norance or distrust of tormal channels, communi-'
cation slat deficits or unpleasant experiences with

use of formal ch4nriels. to solve problems. Reluc- _

tance to call upon the staff for solVing interper--

sonal probleths is understandable in light of the

poor ratings made' by suspended students with
respect to, the quality of' their relationship with

-staff and administrators. The relative passiveness

- with respect to problem solving may be related to a

sense of powerlessness experienced by the sus-

pended students. It i likely that unfavorable reac-

tions toward several aspects of the school environ-

ment makes difficult the development of an active

behavioral style. Thus, the suFfended students may

be affected by feelings of apathy, rebelliousness,

and a sense of helplessness in,the school, The un-

willingness on the part of the suspended students

to use formal resources in problem solving may
alscrreflect a lack of trust in the formal procedures

and in those 'Tsponsible for implementing these

procedures (namely, principals, teachers, and

counselors). Suspended students may not be con-

vinced that the school personnel will act in the
students' behalf but will follow standard pro-

cedures des;gned for the- benefit of the staff as a

mecizapism for controlling students who do not
conform. Feelings of powerlessness- and the inzbil-

ity to control their own livesthe school are at the
core of the dissatisfaction expresséc1,7by suspended

students. Thus, the concomitants of suspension,

especially low satisfaction, combine to produce a

_decline in achievement and may motivate students

to drop out of school(Bachman 1971T.
Group Differences. In general the nonsuspended

students were found to have a better fit with

the schall environment in that their behavior,

problem-solving strategies, and perceptions of the
school ehvironment"Were more congruent with the

demands of the educational process. Figures 1 and

2 were developed to describe the adaptation pr

ess of both the suspended and nonsuspended
groups. It becomes apparent that poor student-

school fit exacts a high personal 'cost from sus-

pended students. Pejorative ,attitudes toward the

school signal, dissatisfaction by the, suspended

stUdents and are associated with aggressive acting
s

out behavi or or the adoption of a passive stance.
Consequently, efforts to increase P-E fit are essen-

tial to improve adjustment for these students.

It must be understood that, in this study, school

adjustment is described in terms of congruence -
with school expectations. This apprOaelrshould_not

be misinterpreted;as_placrng the Plame entirely on
students fpr -atfy mismatch that occurs. For that

-reaTori,--we must emphasize the fact that 'neither

school. nor indiyidual characteristics are negative,

. -
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wrohg,.or iundesirable in sc but, the students who
are likely to be suspended ;also tend to exhibit per-
sonal attributes and pro6lem-solvirig styles not
acceptable in the school environment. Most, public
school settings have been 'designed to accommo-
date the needs of an admittedly overworked school
staff and relatively, compliant students, particu-
larly those th4t come from middle-Class back-
grounds. These 'settingsma not always be_ suited
to the-needcalid preferenc s of poor any nonwhite
students M. ritY children 1ar e suspenderat twice

4 the iiate of whit s ThWrrcuity l'eflects a pervasive
intolerance pn t e part trff be school for children
who are differenelChildrerts Pefense, Fund 1975).
Distriminatory attitudes ,ard practiCes, on re-
quired by 'law in the 'case of racially gated

E.

school systems; may now manifest themselves in
discriminatory, disciplinary procedures. The result
of this process is that these students experience ci
pattern of interaction with the schools that' fails to
facilitate education, creates negative expectanues
about the student's behavior and talerits and
negatively affects the student's self-image, -

This unfortunate situation has not been ignored
altogether. Several school cli.stricts nationwide
have provided alterndtives to suspension which

fine from temporary insi..hool programs to extra-
mural programs which provide services in a

separate ,setting for problem students tChildren s
Defense Fund 197,5). Although in most cases the in-
tentions are good; a conspicuous feature- of most of
these programs is, that they serve as a suppk-rileot

ft

r
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to traditional classroom approaches, which remain

unchanged. These alternatives are designed to'pro-
duce changes in students; they are called into use

only after adjustment difficulties have been experi-

enced. Few inclass alternatives have been

developed to date.
What, then, do the results of this study show us

about the develOpment of alternative,. programs?

This study pinpoints ^several dimensions of the

school environment which pose difficulties to

students of diverse cultural bickgrounds. Sus-

pended students can be characterized as high on
affiliation and control and low on achievement,

relative to the nonstOended group, whichlsuggests

that the distinction made in otgankzational
research arghe effects of horizontal vers0 hierar-

,chical struct*s might account for the relts we
obtained with the suspended,group and provide a

bluepnnt 4.rhanging classroom environments.
In smalle$ organizations, horyontal structures

rather than !hierarchical produce greater organiza-

tional sattslaction and impr6Ved performance
(Porter aneV.Lawler 1965; Likert 1961). Presumablcf,

in honzontal-type organizations the decisionmak-
ing process is less centralized and rigid and allows
more autonomy and conveys a sense of trust in its
members (Murrell 1973). Moreover, through such a

horizontal structure conditions are created within

the organization wherein it can accommodate
diversity 67 membership, whether that .diversity is

attributable to race or to behavior styles. The class-

room environment might profit from this research
by refashioning classrooms along horizontal rather

than hierarchical lines. Thus, classrooms may be
reconstituted to minimize poor fit of suspended

students by allowing students more input to
regulating the school and establishing classroom

practices. This shift requires more than a

suggestion-box approach. Moreover, schools must
develop effective means of coa iunicating with
students and a process fifIF accepting students' in-
put-in a meaningful way. It is likely that the distrust

and negative evaluations of administrators might

be dissipated through such a process. Increasing

the Opportunities for student-administrator com-
munication can also build more trusting relation-

ships and develop the interpersonal skills of

students.
To the extent that the school setting, especially

the classroom, remains inflexible and insensitive to

the diverse needs of its student populations, un-
necessarily high numbers of students will be handi-

SCHOOL SUSPENSIONS
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capped in the adjustment process. The data sup-

porting. the P-E fit situation conceptualization of
adjustment imply that schools must diversify and

adapt, if they are to increase their effectiveness.
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Appendix A. School Environment Questionnaire

This questionnarre is being used to find out how
youth feel about their 5chools; wha, they like and
don't like. This information _will be useful in trying
to improve school environments. Your answers are
confidential. Responses will be mixed in with
answers from other youths. Do not put your nançe
on any of the sheets.

Since we are trying to understand better the
strengths and problems in schools as you see them,
we ask that you answer in a way that reflects your
real feelings,,without exaggerating the good or the
bad. If you do..not understand a question, feel free
to ask fpr further information.

1, How many brothers or sisters hve with you? _
4/Which parents live with you?

(1) Both Mother and Father
(2) Father only
(3) Mother only
(4) Not living with parents

3. What is the total annual family income? S
4. How many times have you been suspended from school this

past year? _
5. Approximately how many days of school did you miss as a

result of suspension?
6. How frequently have you been sent down w the principal's

office this past year because you got into trouble?
7. What was your average grade A B -C 0 E

last year? - Circle One

Educational Values

Directions

Below is a list of statements Read them carefully and decide

to what extent you agree or disagree with that statement as it ap-

phes to you For /(xampfe, if you completely agree with the state-
ment mark A (strongly agree) on the answer sheet, if you do not

agree but don't strongly disagree, mark V (slightly disagree), if

you n (her agree nor disagree, mark C
sheet.

(neither) on the answer

0,0c
c.o 'cu 5' o

-
B. The best education comes from

your own experiences and not things
you learn in school.

A BCDE

9. Instead of being in school, 1 would
rathr be out working and making
money.

A BC DE

10. The best thing about schoof is that
it gives you a chance to make
friends.

A BC D

11. This school has too many rules. A BCDE

Directions

Behavioral Preferences

Below is a list of, activities, Rate how important they am by
ranking them in the order of importance to you 1 - 1st choice, 2

- 2nd choice; 3 - 3rd choice; 4 - 4th choice, 5 - 5th choice.
You may use a number more than once.
12. Making friends
13. Studying to get the best possible edikation
14. Making money _
15, Partying (having a good time) _
16, Smoking

Sources of Satisfaction

Directions

Below is a list of statements Read them carefully and decide
to what extent you agree or disagree with that statement as it
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applies to you Mark the appropriate letter^ on your answer sheet.

17. Cft mpared to other schools, my A B C

school is one of the best
18. I enjoy being in school. A B C

,19 Most of the Pale school is boring A B C

10 iy wachers are very helpful to me. A B C

21 In general, I am unhappy with my A B C

school.

School Strengths

Directions

0

E

Of the items below, check to wnat extent you agree that- the

following are strengths or things that you like about your school.

22 The variety of social activities
23 Chance to meet with friends

24 Lunch periods
25 Math courses
26 English courses
27 Physical Education courses

Directions

A
A
A
A
A
A

School Problems

0
0

E-

E

Check to what extent you agree that each of the following

presents serious problems for you or things you do not like about

your school

28. Difficulty in making friendith

e
2 to, z-4«
A B

29 Teachers' criticism of students (RI A B

30 Teachers' unwillingness to listen to

students (0

A B

31 Teachers' not liking or respecting

rue (RI

A

32 Students' not having a voice in how
the school is run (0

A BC

33 Rules which are unfair to Audents ,A
(C)

14 Too much emphasis on school work A BC
.md not enough time to have fun (I)

IS tack of social activities (1) A B

36 Too many rules (0 A B

37 Students' and teachers' failure to
talk to each other (11)

A B

BCDE
O E

BCD E
D E

C

C
C
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If 1 - never; 2 seldom; 3 sometimes; 4 - often; 5 -

almost always, indicate:

38. How often do your teachers compliment you on your school

work?
39. How often do the students in your school get a chance to

work with teachers in planning what their school work will

belike What topics will be studied, or how they will be

studied?
40. How often are your teachers willing to listen to problems

and help find solutions?
41, fiow often are your principals willing to listen to problems

and help find solutions?.

Directions

Select one nurnter in each row which best describes the

teachers at your school.

42. Good 5 4 3 2 1 Bad

43 Kind 5 4 3 2 1 Cruel

44. Helpful 5 4 3 2 1 Not helpful

45. Understanding 5 4 3 2 1 Not understanding

Direaions

Select one number in each row which best describes the prin-

cipal in your school.

46. Good 5 4 3 2 1 Bad

47. Kind 5 4 3 2 1 Cruel

48. Helpful 5 4 3 2 1 Not helpful

49. Understanding 5 4 3 2 1 Not understanding

Directions

For each of the following statements, select one number which

best describes your kehngs:

GI 0)
tu ..1C

>

50 For the most pan, black students in 1

my school receive a fair shake.

51. White teachers are really concerned 1

that black students get a good

education.
52. In general, black students have just 1

as much say or influence on how
my school is run as white students.

53. In general, black students have just 1

as much say or influence on student
social activities and clubs as white

students,
54. Most teacliers in my school are 5

prejudiced,
55: Most white teachers dislike black 5

students simply because they are

black,
56. I would like my school better if all 5

of the faculty and students were

black.

9 8

2 0, -a;

cci c
>

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 ' 5

2 "I 4 5

2 3 4 5

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2
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Problem Solving

Directions

You will be gwen a number of situations that may occur in the
school environment. In the spaces proviiled, write what you
would most likely do if you were actually in that situation,

You were having frequent conflicts with one of your teachers,
and you feel he/she is treating you unfairly. What would you do
about it?

Select one number in each row which best reflects how likely
you are to do each of the following alternatives.

>
To 7,
.71 .7.1"

_8 3= 3
>

57. Cut class frequently 5 4 3 2 1

58. Give the teacher a hard time in 5 4 3 2 1

class

59. Go to parent(s) for help 5 4 3 2

60. Let it go (do nothing) 5 4 3 2

Suppose you wanted to organize a new Sludent club within
your school. How would you begin to put your ideas in motion?

Select une number in each row which best reflects how likely
you are to do each ,of the following alternatives.

> -71 = >

61. Talk it over with teacher(s) 5 4 3 2

62. Talk it over with prmdpal(s) 5 4 3 2

63. Talk it over with counselor(s) 5 4 3 2

64. Talk only with students 5 4 3 2

Suppose, as you leave the school building at the end of a
school day, you nMice two students physically attacking another
student What would you do?

Select one number in each row below whith best reflect" how
likely vou are to do each of the following;

>

h
c

>

65. Join in the fight 5 4 3 2 1

66. Attempt to stop the fight 5 4 3 2 1

67. Report the incident to a teacher or 5 4 3 1

principal
68. Ignore the incident 5 4 3 2

If yuu were walking down the hall during a change of classes
and another student shoves yuu without apulugizing as he goes
by, knocking your books to the floor, wnat would you do?

Sdect one number in each row which best reflects how likely
you are to do each of the following.

3
7,

c,
>

7,1 .=
C c

>

69. Return the shove 5 4 3 2 1

70. Report the person 1 a teacher or 5 4 3 2 1

principal .
71. Verbally abuse the person 5 4 3 2 1

72. Ignore the incident 5 4 3 2 I

Suppose a teacher returns your exam .md has marked
because heishe claims you were seen cheating You try to explain
to the Mather that you don't cheat, but it doesn't workthe
grade remains but yutidid nut cheat What would you do?

Select one number in each row below which best reflects how
likely you are to do each of the tollowing.

>

> cd

>

73. Physically confront the teacher to 5 4 3 -2 1

drive your point
74. Talk it over with the counselor or 5 4 3 2 1

principal
75. Cut the dass to avoid future 5 4 3 2 1

hassles

76. Complain to the superintendent's 5 4 3 2 1

office
77. Ignore the incident 5 4 3 2 1

99



Chapter 9

lb Dallas School Desegregation is a Business Affair

Charles V. Willie

ABSTRACT

(viveritrwnt directives which seek to eliminate racial segregation in the public schools have Met with

lkels ot succvss In some school districts across the Nation, viabje desegregation plans are be-

ing (instructed and implementediwhich can provide valuable insights,:q6Ward effectively transforming

the in,titution ot public education from a dual to a unitary system. The Dallas, Tex., school district

stands out in this regard Much of the success of school desegregation in Dallas is attributable to the

tne,participation ot privak as well as public institutions in the community. As the evolutionary path

*4 do, diarict's desegregation plan is traced, it becomes clear that school desegregation problems can

lt s,Aed only as trust etIstS between minorities and any sector of the community that is capable of

gurierating ollective community support for the redress of minority grievances. The dialog and joint

planning between whit minorities and white business leaders in Dallas have allowed for u'n-

pre( edented amimplishinents in the struggle for institutional reform The role played by business in

ihe Datas desegregatmn effort is suggestive of the progressive impact that powerful sectors of other

onanunaies an have on the problems of school desegregation.

Dallas i d business-controlled community. The
political structure, the educational system, volun-

tary health and welfare associations, and even the
churches and synagogues all are controlled by

business. Some have called Dallas a business

oligarchy. Because business power is so pervasive

in the community, its leaders of necessity become

involved in.nonbusmess Issues, such as school de-
segregation. Through years of dependency on busi-

ness, these other systems have tailed to develop
the skill and.capacity to rally together segments of

the community outside then control. Thus, an

educational issue, such as school desegregation,
that involves public opinion and political,
economic, racial, and educational components for
successtul implementation, could not be handled

by the school system alone. The only system in
Dallas capable it marshaling joint effort in the

community is the business sector.
Despite its pervasive -control, there are sectors of

(-\\ the community beyond the immediate influence of

"A the business oligarchy. These are the racial and

ethnic communities whose residents have been
treated largely as invisible people in the past and

r9 excluded trom participation in public affairs.

Because they viere disc nminated against during the

age of segregaaon, the racial and ethnic minorities
in Dallas constituted less than the majority and
consequently had little to lose by not going along

with business leadership's proposals.

When they finally &tided to cease cooperating

in their own oppression, the 'racial and .eihnic
minorities of Dallas filed a class-action suit in the

Federal Court in 1970. The suit charged that they

had been denied equal protection of the law in the

education that the Dallas lndepe-ndent School

District had provided for them. The prominent
,racial and ethnic minorities in Dallas are blacks
and Mexican-Americans, who together are slightly

more than a majority of the school-age children.
Thus, any remedy or plan to grant relief from past
experiences of segregated education would require

a massive change in the educational system for the
whole community, including whites, because of the

size of the aggrieved population.
Few individuals from the racial and ethnic popu-

lations had participated actively in community

decisionmaking in the past. Most were working
class and lower class and theiefore were beyond

the pressures that the business community usually

exerts to obtain compliance with its proposals.

Thus, tile past practice of a few top business
leaders arriving at a decision that they believed to
be appropriate and then assigning some of their
colleagues the resporsibility for carrying it out did

not work for the Fzhool desegregation issue. The
bbsiness leaders did hot know the real desires and

complaints of the plaintiffs and the populations
they represented, and thc racial minoritiesespe-
cially the poorhad nothing to lose by insisting

91.10D
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that they shoukl be given better education. Their
inadequate education irequentlyi. had been used
against them as the basis tor denying equa: access
to opportunities in the past.

Moreover, the school desegregation issue clearly
was a national issue that transcended the limits of
any local community. DIllas business leaders said
theyjiad to become invdtved atter they read about
the horror stones pertaining to school desegrega-
tion in Boston and Louisville. Dallas business

leaders did not Want their community to experi-
ence the same disruptions. They also said they did'
not want the situation to_ deteriorate, for then
whites would leave the city as they did in Atlanta
and in Washington, D.C. Finally, they were anxious
about maintaining a good business climate in the
region. The business leaders considered commu-
nity turbulence associated with school desegrega-
tion to be incompatible with a good business
climate, the promotion of which was of highest
priority.

Although Dallas is in the Southwest, the city
could be called conservative Interracial relations
during the first half of the 20th century typically
were the same as those found elsewhere in' the
South. Dallas bcsiness leaders therefore felt that

they could not promote desegregation but could
participate in the issue for the purpose of pro-
moting quality education for all and obedience to
the law. Educational excellence and law and order
were stances consistert with the conservative and
elitist orientation of Dallas business leaders

Before such a strategy could be developed, how-
ever, other changes were necessary. The Dallas
Citizens-Council, consisting of the heads of the 200
most significant businesses in the area, was a major
influence in the decisionmaking. It had not ,taken
proper cognizani e of the school desegregation
issue, largely because its members were not in con-
tact with, and had no mechanism for promoting
communication with, racial minorities. There As
evidence that this group had liht some of its con-
tacts with other sectors of the community as well.
For example, a protessional mass media specialist
was elected mayor. He was not the candidate en-
dorsed by the Citizens Council, as most mayors had
been in the past. Although the insurgent political
movement was short-lived, the mure or less inde-
pplident mayor shocked the business establish-

, ments, which largely had had their way in politics
with predictable outcomes,

The event of tile elecfion of a nonestablishment
mayor and the insistence by black ,Ind Mexican-
Americans through the court on a fair share of
educational seMces upset the equtljbrium. Com-
munity tranquility of the past that had been asso-
ciated with a booming business climate was
threatened. This tranquility had been maintained at
great expense to the aspirations and interests of
racial and ethnic minorities in Dallas When they
began to make nobes, the top busines leaders
in Dallas did not know what to do, but they were
concerned.

Younger business leaders who wanted a part in
decisionmaking and some of the 'older business

leaders who had maintained lines of communica-
tion with oti-er sectors of the community through,
for example, the United Way and some agencies
and associations with a base in the minority com-
munity, such as the Urban League and the Black
Chamber of Commerce, realized that solutio,ns to
the impending school desegregation issue de-

pended as much on the responses of the minorities
as on the initiative of the majority. Some of the
younger business leaders were connected with na-
tional firms with outlets in other communities that
had experienced court-ordered school desegrega-
tion. These firms alerted their Dallas people of the
need to deal affirmatively with desegregation. The
(Alban League served as a communication link, too:
At one of its meetings, an attorney advised the
br,ard that the school desegregation issue _was too
complicated to be handled by politicians and law-
yers only, that chaos would occur if the commultity
were not involved. This prediction was sufficient to
spur some -well-respected business leaders into

action.
The Dallas Citizens Council and the Greater

Dallas Planning Counciltop business and
political groupswere informed of the need to
develop a unified urban-planning strategy that

could tackle governmental, educational, housing,
and other community problem, in addition to

those more splecifically concerned with business.
The top business leadership in the community
acknowledged that a structure different from that
which currently existed was needed to implement
such a strategy. The Chamber of Commerce had
already been experimenting wIkh obtaining a

broader base of community input in the work of its
Urbark Affairs Department, with Chicano admin-
istrative staff leadership, and was" asked to :efine
the proposal for a new comprehensive planning

lOj
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structure in the «)mmunity. The structure that

came into being was the Dallas Alliance. The

40-member Dallas Alliance Board was black,

brown, and white; members were affiliated with a

range of- community organizations, including the

Dallas Community Council and the Dallas Black
Chamber of Commerce. It was one of the first deci-

sionmaking forums in the community that con-

sisted of a variety ot community leaders. The

alliance was financed largely by the Chamber of

Commerce.
The alliance initially decided to work on hous-

ing, but the Federal judge in charge .of the Dallas
school desegregation publicly challenged business

leaders to become involved in the search for a solu-

tion. An attorney for the plaintiffs indicated .that
community members, in addition to lawyers and
politicians, ought to 'be involved, Somr business
leadeN were tearful that a botched solution might

lead to community suite and contribute to a poor
business climate. All ot these pressures resulted in_

the alliance abcepting the responsibility for devel-

oping a plan to desegregate the public schools of

the Dallas independent School System as a major

task. The plan. eventually accepted and ordered by

the U.S. District Court, was one that was proposed

by the Education Task Force of the Dallas Alliance.

A unique aspect of the Task Force is that it cA'-

sisted of blacks, browns, and whites, and had
business and other community interests repre-

sented. However, the Task Force could not have

been effective if minorities had distrusted the other

members who participated in it. oe gn;zing the

limited trust which minorities h. in the public

education bureaucracy of the community and

realizing that some interests in the community

were against racial integration on ideological

grounds, the business leaders did two things: They
stacPed the white positions on tle Task Force with

businessmen, and they deliberately claimed a

minority of the Task Force positions for whites so

tt,at persuasion would be the chief option available

t.) them on formal votes. Not only was business in-

volved so deeply in a controversial community

issue, an unprecedented experience, but the deci-

sion to give up voting control was extraordinary.

These moves represented defigniaanges in the

way business had operated in the past and

, reflected the changing 'pattern of business leader-

ship and busine,,s participation in the community.

In assuming their new posture, the Dallas business

leaders made a conscious attempt to make whites

who opposed desegregation as invisible in the corti-

munity planning process as black ard brown ,Pro-
tagonists had been in the past. This was an interest-

ing turnabout. Although business leaders were a

minority of the members of the Educational Task
Force of the Dallas Alliance, they financed thee'
operation and still were in charge of defining the

context within which negotiations -would take

place and in determining who would be involved as

participants in th:_- negotiating process.

The business leaders excluded those opposed to

school desegregation, not because they were un-

sympathetic to the segregationists, nut because of

the essential pragmatism of the business leaders.
They followed a law-and-order approach The law

required a plan to desegregate and transform a

dual educational structure into a unitary system
Opposition to this legal requirement was sure to

create as much and probably mc.e confusion and

turbulence in the community than an orderly plan

tor school desegregation, and business leaders had

become involved to forestall disruption and to en-

sure a predictable peaceful outeomean orderly
community is 'essential in maintaining a good busi-

ness climate. Because the business community was
committed_to law and order, even d law that some

did not like, and because all lawful efforts to resist

'the legal requirement of a unitary public school

system seemed futile in view of the ailingS of the

Federal District Court and the U.S. Court of Ap-
peals in favor of the plaintiffs, the buSiness leader-

ship identified the opposition to the court findings

as a. disruptive influence in the community and

'deliberately contained or bypassed it.

In the end, overcoming disruption and Maintain-.

ing order, essential in promotivg a good business

climate in, the community, wde the primary goals
of business leaders. They were achieved in the past

by suppressing the concerns of the black and
brown minorities who were integrationists. Now

that these could not be contained, the business

strategy for maintaining public order was to sup-

press the concerns of the white segregationists. In
the deliberations on a school desegregadon plan,

the segregationists were consigned to the status of

invisible people, as racial minorities had been in

the past. Some business leaders probably' were
motivated to search for a workable plan to desegre-

gate the public schools because of their religious

values. Many were involved, however, not so much

out of a moral conviction but because of a desire

InL)
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to stabilize the c ommunity so that businesses

. could continue to prosper.
Invariably the question is raised whether the

' business sector could be this effective in achieving
peaceful school desegregation an other com-
munities. The ans,ver turns, in part, not on what
business leaders are willing to do but whom radal
minorities are wdling to trust. In Dallas, the leader-
ship ot the black and brown populations began to
trust business leaders, because they increasingly
acted in a trustworthy way. The linkage between
business and iaual minority leaders to develop an
honorable school desegregation plan was a direct
consequence ,of the distrust that existed between
other community leaders and racial minorities. Any
sector of the communitybusiness, religious,
edit( dhow!, or politicalcould do for the school
desegregation process what the business sector did
in Dallas. A U it It has the skill and know-how to
coord.nate a jowl community effort and (2) if the
aggnewd oppressed people trusted its leadership
sufficiently to cooperate m the searcki for a solu-
tion mutually beneficial for all. The initiativcs of
business or any other sector would fail if those for
whom remedial action was intended did not trust
the initiators.

Trust and distrust seldom matenahze at once,
they usually are the outcome of incremental ef-
forts. By its actions, the business leadership m
Dallas earned the trust of racial minorities, as the
'educational and other leadership had earned their
distrust. Nearly a, decade before the business-

sponsored Dallas Alliance began working on a
school desegnation plan, the Dalhs Chamber of
Commerce approached the DallaS., Independent
School District with proposals for ii-e.provement of
local vocational education and activey worked for
the passaw of a school bond issue to brovide funds
tor the estahkhment of a Scierice/Technical
Center. The effort was nut entirely Altruistic. The
sr hoot District provided the necess4iy funding so
that the lidthber ot Commerce could hire staff to
assist a Career Education Advisory Board consist-
ing ot business and industnal leaders. This Board
came into existence in 1971. The black and brown
population., noted that some staff would come
mini the impurity wininunity. Among other things,
thr, ii ind its 3tatt developed paid internships,

and job placements for students.
It 4 hate payoff for students,who par-
t!. to.iti.ti ,r1 dui atiunal programs for which a busi-
ne, ap,ort'd group was providing oversight. This

kind of payoff engender& some trust among
.

minority people in areas where the.unemploym6nt
rate for teenagers and young adults is exceedingly
high. ..

:n a recent study,' of a sample of adult heads of
households in Dallas, 77 percent said they favored
increased approval rating of any of the programs in
the Dallas Independent School District. For this
an3 other reasons, the minority community leaders
were sufficiently trusting of the business sector to
work with its readers toward a joint solution of
school desegregation. If business leaders had ig-

nored the legitimate concerns of the racial minority'
populations, they would have been distrusted as
much as leaders of other sectors of the community
are distrusted, and cooperative action would have
been difficult to achieve. Thus, the .conclusion is
not that schqol desegregation can be solval only
with business participation but that it can be solved
only when trust exists between minorities and any
sector of the community capable Of gererating col-
lective commiiy support for the redress of
minority grievan es. In Dallas,kit was the business
sector that was trustwOrthy and capable of this. hi
another community, it could be the political sector
or even the religious sector.

Other institutions in Dallas were inert or outright
adversaries of the racial minorities. The Dallas In-
dependent School District was a defendant in the
school desegregation court case. This alone sig-tnaled a eakdown in trust between the black and
brown p ulations and the education system If the
religious system was involved, it was indirect and
passive, influendng some of the values of some of
the business leaders who partiupated in negotia-
tions with the minorities. Formally, however, and
this was the activity that minorities could see, the
churches were busying themselves with efforts to
establish private schools. They could be called
private alternatives to desegregated public educa-
tion, although most church-sponsored schook pro-
claimed to be open institutions, and a few enrolled

-some black and brown students as token evidence.
Minorities did not trust religious institutions thar
engaged in this practice.

Politics in Dallas were known to be greatly in-
fluenced by the business community. Minorities
wisely chose to negotiate directly with business
leaders who would work with them. Fortunately for
the city, individuals in both groups determined that
it was in their self-interest to work cooperatively to
solve the school desegregation crisis. The fulfill-

i
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merit of self-interest is the most appropriate basis

for social action and mutual trust. In Dallas, the

successful interaction between minority and busi-

ness leaders attests to the validity of this principle.

The Dallas Plan developed by the alliance, and

adopted and ordered by the Court, divided the

Dallas Independent School District into six geo-
graphic subdistncts. One subdistrict was said to be

already integrated and exempted from the remedy.

Another subdistrict, Southeast Oak Cliff, was left
predominantly black. More than half of the black

children in the Dallas Independent School District
(where 44 percent are black, 44 percent white, and

12 percent Chicano, reside in the predominantly

black district. Children, from kindergarten through

the third grade, attend neighborhood schools. Mid-

dle schools were established for grades seven and

eight. The ninth Dade was incorporated into high

school and extends to grade 12. The use of trans-

portation to achieve a desegregated education was

most frequent tor students in grades four through

eight. These students were assigned to schools

within their subdistncts to achieve a racial balance.

As students were reassigned within a subdistrict,

cross-town busing became unnecessary. A few
schools with special and extraordinary educational

opportunities at the high school level were called

"magnet" schools. Such schools, created for grades

four through six, were called "vanguarcr schools,

and, for grades seven and eight, "academies."

The Dai las Plan required desegregation of top,
administrative9positions in the Dallas Independent

School Districf over a period of 3 years so that the

proportions of blacks, whites, and Mexican-

Americans would be similar to the proportions of

students of these groups enrolled in the entire

system. Staff and teactv..:s also were to be ecruited

and appointed according to an affirmative action

. plan, so that in due time their numbers would cor-

respond to the proportions of students in the major

racial and ethnic groups enrolled in the system.

Finally, the plan was to be audited by an internal

and external group semi-annually, with the external

auditor being appointed by the Federal judge. The

business community contributed significantly to

the enrichment of the magnet schools. Moreover,

the business leaders turned their attention to ways

of harrnoniiing differences and disagreements over

portions of the Dallas Plan, with the expressed goal

of attempting to prevent an appeal. A black law

firm was retained for legal consultation.

The nearly all-black East Oak Chit subdistrict

was probably one of the most controversial aspects

of the Dallas Plan because of the large number of

blacks in it that continde to receive a segregated

edutation in racially isolated 3chools. So that the

educational experiences in the Oak Clift schools

may be tailored to the unique cultural needs of the

students, an assistant superintendent was ap-

pointed to oversee this subdistrict This adminis-

trative officer is a black woman and is the only

assistant superintendent based in a subdistrict In

general, the administrative structure of the Dallas

Independent School District is centralized The

Oak Cliff subdistrict is the only one which is ad-

ministered with decentralized authority

What(' appeared to be an asset in which

minorities could handle their own affairs is rapidly

becoming a liability in that the energy of minority

leaders that should be focused on the total educa-

tional system is focused on the subdistuct that all

believe to be "their" district. Not only is the re-

mainder of.the Dallas Independent School District

not receiving the beneficial input and surveillance

of blacks because of their extraordinary concern
with the Oak Chit subdistrict, but the definition of

What is an appropriate education tor blacks is shap-

ing up as a battleground. This has the possibility of

further dividing members of the black minority
along social class lines, with a tug of war between

affluent and middle-class blacks on the one hand

and working-class and poor blacks on the other

over the style and brand of education they consider

to be appropriate. Such a definition would not be

cause for bitter debate if blacks had not been led

to look upon the schools in the Oak cliff subdistrict

as "theirs." This circumstance has shifted the issue

from what is an appropriate education to what is an

appropriate black education. And on this issue

each black is an authority. Thus, the administrator

of this subdistrict is likely to be caught in a sharp

internal racial cross-fire from which no one can

emerge victorious. Meanwhile, the school system

at large 'proceeds with implementation of the

Dallas Plan without adequate surveillance by

blacks who, with Mexican-Americans, constitute a

majority of all students in the Dallas schools.

The controversial aspect of the nearly all-black

subdistrict therefore inheres not only in the racial
isolation that it perpetuates but also in the internal

racial warfare that it is likely to generate. Such in-

ternal bickering did not surface so clearly in the

past, when segregation could be attributed to

A
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racial discrimination and extyrnal sources could be
pointed to as the reason tor the separation from the
community at large. A sense ot 'we are in this
together against a common enemy- prevailed then.
Now that the separation from the mainstream is di-
cepted voluntarily by blacks who participated in

designing the Dallas Plan, the teparation takes on
new meanmg, and the issue of whom the district
belongs to and for what purpose it is isolated
emerges. There is no common enemy to point to
now.

Meanwhilo, those who grudgingly accepted inte-
gration' can use the.nearly all-black subdistrict as a
scapegoat by oversimplifying the internal struggle
among blacks and defining it- as an example to
show that black are incapable of self-government
and controlling their own affairs. The nearly all-
black subdistrict in the Dallas Plan is indeed con-
troversial, and the ultimate outcome is unknown.

The response of the racial minonties to any
school desegregation plan is an important compo-
nent in whether or not the plan will succeed. The
DaHas business structure clearly, has recognized
this fact. Some long-time observers ot the Dallas
community power structure have credited the

5;year fight over school desegregation with

revitalizing the business leaderslhp in the com-
munity and ushering in a new set of leaders who
take counsel with minorities as well as among
themselves.

The joint plannirg between raual minorities and
white business leaders 15 new and exciting. One
year after court-ordered school desegregation
based on the Dalias Plan, the white business

leaders in the community call it a success, despite
the fact that at least half of the black students in
the Dallas Independent School District are continu-
ing to be educated in raciaHy isolated schools in
the nearly all-black Oak Cliff subdistrict and

despite the fact that this segregated arrangement
could result in intraracial strife among blacks.

There have been solid accomplishments in educa-
tion as a result,of the Joint black-brown-white plan-
ning for school desegregation. The magnet schools
in Dallas are shining examples of the educational
benefit of school desegregation. Yet, the definition
of success for the Dallas Plan appears to be based
not so much on what has been accomplished as how
it has been accomplished. Peacefully. Tranquility, of
course, is something of olue, if it can be accom-
plished witho pressing the self-interests of one
seclor of the Lomrith&t y to facilitate fulfillment of
the self-interests of others..,
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Chapter 10

Employment Discrimination and Organizational
Efficiency

Paul F. Salipante, Jr.

ABSTRACT

-47

A common view among managers is that reducing employment
discrimination will lead to decreased

personnel efficiency in their organizations. Since this perception can serve as an impediment to Equal

Employment OpportunityPiE0) efforts, it is important for those xoncerned with EEO to respond to

such a vieW, Economic theories', in fact, indicate that discrinanation does not have a rational

economic basis and that reducing discrimination should lead to increased, not decreased, efficiency in

the long run. While arguments have been made that short.term costs and inefficiencies accompany

EEO efforts, there is no empirical research supporting such a view Drawing on this analysis of effi-

ciency and of the causes of employment discrimination are attempts to reduce discrimination in

organizations. To combat discrimination, EEO activists can turr . efficiency arguments in their favor,

especially with those who are otherwise indifferent toward or supportive of EEO efforts.

The elimination of disCiTmirtation in employment

has been a goal of,the Federal Goverhaient for

many years. In fact, it has been about 30 years
since President Truman sent a civil rights message

to Congress and ordered an end to racial discrim-,

ination in the. Armed Forces. Well over 15 years

have passed since the Government made Equal

Employment Opportunity (EEO) a national priority
through passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Yet,

despite the time that institutions have had to gain

expeMce with EEO and despite the marshaling of

strong legai and moral arguments, emPloyment

discrimination has not been entirely eliminated.

The legal and moral arguments, in combination

with governmental pressure, apparently have not

been sufficient to induce drganizations 'to institute

totally equitable employment practices. Econorhic

arguments have beer raised to counter the legal

and moral ones.
A common view is that reducing discrimination

will be costly to organizations. Through personal

bxperiences with organizations, the author has

discovered that this view is reflected in such

statements as:

We cannot find qualified minority workers,-so hiring more

minorities means reducing efficiency

We would have to change all our hiring and promotion

practices.

Our workers will not work well with minorities.

Our clients would object if we placed a minor iy

sales job.

in that

Such views must be taken seriously. Most,organiza-

dons are, of necessity, highly concerned with effi-

ciency and potential loss of revenue. The key ques-

tion, then, is whether statements Of the type listed

above are acturatv. What response can be made to

these statements? Further, can the persistence of

discriminatory practices in organizations actually

be due to efficiency considerations? The purpose

of this paper is to investigate these questions,

broadening the analysis to include views counter to

those given above.

Employment Discrimination

Current status and recent trends in employment

discrimination have been investigated by econo-

mists ,and industrial relations researchers. A study

comparing 1960 ahd 1970 census data showed a

15-percent improvement in the nonwhite-to-white
earnings ratio (Haworth, Gwartney, and Haworth

1975). Reviews of prior research also concluded

that nonwhite eari.:.igs have risen relative to white

earnings (Anderson and Wallace 1975; Flanagan

1976). A tabulation through 1974 of a similar earn-

ings ratio indicates that this trend has untinued
(Ashenfelter 1976, p. 478). However, Haworth et

al.'s cohort analysis revealed that less than halt of .

the gain, about 6 percent, can be attributed to

reduced discrimination by employers. Another 6

percent is attributable to the departure from the

labor force of older nonwhites and entry of

ZO6
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younger, ..blitel; prepared non:Aims. Similarly,
Flanagan's (1976) review found some suppo,rt for
gains being attributable to improvred minority
worker quality, especially among black males.
Thus, the trend in relative nonwhite earnings is ap-

43.

udice yVasql. am\ e an:1011F, fl-g.w.ilatttlpal
members, leading nalurally tlic ilcAdooisient or

.
pcnicies ana practices teflektinA Lir 1st altitude's. A
seconsi possible catle Is that lac isal'41.,T, ittnt
society at large, restilting 111 edur anon a2;icl,

ward, but only part Of this trend is attributable to training of minorities and, in tool tt v% itA) oppor
reduced employment discrimination. tur3ities. rA third pOssiblc cause is7., that. racist

.
at

Data indicate that the upward trend has not Mc des existed only tinipm:, some
brought about parity with whites, at least among members, but -these attitudes ,trid tht mtituton-

syoung workers. While' Haworth et a*(197) report alization were tolerated hy tht rest ol alc

better retuins to education (i.e., better en4oyment .,(Waters 19764 An historical analysis ol
utilization of capAilities) -for young t6frkold, an (e.g., price-fixing) activity, in organi:ations

,parliings differential in favor of whites persists even demonstrates that a%rnall".group of middle man-
in the youngest cohorts. Investigation of personnel agers. Can e11ective4 cdurcs
recOrds..0.-three Chicago area firms indicates, racial which are contrary to top m.magement 1)olikv
discrimination attributable to hiring and initial (Waters 1,976a). With passive a.uptance by Alters
placement practices in tyo of six samples 'of in the organizatibn of raust practir es, a small

. workers (Ca's-cel, Director, and Doctors, 1975). number of managers and other deusionaryis
Anderson .and Nallace's (1975) review concludes (e.g., union stewards) call make
that earnings differentials still exist, especially practrces pervasive and persbtunt. Li( h of thesr.
among young and prime-age black males. Such possible causes has unplications tor' the pittbk ;us
black males have been leaving the labor, force in in- associated with reducing discrimination.
creasing numlaers, no longer bothering to search for The third explanation is the most nov.t 1 and
jobs. Investigation of recent unemployment rates deserves further analysis at this lioint. It has the cal
for young blacks proyides ample expination of vantage of parsimony in that it does aot leqwie
this phenomenon and suggests that there has been uniformity of attitudes al number')
discrimination in hiring.: A large sample comparison. 'people, yet it t.Aplailis I ivi itu J.aar ti.es
of changes in individual workers earnings from can persist, even if tho,e id! raci,t to
1965 to 1970 shows differentials in favor of whites, leave the organiiation. I or eNample, it 111;110[0\e,

even among those reinaining with the same firm were only hired into low Ir rtnitinc.2 jok .777 a
(Steinberg 1975), suggesting discrimination in segregated unit, mancvnierit A ould Aihst quently
placement and promotion, find it difficult to promote them bet ache of their

A survey of young black- male professionals lack of acquired skills, nianagchic lit would havc tr.)
shows that only 28 percent feel they have opportu- engage in active nogrin to ,erit muri«lis-
nity equal t6lhat of whites, many citing difficulty crimination, e.g.,. new re railing es tiuld
in moving into supervisory or management posi- have . to be found, if minorities with
tions (Shapiro 1973). Over 50 percent of their white were to be hired. On an optilinstfi t.4t _third
bosses agree that they haie fewer opportunities. cause implies that the ulut_ess oramhall, ustAt lp

In summaryt.;- the picture that emerges from both small group to irfstitute ti*.t

objective and subjective data is that discrimination could be used by anothei small wimp ft'A tip
still exists in hjring, placement, and promotion. posite pqrpose. A small group at huIt orgailiza-

tional lei/els could influem e some key, decisions.

Initial Causesie Employment and eventually institutionalize equitafrle practice;

Discrimination Without new policy directives from tr)) manage-
ment. But if eliminating discriminatory Load ir-e,S
rrreans incurring additional costs ai.d a iedia tarn in
work force procluctivit}. a implted & mittuit
seeking to eliminate disci, 1unaiul uukl In. (*IF

posed by many managers, tor whom effluent.,
rightly a major concern, and by those who hthe
racist views. Institutionahzed ch.crimination would
persist.

Knowledge of the possible causes of discrimina-
tion helps in understanding the persistence of
discrimination and the costs associated with its
reduction. The causes considered here focus on the
organizational ratherithan the psychological level.

A potential cause of the development of racial
.discrimination in organizations is simply that prej-

1.07
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Eliminating discrimination means not only over-

coming the inertia associated with imstitutionali-

ztion of discrimination but also overcoming the
organizational forces which initially led to and con-

tinue to support discrimination. The magnitude of
these forces depends on the cause of discrimina-

tion. If it is the first cause (pervasive racism in the

organization), then the force's will be formidable. If

it is the second (racisni in society but not the organ-

ization) or the third (small group with racism vievs),

the forces will be less. Thus, the various explana-

tions for discrimination in organizations carry im-
. .plications for its reduction.

Further, the question of efficiency is seen to

be relevant to discrimination in organizations,

since the attainment of an organization's goals is

stiOngly dependent on its internal efficiency. For
profit-oriented organizations and those fadng tight

budgetary constraints, demonstrating...that' discrim-

inOon leads to lower efficiency provides A strong

incentive to eliminate discrimination. Conversely,

if reducing discrimination leads to lower efficiency,
then organizations can be expected to drag their

feet on EEO efforts. The discrimination-efficiency
relationship iS therefore a critical one.

Discrimination and Efficiency

Arguments against anti-discrimination activities

such as the statements at the beginning of this

paper suggest that reducing discrimination is costIV

to firms because it reduces their efficiency. There iS

reason, however, to think that the opPosite is the

case. Efficiency is dependent on the quality of per-
formance of the- organization's taskS and the labor

costs associated with such performance. Holding
technology and organization constant, perform-

ance quality and cost are determined primarily l5y
the skills and motivation ot the emPloyees per-

forming-the tasks.
With regard to empirical evidence on discrimina-

tion and efficiency, consider the situation where an

organization has slack (Cyert and March 1963), an
operating surplus which allows it to sacrifice some

efficiency. If discrimination can only be engaged in

at the expense of lower efficiency, then we should

find more discrimination') in organizations with

slack than in other organizations. That is, 'business

firms which are only marginally profitable should

have less ability to indulge in the luxury of discrimi-
nation, while firms with strong market positions or

social organizations could afford to discriminate.

This yiew- and the preceding.. analysis do indeed

have empirical, if indirect, supportthe existence
of a dual labor, ma?ket. Study of the employment

experiences of minority workers has led to the- view

that the labor market is segmented into primary'

(favorable)" and secondary (distasteful or short-

term) jobs, with many minorities having rio oppor-

tunities except in the secondary labor market

(1.th'bow 1967; Piore 19X0). in the course of inter-

viewing over 100 ChicagO) area firm for a project

on disadvantaged workers, this writer's observa-

' tions coincided with the above. Many plants
located in or near inner-city neighborhoods were

marginally profitable and experiencing strong com-

petitive pressures. Most such firms had been

employing minorities for years. More .profitable

firms lotated in the su6urbs 1;ad lew minority
workers and began efforts to -hire them only after
governmental pressure in the late 1960s. The impli-

cation is that discrimination is a luxuryjhat cannot
be practiced by marginally profitable firms. _

AnalyseS based on economic theory also lead to

the conclusion that discrimination comes at the

cost of lower efficiency (Thurow 1969; Becker

1970.. In Becker's model, employers have varying,

tastes for discrimination. These tastes imply that an
employer faced with a black applicant of some-

what higher skill than a wliite applicSnt will choose

the phite applicant despite his lower skills. The
codequence of sUch decisions is that a resource
(minority labor) is misallocated, leading to a reduc-

tion in efficiency.
The basis of this argumentthat employers have

a tate for discriminationexplains the observed

existence of the white-nonwhite earnings differen-

tial. Clearly, it corresponds closely with the first

cause for discrimination discussed above, that

racism is pervasive in organizations. Given a taste

for discrimination, it is difficult to argue with the
.logic that sach a preference leads to reduced effi-
ciency. By the same logic, the third possible cause

for discrianationthat it is institutionalized in

organizational procedures by a subgroup of organi-

zational membersalso implies that efficiency is

reduced, since minority labor is underutilized

because of the procedure bias toward whites.

Therefore, two of the explanations for discrimina-

tion imply that organizations suffer reduced effi-
ciency (higher labor costs) if they discriminate. .

Any argument that discrimination does not lead

to reduced organizational efficiency must deal
with the observed earnings differential between
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whites and nonwhites. The- second possible cause
ot discrimination successtully argues that, because

ot discnmination in society at large, minority
workers come to organizations with lower capabil-
ities than whites. Organizations can therefore
utilize minorities to their full capability, thereby
satisfying the criterion tor efficiency, and yet show
a white-nonwhite earnings differential. By this argu-

ment, the employmg organizations themselves are,
in ettect, not discriminating in a pejorative sense
but dealing objectively with the differentials in

available labor and therefore maximizing their

labor efficiency.
This argument does not stand up under empirical

analysis. The studies cited earlier to establish the
existence ot earnings differentials analytically ac-

counted tor tli.- capabilities of workers. Using
human capital mockls. they controlled such factors
as education and expenen .e and sriil found earn-
ings ditterentials. A respecred sociological study by

----Blaue-and--Duncan-(-1967) found-that, at high-educa-
tional levels, the black-white differential in
socioeconomic status (SES) was greater than ,at low

educational levels. Comparing blacks and whites
with equivalent educations, a black with graduate
training was likely to have a bigger black-white in-
come gap than was a black high school dropout.
Thus, there is evidence that employers do not use
the capabilities ot minorities to the same degree as
those ot whites ,aigi that they consequently suffei
reduced efficiency.

One attempted counterargument that discrimin-
atión does not reduce efficiency is that discrimina-
tion creates a pool of low-v.age labor which can be

exploited by organizations. While this is true for
employers the secondarc labor market who car,
employ ow wages the workers excluded by
other emp oyers, it is not true overall because, as
one group ot workers is excluded, the wage:, of the
-preterred" workers are raised. For female workers
there 6, in tact, evidence of ,,i!ch an exclusion-
wage relatiorLhip. As female workers have in-

cr?ased their percentage in certain occupations,

the average wages in those occupations have

declined relative to other occupations (Ferber and
Lowry 1976, p. 384), thereby making workers avail-
able to employers at lower wages. The problem is
-analogous to the erection of trade barriers between
nations, a practice which results in reduced overall
etticiency. Becker s (1971) analysis, which can be
understood in terms of trade barriers, suggests that
tlie artificial creation of a pd'ol of low-wage

workers hinders overall efficiency. The firms which
appear to pay the most in terms of reduced et
ciency are thosc_in the primary labor market.

There is still an apparently viable argument that
runs counter to the reduced efficiency ,mplications
of all the above discussions. The analysis showng
that discrimination reduces efficiency rests on the
assumption ''all things being equal." This assump-
tion holds up, if considering the optimal state of af-
fairs, comparing efficiency under no discrimination
with that under di.-,crimination. However, an analy
sis based on this assumpticwsmay not tell what
would happen if, specifically, the operative organi-
zational Issue is' knot simply, "Does discrimination
reduce efficiency but rather, "Will moving
toward nondiscrimination increase efficiency?" In

so moving, will "other things" change rather than
remain the same? For instance, white workers ma}
retuse to work up to their capabilities, if they Must
work with minority workers, or minority workers
may not be able to work to their capabilities, if
hostile whites withhold cooperation.

Doennger and Piore (1971), "dying the prob-
lems of equal employment .' opportunity in a

numbcr of firms, suggest that eliminating discrimi-
nation can result in increased, not reduced, costs to
firms. Often, race provides a quick, simple criterion
for selection, placement, and promotion decisions
Shifting to more equitable but necessarily complex
miteria does not necessarily yield improved per-
formance, especially if there are many qualified
whites available. Similarly, adding new recruitment
channels, which could provide minority worket's

with the required skills, costs time and money.
Basically, Doeringei and Pioreergue that elimi-

nating discrimination means a disruptive change in
the internal labor allocation policies of firms and
that this change produces additional costs to the
firm. In addition, the changed allocation policies
mean a reduction in security and 'advancement
opportunities for whites in the firm. Usually, the in-
ternal labor force (those already employed by the
firm) are given preference over the external labor
force in advancement decisions, the exriected

results being lower training costs, improved
morale, and higher motivation to pertorm well If
firms which have' racially discriminated tn selection
are to eliminate discrimination at all organization
levels, they must make increased use of the exter-
nal labor force in order to find minority workers. In
so doing, they give less preference to the internal
market and may suffer lower morale, motivation,
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and performance among their current employees.

Although the above seems to indicate that organ-

izations which reduce discrimination bear costs

and may well experience a drop in efficiency, there

is a way to resolve the efficiency implications of
this pragmatic view with the opposing implicitions

of the more abstract economic analysis presented

earlier. The costs 'borne by organizations as they

reduce disc-rirnination appear to be short-term,

transient. In the short run, these costs may (or may

not) exceed the gams resulting from better use of
the minority labor force, while, in the long run, the

ultimate benefits of better resource use pre-

doMinate, with higher efficiency the result.
The issue, then, is whether the long-term gains

will exceed the short-term cos's. The following pro-

vides tentative insight .-into this problem by examin-

ing several discriminatory practices in organiza-

tions and considering their effects on efficiency.

We have seen that the efficiency-discrimination

issue is not ettled, especially with regard to short-

term etfecJ and that some reluctance to eliminate

discrimin, ory practices may result trom rational,
6 if short.term, efficiency considerations. By- con-

sidering various discriminatory practices, we can
makRiThr judgment as to whether efficiency is a
reason fflf, their existence or merely a rationaliza-

tion

Efficiency Rationales for
Discriminatory Practices

information on discriminatory practices, in

organizations and especially the rationale behind

them is not easy to find, For over a year, this writer

has required students in his graduate management

<lasses to write bnel papers on EEO practices ot

organizations they have bef_.n in, The students were,

with few exceptions, white, male, and employed

full-timt While their perceptions of the rationale

underlying certain practices were sometimes only

-educated guesses, the students' reports were can-

did and apparently suffered much less from a "so-

cial desirability" reporting bias than would those of

a sample of managers interviewed in the field. The
student reports of practices and rationales form the

basis for much of the following discassion.

Hiring. Hiring discrimination may be practiced by

the use ot recruitment sources which provide few

minority applicants, e g., suburban employment

agencies and colleges with low percentages of
minority graduates. Doennger and Piore argue that

101

that there are costs in switching to less biased

sources. Recruitment sources build up a relation-
ship with an organization over time and learn what

employee qualifications are valued by the organi-

zation. By pre-screening job candidates, the recruit-

ment sources save the organization much time and

effort._ The recruitment sources of many organi-
zations have learned not to refer minority can-

didates; thus, eliminating recruiting bias requires
either reeducating the existing sources or seeking

new sources of minority applicants. While the
former may only be a matter of a phone call, it may

well be that the source-has few minority applicants

anyway. The latter requires establishing new chan-

nels and then screening applicants, until the new
Channels learn to pre-screen on the objective and
subjective criteria used by the organization. But

the organization may not be willing to accept the

higher short-term costs of less racially biased

recruiting.
This argument neglects the fact that costs of

changes in recruitment channels are incurred any-

way. Personnel changes occur in both the recruit-
ment sources and in the organization's hiring

group. The organization has changes in its selection

'criteria which have to be communicated to the
recruitment sources Thus, the incremental cost
of phasing in unbiased channels over time may

actually be small.
Selection. Discrimination in selection can occur

as organizations set unnecessarily restrictive qual-

ifications for a job. Often, educational require-
ments far above those actually needed on the job

are effective in screening out minority applicants.

Although this practice is now illegal, judging by

students' reports. it is still practiced. To remain

within the guidelines of EEO enforcement agen-

cies, employers must validate selection criteria

having differential impacts. However, an employer

may easily validate statistically some discrimi-

natory criteria which, in fact, are not valid. Another
praclice., which meets the letter but not the spirit of

EFO laws, is the hiring of "acceptable" minorities

e.g., Orientals, physically handicapped workers.
Also, a firm may acquire a reput-aion of being

hostile to minorities so that very, few minorities ap-
ply; consequently, there are few opportunities for
discrimination charges to be brought.

Perhaps the most subtle and hard to detect dis-

criminatory selection practice is the screening of
applicants until a white applicant is found with
qualifications superior to those of the most

l o
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quahfied nunontv amilic ant. This practice costs

the organization more time and effort than an un-
biased selection would. Similarly, having to vah-
date criteria because the employer is unwilling to
use (men() without a raually differential impact
can be coAy It can be argued that v-alidated cri-
teria (even it not truly valid) or arbitrarily high
criteria produce more qualified job applicants who
will perform better. 1-lowever, they demand higher
wages commensurate with their qualifications, and
there is > evidence to refute their superior
performance.

Doeringer and Piore argue that tor many jobs
there is a surplus ot qualified applicants. While
using race as a selection criterion may falsely
eliminate some qualified individuals, it reduces the
number of applicants who must be seriously
considered Money is saved, and still a qualified
applicant is found.

Performance. Over the tenure of an employee in
a firm, his or her performance is likely to have a far
greater impact on costs and profits than are savings
or costs in the hiring process itself. The organiza-
tion must find the applicant most suited to the posi-
tion, the one who will make the greatest contribu-
tion to the organization over the long term. Con-
sidering the objective requirements ot the job, race
should not be a criterion at (Ilk However, as noted
previously, other factors enter the picture. Will
hiring a minority employee have an adverse effect
on the performance ot other employees? Will other
employees ta)l to support the minority worker so he
or she cannot pertorm dt the required level? If so,
the organization may suffer reduced efficiency
from minority job holders.

There are indications that the performance of
rninorme3 in organizations is not, in fact, a prob-
lem. Managers closely associated with their firm's
employment of disadvantaged workers reported
that, while time to reach standard performance was
sometimes longer tor unskilled or semi-skilled
workers, their ultimate per(ormance was the same
as that ot other workers (Salipante 1975). This is not
surprising in jobs where performance is often deter-
mined more by mechanical pacing and by group
norms ot ao eptable performance (Roethhsberger
and Du kson 1939, Roy 1952) than by individual

et, the same result on minority
workers performance seems to hold at higher job
levels. About 80 percent of the managers of a
sample of black professionals rated the latter's per-
tormark e good or eAcellent (Shapiro 1973). While

the research to date is far from definiti it in

dicates that the performance ot minorities thelm
selves does not have a negative impact on urgani
zational efficiency.

Among areas where efforts to reduce disk iimina-
tion may actually reduce efficiency is a hiring
guideline of some enforcement agencic, that

employers should hire minorities in proportion to
their representation among applicants ((Mess
1976). If relevant vvorker qualification, dot r
race in an applicant pool, as they are likely to
where there is discrimination in education and
training, the organization will suffer reduced efti
ciency if it must hire less qualified workers. Further,
the organization is opening itself up to reverse
discrimination charges, and recent judic;a1 deci
sions increase the likelihood of such charges being
upheld. This point bespeaks a more general prob
lem or organizations attempting to reduce
discrimination. The legal situation is suffkiently
undefined and unstable that organizations may ex
pend considerable effort tryingto decide the legal
and proper course of action (Lopez 1975).

Both of these potential negative efficts on ctli
ciency are caused by specific EEO enforcement
practices. As enforcement becomes more sophis
ticated and coordinated (as the uniform guidelines
of the Equal Employment Opportunitv Coordinat
ing Commission), the problems should be elirni-
nated. Only if enforcement reaches the point, of
forcing organizations to hire tyss qualified appli-
cants an unlikely possibility, given recent court
decisions are enforcement attempts to reduce

discrimination likely to have serious negative

eftects on organizational efficiency.

Overall, it does not appear that dit.crimihatory
practices in hiring or selection are explained by ef-
ficiency considerations. Potential costs appear to
be short term rather than long term. The chief
qualification to this statement is the unresearclied
possibility that the performance of w hite workers
may decline when additional minoritie., tilt. hired
_ Placement and Promotion. Since both placement
and promotion involve judging the fit beteen an
individual and a job, they are discussed concur
rently. The essential Problem for minorities has
been their lack of -access to certain jobs requiring
high skills. To the degree that minorities' training or
experiences are inferior, placement in low sI,ill

positions is explained by effkiencv considerations.
1lowever, students' reports indicate that there are a
number of factors other than a worker's capabili-
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ties whn h enter into a manager's decision on place-

ment or-promotion ot a minority employee.

One tactor is the possible negative consequence

ot a minority employee failing in a nw job. The

organization could be retuctant to ;ire or demote

the minority employee for fear of a costly

disc rumnation suit being brought against the

organization by the upset employee, If a ,minority

and a white job candidate were thought to have an

equal probability of success on a job, the white

randidate would be preferred because of lower

negative tonsequences of failure, with the result

that te,ser minorities are promoted. It has been

_.peoilated in the press that such a rationale

operated in baseball regarding Ahe long-delayed

hiring ot .1 black managera public outcry was

feared if be had to be fired. Another consequence

or the rationak, is that minorities who were hired or

promoted would be placed primarily in positions in

which their probability of failure would be low.

_often_ ihoe positionsre those with low respon-

sibilit,,, where even a poor performance does not

dile( t efficiency appreciably. Such positions,

howes,er, are not challenging and do not have a

high promotion potential, and, consequently, the

minority,' upwaid movement is stifled.

lltimately. then, the organization may under-

utilize minority pr,tenual compared to white poten-

tial, justifying it the basis of lower discrimina-

uou suit costs. rhe justification may well be

fallacious, however, since terminated minorities

aie not the only ones who can file suits. Under-

employed minorities, those who are kept in low-

shill positions while capable of and aspiring to

higher ones, may be at least as likely to bring suit as

terminated minorities are._ While research on EEO

Milis is required to determine whether this is so,

stlidit-_, on the cause 'of civil disorders in the

mid- i9b0s indicate that underemployed minorities,

not the unemployed, were most active in the civil

disturbanc es tKobrak 19711. If the same pattern

holds for EEO suns, disgruntled current employees

would bring more suits. Consequently, organiza-

tions placing minorities in low-risk but unchalleng-

ing and dead-end jobs would have higher suit costs

than if they placed minorities equitably.

(he othezr major rationale for differential place-

raent of minorities and whites with similar capabil-

no-, «in( erns the relationships between the

employees and those with whom they must work.

I hat this relationship is a basic consideration in a

pia( ewent deosion follows from the concept of an

organization as a cooperative system (Barnard

1935). If whites do not work well with minority

employees, the firm loses efficiency by placing

minorities in positions where cooperation is re-

quired. Many students reported just this rationale,

applying it both to an employee's co-workers and,

even more often, to the organization's clie.its. With

regard to co-workers, the problem of a negative

reaction has been alluded to in an earlier section of

this paper. It is possible not only that the minority

worker will find it difficult to perform his job, but

also that white workers will reduce their own effi-

ciency as a reaction to minorities. A contrary effect

not mentioned in students' reports and apparently

ignored by many managers is tne lack of promo-

tions for minorities leading to reduced perform-

ance by other minorities in the organization. An ef-

fect similarto this has been found in firms with

many minority workers; low minority promotion

opportunities were related to high minority

over (Goodman and Salipante 1976).
_

A manager may hesitate to promote minorities to

positions in which they come in contact with the

manager's own boss, since he believes his boss to

be a racist. If the manager were to promote a

minority, his own promotion prospects, which de-

pend on his boss's appraisal, could be diminished.

Another corollary of expected adverse reaction by

co-workers is a manager's unwillingness to promote

minorities into a position where they will be

hassledfor their own good, minorities should not

be placed in such positions. The reasons for not

placing minorities in the same manner as whites-are

not based on efficiency considerations and, there-

fore, can be justified by personal rather than by

organizational considerations.

Adverse reactions to minority workers that

clients are expected to have were often cited by

students. Organizations may not want to place

minorities in branches serving suburban, predomi-

nantly white areas. Similarly, minority salesmen

may not be given territories in areas where the

clients are white and, especially, where racist at-

titudes are thought to be strongest, for fear that

clients will switch to competing organizations. As

with -adverse co-worker reaction, there is little

research with which to judge the reasonableness of

this view. Clearly, organizations with a strong

market position (i.e., little chance for the client to

find a substitute product or service) cannot use this

argument to justify differential placement.

) 11 r)
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Expectation ot atherse reactions ot workers or
clients effectively reduces the number of jobs for
which minorities are considered: There are fewer
promotions for minorities. If a firm -over-pro-
motes- minorities into available positions,
segregated work unffs result, but the organization
cannot be accused of discrimination in terms ot
overall promotion numbers or level ot positions.
While this procedure may not meet the spirit ot
EEO, it does provide a way for organizations to
comply with basic EEO regulations while avoiding
potential efficiency problems.

Reactions. The question is whether adverse reac-
tion actually exists to such a degree that it seriously
affects efficiency. It may be that organizations are
overestimatmg the Jeaction and its effect on effi-
ciency or they are using it to rationalize past and
present disc rimination, as existing research on co-
worker relations suggests. The hmited evidence
that minority workers performance in organiza-
tions-is comparable-to that-ot 44}-workers suggests
fhat possible co-worker reaction is not severe
enough to affect minority workers' performance.
Further, in a survey ot black, male professionals,
more than 60 percent rated their relations with
white supenors, (o-workers, and subordinates as
good or excellent iShapiro 1973).

There may be a serious chent-reaction problem
in positions where employees contact the public.
Organizations can determine it their expectations
are accurate by assigning a minority to such a posi-
tion and monitoring the performance resuh. Organ-
izations not doing so can be accused of using
advers e. client reaction as an excuse for discrimi-
nation in placement and promotion

Overall, etin ien,_y considerationsbeing forced
to hire unqualffied workers, negative reaction of
clients- may legitimately pose a dilemma tor an
organization. Truly equitable hiring and promotion
practices ome at the «bt of reduced efficiency.
Undoubtedly, there are orgdnizations in situations
where such a dilemma is real. However, there is
some evidence that most of the efficiency con-
siderations are either short term or fallacious m
many situations. Firms wdling to take nsks on
capabk minority workers arid to monitor the per-
Tormant e results of the workers and their units
t mkt dt, mut h to add to know kdge on the effi-
t iency issue, It is also apparent that rnany existing
disc nnunatory prac nces ire not attributable to
efficiency «rnsIderations

Implications for R6ducing
Discrimination

Parties attempting to institute equitable policies
must deal with two factors associated with the con-
tinuation of ernploymere discrimination, (1) the
racial attitudes of organizational members, espe-
cially the deasionrnakers, nd (2) efficiency con-
siderations. Legal and moral arguments respond
only to the first factor. Antidiscrimination foe-es
must also Le prepared to respond to the second.

Until now, effidency considerations have been
propounded as reasons for not reducing discrimina-
tion. However, efficiency arguments do not cut the
legs out from under those attempting_ to reduce
discrimination. To the contrary, long-term
organizational efficiency -should increase as
discrimination is reduced. Whde some short-teim
costs may occur, in the long run the effect of im-
proved use of minority resources will dominate,
resulting in lower labor costs and better perform-
ance Activists should_master the economic con-
cepts invoked and turn the efficiency arguments in
their favor. Since efficiency is a watchword for
management, 'efficiency arguments have a strong
impact on organizational decisionmakers. Even in
organizations with an operating surplus, individual
administrators feel pressure for higher efficiency,
While -efficiency arguments, alone will not suffice
to persuade organizations- to rduce discrimina-
tion, they may serve to reduce resistanc. to EEO-
efforts. When administrators explain that EF.0 has
not been pushed further be ause they believe it
would be ,:ostly, the activ must be prepared to
counter these claims.

Let us consider each of the .veyiously discussed
causes of employment discrimination in terms of
their implications ;or orgaruzational actions
needed to reduce discrimination. Organizations
and units within organizations will differ on which
cause is most apphcable to that unit. The first task
of the actiybt should be to dssess which cause or
combination of causes best explains discrimination
in the particular unit. Making an incorrect diag-
nosis of cause qr selecting one ...,trategy to reduce
discrimination in all units will lead to actions
inappropriate for some units

The simplest case to handle is discrumnation due
to society at large rather than the organizational
unit itself. In this situation, those responsible tor
the organization's EEO efforts should ensure that
stereotypes do not develop which prevent minority

11
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individuals who ore qualified from being given a

fair chance. It should be impressed upon those

doing the hiring and promoting that efficiency con-

siderations require them, to review applicants as

individuals, not as members of a more or less qual-

ified group, and select the most qualified individ-

ual. the activist should also identify sources of

qualified minority applicants.
A more dutic tilt case occurs when discrimmqtion

N actively encouraged by a small group of

emplc yees and the indifference of others. The feel-

ing that EEO is costly may account for this indif-

erence among those whose attitudes and values

would otherwise lead them to follow equitable

practice.. To counter the indifference, the actions

des( nbed above may again be used but should be
,upniemented by others One strategy would-be to

demonwate to 'hose who are indifferent that the

cal( ieno, .ih;uments are not in favor of those op-

posing LEO. convincing way to do so would be to

amyy/t. (ases in the organization itself .vhere

minorities had been placed determine that these

placenwnts had not resulted in efficiency declines,

and rresenr-tbb analysis to those who are .fri doubt.

In the event that actual declines in efkiency are

found Inc acte,sst snould closely exartnne the

organization', EEO policies in order to determine

that they are aimed at equal employment opportcf-
nines ratio r than at a«-eotahle minority employ-

ment statistic s
Another approach to counteract racist attitudes

held by a minority of deckionmakers is to form a

oroup of activist decisionmakers. not

nef essarily t the top level. Iv, goal would be to

identify admnsTrator in tbe .ndiffererlt group and

attempt t. 'nge their :staffing practices by

de nonstrating the teasibility of hiring and pro-

moting minorities Efforts to change racist attitudes

should not he aimed at the indifferent adminis-

tratorsr. the,, may well become resistant to EEO if

accused ot ricism Once the indifferent group has

been won over, ettorts (such as those discussed

below) can he dirwed at those with strong racist

The worst situation is pervasive racism in an

organization. Demonstrating that reducing discrim-

ination results in long-term efficiency improve-

ments would give top management an incentive to

promulgate EE0 policies throughout the organiza-

tion. However, the power of middle management is

often sufficient to dull the impact of these policies

(Dalton 1959: Waters 1976a). Based on Dalton's
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first-hand observations of middle management

power tactics, there are two mechanisms which can

make the adoption of the policies at middle levels

more likely. One is the institution of new systems

of procedures and controls. In the promotion area,

open staffing systems (Alfred 1967) provide more

equitable access to promotions. These systems in-

volve open posting of and bidding on all jobs

available in the brganization, as well as formalized

procedures for selection and feedback (to those

not selected for the job they bid on). Open staffing

has several general advantages to _recommend it,

and activists should argue these advantages.

The other mechanism for moving middle man-

agement is cost reduction. In many oi,anizations,

individual managers are held accountaole for cer-

tain costs and make great efforts to keep :lhese

costs at acceptable levels in order to enhance their

promotion prospects. If middle -managers were

shown that reducing discrimination would result in

. reduced labor costs (thrqugh the hiring of the most

qualified worker's, regardless of race or sex), they

could be expected to sacrifice some discriminatOry

'practices for reduced costs. If the organization

: feels there will be short-term costs, it could give

temporary cost writeoffs to those manager; who

hire minorities. The most cost-conscious ad-

ministrators would then have a strong incentive to

employ minorities.
Although the arguments for discrimination

resulting in reduced efficiency seem to be -..short-

sighted, rest on questionable assumptions, or ig-

nore countervailing effects, those concerned with

reducing discrimination must be aware of two

sources t)f long-term inefficiencies which this

analysis has not ruled out. These are little con-

trolled by individual organizations and require ef-

fort by activists outside the organization. The mos(

important issue is that of poor minority employee

capabilities. If an organization is pressuied to hire

more minorities, but the minorities do not have

capabilities equa; to those' of whites, organiza-

tional efficiency will suffer. Thus, the rate of im-

provement of minority labor capabilities in society

at large places an upper limit on the rate of im-
provement in minority employment status attained

without organizational inefficiency. Minority labor

capabilities are on the rise, resulting in better

employment for many minorities. Further, reduced

employment discrimination is providing more in-

centives for minorities to acquire the needed labor

skills.
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Another major inefficiency factor is the reaction
of clients. Given a free and competitive product
market, there is often fittle that an organization
can do to prevent a client from switching to
another organization to avoid dealing with a

minority employee. However, activist managers
can take a strong position with clients in supporting
minority workers, point,ng out the capable job
which these workers can perform for the client.
Researchers can also play an active role through
well-controlled studies of the performance (e.g.,
sales record) of minorities in client-contact roles to
indicate whether organizations are over- or under-
estimating client reactions.

In many cases, efficiency considerations may be
used unjustifiably as an excuse for discrimination,
while long-term efficiency considerations in fact
would show the organizationally rational course to
be a reduction in discrimination. Therefore, to deal
effectively with organizational decisionmakers,
those working to reduce discrimination must be
able to distinguish between accurate and fallacious
efficiency considerations.
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Chapter 11

Racism and Men,tal Health: An Exploration of the

Racist's Illness and the Victim's Health

Benjamin P. Bowser

ABSTRACT

The field of mental health has had difficulty in developing an adequate conceptualization of racism

as a mental health problem. In this chapter, the racist's dysfunctional thinking and behavior are

discussed and placed within the current nosology of mental illness. In light of the pervasive and poten-

tially devastating influence of racism, it is surprising that black rates of institutionalization are not

higher than they are. The role of black community life, including the persistence of many

"Africanisms " is explored as one_explanation of the emotional resiliency of many blacks.

The mental health profession was caught ill

prepared for black declarations that it, too, was

racist (Sabshin -1970): -T-he--immediateresponseon
the part of the profession was to treat racism as a

mental health issue. But, from its inception as a

problem area, there was some uneasiness. Not

simply a psychoneurosis generated and sustained

by random individuals, racism was recognized as
being institutional as well as personal; it was the ex-

pected behavior of individuals within a wide vari-

ety ,of social settings (Carmichael and Hamilton

1967). It seemed unlikely that one cpuld eliminate

the personal dimension of racism without also

eliminating the institudonaj

A After some soul searching, the field returned 'to

its former fascination with blacks as isolated cages

of pathology: Its efforts to eoTbaf racism became

a desire to offer more therapflo blacks. The facism

of whites was not a subject of therapeutic concern.

Judging from the response of the mental health

7\ field at large, one would think that racism is solely

f a black clinical problem.
Combating racism is problematic to the field,

partly because the phenomenon of racism, both on

the personal and on the institutional level, does not

(M fit into the established model of mental illness
(Macklin 1972). It is not a physical illness subject to

scientific analysis and manipulation. It is complex,

ambiguous, unmanageable, and pervasive. The

poor handling of racism as a mental illness is not

necessarily due to a conscious racism on the part of

mental health professionals; it is largely due to the

field of mental health itself being a social and

1.0
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cultural enterprise subject to the same historical

conditioning as that of the-wider population (Opfer

4967).

Racism as a General Cultural

Problem

To assess whether or not the field of mental
health can effectively combat racism, we need to

know more about racism itself. That it ic personj

and institutional is insufficient. Ah examination of

racism throughout history shows that it changes

with the times; as one expression of it becomes in-

adequate, another emerges (Gossett 1963; )ordan

1968), indicating that it is neither a minor nor a tem-

porary flaw in society.

One can assume that all cultural groups are to

some degree ethnocentric; that is, they make a

"we-they" distinction between themselves and

others. We do not know whether this necessarily

leads to a belief that one's culture is superior to

tthat of other groups, implying personal superiority

as well (Bloom 1971). One could speculate that

long-term contact with a multitude of groups

makes it difficult to maintain a position of

ethnocentric supremacy. This beneficial result of

intergroup contact was evident during the period

of trade between Southern Europeans and North

Africans before the 12th century (Clarke 1970). As

long as North Africans and Southern Europeans
dealt with each other as political equals, racism

was minimal.
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The situation was different, however, between
Portuguese and English traders and ,West Africans
in the 16th century. By this time, the Western Euro-
p+ians had replaced the Southerners in prominence,
and African societies were expenencing cultural
Ind political upheaval caused by Moslem expan-
sion and growth of the Sahara across' fertile areas
(Williams 1971). The English reached West Africa
without Dre.ious contact with its culture and Nere
confronted with politically disorganized groups.
The physical and cultural differences between the
Englishman and the African were enormous, of
greatest significance the contrast of white and dark
brown skins. For the English explorer, there was no
way of interpreting this new contrasting dimension
without reference to folklore and to religious tradi-
tions which symbolically equate darkness and
blackness with demonic qualities. Differing and
mutually unintelligible language and customs
simply reinforcecL in the European mind the sym-

ple were more human, while others were less so
and thus inferior (Haller 1971). Among the concepts
providing a framework for this new form of rausm
was that of a chain of,beings, in which some were
endowed with .greater spiritual qualities than
others, a concept related to the Linnaean classifica-
tion of stages in human .physid.al evolution. There
also developed an enure literature on the selective
natural histories of races, inspired by Darwin's
Ongin of the Speues and DesLent of Man. All of the
classification systems developed to Justify slavery
had different levels of development among
humans and, of course, the English were the most
highly evolved and spiritually endowed. This
biological racism could still draw on cultural sym-
bolism and religious beliefs, although these were
no longer sufficient in themselves to Justify slavery.
But, at the same time, biological racism could
incorporate into its own cbsessment of the races
the growing realization that Africans were human

bo I ic interpretation_of_Africans_as. a n_evi Lor,at_bei ngs._
best, a nonhuman social form (Jordan 1968). In As long as slavery was practiced, it regulated the
addition, the tropical background lent itself to the 'status of blacks as well as the nature and amount
Englishman's first and lasting impression of of social interaction which could occur between
Africans. There appeared to be a closer visual the races. Once slavery was abolished, the belief
similarity between the African and the monkey system which had Justified it remained intact, and
than between Africans and white Europeans. Thus, the need for regulation of status and racial inter-
it was assumed that the African was a pnmate action continued. Thus a new form of regulation
rather than a human, not given the regard for soul, came into being. Limitations on what blacks
spirit, intellect, custom, or feelings which one ex- could do or be were institutionalized throughout
tends even to an enemy. In time, the literate their daily lifein marriage, religion, education,
English public believed these first and erroneous and work. The classical expressions of institu

tionalized racism are South African apartheid ant.;
the American South's Jim Crow tradition, where
caste lines limited status and could not be crossed
without severe penalties (Johnson 1943, Knowles
and Prewitt 1969).

In recent years, the' continued expression of
racism has had a more covert quahty, restrictions
are not spelled out. To be overt is to call attention
to one's actions, encouraging organized opposi-
tion. More effective restriction can be accom-
plished informally through closed covenants in

housing, inferior schools, and differential access to
information.

One current form of institutional racism is

reflected m a contemporary intellectual explana-
tion of the subordinate place of blacks in American
life. This explanation can be contrasted with
biological racism as one yr h,ch does not hold that
blacks are mnately inferior, m fact, it recognizes
the potential equality of the races. The contem-

impressions, once believed, they became a truth
reinforced by religion, folklore, and the institution
of-slavery.

Despite over a century of slavery and Europeans
belief in their spiritual superiority, the Africans'
humanity became ind.reasingly evident. The
Africans ability to adapt to English customs raised
doubb about their subhuman capabilities. In addi-
tion, the Catholic Portuguese recognized Afncans
as having souls and of being capable of becoming
Christians. They could no longer rely on the sym-
(auk, assouations of raLe to provide undeniable
evidende\ of the subhuman nature of Africans
(Pagliaro 193). At this point, a new form of racism
evoked to Jus'tify past behavior and legitimize con-
tinued slavery. N- N

This new form of taysm was an intellectual ra-
tionalization 4hach recognized the humanity of
Africans but h Id that, withio,this humanity, there
were different evels of development. Some peo-

NN
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porary expression of racism expiains the dif-

ferences between the races by attributing them to

environmental factors. Terms such as "cultural

deprivation," "stimulus deprivation," and "the dis-

organized black family," point to deficiencies in

one race's cultural life compared with that of the

other. In effect, black culture and :ommunity,
rather than the opportunity structure, are deemed

defective, and blacks are assumed to live in a self-

generated cultural poverty. The focus of attention

is on the victims' problems rather than on the

causes of victimization (Leacock 1971; Ryan 1971).

The environmental racist is unwilling to ad-

vocate or support environmental changes`-which
would eliminate systematic racial subordination

and the need for concepts of defective culture,
holding that the deficient other could be equal to
himself or he:self if given the same environmental

opportunities. Meanwhile, nothing is done either to

recognize positive aspects of the other's culture or

to produce a common set of opportunities. Thus,

while the en YilronibeliTalist's---understandingof
blacks' misfortunes is different from that of the

biological racist, the result is the same: restric-

tions on status and attainment by race.

Although the rationale for- inequality among
races has changed over time, the central function

of racism has not. Spiritual and cultural racism of

the 19th century, biological racism, and the envi-

ronmental racism of our day are all beliefs support-

ive of behaviors which maintain the higher status of

one race over others:I:anon (1968) defines racism

as the rationalization of behaviors maintaining the

superior-inferior role relations between two or
more racially defined groups or -individuals in order

to maintain perceived material and psychic advan-

tages. Distinguishing racism as institutional or per-

sonal is ultimately meaningless, since the two are

mutually reinforcing: Institutional racism en-

courages personal racists who, in turn, reinforce

the institutional. It is, of course, easier to look at

racism as a behavioral, economic, or psychological
problem for the victim rather than as a form of

psychologically reinforced competition between

the racist and the victim.

Racism as a Mental Health

Problem

The American Psychiatric Association- (1977) in

the DSM-I1 classifies mental illness in three major

categories: organic brain disorders, functional
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disorders, and mental deficiencies. The first are

described as being most often the effects of toxics,

direct damage to the nervous system, or neural

malfunction. The second group, the functional

disorders, have not clearly established physical

causes and are ascribed to personal maladjustment

or the response to extreme circumstances. The

third group, mental deficiencies, are attributed to

heredity, poor pre- or postnatal nutrition, or the in-

teraction between the two.
If racism is to be viewed as a mental health prob-

lem, it would fit best as a functional disorder, or

better still as the expression of a variety of such dis-

orders. From what we know of racism and racist

behavior, it is unlikely that it is caused by neural

disorder or mental deficiencymore likely, it is a

'cognitive or'behavioral disorder.
The psychiatric manual further gives four major

headings under functional disorders: psychotic,

psychop:iysiological, autonomic, psychoneurotic,

and personality. On close examination, there are

symptoms _among. bob the psychotic and psycho-

neurotic behavioral disorders which come close to

our overview of racism. These symptoms are

described as distortions in the content of thinking

or systematic irrationalities which take the form of

persistent unwanted thoughts (obsessions), irra-

tional and obsessive fears (phobias), or false beliefs

inconsistent with one's experience and knowledge

(delusions). The last group, delusions, are

remarkable in their similarity to the rationalizin

behaviors of the varied forms of racism. Some of

these delusions are false ideas about a person or

'group, including the idea 0-"' ;t has power or

potential power and contri oneself. Some are

notions of persecutiontl is being punished

arbitrarily by another. Still . ers are "delusions of

grandeur"that one is greater and more powerful

than he or she actually is. Any one or combination

of these delusions can produce behaviors which are

attempts to categorize oneself a superior and

another as inferior.
One subcategory of psychotic disorders includes

delusions which are particularly well organized,

systematic, and consillent with the individual's af-

fective behavior: These are the paranoid reac-

tions. Of all the functional disorders, paranoid

psychotic reactions appear the most closely

related to racism as a system of ratiOnalization and

behavior.
Of course, irrational and disordered thoughts do

not in themselves produce racist behavior. There
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must be some driving force behind these delusions.
Some theorists hold that delusions result from fears
of threat to oneself and that these threats in turn
are assoaated with a number of hierarchically
organized needs (Mischel 1968). For example, ac-
cording to Maslow's need hierarehy (1967), one
must satisfy a first level ot needs before one can go
on to the next. The firM and most basic needs in
Maslow's hierarchy are physiological, such as the
need for food, physical warmth, and rest. The next
level includes universal psychological needs
related to the maintenance of a sense of secunty
and self-esteem, such as the need for affection,
companionship, and communication with others.
The last and highest level is that of nonuniversal
psychological motives which are souahzed but not
ne-essanly characteristic of all social striving.

These are the needs for achievement, for mastery
and autonomy, and for 'self-actualization,"

In Maslow's model, the more basic the needs
pressing for satisfaction, the more intense the

behavior engendered in an effort to satisfy them.
Since dire poverty and hunger are not typical prob-
lems of the majority of racists, much of the motiva-
tion f9r racist behavior must.instead come from, the
second level of needsthose involved with main-
taining a sense of security and sdf-esteem (Rosen
and Gregory ,1966). Racists feel that they must
maintain their beliefs and behaviors, no matter how
irrational, in order to preserve their own selfvregard,
while the victims of racism must also do all they
can to maintain a sense of self-esteem. The irony is
that in their antagonistic relationship neither group
can be emotionally secure. While their energy is ex-
pended on maintaining a sense of security in rela-
tion to the other group, neither racists nor their vic-
tims can move on to the fulfillment of higher level
motivations.

Further exploration of th .yature of racism as a
mental health problem requires a perspective on
mental illness which differs somewhat from the
present American Psychiatric Nssociation (APA)

classification. What we have in the APA classifi-
cation is a description of,. grossly disordered
behaviors, since those who receive professional at-
tention are often at the point of being totally
dysfunctional. The individuals exhibiting most of
the behaviors in the APA classification cannot be
tar from involuntary institutionalization. However,
racism and the associated inability to move on to a
higher level of motivation are not so dramatically
incapacitating for the racist. In fact, he,or she often

appears quite normal except tor a paranoid dis
order in the area of racial relations.

Unfortunately, the more obvious impact of
racism is on the victim. There may be a 1- )st of
''mental illnesses' such as rausni which arc not ob-
viously harmful to the actor (racist) but are

devastating to the victim. Those w hu art experienc-
ing few difficulties m their 'own suual und,onment
but who demonstrate behaviors w filch are psycho-
logically destructive to others are nut classified as
mentally ill. Thus, only the victims emerge in the
APA classifkation d S severely dysfunctional and in
need of professional care.

From the APA dassifkatiun une gtts the 3ense
that very little is known systefflatically concerning
the etiology of the various funaional' disorders.
What is the typical history uf social interactions
among racists? Whatever its particular type or
motivation, racist behavior is acted out in social
circumstances. Our present understanding of mgn-
tal health does not include a classification of men-
tal illness as social interaction habitually resulting
ib dysfunctional behaviOr. Such a classification
must include a concept of "good" mental health
and hold that anything short of that standard indi-
cates the persistence of personal and social prob-
lems (jahoda 1958; Sells 1969; Wright 1971).

It appears that the causes of racism as a func-
tional behavioral disorder are themselves the out-
come of a long series of negative social inter-
actions in which the racists reach a point where
they cannot successfully negotiate at Maslow's
level of universal motivations and resort instead to
eXtreme coping behaviors to defend the vestiges of
security and self-esteern. The APA classification
must be supplemented with another classification
more sensitive to differences in social interaction
history, and also to individual differences in the
range of available coping behaviors (Weinstein
1969).

Racism and Community Mental
Health

Given the shortcomings of the present under-
standing of racism,.it is clear that mental health
professionals working m community, settings have a
much more important role to play than was origi-
nally realized: It is not simply a matter of being
more sensitive to racism as a problem of concern
to white as*well as black communities, but commu-
nffy mental health prOfessionals, vvorking in natural
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settings rather than seeing only the self-selected or

preselected individuals who typify private practice

or institutional clientele, have the opportunity to
study those who have no manifested pathology as

well as those who do. Such study should sharpen in-

sight into the social causes of mental illness (Gior-

dano 1973). Through further exploratory research,
community mental health can become more than

an outpost of the clinical establishment; it can pro-

vide basic insight into just swhat constitutes mental

health as well as mentalillness.
A key area in which the field of community

mental health should be making perceptible prog-

ress is that of mental illness among blacks. If

racism is a serious menIal health issue, blacks in

the community are not simply clients for therapy or

specimens of- exotic pamologies. Faced with the

same oppressive conditions, some blacks cope suc-
cessfully while others do not. The number of those

who do cope appears unusually large, since one of

the ironies of the .,-npact ot racism is that black

rates of institutionalization are only"Alightly higher

than the rates for whites, although it would seem

that they should be much higher. The present black

rate may be artificially elevated in comparison to

the, white .rate because accurate data regarding

private hospitalization (primarily wh't.e) are not

Available (Fischer 1969). The black community of-

fers a prime opportunity not only to combat racial

victimization but also to study how and why so
many blacks remain emotionally healthy.

Black Culture ane Mental
Health

The source of successful coping among blacks

must certainly be a function of black community

life; it seems unlikely that each individual could

cope so well only on the basis of personal experi-

ence or of trial and error. Therefore, community

mental 'health practitioners must become more

aware of the cultural nature of the black commu-

nity.. Are there traits and institutions unique to

the black community; and, if so, might they act
as a source of coping strategies for community

, members?
There are, in fact, a number of distinct behaviors

among Afro-Americans which have been identified

hy ethnographers familiar with West African

cultures; these traits are called Africanisms (Hers-

kovitz 1958). e.g., the tradition of strong personal

leadership for collective efforts, distinct forms of

;

music and dance, informal language among blacks

(black English), and affectively oriented learning

styles among black children. .4

In American society, Africanisms have been

joined by new traits and behaviors generated in ur-

ban ghetto circumstances. Neither the Afrionisms

nor the urban-generated behaviors are .easily ob-

served as part of the formal, public behavior'of the

black population. Instead, they are part of the in-

formal social life of the community and are condi-

tionally expressed. For example, in his historical

review of the use of the Gullah dialect (containing
Africanisms), Turner (1949) notes that the dialect is

spoken very cautiotgly around strangers and never

at its fullest. Around friends there is dialect, and

among family its use is intensified. The same phe-

nomenon is observable in the contemporary use of

black English: Around strangers one says little,

speaks to the point, and usually uses standard

English.
If behaviors and attitudes unique to blacks are

often hidden and conditionally expressed, they also

are distributed differently within the black popula-

tion by region and spcial class. Within this popula-
tiOn, in fact, there is a full range of white (Euro-

pean) acculturations, ranging from virtually none

(e.g., the isolated Eastern Islanders) to nearly 1,00

percent (e.g., urban black New Englanders). Further
complicating clear recognition of Africanisms and

urban-generated attitudes among black Americans

is the extent to which some of these behaviors have

been adopted by whites. The most obvious ex-

amples are dance styles, popular music, and food

preference and preparation.
It is absurd now to consider seriously the

Moihan and Glazer (1965) thesis that blacks have

no tulture or heritage to defend, Frazier's (1957)

observation that Africanisms were totally wiped

out with slavery, or Myrdal's (1944) position that

the uniqueness of the black community is dueNto its

pathological position (caste status) in American

life. But not all Africanisms were maintained.
Frazier was correct in pointing out that important

African traits were wiped out during slavery and

are inconsequential in contemporary black life. As

Herskovitz (1958) points out, the extinguished traits

related specifically to Western African technology,

econbmic organization, and political customs.

The key to black culture in the United States,

and ultimately to the basis of black coping

behavior, lies in the rapid extinction of some

Africanisms and the survival of others. Many
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African, Indian, and later non-Enghsh immigrant
customs were extinguished by opposition from a
dominant English majority, thus establishing
America's formal culture. Other customs of these
groups, particularly those with no direct impact un
the political, economic, or technical realmsiof the
develomg country, were of less concern (ilersko-
vitz 1958). In addition, it wast more difficult to extin-
guish world views, to chcinge attitudes toward
friends, family, and strangers, or to define other
aspects of the minority groups' emotional life so
that many informal behaviors and attendant values.
were passed on from generation Jo generation
within the black group. Only through physical
genocide or through the total assimilation of
blacks and other non-English immigrants could
such informal culture transmission have been

prevented.
Therefore, there may be no distinction between

the formal organization lives of black and white
cOmmunitiés, While great differences_are-evident-in
their informal organization, i.e., lifestyles, expres-
sive behavior, and world view. Blacks speak
English, but some blacks also speak a black
English. There are both white and black Baptist
churches but few white Baptist churches -which
"jump."

It is possible that those blacks who have a higher
predisposition to mental illness are those who ex-,
perience racist behavior but receive no countering
support from their community's- social life. The
greater the-pressure (racist oppression) in one area,
the greater the need for reinforcement in the other.
The interpersonal relations of blacks with other
blacks, as well as with whites, form an important in-
tervening factor among variables such as educa-
tional or income level and rates of mental illness.
When racism is intensified but black social life is

not, the mental illness rates among blacks increase.
This might be the case in the first part of an eco&
nomic depression, particularly if blacks are
in a white community or otherwise isolated from
black community life.

The literature .on black cultural expressions
(Drake and Cayton 1962; Hannerz 1969; Johnson
1943; Liebow 1967; McCord 1969) shows the re-
searcher's confusion in dealing with informal and
elusive aspects of the culture. In formal behavior,
blacks often resemble whites, while in informal
(and usually intracommunity) behavior, they are
markedly different. There is no "culture- of
poverty"; instead, there are people who have no

choice and are coping With Poverty. There is

"relative depnvation, but nut "cultural depriva-
tion." There is no one without cultult, there are
simply those with another culture. By drtue of its
poverty, the black community may contain more
individuals with overt pathologies, but the cum
munity itself is not pathological. In tact it is for
most who live in it a source of strength and a place
to learn to cope with a larger environment

If white, and black communities were indistin-
guishable, I suspect that the rates uf rnerttal illness
among blacks would be higher than they are. I am
inclined to locate the source of blaa coping
strength in exactly those areas of suual hfe where
black cultuce is unique. The affective life of the
community must encourage an interpersonal flex-
ibility which enables its residents to t one with
racist behavior. In effect, what white racism takes
away from the individual, black sudal life may giw
back.
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Chapter 12

Mental Health Among Blacks: The Relevance of
a Self-Esteem, Commitment to.Social 'Change, and

Paradoxical Attributions

Oscar A: BaLrin, Keba A. lviaish, and Kumea Shorter-Gooden

ABSTRACT

Models of positive mental health are reviewed ,,nd assessed with respect to their am caLility to
illacks. A high level of seff-esteem and an internal locus ol control were consistently described as)
Critical dimensions of effective. functioning. These two factors, along with commitme to social
change, v.ere examined in three related studies of positive mental health in blacks. Negligiblp racial
differences in self-esteem were observed. However, the self-evaluation of blacks appie*to be more
closely related to external feedback than that of whites. An internal orientation and self-e.,teem do ap-
pear to be related to measures of psychosocial competence in blacks and to a commitment to social
change. However, the pattern of relationships is complex. Moreover, activism in blacks appears to be
related to paradoxical attributions of control over self anti black people in general. More active and,
perhaps, more competent blacks feel personally respons.ble for what happens to them individually
bdt, at the same time, see the "system" as a major determinant or what happens toblack people.

.
Describing a normal and psychologically healthy

individual has been an elusive preoccupation of
..omrTiunity-onented psychologists. Supporters of

the community mental health movement have
pointed to the inadequacy, for that purpose, of
models of human behavior which focus exclusively
on aberrant behavior. Consequently, several
authors have attempted to show how individuals
"handle normal life problems and to delineate the
cognitive and behavioral processes which charac-
terize 'and justify the need for.. an effectiveness-
oriented model of coping. .

For example, White (1976) describes the coping
individual as one who seek inforrhation, about the
environment for the purpose of assesSing' life situa-
tions accurately and developing appropriate
strategies far solving life's prottlems. Behaviorally,
such an individual has an organized pattern, of
problern-solvin, behavior and, at the same time,
views himsell as relatively unconstrained by exter-
nal forces in implementing these behaviors. Jahoda
(1955) provides a comprehensive mode( a positive

.rnent7ji health which has served as the basis for
,other mOdels of coping/Table 1 outlines several ap-
proaches to positive ririentaT health des ibed lir the
mental health kerature. Thes,e descriptions .refer to

'the following dimensions. locus of control, self-,

4
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perception, world views, behavioral style, and per-
ceptions of the social environment.

These authors descnbe positive mental health in
terms of an optimistic, trustful attitude toward
others and a coping style that is characterized by
an 'active, effectiye problem-soking style which
draws upon formal and informal support networks
(Kelly 1974, Caplan, in Moos and Tsu 197ti, and
Scott 1968). These models of positive mental health
concur in their emphasis on the importam.e of (a) a
favorable self-perception, (b) an internal locus of
control; (c) a moderate degree of interpersonal
trust; and (d) an active mastery-oriented coping
style.

However, with few exceptions, these characteri-
zations of effective coping have been based
primarily on intuitive or chnical data without
'experimentally derived evidence. Departing from
this trend, Tyler (1978) has reported a systematic re-
search program intended to derive empirically the
characteristics geperally indicative, of competent
functioning. He has generated a persoaality cur,
figukation, similar to models descpbed above, that
is composed of three related dimensioas., self-
attitudes, world view, and, behaviorai styles. These
dimelisions relate to.locus of control, interpersonal
trust, , and behavioral cittnbutes of psychosociaL

1:23
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Table 1. Models of positive mental health
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Source

Dimensions of Positive Mental Health Model

Locus of
control

Self-perception World views Behavioral
style

Perceptions of
social environment

Caplan 09761

White (1976)

Tyler (1978)

Wilcox (1973)

4 Corner and
Thomas (1973)

Jahoda (1955)

High on self-

efficacy

Relatively internal
on personal control

Internal personal
control; external
with respect to
powerful others
and systems

Able to ,ixpress both
positive and negative
feelings; self-confident

High self-esteem,
autonomous, relatively
independent of external
influence

High self-esteem;
favorable opinions of
self

High self-esteem; high
on black cultural
identity

Positive self-
evaluation with the
context of one's racial
group and the society
in which One lives

High self-esteem:
self-actualization

Trustful and
optimistic

Moderate levels
of trust

Low trust, hi&
sensitivity to
racism, capitalism,
materialism, and
one's own
oppression

Strong positive
identification with
one's ethnic or
cultural group

High on trust
of others

Flexible, problem-
solving approach;
seeks out help
when needed

Active, orderly,
organized efforts
to solve problems
(intrinsic mastery)

Active, planful,
persistent
problem-solving
style

Actively involved
in mastering and
shaping one's
environment

Actively cope
through one's
everyday en.
deavors and to
engage willingly
one's environment

Active, coping
mastery responses
to stress, full
realization of
one's potential
erironmental
mastery

Views environment
as supportive

Acts independently
of environmental
influence

Views environment
as hostile, negative,
and threatening

View environment
at one of two
extremes: either
providing safety
and "the good
life" or failing to
meet basic needs

Acts independently
of social influence,
perceives reality
accurately

competence. The results of the research' program
consistently ooint out that persons who cope effec-

tiC,ely car Je distinguished from those who do not

by a tendency to evaluate, self and behavior as
worthwhile, to be moderately trustful of others,

and to attribute the effects of life events to one's
self. Moreover, the effective individual possesses

An active, planfu! style -in setting and pursuing

goals. Thus,coMpetence might ,be summarized as a

-configuration of self-efficacy, interpersonal trust,

and a relatively active, planned coping style.

However, Evain and Tyler (1976) and Tyler and

Gatz (1976) note patterns in the personality con-

figuration of effective black community workers
and black adolescents in the recently desegregated

school systems that differ from patterns of their
white counterparts. They suggest that the life situa-

tions of nonwhites may result in somewhat dif-
ferent styles of tcoping. Thus psycho-social com-

petence may be organized somewhat differently.

for blacks and other minorities than it is for,whites.

For that reason it seemed ,important to raise ques-

tions regarding the applicability of these models of

mental health to all people acrop diverse settings.

Ecological theories'of human functio'ning posit that

behavior is intirmiely linked to the specific life
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situations and environmental conditions out of
which the behavior develops (Moos 1976). It will be
argued that, although the dimensions of coping
described above may serve as a generally useful in-
dex ot effective functioning, it is possible that they
operate differently across racial groups, that is,

that they vary with the diverse sets of environmen-
tal stresses that the individual or group may face.
Specificatly an ittempt will be made to apply this
analysis to coping styles of blacks.

The environmental context assumes an impor-
tant role in the development of adaptive or health-
related behavior. In -support of this position,
Dohrenwend and Dohrenwend (1969) examine data
suggesting a relationship between social status,

resource availability, and the severity of individual
psychological disorganization. Thus, the poor,
especially people of color who fall disproportion-
ately .among the lower socioeconomic classes, en-
counter more frequently the stresses of community
lite that , may lead to psychological dysfunction.
Barbann, Mitchell, and Hurley (1978) have shown
that environmental stress encountered by pre-
dominantly black and predominantly white com-
munities differ both in quality and quantity.
Although olacks view their community and their
people in a positive manner, they also experience
their community as having significantly more press-
ing problems with respect to physical environment,
services, and interpersonal climate than do white
communities. On the basis of these findings, it is

Npossible to argue that a somewhat different com-
bination ot coping stylet may be required by blacks
and whites to deal with their respective life situa-
tions. Each component of competence develops
within a sociocultural context that provides the
most exacting measure of its suitability. Thus, it is

likely that no single competence configuration is

equally applicable across different social, cultural,
oi-71-acial environments. Different combinations, of
behavior and attitudes may be required tor effec-
tive adaptation by whites in a predominantly white
environment than may be suitable for American In-
dians, Asians, blacks, or Latinos who must
negotiate predominantly white living situations as
well as their own communities.

For thiS reason, alternative models of .coping
have been proposed for application to the life ur-
cumstances of blacks. These models have used
similar dimensions to ctelineate,behavior, attitudes,
and cognitive processes which are relevant to suc-
cessful coping by blacks. For example, Thomas and

Comer (1973) developed a model ot positive mental
health for blacks which emphasizes a sense of
worth as a black within society as a whole. Wilcox
(1973) offers a more detailed model which em-
phasizes the oppressive conditions under which
most, blacks live. The Wilcox model assumes that
effective coping is largely determined by the abil-
ity of nonwhites to develop positive response styles
to inAitutional raci3m and its bypriducts.
Response styles indicative of coping include: (1)

awareness of hostility generally directed toward
blacks, (2) perception of self as an effective agent
in one's own life; (3) a self-identity that is based on
a Third World cultural heritage; and (4) a profound
sense of dignity and self-esteem. Behav.iorally, cop-
ing includes efforts to be involved in shaping and
controlling one's own destiny. Thus, Wilcox (1973)
describes effective functioning as consisting, of the
recognition and sensitivity to racism as it exists in
society, a serise of self-efficacy, a high level of self-
esteem that is linked to one's cultural identity, arid
an active behavioral style which leads to involve-
ment in efforts to shape or to control one's social
and Physical environments and, thus, collectively
improve the life condition of blacks. The impor-
tance to black coping styles of this active involve-
ment is supported by Jones (1973) in a review of the
research in this area. He concludes that blaAs who

*make demands of the system are pcychologically
healthier than those who acclimate paisively to
racism. Moreover, those who develop a keen
awareness of racism tend to be more actively in-
volved in change efforts. On the basis of limited
data, we propose that the focal dimensions of cop-
ing styles among blacks include (a) an accurate
perception of the realities of racism; (b) a sense of
self-efficacy; (c) a commitment to influence
positively the life condition of blacks as a group;
and (d) the ability to experience a sense of worth.
Although these dimensions appear remarkably con-
sistent with previously described models of coping,
it is not clear from existing research that these have
the same meaning or interact with each other in
exactly the same manner for blacks as they do for
whites.

Invariably, descriptions of mental health assign a
central role to favorable self-evaluation. A major
obstacle to the inclusion of seliesteem in models
of coping for blacks is the controversy 'surrounding
their level of self-esteem. Historically, there has
been disagreement about the adequacy of Self-

evaluation in blacks. For example, Kardiner and

?5
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Oyesey (1951) depicted ,blacks as having lower

. levels of self-esteem than whites. Similarly, Clark

and Clark (1947) proposed that blacks are plagued

by low self-esteem, self-rejection, and a desire to be

white. Those who espouse the "negative self-

concept" position theorize that low self-esteem is a

function of 'the feedback received from others.

These researchers argue that blacks who inter-

nalize the negative attitudes of the larger society

develop a relatively unfavorable self-appraisal.

However, these assertions have been seriously

challenged by recent investigators (Banks 1976)

who argue that no case can be made for differ-

ences in self-evaluation on the basis of current or

past data. Clarification of this controversy is impor-

tant -for several reasons. If racial differences in self-

-steem do exist, the level of self-esteem may have a

different relationship to other indices of mental

health than it does for whites. For that reason,

the maintenance of even mildly favorable .self-

appraisal on the part of blacks, in spite of the

negative, feedback, is a mark of a high level of cop-
ing.'1(overall _differences fail to materialize, there

is little basis for assuming that self-evaluation

should not be adopted as-an index of functioning in

blacks 'as well, thus supporting the model of mental

health proposed by Thomas and Corner (1973).

An additional facet of coping behavior in

blacks is the extent of involvement in efforts to im-

prove their life condition, Wilcox (1973) argued that

maintenance of positive mental health is linked to

an awareness of the pernicious effects of racism

reducpg th economic, social, or political in-
and a resul nt commitment of one's energies to

equifies that affect the lives of black people.

Although there is agreement about the impor-

tance of an aCtive, involved style for coping, it is not

clear how su0 a style ts nurtured and developed in
the lives of blacks. A clue to its development may be

found in the research on locus of control (Rotter

1966). Locus of control refers to attributions regard-

ing the cause of events in-one's life to one's own ef-

forts or to dome external source. Internality is a

characteristic of one who believes that he/she is a

central deterrninant of what happens in life and will

act to shape br influence his/her environment. Con-

versely, externality is said to be a, characteristic of

one who is likely to view others as responsible for

the events or outcomes in life. An external locus of

controkis conerecNo be related to an acquiescent

stance toward life. It is possible that internal-

eidernal orien ation (I-E) mediates the development ,
,

.. .

of involvement in change efforts so that individuals

who feel they can exert influence over their ?ives

m-7 be more committed to involvement in change.

Gore and Rotter (1963) found the I-E was related to

the willingness of black students to participate in

Civil Rights activities. If this relationship is sustained

over time, one would expect that active committed

blacks would be more ithernal than inactive blacks.

Most investigations comparing locus of control .

among blacks and whites found blacks to be more

external than whites (Battle and Rotter 1963;

Valecha and Ostrum 1974). It is often argued that

discrimination and institutional racism make exter-

nal attributions realistic and adaptive for blacks.

However, such a position leaves one unable to re-

late the behavior .of those who are actively involved

in mastering their environment to the attributions

about control. In developing a model of mental

health, it would be useful to determine whether

locus of control bears the same relationship to cop-

ing behavior' of blacks that it does for whites.

Available data (Gore and Roller 1963) suggest that

blacks who are more involved and active in shaping

their environment feel that they have personal con-

trol over -their lives. Effective coiSing involves a

realistic perception of the limited control that

blacks, as a group, have over their lives and that this

more realistic perception might, in fact, act as a

catalyst leading to a commitment to change. To

clarify this dilemma, Mirels (1970) and Gurin et al.

(1969) argued that locus of control has two dimen-

sions, personal control and control ideology (name-

ly, belief about the degree of control people, in

general, exercise over their lives). This distinction led

others (Van Slaumbrock 1972; Levenson 1973) to

develop locus of control scales that examine sepa-

rately different dimensions of control, such as per-

sonal control, control by systems or powerful others,

and chance or fate contr'ol. Since these factors

operate somewhat independently, one may argue

that activism among blacks is related to a sense of

personal control and to an accurate perception of

the control exercised by powerful others over one's

life. With these distinctions in 'mind, it is expected

that active and competent blacks are external with

respect to powerful others and simultaneously inter-

nal with respect to personal-control.
In summary, given the life situation of blacks, it

is not evident that self-esteem and locus of control

are related to other indices of coping in the same-:

manner as,they may be for whites. For that ,reason,

three especially critical diMensions, self-
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evaluation, commitment to social change, and

locus of control, have been selected for scrutiny
with respect to the relationship they bear to each
other and to mental health among blacks generally.
On the issue of the quality anddevelopment of
self-evaluation, this paper discusses how the level
of self-esteem among blacks is related to the envi-
ronmental setting and how self-esteem is empin-
cally related to commitment to social change and
other indices of the coping behavior of blacks.
Moreover, it examines how locus of control is re-
lated to social-change efforts among blacks and
how to integrate these dimensions into a descrip-
tive model of coping among blacks.

Study I

The following study examines the extent to
which racial differences in self-evaluation occur.
Two distinct procedures are employed simultane-
ously. a reasonably valid paper-and-pencil test

and an experimental analog in Which individuals
are asked to .evaluate their performance before,
during, and after exphc.t evaluative feedback. The
paper-and-pencd task measures global self-
assessment The measure is behavioral and is
designed to examine the effect of external feed-
back on self-evAuation. Participants in this study
were 40 black and 40 white college students. One
black male and one white male, experienced in
conducting research, administered the individual
aspects of the procedure. In addition, three black
female experimenters monitored the group proced-
ures, i.e., completion of questionnaires and the
debriefing of participants.

Procedure. Participants completed thq Tennessee
Selt-Concept Scale, a demographic data question-
naire, and a 10-point rating of their ability to
memorize. Subsequently, students were randomly
assigned to 'either a positive or a negative feedback
group and to either the black or white experi-
menter, using a stratified random sampling proced-
ure. After spending a few minutes to become ac-
quainted with participants, the experimenters
explained the purpose of the research as an effort
to refine items oji an intellectual performance test.
Parhcipants were informed that they would beipaid,
on the basis of their performance.

Memory, Test., Participants were given three
ot trials consisting of five memorY . items

each. a-Fee pi-the items .were_drawn directly from
the Weschler Memory Scale (logical memory word

association, a.id digit span). The fourth itenye
quired subjects to look at a picture andifter. 5

seconds, to name as many items as they couki
recall. For the fifth item, participants Iere giren a
letter of the alphabet and asked to name as rnany
words as they could that begin w.th th.it letter. In
the first block of five trials (baseline), participants
were asked to estimate their performance after

each item but -were not given feedback. In the
second block of five trials ;feedback trials), as the
participants were responding, they were gi,en in
direct, sometimes nornerbal (Le., shrugs fwwns,
smiles, praise) positive or negative feedback. After
completion of the task, they were asked to provide
an evaluation of their own performance. In the
final block of t-ials (poslieedback trials) the
procedure was the same as in the baseline trials,
that is, no feedback was given.

Post-Experimental Questionnaire After con
cluding these memory items, participants returned
to the group room, estimated their ability to memo-.
rize, and detailed their emotional reactions to the
experiment. To test for the effectiveness of the
manipulations, participants were asked to indicate
the purpose of the experiment, the extent to which
the quality of performance was representative of
thei, ability, in general, and their attributions
regarding success or failure on the task. Finally,
using a semantic differential format, they rated the'
male experimenter on qualities that related to
truthfulness, fairness, and likeability. After partici-
pants completed the post-experimental question
naire, they were paid on the basis of -their self
ratings (range- .00 $3.00) and debriefed.

Results. A two-way analysis of variance (Race X
Feedback) produced no significant differences
among the experimental groups on the Tennessee
Self-Concept Scale (TSCS) for race, F(1, 73) A9,
r feedback F(1, 73) - 1.5, p = n.s., nor were there

significant differences on pre-ratings of ability to
memorize. Analysis of covariance was performed
on postexperimental ratings of memory using pre
experimental ratings as a covariant. There was a
significant Race X Feedback interaction blacks
altered their self-evaluation in response to feed
back to a significantly greater extent than did
whites, F(1, 73) - 1.14, p .05. Under the negative
feedback condition, blacks decreased their self-

evaluation more than whites (+ .8 vs. .1) (see
figute 1 and tables\2 and 3). In addition, there were
uripredicted significant Race X Sex, r(1, 72)

11.39;_p = .001 and Sex X Feedback' interactions

4.
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F(1, 72) 4.11, p .05. An inspection of the means

for each group (see table 2) suggests that black

males shifted more than black females, with the or3-

posite being true for whites. In addition, females

shifted self-evaluation more in the positive feed-

back conditions, and males did so more under the
negative condition (see tables 3 and 4).

Discussion. The above findings provide little sup-

port for the belief that global self-evaluation, by

itself, functions differently for blacks and for

whites. The failure to find differences along racial

lines leaves open the possibility that self-

evaluation may play a central role in the coping
styles of blacks as it does in the case of whites. On

the other hand, the effect of the external feedback

does vary with race-and sex, with blacks responding

more dramatically than whites to feedback, posi-
tive or negative. Interestingly, 'white female reac-

tions to feedback were more similar to black males

than to those of white males. Although there were

no differences in global self-evaluation, blacks

altered their self-evaluations more than whites did.

This finding suggests that blacks may rely more on

cues from the social environment than whites do.

All individuals experience moment-to-moment
fluctuations in self-esteem revolving around some

mean level of self-evaluation. Although there may

be no overall racial differences in self-esteem,

there may exist differences in the range or the
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Post t[ve
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Nega t lye
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Figure 1. Self-evaluation changes in reponse to
positive and ,negative feedback.
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Table 2. Mean standard scores on the Tennessee

Self-Concept Scale for black and white

subjects

Variable Black . White

Male' Female' Male Female3

Self-Criticism
Mean 44.1 44.8 40.0 45.0

Standard deviation 8.0 14.3 14.4 6.6

Self-Concept
Mean 41.6 45.3 43.5 37.3

Standard deviation 151 17.2 15.3 10.7

Identity
Mean 33.9 38.6 38.0 30.7

aN 20

moment-to-moment variations in self-evaluation.

Thus, blacks and whites may have generally high
self-esteem, but the self-esteem of blacks may ex-

perience relatively more extreme positive and

negative swings. An alernative explanation for the

differences in respondents to external evaluation is

that blacks may experience greater vulnerability to

situational factors than whites do. Consequently,

survival and coping require greater attention to en-

vironmental feedback. Although additional data

are required to rule out alternative explanations,

one might speculate that, for those blacks in a
capricious and changing social environment, the

ability to shift one's view of self in accordance with
social expectations may be an adaptive strategy. In

summary, it is likely that levels of self-esteem do

not differ across racial groups, even though the

process by which self-esteem is maintained may

vary. These findings suggest that it would not be.in-

appropriate to include self-esteem as a central
dimension in a model of coping for blacks.

Study II

This study uses cognitive attributes of commit-

ment to determine the strength of the hypothesized

relationship between involvement and other meas-

ures of mental health, such as self-esteem and

psychosocial competence. The Black Power

Ideology Scale (Lessing and Zagorin 1970) was

developed to assess ideological and cognitive sets

which .predispose individuals to involvement in

sociopolitical -and economic change: efforts soni- ,

mon in, the 1960s. This exblanatoiy- study. was
designed- to assess the 'relationship betyVeen indiees

.

128
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Table 3. Mean pre- and post-experimenial rating of ability to memorize

Positive Negative

Black White Black White

Male Female Male Fema;e' Male Feroale Male' Female'

Pre

Post
Pre-post

change

6.8
6.9

+.1

6.0
7.3

+1.3

7.0

+.5

6.1

5.6

-.5

6.3
3.4

-2.9

6.0
5.4

-.6

6.1

5.7

-.4

6.2
5.0

-1.2

aN 10

Table 4. Post-experimental rating of memory with
pre-experimental rating as a covariate

Source df MS

Race (A) 1 67 19 .257

Sex (B) 1 38.07 .146

Feedback (C) 1 7113.29 27.25**

AB 1 2973.86 11.39**

AC 1 1081.88 4.14*

BC 1 1072.964 4.11'

ABC , 1 9.767 .04

Regression 1 28.81 .11

Within 72 261.07

*P < .05
'p < .001

of mental health (self-esteem and psychosocial
competence) and commitment at a cognitive ievel
to improvement of, the life situation of blacks and
to the means required to achieve that goal. In ef-
fect, this study tests an assumption of the Wilcox
(1973) and the Thomas and Comer (1973) models
that commitment to social change is related to in-
dices of effective functioning in blacks, such as
self-esteem and psychosocial competence. If the
assumption is true, it is expected that scores on the
Black Power Ideology Scales (BPIS) will correlate
with indices of effective functioning such as the
Tennessee Self '2oncept Scale (TSCS), and the
Behavioral Attributes of Psychosocial Competence
Scale (BAPC) (Tyler 1978). Further, it is expected
that individuals with a high commitment to social
change will evidence a different pattern of rela-
tionships between subscales of BPIS and indices of
coping different from those low in commitment to
sotiql.ctiahge.

Meth:fad. , li'ghty-one hlac*k Pre-college
. adoleseehts w re asked to complete the TSCS, the

; T .

.BAPC, and the BPIS. The BPIS yields a total score
and five subscales (Black Culture and Identity,

Political-Economic Focus, Militancy, Group
Solidarity, and Separatism). Participants were
designated as high or low in commitment to social
change, on the basis of their total scores on the
BPIS. The high-change group scored one-half stand-
ard deviation or more above the mean, while the
low-change group consisted of those who scored
one-half standard deviation below the mean or
lower. The high-low dimension was used as the in-
dependent variable in several analyses.

Results. The subscale scores for the high-,
middle-, and low-change groups on each of the
measures are presented in table 5. Although the dif-
ferences found between the high and low groups on
the TSCS, the BAPC, or on the subscales-on the
BPIS were all in the predicted direction, they did
not attain significance. In order to determine

whether there is a relationship between com-
petence (BAPC) and involvement, as hypothesized
by Wilcox (1973), separate correlation matrices

were generated for the high- and low-change
groups. Using the score on the BAPC as the index of
psychosocial functioning, a correlation table was
developed between scores on the BAPC and the
subscales of the BPIS. For the high-change group,
the BPIS subscales that best correlate with
psychosocial competence are Black Culture and
Identity (Pearson r - .40) and Group Solidarity
(Pearson r - .34). Negative correlations were found
with Political Economic Focus (r = -.41),
Militance (r - -.34), and Separation (r - -.11)
for this same group. A different pattern of correla-
tions emerged in the case of the low-change group
(see table 6). Specifica.11y,, psychosOcial compe-
tence correlated 'best With a Pblitical-Economic
'Focus (r - .31), Militance (r,= .23);,and Self-esteern
(r - .55). Small, neg4tive. carrelatior8 were,
tained with Separatisrn tr .26),' Black Culttire

4
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Table 5. Mean score on BP1S, BAPC, and TSCS

espousal of black power ideology

Measure High
(N -19)

Middle Low
(N- 40) (N -22)

Black power
ideology scales

Total 141.0 120.7 107.0

Blatl culture 39 6 34 8 30 1

Political-
economic 38.6

,

11.4 26.9

Militancy 17.3 14.8 12.3

Group solidarity 20.6 17.3 17.4

Separatism 25.0 22 5 20 3

Self-concept 356.6 345.6 344.4

Psychosocial
competence 35.4 31.9 22.5

Table 6. Correlation of BAPC with BPIS subscales
and self-esteem for.high and low change

groups

Measures High
change

Low
change

Black culture and identity 40 -
Political economic focus 41 .31

Militance -.26 .23

Group solidarity .34 -.03

Separatism -.11 -.26

Self-esteem .20 .55

and Identity (r -.07), and Group Solidarity
(r -,03). It is interesting to note that a Political

Economic Focus correlates negatively (-.41) with
competence in the high-i .ange igroup but posi-

tively in the low-change group.
Discussion. Although high- and low-change

groups did not differ significantly on either self-

esteem or competenco, BPIS subscales do corre-

late positively with self-esteem and competence
The manner in which these two measures of adap-

tation are related to involvement in the black

movement is more complex than predicted by
either Wilcox (1973) or Thpmas and Comer (1973).

Both levels 'of commitment-to change are related

to competent functioning but in very different

ways. Two distinct patterns of relationship ernerge.
On the basis of these .correlati'onal patterns, we

-describe' two models which differ with respect to
. ,

the dimensions of corbtnitmept to ,sdcial change

that are besr, asSoCiated idides 'of effective
furictióriing (see tables 7`andft3).

The first pattern (Model 1) describes the high

group for whom competence correlates. positively

With a black identity and an inclination toward

group solidarity or cohesiveness, but negatively

with milita6cy or political-economic involvement.

Separatism seems unrelated to competent func-
tioning for this group. This pattern suggests that, of

those who fall in the high group, the more compe-

tent tend to emphasize black culture and identity
and collaboration on change efforts. Moreover,

they tend to deemphasi2e political-economic
means or the adoption of a militant stance to ac-
complish their goals. One might characterize this

pattern as similar to those with cultural nationalist
philosophies. A major goal is the reeducation and

conscipusness raising of black people toward the
greater gcceptance of their identity as an African

people/ and an appreciation of fheir African

heritage. An important means to this end is an
emphasis on the bond that exists among African

people throughout the world. Relatively little

emphasis' is given by this group to involvement or
assimilation into current political and economic-,
arrangements. On the other hand, for the low-
change grodp, competence correlates possitively*

with a political-economic orientation and mili-

tancy, but nriatively correlates with separati§m. in
addition, individuals in this group evidence a [nuch

stronger relationship between competenCe and
self-esteem than the high BP1S group. Thus, com-

petence in the low group is more strongly related to

an emphasis on political and economic goals and
the adoption of a militant aggressive stance to

achieve these goals. It is negatively related to

separatism from the current social, political, and
economic arrangements. At the risk of oversimpli-

fying these findings, examples of Model II are

members of the NAACP, Urban League, or other

civil rights organizations. The more competent
members of this group will be those who tend to
emphasize the importance of changes in the cur-

rent political-economic arena and who do so in an

assertive, militant fashion. The data supporting

these models are meager, but they do provide a
starting point for further investigation. It is likely

that there are many models for describing black

coping styles. These models provide an organizing
framework which incorporates several of the

widely accepted dimensions of 'competent func-
, .

-tioning but inciudes involvement in or commitment4
to social change as an ,esential.climerisioir of men-

tal health-among blacks.

13o
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Table 7. Models of competent functioning for blacks at two different levels of black ideology
(Using r .23 as cutting point)

Group Black culture
and identity

Group
solidarity

Pohtical.
economic

focus

Militance Separatism SelfEsteent

MODEL I
High BPIS

Pan-African
Nationalist

MODEL II
Low BPIS
Member, NMCP
or Urban Leave

positive postuve negative nogativP

positive positive negative positiVe

Table 8. Two proposed models of competent
functioning for blacks

Model I
Emphasis on group identity
and group control

Focus of changeblack
people's perception of self as
an Afrkan people, raising
Wad( consciousness

Activitieseducation,
political, historical and
cultural enlightenment

Possesses a sense of personal

competence and effective.
ness; denves sahstaciton from
the.progress and achieve-
ments of the black community
as a whole

Model Il
Selfidentity, individualism
relatively more important
than group identity

Focus of changepolitical
and economic domain,
works for increased black
control of financial and
political resources of its
community

Activitiesvoting, taking
part in the established
business and political
processes to achieve greater
power for self and in some
instances for black people as
a whole

Sense of effectiveness and

competence is based on
one s own accomplishments
or failure

Study III

Defining involvement or commitment to change
as political, activism, this study examines the extent

. to which, and the manner in .which, locus of control
'IS-predictive of activism in blacks.

Method. Participants in: ihe Study were .81: black,
undergraduate. students in a, predominant(); white
university, 41 o1 whom were selected because they

were active, productive members of the campus
black student organization. The.remaining 40 were
relatively inactive members of that same organiza-
tion. All participants completed (1) the Rotter 1-E,
(2) the Van Slaumbrock System Control Scale, (3)
the Levenson Personal Control Scale, and (4) the
Kujichagulia Scale. As a check on the level of ac-
tivity across the active and inactive groups, "the
Kerpelman-Weiner Activity Scale, a measure of ac
tual political activity, was administered to all

volunteers.
Results. The selection criteria for categorizing

students as active or inactive were shown to have
some validity in that the two groUps differed signifi-
cantly on the Kerpelman-Weiner Measure of Politi-
cal Activity (Kerpelman 1972), F(1,79) 4.78,

p .05. The high group (i.e., the active political
group) reported significantly more activities than
the low group (i.e., the inactive political group) on
this measure (250 vs. 125). To test the degree of
relationship between political activism and locus
6f control, a multiple regression was performed on
the data, using scores on the Kerpelman-Weiner as
a criterion and measures of the scores of the Leven-
son and Vin Slaumbrock 1-E scales as predictors.
The best predictors of political activism in blacks
turned 'out to be the Levenson Personal Control
Scale and the Van Slaumbrock System Control
Scale. Individuals -who'were more active politkally
tended to be high on personal ccintrol and simulta-
neously high on, the belief that powerful others or'
systems generally,. cOntrol their liyes. In addition,

.chanee control appears to:have a negative, correla-
tion with political actlyism.

Disaission. The majdr 'findingS regarding 4. reial
tionship between locits of control and activism is
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the -paradoxical attribution It appears that the

somewhat contradictory combination of internal-

ity, with respect to personal control, and external-

ity, with respect to control exercised by powerful

others, ts the best predk-tor of.politicar astivism._In

most tnstances. externality is thought to 'have--a

depressing effect on behavior, that is,-leading an in-

dividual to more passive and acquiescent response

patterns, but, in this instance, it appears that exter-

naiity may have an energizing impact. For whites, a

sense of personal control may be sufficient as a
cognitive bases for an effective, active, problem-

solving style. For blacks, the realities of discrimina-

tion may require more than a sense of self-efficacy.

For blacks who are uniformly internal, that is, feel

that they possess substantial control over what
happens in their lives, there may be a lack of appre-

Chalon tor how the world actually operates with

respect to blacks generally. Perhaps, when this

sense of personal control is combined paradoxi-
cally with the sense that powerful others exercise

control over one's lae, one becomes committed to

social change. This "paradoxical effect" appears to

be an important phenomenon for blacks to cope ef-

fectively, as if the realization that powerful others
exercise control over one's life motivates counter-
control. Moreover this etfort is more likely to take

place when an individual believes that the world is
orderlt, and that events do not simply happen by

chance but are determined by oneself or by exter-

nal agents
Conclusion. Positive mental health for blacks is

theoretically consistent with more generally ap-
plied models of coping but, at the same time, is
reflective 01 the lite situation of blacks. We have

reviewed two widely used dimensions, self-esteem

and locus ol control, to assess how they apply
to coping among blacks, In addition, we have re-
viewed data on a third dimension, proposed by

others (Wilcox 1973; Thomas and Comer973), as
especially relevant to mental health among Iplks.

Study I shows results supportive of recent Ryes-
tifjations which failed to find differences in global

self-evaluation between blacks and whites, leavingv

open the possibility that self-esteem may haye the

same relationship to coping suggested for other
Ftups 1-Idwever, blacks were found to be more
re;ponsive. than, whites to environmental feedback

about:pedOrmanc e Thus, the environmental con-

'. text may haVe a more pronounCed effect in shaping
'the sett-esteem of -Hacks thdn of Whites; Study El

provides data which support th relationship be-
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tween self-esteem and psychosocial competence.

It points to two patterns of involvement in social

change related to the two measures ot coping

amort blacks.
Stud III shows that locus of control, as a dimen-

sion positive mental health, may operate *CV-

fere y for blacks; it appears to have two relevant

dim sions, personal control and control by power-

ful others. Active coping among blacks seems to be

related to a paradoxicai set of attributes so that

more competent blacks te'nd to be high in personal

control and simultaneously high in the belief that
poweiful others control their lives. Although a high

degree of personal control alone may be related to

competence among whites, both attributes seem to

be involved in effective functioning among blacks.

On the basis of the above studies, several in-

teresting propositions about the development of a

subset of coping behaviors in blacks miiht be
made. Paradoxical attributions, commitment to

social change, and self-esteem may be- related to

each other in a cyclical fashion:(see figure 2).

Phase I Phase ll Phase III

Paradoxical Commitment
Attributions to Change

Sell-Esteem--p

Figure 2. Mental health process among blacks.

Paradoxical attributions may set the 'stage for in-

volvement in social change efforts. This cycle may

result from the realization that, although one has a

degree of control over one's life, social systems

may also influence one's life. For those who con-

sider themselves self-determined, the specter of ex-

ternal tyranny may elicit countercontrol behaviors.

This countercontrol may come in the form of
organized activity to bring about social change.

Commitment to change may, in turn, reinforce the

perception of self as a self-determining and effec-

tive individual. When these efforts are successful

and produce an improved quality of life, an impor-

tant byproduct is enhancement of self-image and
increased self-esteem. These events form a cycle in

that a favorable self-evaluation further heightens

the paradox of personal control in the face of con-

trol by powerful others.
The evidence presented here regarding effective

coping styles for blacks is by no means definitive. It

provides a set of working hypotheses about the

coping ,process of blacks and how it develops.

Subsequent work might- focus on the development

al externally ,observdble criteria of coping by which

to validate these or alternative models.

1 r)
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Chapter 13

Attributing Rare From News-Reported
Crime

jean-Marie B. Mayas

ABSTRACT

This study addresses the, question of whether readers of journaPstic crime reports make assumptions

about the racial identity- of a criminal from news accounts devoid of explicit race reference. Crime

reports were used as stimulus stories which were experimentally varied on the factors of urbanicity of

crime lo_cation (urban vs, suburban), ethnicity of crime location (white vs. nonwhite), and type of crime

(violent vs. nonviolent). These factors were employed in a 2 x 2 x 2 repeatedmeasures design, fielded in

questionnaire form as a survey experiment on a probability sample ot adults in 'the Detroit.

metropolitan area. A total of 389 respondents comprised the Ample. Results indicated that (I) ur

banicity and ethnicity treatments interact to produce high levek of black criminal race attribution in

all locations except the suburbanfwhite area; (2) crime type had the most potent effect, resulting in a

clear pattern of black attribution for violent crimes and white attribution for nonviolent crimes; and (3)

white respondents generally made more black criminal race attributions than did black respondents

Perceptions of Crime

Surveys and opinion 'polls of public perceptions
of crime- congistently report an increasing trend in

the level of expressed concern and fear of crime.

Generally, different segments of society view the
crime problem in various ways. Women and blacks

tend to express very4igh levels of anxiety about
crime, as do the el erly. On the other hand, the

young and more educated, while concerned about

crime, are not particularly fearful.

Conklin (1975) and Furstenberg (1971) suggest ,

that a distinction between "fear- and "concern" be

drawn regarding crime. The concept of fear is more

closely associated with a perceive& risk of vic-

timization in one's immediate environment. The

emphasis is on the presence of a clear threat to per-

sonal safety either in one's home-or close surround-

ings. On the other hand, concern abtiut crime iden-

tifie;the problem as a social issue, xonEeivably of

major significance, but less personal and intimate.

From this perspective, reports on differential

levels 9C..anxiety associated with crime-for different
dsmiaphic-groups may not have the same signifi-

7cance. The7degree of anxiety expressed by inner

city hlacks,and suburban whites iSlikely to differ in

quality. For the resident of a community with a
high victimization rate, anxiety may more clearly

reflect an immediate concern for perSonal safety

(i.e., fear). For the individual residing in a less vic-

timized area, anxiety may be more akin to,a gener-

alized concern or worry -about the social order

(Conklin 1971).
A well-known examination of attitudes toward

crime and incidence of victimization is the Na-

tional Crime Surey (NCS) conducted by the

Bureau of the Census for the Law Enforcement

Assistance Administration. This survey collected
victimization data for citizens and businesses at

the national level"Snd Yvithin several select cities.

One of the most consistent findings of the survey

in 1975 was that perhaps as many as half of all vic-

timization experiences are not reported to the

police (Skogan 1976). This finding contributed to
growing concern over the determinants of victimi-

zation .reporting as related to police data on crime

and of victimization experience recall as related to

retrospective surverfgenerated data.

To what extent is one's capacity to recall a vic-

timization experience affected by tIle passage of

time, characteristics of the crime, or, pOssibly,

characteristics of the perpetrator? These important

questions challenge survey-generated data on vic-

timization by suggesting that uncontrolled subjec-

tive factors in a respondent's report may seriously

undermine the validity--.a-the--data. When coupled

with the known metlIodological and statistical
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drawbacks associated with differential reliabilities
for various types of crimes, the integrity of such
data is further suspect (Skogan 1975).

The subject of quahtative distinctions of
criminality in respondents and the role of a
mediating entity in qualifying, encoding, and

retrieving information about victimization and
cnme in general is important. What strategy does a
respondent employ in processing relevant informa-
tion at the time of providing an answer to a specific
victimization question? More important, what
representational scheme exists which assists the
respondent m his or her everyday lifestyle with
respect to criminality?

_

Cognitive Schema

Irrarnuch as this representation is likely to be
mental, it seems fruitful to engage the concept of
cognitive schemd in examinmg perc..ptions of
crime. Schemas Lan generally be thought of as sub-
jective networks fur information integration which

. enable an individual to arrive at appropriate
catresponses in situations of relative ambiguity.

These networks arevconstructed on direct social
encounters, _vicarious experiences, and cultural oi
social beliefs. They are categorizations and

generalizations made from typically restricted in-

tormation sources. Several analogs to schema ap-
pear in the literature as cognitive scripts, mental
maps, and frames, all outgrowths of the more
general hypothesis testing notions of Bruner and
Postman 0949, and the organizational concept of
Bartlett (1932). They all share the underlying
perspective of a rational scientific humanity. As
such, mental processes like schemas provide for
the application of covert theories about causality,
motivation, and soual relationships. With respect
tu schemas of criminality, cognitive maps have
been pustulated as mechanisms for constructing
mental road maps which dehneate geographic
locations and assuuated characteristics relevant to
Oictimization avoidance (Downs and Stea 1974,

Gould and White 1974).
it is appropriate, then, to engage the concept of

sdierrla in examining cognitive, representations of
characteristics of potential cnminals. With the

use tit kl,gnitive schemas, these judgments can
be wad, with varying degrees of accuracy and
StlEcess,

Accuracy refers tu the relative utility of pursuing
a cuurse ut action or structuring a belief system

prescribed by a relevant schema which does not
reflect 'objective realities. One example is what
Biderman (1967) calls "opportunity costs"
associated with activities that are sacrificed as a
result of unrealistic projection of risk. Similarly, the
large number of metropolitan area suburbanites
who forego the /social and cultural offerings of a
central city area'tAay also be incurring costs of an
inaccur.ate belief system.

As a total entity, schen.as provide direction and
guidance from A premise of encoded and stored
rules of representativeness. They select dimensions
of experience which are most congruent with the
cognitive structure. At times, this procedure may
ignore some relevant factors, such as reliability of
data or prior probabilities, and thus result in an "in-
accuracy," as previously discussed (Kahnemen and
Tversky 1973).

What, then, is the impact of such a structure
relative to perceptions of crime and beliefs about
features of criminality? Given the extent of public
concern, there is a need for at least a rudimentary
cognitive construction of the criminality dimension
in one's life. Most citizens have never been victims
of crimes of any major consequence, particularly
of violence. Statistical summations of criminal in-
cidence, to the extent that they only partially
describe such activity, have consistently chron-
icled a much greater frequency of property crimes
than crimes against persons (Skogan 1976). While
incidents of violent victimization have risen, so

have those of prcperty loss.
Consequently, our range of personal victimiza-

tion falls short of supplying sound firsthand
knowledge of criminal characteristics or behavior.
Such a schema of criminality most often exists as a
mediated reality derived from accounts among
one's social referents. To the extent that the direct
experiences of referents are similarly limited, the
role of mass media may become more significant.

Until recently, very little was known about the
development of such schemas relative to mass-
mediated message systems. The pioneerihg work
on TV's dramatic images by George Gerbner of the
Annenberg School of Communication is the most
recent study of how mass media influence both
sodetal awareness and immersion in generalized
violence. Gerbner and Gross (1976) offer, as

evidence of television's "cultivating" effect, results
of a sucly in which heavy TV viewers were found to
express a greater sense of danger and mistrust than
light TWviewers. Generally, these heavy viewers
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tended to overestimate the relative proportion of

law enforcement personnel in our society, to be
less trustful of others, and to exaggerate their own

chances of potential violent victimization.

Of particular importance is an earlier' unpub-

lished-study by the same authors in which a group

of children (age 8-10 years) were asked to select

from a biracial set of photographs all those personS

whom they believed might be murderers. The
children were to mak!: their choices.'relative to the

pictured individual's "murderousness" _in' real life,

and as if each was a TV character. The response

dOonstrated a strong bias toward perceived black

[-flak( -Niolence in both "real life" -and "on

telgviSion." Whereas black males were perceived

primarily as murderers in both situations, white

males were viewed about, equally likely to be
murderers as victims in real life and on TV.

Gerbner and Gross suggest that the sOcial in-

teractions syMbolized in TV drama foster a sePond-

ary reality which is-at times divergent from observ-

able truth. Moreover, they point to the possible

role of televised violence in heightening societal

fear of victimization and theorize that, while

televised aggression may _serve to instigate ag-

gressiVeness in some viewers, the greater effect

may be acculturation to a world filled with crime

and violence.
If this analysis is correct, then how does height-

ened anxiety over victimization translate into

private functional sphemas about crime? Where do

most people get "real data" on community

criminal activity( The answer is newis media, i.e.,

newspapers and local -TV and radior news, which

systematically and repeatedly chronicle a dailyjog

of homicides, assaults, rapes; and othersunsavory

happenings. An accounting of how closely the
presentation of criminal activity matches the actual

character of criminal aztivity must be made of

both the journali3m and TV industries.

There is evidence that local TV news managers in

metropolitan areas tend to highlight inner-city

violent crime in their reports (Abbott and Calonico

1974; Inter-Faith Center for Racial justice 1974;

Knopf 1970; Singer-4973). Generally, this emphasis

voclufes a reporting pattern in which nonwhite

violent urban crime overshadows S'uburba'n in-

cidents of 5 similar nature. This must have an effect

on a viewer's beliefs about crime artd criminality in

his/her environment.
The influence of racial cues in news stories on

-criminl behavior has seripus policy implications.

Less-than a decade ago, direct racial identification
of-nonwhite criminals was common practice in all

forms of journalism. 4 viewer could usually assume

the ,criminal to be wItte if not otherwise specified.

This tendency .to associate nonwhite individuals

with crime heightened existing' racist attitudes and

was, in part responsible for exacerbating racial

tensions, according to the report of -the National

Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (1968).

Since then, 'the journalism industry has moved to

eliminate the practice.
It is questionable whether the media's less fre-

quent use of direct verbal identification has'

seriCtly undercut the "making" of racial in-

ferenoiks, but TV, for example, may be providing

the same identification cues through visual rather

than verbal content. Specific demographic infor-

mation in a neyys account may lead to relatively-

facile racial inferencethe alleged criminal's oc='-'

cupation, place of residence, previous criminal

record, and name. But it is rare that all these data

would be given in a rerkort of a criminal incident._

-Availability of such information, along with

editorial decisions, determines the content of the
account. Most news reports, however, include at

least the type of crime and its location. If a report

contained only this minimal information, would in-

dividuals still make racial inferences?

The purpose of the study, then, was to explore

schemas of criminality, with particular attentia to

race, by providing a nonspecific social stimulus in a

form sufficiently realistic but insufficiently infor-

mative. In:, operational terms, the study examines

an individual's ability and facility to make racial at-

tributions from simulated newspaper crime reports

'-which do not refer to the antagonist's race or

ethnicity..

Method
Que4bnnaire. The questionnaire was self-

administered and consisted o' _several sections,

only one of which was used forthis study. It con-

tained four simulated news stories presented in a

randomly fixed order of embezzlement, homicide,

mail fraud, and assaylt. Following each story were

questions which sought responderY, inferences on

characteristics of the criminal , mentioned in the

storythe criminal's ageA education, race, and

first-offender status. Race was the principal

variable. Three of the "test" stows were derived

from actual account's reported in The New York

0
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Times and Nevv York Daily Nevvs. Only the mail
fraud. repOrt was constructed by the author. The
criteria for selecting news reports were that they be
relatively bnef, coherent, arid representative of the
crime types of interest. Informational cues were
reduced to a level that would be accepted by the
reader as authentic, yet would not be directive.
Stories were altered only to remove references to
particular law enforcement personnel and to place
the incidents in the experimental conditions.

Procedure. The study was fielded with the 1976
Detroit Area Study (DAS), conducted by the
Department of Sociology at the University of
Michigan. Under a piggy-back arrangement made
with DAS, the study questionnaires were supplied
by the author to field interviewers, who simply left
them with respondents upon completion of the
DAS interviews. 'The DAS -sample consisted of a
two-stage probability sample 'of housing units
drawn from the entire Detroit Metropolitan
Statistical Area. Also included was a supplemental
probability sample of housing units occupied by
blacks, located within Detroit city census tracts of
at least 15 percent black-occupied households in
1970.

The
a
study was designed as a-2-x 2 x 2 factorial

repeated measures surveys experiment. The design
focused on the two features of any crime report
which are essential for the report to haver meaning:
the type of crime and the general location of its oc-
currence in the metropolitan area. Crime type,
which constituted one dimension, was separated
into violept and nonviolent. The location variable
provided- information on the two dimensions of ur-
banicity and ethnic identity. The location of the in-
cident was either urban or suburban. Because the
sample of respondents commonly construed the ur-
ban area to be mostly nonwhite, ethnicity, became
a third dimension. The three factors were employed
in a fully crossed design, with news stories varied
on the experimental factors.

Sample Description. A total of 1,04 DAS inter-
views were obtained (Bianchi 1976). Fiowever, only. .
9965dividuals who completed the DAS interview
dual), accepted thp questionnaire used in this
study. Thus, the 389 individuals who returned
useable completed questionnaires compriss! 39 per-
cent of the DAS group who accepted the question-
naire tn-9961. Given less than unity of cor-
respondence between the respondents examined
here and those constituting the larger DAS sample,
it is appropriate to consider how the two groups dif-

fer with respect to demographic characteristics
germane to this study.

Table 1 ,provides a descriptive profile of both
samples on selected background variables. For the
most part, the profiles are remarkably similar. The
most obvious difference in this comparison is the
relatively low percentage of black respondents in
the study sample.

Table 1. Selected background variables for Detroit
area study (DAS) and study sample

Vanable DAS Sample
N 1134

Study Sample
N - 389

Age
Range 18 - 19 81

Mean 45 44

Median 44 44

Education
Range 1 17+ 4 . 17+
Mean 11.88 12.41

Median 11.94 12.00

Sex

Men 470 157

(41 4%) (41 2%)

Women 644 244

(58 6%) (58.8%)

Missing 8

Race

White 727 236

(64.1%) (81.7%)
Black 49° 53

(353%) (18.3%)

Missing 7 100

(.6%)

Results

Race attribution was the dependent variable,

coded one for white and two for black. Thus, the
analysis on the mean criminal race attribution in
any instance is identical to an analysis of variance
on proportions, with the interpretation of a mean
value read as thg proportion of black criminal race
attribution. The reader should note that, although
the analyses were conducted with respect to these
means values, the histogram plottings of criminal
race attribution value of 1.64 is plotted as 64 per-
cent of :lie sample inferring black criminal race. Of
course, the reciprocal proportion is associated with
white race attribution. Thrtaghout the test, mean
values are used, their corresponding proportions
are plotted in referenced figures.

3 7
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Table 2 summarizes the analysis of the treatment

effects of criminal race attributions.

Table 2. Summary of experimental treatments
ANOVA on race attribution

Source of variation dt MS

Between subjects
Urbanicrty (A) 1 1,896 9.305*

Ethnicity (B) 1 6,558 32.188"

A x B 1 2.128 10.445"

Error 348 .204

Wttinn subje( ts
Crime type (C) 1 201.819 947.599"

A x C I 4.394 20.629"

B x C 1 .682 3.204

AxBxC 1 .118 <1

Error 348 213

*p < 002
p < 00t

The urbanicity factor displays a significant effect

on criminal race attribution, F (1,348) 9.305, p <

.002, as does ethnicity of location, F (1,348) -

32.188, p < .001, their interaction, F (1,348)

10.445, p < 1)01, type of crime, F (1,348) = 947.599,

p < .001, and the interaction of urbanicity and

crime type,,F (1,348) - 20.629, p < .001.

The proportions of black race attribution, as

shown in figure 1, clarify the character of the two

interactions and the potent crime-type effect.

In the instance of the urbanicity x ethnicity inter-

action, the essential contributor is the sharp reduc-

tion in black race attribution in the suburban/white

location. The ethnicity effect occurs within the

white ethnicity component. Urban crimes result in

fairly high black criminal race attributions in both

white (1.64) and nonwhite (1.77) locations, whereas

suburban crimes receive a high level of black race

attribution in the nonwhite location (1.77) and

white race attribution in the white location (1.33).

The drbanicity x crime type interaction plot in

figure 2 reveals the distinct effect of crime typc on

race attribution. Crimes of violence are overWhelm-

ingly ascribed to, black perpetrators (1.e), while

nonviolent crimes are believed -to .have white an-

tagdnists (1.25). The source of the interaction is the

reduction of black race attribution in violent

crimes occurring in the suburban location. Thus,

while strong racial distinctions continue to exist
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location interaction on race attribution.
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betvk.een perpetrators ot violent and nonviolent
crimes in the suburban ioeauon, the level of black
race Suribution is, less than that generated in the
urban' location-

Demographic Variables. To examine the relation-
ship between criminal race attribution and selected
demotiphic characteristics, ..r.P.Apondents sex, age,
educauon, and race were entered into the analysis
of variance in sequence with the expenmental
treatments. For each of these four-way analyses,
the pattern of treatment effects reported above
was maintained without any interpretably signifi-
cant effects assodated with the background fac-
tors excepting that of race. White respondents
make higher !avels of black criminal race attribu-
tions acros all other variables than do black
respondents (1.64 and 1.50, respectiVely). In figure
3, the ethnicity x race x crime type interaction plot-
ting repeats the strong crime-fte effect and
reveals -two distinct ethnicity x race patterns.
Unlike white respondents, black respondents do
not appear to be influenced by the ethnicity
vanable in making radal inferences with respect to
nonviolent crimes. White respondents show fairly
low levels of attributed black criminal involvement
in nonviolent crimes occurring in ethnically white
locations. In contrast, whites more uniformly make
a black cnrninal race judgment when ,presented
with crimes of violence, regardless of the ethnicity
-of the crime location. The race judgments of blacks
are not so clearly uniform.

Mass Media and Victimization Variables.
Respondents were also asked to indicate the
degree to which they depended on several sources
for news. Among these sources, newspapers and TV
were the-most relied upon and consequently were
examiQed for their possible influence on race at-
tribution. Using indices of high and low depend-
ence on these media as faCtor levels, the analyses
replicated the main treatment effects with no new
emergent patterns. Dependency on either news-
paper or TV does not appear to influence criminal
race attribution.

Whether or not one has ever been personally
victimized appears to play some role in race attri-
bution. Table 3 provides summary data on the eth-
nicity x personal victimization interaction plotted
in figuiv 4. Respondents"who reported being vic-
timized niake signifWantly higher black criminal
rate attnbutions for crimes occurring in nonwhite
locations i1,86) than they do for white areas (1.45).

attributions made by nonviv

timized respondenb du not dater signititantly tor
ethnicity of crime location. Whether or nut a hundy
member had been vietunized does not intluenee
race attribution; however, having a close &tend
who was victirmzed does uontribute to a thrt.e-vvay
interaction vvith urbanici,t arid Lome type.
Respondents who have a dose fnend who has been
victimized report a higher It.vel of black crimincd
race attribution for urban erimes ot k io I entx (1.96;
than for suburban violent crimes 0.77, see figure 5).
The incidence of v.iutinazation among respondents'
social referents, i.e., family members and dose
friends, does nut appear to be singularly influential
in their pattern of cnminal race attlibutions.

, WO
tERSONAL VIC10112AT1ON 2

0 yo,T,E CIMMICiTY

C:3 sorr-M011t E[WhIttlx

Figure 4. Histogram of ethnkity of location x
personal victimization interaction on

race attribution.

FRIENo virTIMIZAT

Fiinre 5:Histogram of urbankity of location x
friend victimization interaction on race attribution;
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Table 3. Summary of experimental treatments and
personal victimization ANOVA on race

attribution

Source of variation di MS

Between subieco
Urbarucity (A) I 2,155 10.952"

Ethnicity (B) 1 6.316 32.106"

Personal _

victimization (C) 1 .479 2.436

A x B 1 2.275 11.563"

A x C 1 .030 < 1

B x C 1 1.393 7.080"

AxBxC 1 .217 1.103

Error 323 .197

Within 5ubjcc0.
Clime Type (0) 1 191.356- -920368-"

A x D 1 4.192 20 160**

B x D 1 572 2.753

C x 1 093 < 1

Ax 8 zD 1 .272 1 306

AxCx0 1 024 <1

BxCx(31 1 518 2.492

AxBxCx0 1 235 1.132

Error 323 .208

.1) < 01
*p < 001

In situations where respondents could report on

the racial identity of the criminal involved in either

their owri victimization experience, a family

member's experience, or a close friend's experi-

ence, they were asked to do so. This report of crim-
inal racial identity was qualified by the respondent

as being "probably true" or "known to be true."
When the race of the criminal known to be in-
volved in the reported victimization experience is

entered into analyses, it,- too, does not alter the
basic attribution pattern. Neither victimization ex-

perience in one's social circles, nor the known race

of the antagonist iri these incidents, has a signifi-

cant impact on the pattern of criminal race attribu-

tions obtained.
In summary, criminal race attribution appe-ars

to be primarily a function of the experimental
manipulations.

(I) The urbanicity and ethnicity treatments

interact to produce relatively high

levels of blaclk criminal race attributon

in all locations except the suburban/
white area.

(2) Crime type has the most potent effect,

reSulting in a clear pattern of black
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attribution for crimes of violenc and

white attribution for nonviolent crimes.

(3) Of the four demographic variables se-

quentially entered into the analysis of

variance model, only respondent race

demonstrates a significant effect,
revealing whites to make substantially

greater black criminal race attributions

than blacks.

(4) Neither mass media
the known race of antagonists in prior

victimization experiences affects race

attribution.

Discussion

Clearly, the experimental treatments had a sig-

nificant effect on respondents' criminal race attri-

bution. The absence of any explicit refereriCe to

criminal race in the reported incidents did not pre-

clude racial judgments; the information extracted

from the location and type Jf crime variables was

sufficient for respondents to infer racial identity.

Given the nature of the manipulations, it is plau-

sible that respondentc used a simple probability

rule for assigning criminal race, based on their

knowledge of the crime locations. For example, the

urbanicity effect may result from the premise that
urbansareas 'have a higher concentration of blacks

than suburban ,areas (especially in the study toca-

. tion of Detroit) and, therefore, a greater proportion

of crimes committed by black perpetrators.

Similarly, given that an area is commonly be-

lieved to be ethnieally nonwhite, the odds are'
greater that crimes in that area would have a non-

white antagonist. This reasoning suggests a pattern

of criminal race attribution displaying high black-

race assignment in the nonwhite urban area and
relatively low black-race assignment in the white
suburban location (figure 1).

The probability rule based on population density

is less applicable to the crime-type variable. In

association of violent crime with black antagonists,

respondents were almost unanimous in their black

criminal race attribution for crimes of violence in

the urban setting and only slightly less so for
similar crimes in the sUburban area. A simple prob-

ability rule to explain this result needs a strong

presumption that criminal violence is closely

linked with nonwhite perpetrators.
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Indeed, when actual incidence ot victimization
was examined among respondents, those reporting
such experiences did manifest a higher level of
black-etminal race judgment in ethnically non-
white seas.

But the more relevant dimension relative to race
attribution seems to be the known characteristics
of the antagunist who was involved in the respond-
ent's experience of victimization. It is conceivable

_

that, if one's most serious encounter was with a
black antagonist, the pattern, of attributed race in
this study would be strongly influenced by such an
experience. This direct experience would be similar
to the concrete information of the Nisbett and
Borgida (1975) work on consensus data displace-
ment. However, no such influence occurred.
Respondents whose most serious victimization was
at the hands ot a white perpetrator were no differ-
ent in their race judgments from those victimized
by a black criminal, a anding contrary to theoreti-
cal expectations relative to schema organization
and function. Direct social experience should oc-
cupy a prominent position in the hierarchy of in-
formation source impact. Whde the fadure of such
experiences to influence race attribution does not
alone eliminate the operation of a criminahty
schema, it does suggest that other factors may be
involved.

The Role of Media. Measures of dependency and
consumption of mass media were not found to be
important in race attribution in this study, although
other studies have suggested the influence of
media in criminal schema development.

Abbott and Calonico (1974) reported that news-
paper portrayal of rape overemphasized the mu-
dence of black men raping white women. White
respondents perceptions of rape incidence were
more consistent with new,paper bias than with ac-
tual rape statistics. Apparently the pattern of rape
victimization projected by the newspaper medium
served to structure beliefs about the crime.

It is possible that the high level of inner-city,
black-identified, violent crime reporting, which Is
a common staple of local metropolitan news
media, may similarly contribute to such strong bias
in black criminal race judgment of violent crimes
(Davis 1951, Knopf-1970, Singer 1973).

The Abbott and Calonico (19741 study also re-
ported that Hack respondents perceived the in-
traracial character of rape more accurately than
whites and were considerably less influenced by
media projections. The respondent race main ef-

fect in this study provides some support for that
finding. Across all treatment variables, hites

made a significantly higher number of Hack crimi-
nal race attributions than did blacks. This suggests
that blacks may not be as affected by the "mythol-
ogy of crime" (Turk 1971) as are whites.

Race attribution of criminals described in this

study highlights a pattern of lifferential violence
ascribed to blacks. Whether this dAttern is a conse-
quence of racist journalistic practices or an out-
growth of a broader cultural association of blacks
with violence cannot be unequivocally determined
with these data. However, such attributions are
likely to have a negative impact on blacks.

At the least, the high level of black race attribu-
tion for violent, crimes invariably results in "false
positives," instances in which a black ,.criniinal
Is assumed to have perpetrated a reported crime
when, in fact, the antagonist is not k. It appears
that the incidence of false positives is heightened
in the absence of direct racial identification. ironi-
cally, the racist influence of journalistic reporting
underscored in the report of the National Advisory
Commission on Civil Disorders (1968) is not miti-
gated by the elimination of overt racial identifica-
tion. As a result, the cognitive association of blacks
with violent Crime grows stronger, and the young
black male is repeatedly assumed to be the prob-
able antagonist.

The high degree of Concern and alarm over ur
ban crime continues to play a significant role in the
lifestyles of many inner-city residents and subur-
banites. A belief that blacks are perpetrators of
violent crime victimizes the individual himself and
the large sector of young blacks who are most feared.

It may be argued that the economic and social
constraints on blacks in urban areas -ontribute to a
high jevel of crime and that the pattern of race at-
tribution evidenced in this study merely reflects an
objective reality. This argument suggests that one
should examine the "objective" data on criminal
activity in the metropolitan...area of interest in order
to validate or refute the differential attributions
made, but such a suggestion bypasses the thrust of
the question. A distinction between the accuracy of
the inference and the process of the inference must
be maintained. While it is possible to examine the
relative accuracy of race judgments against police
reports, for example, it is the facility with which
the judgments are made which is of interest. The
findings revealed an overwhelming pattern of per-
ceived black perpetration in crimes of violence.
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Moreover, white reSpondents displayed a signifi-

cantly greater degree of such attribution than did

;black respondents.
Future research should pursue the issues con-

cerning public beliefs about cnminality, especially
in terms of their impact on society as a whole and

on black people in particular The role of the media

in fostering or reinforcing erroneous images of
blacks' involvement in crime needs to be fully ex-

amined, and racist conceptions of criminality must

be viewed in a broader cultural context where such

beliefs serve to sanction increasingly represssive

measures to combat crime in our streets.
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Chapter 14

An Empirical Study of Racism in Community
Functioning

Daniel I. Hurley, Oscar A. Barbarin, and Roger E. Mitchell

ABSTRACT

The purposes of this paper are twofold. (1) to assess differences in experience of com.nunity function-
ing in blacrt and white communities, and (2) to determme which problems or apparent defkits in the
blavk community may be attributed to institutional racism in its resourceLboundary exchange relation-
ships. A conceptual framework for the comparative analysts o community functioning has been ap-
plied to the study of one white and one black community. Data consisted of an inventory of existing
service resources in each commuhity and a community survey df resource providers and active and in-
active citrzen resource users. The survey sample consisted of 102 participants, 47 in the black commu-
nity and 55 in the white community. Analysis of the data indicated significant differences between
black and white conanunity participants, particularly in the expenence of the community processes of
resource use, problem solving, and influence channels. The resource inventory indicated that the
black community had significantly fewer resources to make available to its members. Resuks sup-
ported the hypothesis that experiences of community functioning are related to different racial struc-
turing of the community. The significant deficits arising from-the assessment of the black community

_ seem appropnateh attributable to the differential nature of the resource exchange with the larger
resource system or, more simply, institutional racism. Implications of these data have been discussed
for theoretical, empirical, and political analyses of community functioning and institutional racism.

After introduung and defining the notion of
community competence, Iscoe (1974) suggested
that communities could be assessed in terms of be-
ing more or less competent or effective as human
systems. 1 his psychologist continued by addressing
the obvious sequiturwhich ones are more effec-
tive. His observation was that middle-class com-
munities, implicit white communities, "have the
mechanisms and the track record"' (Iscoe 1974,

p. 609). Iscue offered little explanation of the cri-
teria used and nu empirical evidence fur his assess-
ment. Unfortunately, his conclusion not only coin-
cides with popular beliefs (e.g., nonmiddle-class
and nonwhite curnniunities are inferior) but also
reinforces them.

Hence, in this chapter, we seek to address two
questions. (1) Are white communities in fact more
competent, and (2) if so, why? To address the first
question, we used d general model for assessing
community functioning and applied it to the study
of one black community and one white commu-
nity. To address the second question, we specu-
lated that, instead of attributing incompetence to
the black Lummunity and its individual members, a
more %,alid hypothesis might be discovered in the
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workings of institutional racism. That is, some of
the differences in white and black communities
might be a function of the differential assignment
of resources from the larger political system to the
two communities. We paid special attention to

data related to resource provision and utilization.
Jperationally, this focus required talking to both

resource providersthe service and government
personrieland the resource utilizers, the com-
munity residents. We first discuss definitions of
terms and our general strategy or methodology. We
then discuss our findings, in terms of the particular
processes specified in our definition of community
effectiveness and in terms of the interaction of
these patterns within a given community. Our con-
clusions are designed both to summarize our find-
ings and to present the imphcatiom of these
findings for future work in the development of ap-
propriate theory, research, and action concerning
institutional racism and community processes.

Institutional Racism

Institutional racism is defined as those sets of
processes in community systems that prodOce dif-
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terential resources (services, money, jobs, etc.) and

outcomes for different groups on the basis of the

race of its members (Barbarin chapter 2, this

volume). Historically, the definitions of racism in

America have undergone several discernible shifts

in emphasis, moving from a focus on racism's out-

come or effect on its victims to a focus on the per-

sonal attributes (fear, hatred, bigotry) of the racist,

to a focus on the institutional processes that

benefit one racial group to the detriment of

another. The problem with the first "victim" ap-

proach is its circularity. Since such studies em-

phasize effect, it is not possible to understand the

processes (or responsibilities) that lead to the ,par-

ticular outcome. Often, the result is to attribute im-
plicit causality or blame to the victim. The second

focus on personal attributes is on understanding

the personality of the individual doing the discrimi-

nating, an approach which also suffers from being

an individual blame strategy. It requires identifi-

cation of one individual who-can clearly be desig-

nated as prejudiced or racist. One outcome of this

strategy is the large society not having to share the

responsibility (or the burden of change) for the

processes or outcomes of racism. Responsibility is

attributed to a select group of overt "deviants"

with "bad" personalities.
The final focus shifts toward understanding how

broader soual units (e.g., societies, cultures, com-

munities, institutions), systems of which e are all a

responsible part, have embedded within their pro-

cedures and policies the means of producing racist

outcomes. Our, work has been within the broader

focus of how such systems affect the interaction of

the community and its individual members in a

racist manner. Such a perspective necessitates the

integration of the study of racism and the assess-

ment of those processes in communities that are

essential to the system's survival and competence.

We confront the necessity of trying to sort out

those community processes that contribute to the

ettective functioning of the community and/or to

the development of a racist system. Finally, we

assume that any understanding of racism becomes

comprehensive by focusing on those individuals af-

fected, those directly perpetrating racism, and the

systems within which these individuals interact.

Mode) for Assessing
Community Functioning

The need for having the assessment and change

ot tommunity systems guided by some conceptual

framework or map of how communitiPs function

has been emphasized repeatedly by those invoived.

This need has grown out of a Nidespread apprecia-

tion for the complexity of ccamunity systems and

for the multiple, interacting 'groups and forces that

make up the community. Our model is based on a

general definition of community and encompasses

multiple parameters defined theoretically and

empirically in community and organizational

psychology as "components of effective human

systems" (Hurley 1977). We developed a way to

look at -communities that not only provides a gen-

eral organizing framework but also is fairly effi-

cient in highlighting dimensions to be assessed (see

table 1).

Table 1. Parameters for assessing community

functioning

Community
structure

Community
culture

Community
process

Physical space

Time

Psychosocial
groupings
(age, race,

income,
etc )

Identity

Values

Rules

Priorities

Climate

Resource
utilization

Person power
utilization

Task

performance
Problem solving

Communication
Power/influence
Boundary
exchange

Our general theoretical framework is that of the

general systems theorists. We have defined the

community as a dynamic and open social system,

consisting of a coHection of individuals, function-

ing and inteiacting within a matrix of mutually in-

fluential processes. These individuals and proc-

esses are organized within a general structure and.

operate 'n accordance with a commonly estab-

lished culture. Using "dynamic" and "open" as

qualifiers, we define the community as constantly

evolving, continuously transforming energy and

resources and engaging in an ongoing exchange

with the systems in its environment. General

systems theory assumes an interaction of system

components (i.e., a change in any part of the system

affects the other ,parts) hence, the definition of a

matrix of mutually influential processes. Processes

refer to those operations by which a community
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tunctions to meet its own needs ds d system and the
needs of its individual members and its environ-
ment. Structure refers to the physical context

---tsl)atiarand -temporal) and psychosoCiaF groupings
(e.g., race, sex) within a given community. Culture is
used to define a community's set of values, iden-
tity, priorities, rules, and psychosocial cfimate. As
in an organizational Job analysis, the effective
community is one that (11 develops an integrated
and errective set of prOces56 Tor nieefingits OvVh-
needs and individual member and environment
needs, (2) develops an organizing structure that

.
facilitates these operationsind (3) defines a com-
monly accepted culture within which the members
and these processes can operate, together. Along
with the need for multiple criteria for the assess-
ment of community effectiveness, this framework
offers dimensions for discriminating and linking the
impact (or lack thereof) of institutional racism on
the community and its members.

Rationale

The authors hae set out to address the inter-
action of community effectiveness and institu-
tional racism. The discussion of institutional racism
has highlighted two facts (1) that one component of
racism may lx cperationalized in the ways that
communities function as systems, and (2) that in
particular, the assignment and utilization of
resources and services may be the critical process
that links the notions Of effective communities and
racism. This discussion sensitized the authors to the
need for a framework that would define relevant
parameters of the ways that communities function
and to the need tu obtain data from community
members v Is a \as their role in the resource distn-
bution and utilization processes. The authors have
incorporated a discussion of their own wcri< in
community psychology tu prOvide one theoretical
frdmework for Audying effective community film-.
tioning. Then, wc hdve (lefined service providers

resource distnbutors) and active and inactive
residents (e.g.. differential roles as resource
utdizers) as the approPriate subject pool to
highlight the resource assignment and utdization
I nut ss, U is the purpose of this study to compare
different racial communities to akertain different
degrees of effectiveness on multiple criteria. In

addition, it is our purpose tu identify those param-
eters of community tunctiuning which may be
detrimental in the black community and may be a

function of the differential assignment of resources
by the larger environment, or institutional racism.
Our main hypothesis is that different racial struc-
turing of community will be related to different
experience of community functioning by commu-
nity members. A second hypothesis is that negafive
differences in the black community will be due in
part to the nature of the resource exchange with its
environment. The independent variable 'here_ is
racial -stWictUring ofthe coiiim.unifit: Two -COM- mu-
nities have been chosen for comparison that differ
in their racial composition. one predominantly
black and one predominantly white.. The depend-
ent variables dn which comparison will be made
are the criteria specified in the model of com-
munity functioning presented previously (e.g.,
structure, culture, and the processes of resource
ufihzation, problem-solving, task performance,
communication, influence, and boundary ex-
change). In summary, then, it is our intention to
apply the framework of community analysis pre-
sented here to the study of one black community
:nd one white community. This application is
designed to provide empirical information and
refinement to the two main concerns here. (1) In
which ways black and white communities are dif-
ferent within a general framework of c( mmunity
effectiveness, and (2) in which ways negative dif-
ferences in the black community are a function of
institutional rausm in its relationship to the larger
white systems of its environment.

,Methodology

Subjects. The community 5ubjeus in this study
are two towns in the metropolitan Washington
area. The authors have been working in both com-
munities as part of the ongoing community involve-
ment of the Community Field Station of the
Community-Clinical Psychology Program of the
University of Maryland. Both towns are physically
proximate incorporated municipalities in the Wash-
ington metropolitan area. This selection was de-
signed to insure that the communities studied
would have a legal identity and a formal political
structure. The selection insured also that both com-
munities dre engaged in exchange with the same
larger system, in terms of pohtical and resource
networks The authors felt thdt it was necessary to
select communifies that are comparable and some-
what representative of the black and white com-
munities of this metropolitan part of the country.
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Hence, both communities are located in close prox-

imity to the Washington, D.C., border and have
been subject to the same general population shifts

in . quantitative, but not qualitative, terms.

Although there have been roughly 'comparable

rates of population turnover in the last 10 years, the

white community has gone from an all white popu-

lation to one.approximately 90 percent white. Over

this same period, the black kcommunity has gone

frolit -a- predominantly white- population ,to one 4)-

proximately 90 percent blac differing in

terms of racial groupings, the commt ities were

similar in terms of the structural variabl s: relevant

demographic criteria of education level husband-

wife households, families below poverty evel, size,

and population density. It should be noted that the

white community had a slightly larger population

(approximately 12,933 to 7,279) and median family

income ($11,800 to $10,797) than the black com-

munity. It was deCided that, given the necessary

research conditions (two Jegally incorporated

towns within the same larger political system), the

two communities selected could be considered as

representative of the current status of black and

wnite communities in this particular county and in

such metropolitan areas generally. Thus, the

authors decided that within the constraints of the

available population of communities and within

the constraints of the mentioned .dissimilarities, the

two communities could. be compared in terms of

contrasting the functioning of such black and white

communities.

The individual participants in this rpsearch in-

cluded residents and key service providers in the

two communities. To develop a representative resi-

ient sample, both active and inactive .fesidents

were defined and included. The total individual

sample included 102 people, 47 residents in the
black community and 55 in the white community.

In the white community sample, there were 15 serv-

ice providers. 17 active residents, and 23 inactive

residents. In the black community, there were 13

service providers, 15 active residents, and 19 inac-

tive residents. The service providers in each com-

munity were chosen on the basis of their formal

employment by one ot the community's service

delivery systems, specifically, public health and

mental health services, churches, pojice, and four

departments, juvenile services, social (e.g., welfare)

services, family counseling services, and town

government officials. Within each system, service

providers weft; selected who spent the majority of

their work hours in the targeted communities.

Active residents were defined as citizens who regu-

larly attend town meetings and/or civic association

meetings. A core of frequent participants at these

meetings was identified in each town. These resi-

dents were then recruited for this 'study following

such meetings. The inactive citizens were defined

in terms of their inactiye involvement in the same

meetings used to identify the active residents (e.g.,

town meetings). The sample of inactive residents

was composed of resideritS -randomly-selected-and
contacted who defined themselves as not actively

participating in such meetings or political groups.

There were no significant differences between the

two resident groups on the dimension of ,sex, age,

or length of residence in the town. Hence, the in-

dividual subject pool consisted of a sample of com-

munity members defined- by their -roles in relation

to the utilization and distribution of community

resources.
Measures. A community survey has been dp-

signed both to serve as a general community

assessment tool and to gather data on .Nrameters

of community functioning relevant to This par-

ticular research effort (Barbarin, Mitchell, and

Hurler 1977). The survey form contains clusters of

specific -questions (open-ended, Likert Scale, and

yes-no format) designed to obtain information

regarding residents' experiences relevant to each

the community parameters specified in . these

authors' model of community functioning (see

table 2).

Table 2. Survey measures of commanity variables

Community culture
comrounhy culture was defined in terms of residents' per.

ceptions of the psychosocial climaie of the community Pao

ticular dimensions specified included sense of satisfaction with

community and sense of support from neighbors

catistaction Survey item asked residents to rate on a seven.

point Liken Scale how much they liked living in

the town.

support Survey item asked residents to rate on a seven-

point Liken Scale how likely a was that neigh-

bors would help in a time of difficulty

Community processes
Community processes were defined aN those mechanisms

employed by a system to meet its own needs ,h a system and the

needs of its members. Particular
diinensions specified in this

study included resource availability and utilization, problem

solving, service utilization tor task performance), information

channels, influence channels, and boundary exchange

Resource availability and utilization

Financial Availability of financial resources was defined

by the median family income for residents in each corn-
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munity The index listed in 1970-U S Census records was
used.

Service An inventory of servicts available to residents in
each town was ma-Je using available town and county serv
ice directories. A simple total of all services was used for
the availability index.

Rmurce perceived- Residents were asked to list the three
things that they- hked about their community and three
things that they saw as needs ni oroblems. Responses were
scored for the nun er ot respor..es and tor the kind ut re-
sponses)3,iven.

Resource utilization. The survey contained a set ot
simulated problems to which residents were asked to pro-
vide solutions Responses were analyzed with regard to the
kinds of resources that were tapped. Responses were

-coded in terms of the use of self-resources (e.g., personal
money, talk to woman, etc.), informal resources (e.g., com-
munity groups, clubs, associations), or formal resources
(e.g . town 'government, mental health center).

Problem sol.mg. Residents were . sked to sowe s;mulated
problems related to consumer, mental health, finanual,
and service planning issues. Respories were scored for the
number of different alternatives that a resident reported
for each problem

Senace urilizabon Four human service organizations were
presented to residents to assess how the services were
utilized and how effeuive the services were perceived to
be. Town government, mental health, police, and social
services were evaluated. Transactions with the service
were measured by summing residents' positive' responses

)o knowledge of services, location, staff, and actual use.
FOç effectiveness, respondents were asked to rate overall
service performance on a four-point scale from poor to
"excellent.''

Information thannek Respondents were asked to identdy
the channels they used to get information about seres
available 111 the town. Channels hsted were relatives,
friends. TV, newspapers, radio, and other. Both the number
of channels identified and the types of channels were
scored

influence channels- Respondents were asked to identify
the five most influential people in their town in terms of
getting things done. Responses were scored tor the number
of peuOle identified and to(the speufic type ut response.

Boundary exchange Residents were asked to idenmy how
often lLey went outside ut thea community and tor what
purposes Responses were scored kir both frequency and
purpose of such exchanges

Procedures. This research was an initial study to
refine the measurement of community effective
ness and to compare community functioning and
residents' experience ut community in a black and
a white community. Data collection consisted of
structured, face to facf interviews of approxi-
mately 30 minutes wi(h each participant. Partici-
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pants, recruited as previously discussed, were inter-
viewed in their homes or on their jobs, depending
on their roles, and provided with a community
resource directory in return for completing the
survey. Survey teams consisted of faculty and grad-
uate and undergraduate students from the Univer-
sity of Maryland. All interviewers were trained both
in interviewing skills and in administration of the
survey. Results of the survey were provided to re-
spondents upon request, with confidentiality of the
names of respondents and their responses guar-
anteed. The response rate fur the total sample was
70 percent, with no significant difference between
the two towns.

c:s

Results

The results indicate the findings relevant tp com-
munity culture (priorities, satbfaction, and4upport)
and then the community \processes (res urce utili-
zation, problem solving, service perfor ance, com-
munication, influence, and boundary e change). As
previously discussed, this research as part of a
larger study that involved studying the ;interaction
of members' roles in their communtti and their
relation to (and experience of) community func-
tioning (Barbann et al. 1977). The data for the entire
research effort were analyzed, using a two-factor
(members role and race of community) multi-
variate analysis of variance. The data presented
here represent the F-scorc,, for the main effects of
race of community. All discontinuous variables
were analyzed using the chi-square analysis to
compare members in the black and white commu-
nities (table 3). In general, the results seem to indi-
cate that the real differences between the two com-
munities he more in terms of how they function
and how residents experience this functioning than
in terms of how members evaluate and experience
the culture generated within the community.

Community Culture. The measures of corr-ionity
culture assessed differences between members of
the black and white communities in relation to
their priorities for community needs, satisfaction
with their community, and sense of support from
neighbors. With regard to community culture, the
main effect of race was signthcant F 4.60,
p < .001, suggesting that members perceptions of
the chmate. of their l.unipiunities differ signifi-
cantly in the white and black communities. How-
ever, the hierarchy of needs or pnonties for
members of the two communities indicated prob-
lems ranked in identical order. juvenile delin-
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Table 3. Mean and standard deviation scores of coMMunity culture and community process variables by race

of town

Variable

L Community culture
Community strengths;

number

s.d.

Community deficits;
num r

rating of problems
nit

,
Satisfaction rating

s d

11, Community processes
Service utilization:

overall index

s.d.
rating of services

s.d.
Communication channels.
;number

M
s.d.

Influence procew
number of sources

s d.
Problem solving:

style

s d.

no. of alternatives
M
s.d.

White
community

Black

community

F-value

55) (N 44) 4.60"'

1.61 1.34 2,34

(.99) (. 89)

.2.11 2.68 '10,63"
(1.12) (.74)

3.62 4.52 15,94'
(1.13) (1.2))

5.58 5.34 0.57

(1.51) (1:82)

3.30"
(Multivariate F-value)

2.39 2.28- 0.60

(.90) (.86)

3.65 3.51 1.11

(.61) (.74)

2.15 2.62 2.06

(1.71) (1 .75)

2.43 2.25 0.26

(1.82). (1.88)

3.04 3.09. 0.12

(.66) (.71)

1.51 1,26 5.83'

(.61) (.57)

p Os

Utp <
"p< 001

quency, service needs of senior citizens, public
transportation, and drug abuse. Members' sense of

satisfaclion with their community was not signifi-

cantly different between the two communities.
Similarly members' sense of support from neigh-

bors was not significantly different. In summary,

members' overall experience of their community

was different, but community support, its priorities,

and members' satisfaction were similar in the black

1 4 8

and white communities. The difference in commu-

nity experiences stems from members of the black

community perceiving significantly more problems

and stresses than members of the white community
perceive. However, these findings indicate not only

that members have similar goals and perceptions,

but also that both communities are perceived by
their residents as viable living places offering high

degrees of support and satisfaction.
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Community Processes. The findings suggest that
the members of the two communities reported sig
raficant differences regarding how their commu
nines worked in terms of resource availability and
utilization, problem sokang, and influence.

The measurement of resource-rdated processes
included an assessment of both assets and liabili-
ties. There was an inventory of existing resources
available, financial and service, and -an assessment
of members' perceptions of service, people, and
physical assets and liabilities in their community.
This assessment included open-ended responses for
community strengths and weaknesses, as well as a

. list of specific need items rated for importance on
a seven-point Liken scale. The inventory of finan-
cial resources employed the single indicator of me-
dian family income, this index being one obtain-

, able way to measure a member's direct access to
financial repurces. According to the 1970 census,

'the median family income in the white community
was approximately $11,800 and in the black com-
munity $10,797. Differential property values and
population trends since 1970 indicate that this dif-
ference has widened. Thus, the data support the
conclusion that families in the white community
have available to them more financial resources
than their counterparts in the black community.
The inventory of existing service resources included
churches, libraries, shopping -.enters, fire and

police stations, health facilities, playgrounds, and
schools located within the town boundaries. On
this inventory, the white community members had
access to 38 such resource facilities, while the
black community members had access to 13 such
service facilities. Thus, while the white community
had approximately one and one-third times as

many people, their members had available to them
three times as.many'resource facilities.

t RespondenA

ts were asked to provide their percep-
tions of the strengths and needs of their commu-
nity. In terms ut strengths, the were no significant
diffe;ences either in the number or the kinds of

z strengths that white and black communay respond-/ ents saw in their commuriity. (While not significant
overall, the trectuenLy uf reported strengths related
tu the service delivery system was noticeably
higher in the white community where 12 respond;
ents cited speLific formal services as communify
.strengths. Only one respondent in the black com-
munity cited any such service as a community
strength.)

There were significant differences in residents'
perceptions of community needs. Respondents in the
black community reported a significantly .greater
number of needs, F (1,93) = 10.63, p .01 and
significantly different kinds of needs, x2(2) - 9.24, p <
.01. Comparing the kinds of needs reported, black
community respondents more frequently list,those
related to human services and, less frequently, to
physfal maintenance. This pattern was reversed in
the white community where respondents more fre-
quently cited physical maintenance needs and k!ss
service needs. There were no noticeable differences
in the reporting of needs related to the kinds of people
living in the community (e.g., unfriendly, undesirable,
apathetic, etc.). This differing pattern of perceived
needs became evident again, when respondents were'
asked to rate the importance in their community of
the specific need items. Overall, the ratings were
significantly higher (indicating greater need) for black
community respondents (F (1,93) - 15.94, p .001).

Within the total list, items specifically addressing need
for formal services (e.g., social services, health serv-
ices, etc.) seemed to contribute most to the significant
differences. Hence, respondents in the black com-
munity perceived greater needs, especially those
related to human services, bul a ba1anced account of
respondents' perceptions of their community must
take into account the similarities in community
strengths, both in kind and number, between white
and black community respondents.

The results document °. clear differences, both in
actual availability and in respondents' perceptions
of community resources. The data indicate that the
respondents from the black community studied
have fewer financial and 'service resources.and per-
ceive their community as having greater needs. The
data reinforce the "deficits" findings traditionally
associated with the problems of the black com-
munity. The data related to respondents' percep-
tions of community strengths provide .) corrective
factorthe perceptions of black community re-
spondents were not significantly different from
those of white community respondents. When
these data are considered along with the similarly
positive ratings of satisfaction and seipport, it
becomes clear that the black community respond-
ents do not see the community as pathological any
more than whites view their own community. This
apparent incongruence (high positive, high-
negative evaluation) in the black community's self-
evaluation is related to financial income and exist-
ence 'of service facilities. Perceptions of black
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coMmunity respondents' seerni to beaE out their

awarenesS of such deficits, particularly içi human

service. The, problem needs to be defined, not as

one inherent to the black communify#or its in-

dividual members, but as one of community-large

systems (in this case, corty) relations. The \prob-

lem is in the differential distribution of service
resources at the county decision-in-eking levels and

the employment opportunities in the larger eco-
nomic system. The data indicateihat the main dif-

ferential criteria for distribution relate not to ek-
pressed or actual need, but rather to the -race of the

communitydefined in this context as instiru-
r

lional racism. In this transactional context it is

clear how black community respondents can nega-

tively evaluate specific parts of their ;community
experience (t.rioe involving county service provi-

sion) and just as pOsitively, value their overall exper-

ience of the community (especially those involving

infonnal networks and neighbors).
Resource Utilization. To determine which

resources residents are likely to use in solving- prob-

swe presented five simulated_ problems to

each respondent. Responses were scored' according

to the.1<inds of resources tapped (e.g., no e, one's

own resources', informzil community resj4res, and

formal services resourees). The data i dicated 'sig-

nificant differences between black an1 white com-_

mudity respondents in terms of e pattern of

resources used, X2(7) ** 22.73, p < 01. Contributing

most to this difference was jhe differential'

reported use of formal and i formal resources.

White community respondents reported a much

greater frequency of utilizing .formal services, a

oattern consistent with the data reported on

Black community respondents are not likely to

report potential use of formal resources that are

not available. This pattern of reliance on informal
resources in the black community 'has been docu-

mented similarly elsewhere (e.g., Liebow 1967; I till

1968). The vitality of this informal network in black

communities is seen in two ways: first, as

a community strength particular to blacks; and

second, partly as an outgrowth of the lack of avail-

ability and/or trUst in formal white institutions and

services. Hence, in -this study and in others, the
reliance on such iniornial networks to solve prob-

lems seems to be a direct outgrowth of the differen-

tial assignment of resources by the larger white
system. An added value of this particular compar-

ative analysis is the highlighting of the white

community. particiPants' reliance on formal re-

sources. The availability and utilization of formal

resources to solve problems have come it the ex-

pense Of (almost in neglect of) an informal commu-

nity network.
Problem Solving. Response's were, also used to

assess community rftondents' problem-sokiing

processes (how respondents dealt with the problem).

Two parameters were measured: the number of
alternative solutions an individual reported an,d the

degree of active self-involvement in problem resolu
tion. There were no significant differences with

regard to how actively self-involved respondents

became.in solving the simulated problems, although

white cOmmunity respondents reported a signifi-

cantly greater number of alternatives available than s

did black community 'respondents, F (1, 93) 5.83,

p < .05. Within a problem-solving context, this

significant difference dicates that whkte commu-

nity respondents perceive rinore options or a greater

"freedoin of movement" in coping with problems.

Most. problem-solving theorists (e.g.,' Rotter et al.

1972; Bandura 1969; Seligman 1975). attribute such \

flexibility to enhanced self-efficacy. But, once again,

before attributing less competence to black commu-

nity respondents, the source of such variance needs

'to be considered, ,for black community respondents

report being no less actively self-involved in solving
problems. Their active coping occurs within a more

restricted range of perceived alternatives, a result

which is 'consistent 'with the lack of available and

perceived forrhal service resources:in'the black com-

munity. Again,,tlie results can be attributed as much

to the impact Of institutional racism on the black

community's restricted solutions as to the often

cited individual incompetence or apthy of the com-

munity respondents.
Service Utilization. Respondents were asked to

assess the quality of their transactions with,the fol-

lowing service agendies: town government, mental

health, social sen/ices, police, and church. The
criteria used to measure the qUality of the ex-
change were: (1) transaction 'indexknowledge of
services, location, and staff, and actual use; and (2)

effectiveness indexrating of perceived service

effectiveness. For all services, the results indicate

no significant ditsierences between black and white

community respondents for either the transaction

index or the perceived effectiveness index. In addi-

tion, the; mOltivariate F score for the cluster of
specific service indices was not significant, negat-

ing consideration *of the specific significant scor2s
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tor each pt the tir services, Essentially, the data
avadable here indicate that, for the formal services
that are avadable, black and white community
respondents report no signfficant differences in
their knowledge and use of i:ese services and no
significant differences in their perceptions of effec-
fiyeness ot such services. Measured within the con-
text ot what is available, then, service utilization
patterns ot black arJ white community respond-
ents indicate no differences. Within the context of
previous data, differences in service utilization
show up only in the reality of what is available and
what respo..dents rely on m the absence of folmal
services.

Influence Channels. One aspect of the utilization
ot resources in a community-is the identification of
the people who seem Lc, exen the most influence in
distributing dnd applying available resources. To
assess this influence factor, respondents were
askeil to identify, the five most powerful people in
their community in terms ot getung things done."
Cnteria measured were the number and kind of
people so identified. There were no significant dif-
(erences in the number of people identified by re-
spondents in both communities.

But, while the perceived influence circle seemed
to be similar in size its membership was signifi-
cantly different in te.rns of the type of people iden-
tified, X2f12) - 62.79, p < .001. In the white com-
munity, county officials were most frequently
cited, then the town mayor and council, and then
the local businessmen. In the black community,
respondents identified the town mayor and council
most frequently, then members of the neighbor-
hood civic associations, and then local clergy. (In
the black uimmunity, the second most frequent

-
respotpe Was no one, with 16 percent of the total
black community responses and only 11/2 percent
ot the total white community responses.) The data
indicate that in the white «immunity the people
with direct act.ess tO formal resource in tile town
and in the larger county system are recognized. The
influence chdnnels in the black community iden-
tified by this sample as effectiie are all internal

ones. Local residents se.g., elected residents,

neighbors, arid clergy) are identified as getting
things done. Those people with direct access

through external influence channels to cotinty and
private business resources are identified by less
than 1 percent 01 all black community respondents
as getting things done in their community. The
perceived inaccessibility of blac k community

respondents to rhese county and prkate influence
channels is striking, causing black ccmrnunity
respondents to rely once again on internal, alter-
native resources.

Information Channels. Wien respondents were
asked to indicate how they receiyed information
about available resources, data indicated no sig-
nificant differences in the channels (number or
kind) reported b bL.k and white community
respondents.

Boundary Exthange. Participants were asked How
often and for what purpose they went outside of
their community for resources. There were no sig-
nificant differences between the responses (*black
and whi.; community respondents for eithei fre-
quency or purpose. Gwen the previous' consistent
data revealing the absence of resources in the

black community, one might expect that respond-
ents would report going elsewhere with greater fre-
quency, but the data indicate that black commu-
nity respOndents "make do" with what is available
in their community. The explanation of this par-
ticular finding reeds exploration within an

individual-system interaction perspective
Summary. Although the data showed significant

differences in the perceptions of community of
black and white community respondents, the lack
of significant differences is as striking x. the dif-
ferences. Respondents in the black and white com-
munities reported no significant differences in their
community priorities, satisfaction with community
or sense of support from neighbors. Both groups
saw their community -s ,,,oyiding high degrees of
satisfaction and support. the main difference in the
culture-related cluster was found on the Yariable of
perceived deficits, for which black community re-
spondents reported more deficits. specifically
related to service resources. f or the prokess related
variables, there were significant clifferencer in
resource ayailabdity, resource utilization. problern
solving, and influence channels 'the resource-

availability cntena douirnented the tact that black
community residents have Awcr serk lie and finan-
cial resources available to them, a dliference that
seems critical to understanding the Consistencies
across the process related dimensions of resource
utilization, problem soMng. and influence. Black
community respondents reported a significantly
different pattern of resource utilization, with
greater reliance on intormal resources, fewer alter-
natives available for problem soh ing, and greater
reliance on internal and informal influence than-
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nels, White community respondents reported more

frequent use of formal resources, more alternatives

available for problem solving,, and greater reliance

on external and formal influence channels. There

were no significant differences found for respond-

ents' perceptions of service performance of com-

monly available service age.icies, for information

channels used, or for boundary exchange patterns.

Different patterns of individual eXperience of

'community functioning emerge: Black community
respondents reported a much greater reliance on

informal, internal community processes. White

community respondents indicated a greater

,reliance on formal community mechanisms and on

external (e.g., county) channels:

piscussion

The data presented here focus on the com-
parative analysis of black and white communities,

specifically in terms of community members'
perception of community functioning. A second
locus-4s- on the relationship between community

functioning and institutional racism. The main
hypothesis of this study hzs been that different

racial community structuring is related to different

experiences of community functioning by com-
munity members. A second hypothesis is that

negative differences in the black community are

related -to institutional racism in terms of the

nature of exchange with the external resource

system. The data support the first hypothesis, par-

ticularly on the process-related criteria of com-

munity functioning, and, although tested indirect-

ly, the second hypothesk cs supported.

There are questions related to differential effec-

tiveness. to the role of institutional racism in black

community functionin. and to an explanation of
the results within the theoretical framework. Fi-

nally. there are implications for theory, research,

and polic y in the area of racism and community

processes:
Several points meatioined earlier need to be kept

in mind First, the ,tudy compares one black and

one white communit% The sample of mdividual

community members 'is representative, but not

large The sample Of communities is small.

Generaliimg from twb specific communities in a

specific geographic al area to other communities

must also be done with care Initial differences in

the two communities in terms of a slightly larger
population and family, incOme in the white corn-

,
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munity, and qualitatively different population turn-

over patterns, offer alternative explanations for

these findings that cannot be definitively excluded.

The authors have attempted to study two repre-

sentative communities that would meet the experi-

mental criterion of membership within the same

larger resource/political system. We feel that they

are representative of a number of such com-
munities within the metropolitan areas surrounding

urban centers iri the United States. The difference

cited in pop() don size, income, and migration

patterns is fail ly representative of black and white
communities within the same counties bordering

on cities with sizeable black populations.
The process of this study is as important as (and

perhaps more generalizable then) the specific find-

ings, for the results suggest that the approach is

valuable for assessing the, impact of institutional
racism on communities and their members.

To determine which communities are more com-

petent, a multicriteria model for assessing, com-

munity systems was proposed: The more effective

community is one capable of developing a working

set of processes, a culture to guide its functioning,

and a structure within which to operate. In this
study, two communities with different structures

were compared, using culture and process criteria.

Essentially, the results indicate (perhaps not sur-

prisingly) that the two communities had different

strengths and weaknesses. Both the black and

white communities were perceived by members. as

effectively generating a viable culture within a
climate of satisfaction, support, and shared priori-

ties. The black community appeared less effective

in dealing with the service needs or deficits: The

black community developed ,effective informal

processes ir. resource utilization, problem solving,

and influence, while. the white community devel-

oped effective formal channels for the same proc-

esses. The black community appeared less effec-

tive in making available to its residents as many

options or alternatives for problem solving and in

having developed viable influencchannels to

resources in the larger external system. The data

also lend further evidence toward the aboPtion of

the "black community as pathological" hypothesis.

Institutional racism is defined as those sets of

processes in community systems that produce dif-

ferential resources and outcomes for different ,

groups or the basis of the race of their members.

The data indicated that the white community had

available to its members more resources (service
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and finanual) than the black community. The study
involved two communities whose financial and ser-
vice resources are predominantly assigned to towns
by the larger county and State system. The results
show that black community residents indicated a
lack ot county-distributed resources and rehed on
internal and informal resources to solve problems
and get things done. The county produced different
levels of resources and types of outcomes that ap-
pear attnbutable to their racial composition.

A proposed model for understanding community
tunctionmg assumed two important prinuples of
General Systems Theory: (1) A critical process for
system survival and development is the nature of
the input received from the environment, and (2) all
elements of d system are inter-related. The inequi-
ties in input documented here lead to a prediction
ot differences affecting most of the community
processes (e.g., resource utdization, problem solv
ing, etc.). The pattern across specific variables in
the results is consistent with the ideas that system
mput determines community functioning and that
the system processes are mutual:y dependent.
Given that the black community had specific and
limited resources avadable, the finding that
respondents generated fewer solutions (particulady
those related to formal service solutions) is not sur-
prising. Also understandable is the finding that

residents recognized as influential those people
who had access to the available internal and infor-
mal resources. Aith a systems framework, the con-
sistency between resources available, how people
use resources to solve problems, and who controls
the distribution of available resources is a basic
principle applicable to all human.systems. Hence,
the assumption of the theoretical framework pro-
posd here helped to define cntical parameters to
study in community analysis and to integrate and
understand the specific results of the multiple
criteria.

Comparative analyses of communities need
multiple criteria that will be sensitive enough to
discern the many subtle differences in the ways

,that communities function. The theoretical
framework defined here is helpful in delineating
critical parameters to measure and to use for com-
parative purposes. This theoretical framework also
explains and integrates the diverse findings into
some meaningful pattern. The comparative
analysis of community systems must begin with a
statement of the assumptions and criteria upon
which comparisons will be based and within which

the results Will be explained. A ,conceptual defini-
tion of racism is also necessarv to understanu both
the strengths and Emitations of work related to this
topic. The particular td-component definition of
racism employed here is within the context of the
investigation of institutional racism. At the same
time, this focus emphasizes that the systems
dimension must be considered along with the other
perspectives of racism which involve victim and
perpetrator. The three factors in the racism inter-
acaon should prevent a naive jump from a reduc-
/ionistic individual-blame focus to an equally over-
simplified system-blame focus.

As a pilot effort in the analysis of community
functioning and institutional racism, this study

needs to be replicated in more communities and
with more community members involved. The
research process proposed here (theoretical defini-
tions of racism and community functioning leading
to operational definitions of particular variables) is

valuable and useful for linking racism and com-
munity processes. Additional work suggested by
this study includes the correlation of members'
5ubjective experience of community with more ob-
jective data (e.g., demographic, geographic epi-
demiological, etc.). Finally, the research data, such
as the findings generated in this study, can be ap-
plied to helping to change the very process of insti-
tutional racism.

The implications of this study for social policy
are several. (1) Social programs and policies need
to be attentive to the strengths of different types of
communities. For example, any social action

programs in the previously described black
community should be sensitive to their impact on
residents effective use of informal measures, (2)

differential distribution of resources has a major
impact upon residents' experience of community,
(3) commtmity development efforts ought not to
focus solely\on the internal workings and processes
of communitieS, but also on the impact of forces in
the environmént external tothe community
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Sedion IV

Assessment of Racism: Overview,-

Attempts to measure institutional racism have
focused either on process or on outcome. Process
measures are conLerned with interpersonal at-

titudes, behaviors, organizational procedures, and
the poliues which govern organizational function-
ing. Because mstitutional racism is often indirect,
subtle, and diffuse, assessment techniques which
conLentrate on the process of institutional racism
are must difficult to develop and validate. Suc-

--cessfol_efforts tu measure the process of racism
focus on'llie quality _of_interpersonal relitions or
the attitudes whiLh govern Lross -racial interactions.
For example O'Connor (1977b) assesses racism in
government organizations by examining proto-
typiLal racist behaviors, such as tokenism, biased
performanLe ratings, ethnic jokes, and by measur-
ing frequency of oLcurrenLe of such interpersonal
behaviors.

A seLond strategy involves measuring variables
which mediate racist behaviors, such as stereo-
types about rninonties, although most of this effort
has been restricted to interpersonal attitudes.
Claiborn and Taylor describe a research project
which assesses the extent to which individuals have
stereotypical beliefs about nonwhites' behavior.
The importance of their work is related to the
systematic fashion in which they generate meas-
ures tu assess stereotypical thinking and behavior.
They propose the use of the term 'racialism- as a
5uperordinate LonLept that includes both racist
and nonraust negative stereotypes about non-
whites. Thus, they aLknowledge that individuals
may have attitudes which affect their behavior
toward nonvvnites whiLii may not be racist in con-
tent but may be based on eLonomic or other fac-
tors, related, for example, to competition among
racial groups. RaudbAl, Indudes attitudes that are
based on beliefs about the genetic inferiority of
nonwhites as well as attitudes or stereotypes which
have no stab as,umptions. In addition, Claiborne
and Taylor desi ribe a taxonomy of raciahsm, based
on earlier work by Taykg, that includes. overt and
sovert attitudinal and behavioral manifestations of
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racism on both individual dnd institutional levels.
This approach to measurement of rawin isscrties
that, the greater awareness individua'is have of
racist occurrences, the less likely they are to con-
done or contribute to institutional forms of rausm.

Alone, this approach to measuring acism is in-

sufficient in that it fails to account for attributes of
the institution. Barbarin and Gilbert describe an ap
proach which assesses individual perceptions of
personal and organizational attributes and exl

1amines the organization's climate for racism. It is

based on the notion that racism exists in an organi-'1
zation when that organization is less effective in,
-providing_for_the needs of minority groups than fur
those of nonminority groups. The Institutional
Racism Scale, described in this paper, examines
perceptions of minority input, minority partiLipa-
tion in management, and the extent to which the_
organization accepts and fosters cultural diversity.
Additional elements added by the Institutional
Racism Scale are the assessments of personal and
management involvement in the reduLtion of
racism. Together, the Racialistic Inudence 'lven-
tory (RII) and the Institutional Racism Rale repre-
sent effais to assess the process rather than the
outcome of institutionatracism_

Attempts to assess the outLome of institutional
racism are relatively recent, often Loming friim
such fields as economics or Public administration.
However, the Fiman chapter is an effort to quantal/
institutional racism with respect to an organiza-
tion's output. Although this procedure is applied to
a single government agency (namely, the National
Institute of Mental Health), the procedures de-
scnbed are generalizable to other settings. Fiman
uses the\ Difference Indicators to assess the ex-
pected versus the actual outcome with respect to
minority participation in organizational settings.

Racism exists wh,.n there is a chsLrepanLy between
the expected,outcorrie and the aLtual outLome, the
expected outcome being based on panty among rd-
cial groups. The difference indiLator is potentially "
useful in tracing the change .. within an organiza-
tion over time.
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Chapter 15

Institutional Racism Scale: Assessing Self

and Organizational Attributes

Oscar A: Ba'rbarin and Renee Gilbert

ABSTRACT

The Institutional Racism Scale (IRS) was developed to assess individual perceptions of self and organization. Specifically, it assesses

how individuals construe institutional racism, engage in anti.racism, and view organizational commitment to the reduction ofracism,

Current methods for evaluating racism are reviewed, with emphasis given to those which rely on perceptions of self and organization.

The procedure for scale construction and validation is presented, and the scales are used to answer questions related to ethnic

(minority and nonminonty) and reference group (college students, government and conference groups) differences with respect to the

experience of racism The results show significant differences between minority and nonminonty groups in the manner in which they

perceive rai ism the strategies they use to reduce racism, perceptions of organizational climate, and evaluation of their own behavior

and of the behavior ot the their organization with respect to reducing racism. Similar differences were obtained on the group level, in

that the conference group was strikingly similar to the minority group. In general, the minority and conference groups were more sen .

sitive to occurrences of racism, used more strategies for the reduction of racism, viewed these strategies as more effective, perceived/

more racism in agency climate, and viewed the behavior of their administrators less favorably than the nonminority and non/

conference grouos Suggestions for future use of-this scale are described, aluiig with the implication of this research for evaluating

racism in organizational settings.

Although definitions of institutional racism are

many, reliable measures are rare. Such measures

are needed to advance us beyond rhetoric to insti-

lutional change. This chapter reviews existing

instrunients and proposes the use of an organiza-

tional model for developmg a measure of institu-

tional racism, describing the steps taken to deter-

mine the reliability and validity of such a scale.

Finally, it explores the effects of minority status

and reference group on- experience and perception

of institutional racism.

Katz and Kahn (1980) begin their scholarly

treatise on the social psychological aspects of

organizations by noting the pervasive influence of

organizations on the lives of most individuals.
Becaiik,- adults and children spend a major portion

of their lives-in-organizations or social institutions,

especially those related-to work or school, such set-

t\ tings, play an important role in shaping their be-...

1\( havior and attitudes.
Ts`,.) Minority groups increasingly have voiced- their

concerns regarding racial discrimination within'

organizations. In response, government and in-

dustry groups have developed affirmative action

gudelines to prevent discrimination and to rectify

past injustices. However, charges of discrimination

and of reverse discrimination continue, under-

scoring the need for accurate and reliable way to

assess institutional racism in organizations.
Although discrimination, equal opportunity, /and
affirmative action have become a part of the stand-

ard vocabulary of management, assessment of

these dimensions of organizational functioning has

largely been restricted to anecdotal and descrip-

.tive data. Reluctance to develop and to use in-
struments which gather data on institutional racism
in organizations is related, to (1) lack of agreement

about what constitutes institutional' racism; (2) an

over reliance on legalistic definitions of racism

which are situation specific and liable to shift un-
predictably; (3) doubts about whether institutional

racism is measurable in a psychometric sense; and

(4) fear that evidence of institutional racism will in-

vite legal action against the organization. Though

understandable, this reluctance makes systematic

intervention difficult.

Assessment Approaches

If 'Interventions in institutional racism are to be

successful, .they must be based on reliable assess-

ment instruments with- - relevant content and .

methodology. With respect to 'Content, organiza- 4

tional assessments focus on attributes of ihe
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organization or attributes of the individual> who
comprise the organization. The methodology con-
sists of interviews or questionnaires, or of data on
the output of organizations.

Initial._approaches to assessing institutional
rausm relied primarily on the self-reports of mdi-
viduals. For example, Sedlacek and Brooks (1970)
developed the Situational Attitude Scale (SAS) to
measurc racicni in educationyl settings by assessing
the attitudes of .vhites toward black>. The respond-
ents were asked to use a five-point rating scale to
indicate affective reactions to 100 situations, such
as a student demonstration. The affective reaction
ratings involve semantic differential scales, with
such dimensions as good-bad, angry-not angry,
safe unsafe, relaxed-tense, pleased-angered, afraid-
secure. Half of the group received questionnaires
on which blacks were specified as the agents in the
situation, and the other half received no race-
relevant intormation. The authors found that the
students in the race-relevant conditions responded
more negatively to the situation thdn student> in
the race-irrelevant condition.

Claiborne and Taylor (chapter 16, this volume)
also measured individual perceptions of racial
occurrences with the Racialistic Incidence Inven-
tory °RID. This scale measures awareness of, six
types of race-related incidents that are overt or
covert, individual or institutional, and attitudinal
or behavioral. Respondents indicate the extent to
which thry see prejudice operating in a given
instance. Thus, the Racialistic Incidence Invenfory
gives information about which dimension uf racism
individuals seem to be sensitive to. Nut surpns-
ingly, white college students seem to be least
aware of covert institutional racism and most
aware of individual men attitudinal and behav-
ioral forms of racism. Tending to define faLbril
terrns of Overt individual acts, whites often are in-
sensitive to the more pervasive, ,ubtle, and institu-
tional forms of racism.

Similarly. Baumgartel et al. (1976) developed the
Personal Attitude InVentory (PAI) which medsUres a
range of interpersonal behavior in a variety of
organizational and institutional settings. This scale
uses a five-point agree-disagree .format in a variety
of behavioral ;ituations. Items refer, for example,
to involvement of minorities in decisionmaking, to
dist rimination in employment and its effect on
housing available to minorities. The broad content
focus of 'lie RH, PAI, and the SAS qui..stionnaires
make thc more useful for general assessments of

racism than for measuring institutional rausm s it

operates within a -specific organization, if used

alone, they do not yield information that may
prove to be useful for organizational change. For
example, to as.sess institutional faCisill in an educa-
tional setting one might include items related to
minority curriculum content, quality of facilities
and staff for minonty and nonminority children,
protes t. variable!, such as respect for okural and
lirvuistic diversity, uf standardized intelligence
tests, fairness of disciplinary action, and output
variables such as percentage of minunties graduat-
ing, and the percentage prepared to go on to higher
education. Responses to these questions, provide
the information needed for directing change ef-
forts. An additional problem with the measures
cited above is that they do nut report reliability ur
validity data. Thus, their usefulness is limited by
the lack of a specific focus, the uncertain
psychometric properties of the instruments, and
the failure .to focus on organizational processes
which are at the very core of institutional racism.

The major problem with many of these instru-
ments is that they lack a coherent framework.
O'Connor (1977a) attempts to provide a theory pro-
posing a soual learning model of racism m which
discriminatory behavior is maintained by reinforce-
ment available from peers and administrators. This
model focuses on a range of individual and organi-
zational behaviors which include exclusion of
minorities from decisionmaking, biased perform-
ance ratings by superNisors, tokenism, over- or
underwpervision, ethnic jokes (slurs), training and
promotion opportunities fur nonwhites, and an ,as-
sessrhent of the work ernironrnent with a focus on
the quality of interaction, he., support and cooper-
ation across racial groups (O'Connor 197:1)). It is a
model of individual, rather than in titutional,
racism. The theory on which it is built b a theory of
individual, nut organizational, behavior because it
explains change in terms of contingencies main-
taining individual behavior. Organizational proc-
esses need to be added to complete this
assessment.

Models of Organization

Katz and Karin (1966) prop)* a comprehensne
model of organizations based cm systems theory
which eMphasizes internal processes and the rela-
tionship of the organization to its environment
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This open-systems model analyzes three compo-

nents of the organization: input, throughput, and
output. The input is related to the types of

resources the organization receives from the

external environment; throughput, to the processes

by which the organization uses and acts upon the

resources provided; and output, to the products or
effects made upon the environment. An important

contribution of this theory is ig conceptualization

of organization-environment relationship as a

critical factor in organizational functioning.

For Internal processes, Schein (1965) proposes a

set of specific procedures for assessing Organiza-

tional processes, especially communication, deci-
sionmaking, leadership, problem solving, and the
reward-support system. Examples of organizational

analysis described by Schein involve data collected

by an outside and ostensibly objective observer

through individual interviews, surveys, and

problem-solving sessions conducted within the

organization.
In assessing organizations, Perrow (1970) empha-

sizes organizational roles becau* they function 'as

primary determinants of behavior in those settings
Perrow assumes that organizational structure and

the role derived from the structure provide con-

straints and possibilities with which the individual

must operate. Similarly, the values and goals of an

organization influence the character (or climate) of

an organization. Thus, organizational analysis

ought to attend to the superordinate" structure

within those structures, where there are even more

protound effects on behavior than individual varia-

tions in personality (Moos1976). These analyses of

organization suggest that, in effect, institutional

racism can be conceptualized as'occurring at the
input, throughput, or output levels TW throughput

is especially important for assessing racism within

an institutional setting. Measures ot organizational
climate have been widely used to assess through-

put processes in organizations. This approach is

particularly relevant because it acknowledges the

reciprocal influences of individuals and their

organizations which are critical to institutional

racism.
James and Jones (1974) summarize three

approaches to measuring and defining organiza-

tional climate. (1) multiple measurement organi-

zational attribute approach which regards organi-

rational climate exclusively as a set of organiza-

tional attributes or main effects measurable by a

variety or methods: ,( 2) the perceptual measure-

ment organizational attribute approach which

views orgardzational main, effects; and (3) the

perceptual measurementindividual attribute ap-

proach which'Views organizational climate as "the

perceptions of an individual in which most of the

variance is accounted for by that individual rather

than the organization" (James and Jones 1974, p.

1097).
Perceptions, tl:ough influenced by idiosyncra-

cies of the perceiver, ar,e largely influenced and ac-

counted for by characieristics of the organization.

Schneider and Hall (1972) emphasize the inter-

active nature of organizational climak as a:

set of summary or global perceptions held by an individual

about the organization's environment These summary

perceptions reflect an interaction between personal and

organizational characteristics An individual acts as an

information processer using inputs from (a) objective events

in and characteristics ot the organization, and

(b) characteristics (e.g., value, needs) of the perceiver

(p. 447).

Within this general framework, measures of

organizational climate usually assess dimensions

such as organizational structure, degree of respon-
sibility, reward system, risk, quality of support and

warmth, identity conflict, and performance stand-

ards (Litwin and Stringer 1968). In addition, the

scales developed by Litwin and Stringer yield

several dimensions of the organizational environ-

ment relevant to the assessment of institutional

racism: (1) perceptions of general affective tone
toward other people in the organization;
(2) respondent perceptions of management; and
(3) communication up the chain of command.
Schneider and Bartlett (1970) found general

satisfaction and managerial support to be dimen-

sions of climate. Schneider (1975) cautioned that
organizational climate should be refined so that it

refers to specific classes of, effects or aspects of
organizational functioning. For example, it is more

appropriate to refer to an organization's climate
tor achievement or climate for affiliation than to
the climate in generaL In keeping with this caution,

this paper addresses the development of a measure

to assess an organization's climate for institutional
racism. The definition of racism used here ,is
developed exiensively in chapter 2.

Assessing Institutional
RacismMethod and Content

To a great extent the assessment approaches
described above rely on individual perceptions as
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the primary source ut intormatiun. Schneider (1975)
describes individual perceptions of organizations
as an important data base reflecting attributes of
the individual and of the organization itself. For

that reason, an approach to institutional racism

which concentrates on measuring individu'al per-

ceptions of the institutional setting may be a par-
ticularly vaivable method, especially when used in
conjunction with other sources of information.

Three dimensions of climate as described above
seem to be particularly relevant to the assessment
of institutional racism in organizational settings.

(1) perceptions of the interpersonal process, that is,
attitudes regarding warmth, acceptance, support,
and satisfaction, as well as stereotyped behavior or
attitudes which interfere with acceptance in that

setting; (2) the decisionmaking process, the degree
of personal autonomy and invokement onthe part
ot minorities in making decisions regarding the
functioning of the organization; and (3) the reward
system, recognition, promotion, and career devel-
opment opportunities available to minority groups
in the organization. These three dimensions can be
assessed ,by means of a climate measure from the
perspective of individual workers and of manage-
ment. Furthermore, since climate has been de-
scribed as an interaction of individual and organi-
zational attributes, it seems useful to assess self-
attributes in addition to perceptions of the organ!-

' zation. The addition of data regarding self-attri-
butes may help clarify different perceptions of the
same setting. The self-attributes that seem best re-
lated to perception of institutional racism in one's
organization are awareness of racism and personal
involvement in changing racist processes. These
dimensions, along with the climate-type scale and
an assessment of , management involvement in
reducing racism, are included in the Institutional
Racism Scale (IRS) (see table 1). The procedure for
refining this scale is discussed fully in the results.

Race, Role, and Perception
of Racism

In using a measure of institutional racism, it

seems usetul to understand how race and reference
group tactors affect the experience of racism,

Assumptions about the homogeneity of effects

with respect to these groups may lead to incorrect
interpretations of results obtained from diverse

groups. ()teller and Schneider (1974) examined
black students' and white students perceptions of
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Table 1. Description of Institutional Racism Scale
(IRS) Subscales

INSTITUTIONAL RACISM SCALE (IRS) The Institutional

Racism Scale measures individual perceptions of self and

organizational attributes. It focuses primarily on throughput
processes rather than input or output dimensions or organiza.
firma! functioning.
SELF-AITRIBUTES

1. Indices of Racism This scale consists of a group uf items
frequently cited in professional and popular literature as racist
Respondents rate each item on the extent to which they believe
it is motivated by racism or produces discriminatory outcomes. It 0

is a useful way to assess an individual's sensitivity to,eur
awareness of, racism.

2. Strategtc5 for Reduung Rausm L'se This scale consists of
strategies which require either individual or collective behavior
related to the reduction of racism This list includes activities
such as voting, htigation, educating friends, lobbying, and cross-
racial interactions. Respondents are asked to indicate the extent
to which they use thest strategies fui thi purpose of reducing
rausm Some of the strategies require no extraordinary actRity
in that they are part of normal functioning, while others require
discrete, concerted; and sometimes collective action

3. Strategies for Reducing Racism Effectiveness This scale

consists ot similar items which are mted with respect to their
effectiveness in reducing racism

4. Personal Efforts To Reduce Raus-n This scale consists of 20
semantic differential ratings used to evaluate-personal behavior
with respect to reducing racism The scale presents a picture of
how actively and favorably individuak perceive themselves in
reducing racism.
ORGANIZATICAAL ATTRIBUTES

5. Agency Climate (for Racism) This scale consists of

statements relating to policies and procedures of the organiza
hon. The items are based on three dimensions of organizational
chmate. interpersonal processes, deasionmaking processes, and
the reward system as it relates to career developnient uppor
tunities for minorities. Specifically, this scale assesses the

acceptance of minorities, participation by minorities in dec ision
making, and a respect for cultural diversity

6 Management Efforts To Reduce Racism This scale uses a
semantic-differential format similar to the ratings of Personal
Efforts To Reduce Racism it is patterned after scdles developed
by Mikhell 4197d, to evaluate management invokenient IA pro-

gram evaluation. This scale awesses how workers perceive
management involvement in reducing racism. h includes iterns
that relate both to the level of admit)/ and to the effectiveness
of that activity ,
the university climate and found differences in the
way the two groups .'ew and organize their atti
tudes toward the enwronment. Blacks perceived
the soLlai environment less favorably than w hites.
Blacks also made finer distinctions than whites in
separating the notions of personal and institutional
ferms of racism. In all, racism, espeually institu-
tional rausm, is a more salient feature of the envi
ronment for blacks than for whites.
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Similarly,' Nordlie (1974), using the Enlisted Per-

sonnel Questionnaire (EPQ) to evaluate race rela-

tions and equal opportunity programs in the

military, found discernible and pervasive dif-

ferences in the perceptions held by blacks and
whites, with blacks reporting a much higher level of

racial discrimination both witLa and outside the

military. Discrimination was reported most fre-

quently in relation to career development and the

military justice system. Both minority and white
soldiers at theienlisted level felt that there was only
minimal acceptance of race relations and equal op-

'portunity principles by midlevel officers, even

though vocal support of these principles occurred

at the highest level of the organization. In sum-
mary, Kiefer and Schneider demonstrated that

minorities are more sensitive to institutional racism

in organizational settings. Nordlie has shown that,

for minorities, suspicion regarding the behavior of

management with respect to altering discrimina-
tion accompanies perceptions of racism in the

organization generally.
In this same evaluation, Nordlie -developed a

discrimination indicator which was designed to

serve as an outcome rather than a process measure

of institutional racism. Fifty-eight quantitative indi-

tators of institutional racism were derived by com-

paring the actual number of minorities having

particular characteristics with the number that one

would expect were there no differences associated

with skin color. An attempt was made to control
mathematically for mediating factors such as edu-

cation These discrimination indicators related to

variables such as the racial composition of the
army and distribution of personnel across ranks.
Analyses of these data suggest a rapidly increasing

overrepresentation of minorities, especially blacks,

in the enlisted, grades with no corresponding

change in the underrrePresentation of minority
officers. The enlisted personnel were overrepre-

senteeslightly :n lower grades, overrepresented in
middle grades, and underrepresented in the highest

grades. Similarly, minority officers were underrep-
resented in lower ranks, overrepresented in middle

ranks, and grossly underrepresented in higher

ranks. Also, minority officers are underrepresented

among general and executive officers and overrep-
resented in supply, procurement, etc. In addition,

there is a- strong relationship between minority

status and the type of discharge received, which

shows a consistent disadvantage for minorities.

Minorities are slightly overrepresented by 15 per-
,
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cent among those receiving dishonorable dis-

charges. These outcome measures of discrimina-

tion essentiafly support the data from the.EPQ.

The data provided by Nordlie (1974) suggest that

minorities and nonminorities view their organiza-

tion in different ways. Minorities report more fre-

quent occurrences of racism than nonminorities
and consequently are much more aware of racism

both within and outside of their organizations.

.Pfiefer and Schneider (1974) conclude that

minorities _have a more refined underst)nding of
racism. For minorities, racism as a construct may

be more corriprehensive, i.e., include more

elements than it does for whites. As a result,

minorities are expected to manifest a, greater sen-

sitivity to subtle, institutional forms of racism, a

differential sensitivity likely to be reflected in

perceptions of personal behavior, the, work envi-

ronment, and the behavior of management with
respect to racism: Consequently, racial differences

are expected in how racism is- construed, in the
level of activities to reduce racism, and in evalua-

tions of administrator commitment to reduction of

racism.
Moos (1976) and others argue that organizations

have an important socializing influence and that

the quality and direction of this influence vary with
the character or climate of the Organization. If so,

there should be differences among the reference

groups drawn- from organiiations which have

presumed differences in climate, and reference

groups should be related to how members of thOse

groups perceive and act upon racism. The influ-

ence of group or organizational membership is

such that it creates an atmosphere which encour-

ages or suppresses active expression of anti-racist

attitudes and behaviors designed to alleviate the
problems associated Mth racism. For that reason,

we expect differences in the way a government
group, a student group, and racism conference
attendees construe racism and view their organiza-

tion's involvement in institutional racism. There is

little basis, however, for predicting the direction of

these differences.
On the basis of the work reviewed, a measure,

was developed to assess how individuals perceiver
institutional racism operating in a specific getting.

The dimension included in the measure relates to

individual and organizational attributes. The self-

attributes include conceptions of what constitutes

institutional racism and perceptions of personal

behavior toward occurrences of racism. Organiza-

1 6o
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tional attributes include perceptions of the work
climate with respeu to rausm and evaluations of
the behavior of responsible persons in the organiza-
tion with respect to reducing racism. Differences
expected between minority and nonminority
groups on these measures are that minorities are
more aware of racism, use more strategies,
evaluate these strategies and their own behavior
more favorably, and view their organization's
climate and management involvement in redudng
racism more disparagingly than nonminorities.
Similarly, differences are predicted among
reference groups on the same measures.

Methods

Measures. In its original form, the Institutional
Racism Scale (IRS) consisted of six subscales

designed to cover each of the basic attitude com-
ponents regarding institutional racism mentioned
earlier.

I. Indices of Racism' consisted of a 15-item
scale oesigned to assess an individual's sen-
sitivity to institutional racism. Individuals
completing the scale were asked to rate

items describing potentially racist practices
(e.g., "personnel selection based on written
tests" and "seniority as a major criteria for
promotion") according to the extent to
which they felt the items served as an index
ot institutional racism (1- not at all,
7 most sensitive).

2. Iffecto,eness of Strategies To Reduce
Racism.

3. bse of Strategies To Reduce RatbIll con-
sisted of a hst ot 12 interventions
voting, lobbying, educating) which iespund-
ents first rated on a four-point scale, in-
dicating the effecto,eness of that strategy m
reduung rausm (poor to excellent) and, sec-
ond, indicated the exlent to which they per-
sonally used the strategy (I- never, 5 -
very frequently).

4. Agency Climate fur Racism Scale consisted
of 16 items designed to measure the extent
to which the leadership structure and inter-
personal atmosphere of an agency's poli-
cies cou:d be viewed as racist, items such as

The community, especially the poor and
minority groups, have httle to say about
decisions which affect tunctioning- and
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"The organization goes out of its way to
make minorites feel at home." Respondents
rated items along a seven-point scale, indi-
cating the extent to which they felt the
statement characterized their agency.

5. Administrative Efforts To Reduce Racism

6. PerSonal Efforts To Reduce Racism were
designed to assess individuals' perception

of their own and their administrators'
etforts to reduce racism. Respondents com-
pleted 26 semantic differentialf ratings
which included both activity and evalua-
tion dimensions.

Participants. Three separate groups of individuals
participated in the study. The first group consisted
of 56 individuals from educational, religious, and
mental health agencies who attended a 3-day con-
ference on institutional racism. The second group
was composed of employees of a single Federal
agency of varying grade levels in nonservice oc-
cupations. The third group coriisted of 48 students
enrolled in an undergraduate community psychol-
ogy class who participated in the study for course
credit. Participants were classified as rniorities
when they identified themselves as Afro-American,
Asian-American, American Indian, or Latinos. Most
of the minorities in the sample were Afro-

American.
Administrative Procedures. Administrative pro-

cedures differed somewhat for each of the three,
groups. Subjects in the conference group were
given the questionnaire and asked to complete the
IRS both pnor to and following the conference on
institutional racism, :with a 3-day interval separat-
ing pre- and post-test administrations. Attendees
were informed that the IRS was part of a battery
used to evaluate the impact of the conference.

Administration of the questionnaire to govern-
ment subjects was done on an individual basis with
2-3 month intervals separating pre- and post-test
administrations. In addition to completion of the
IRS, sobjects in the government group were asked
to indicate actual instances of racism which had
occurred in their work setting, and expectations
about the reduction of radsm, which could serve as
valid measures of institutional racism against

which IRS subscales could later be compared.
Finally, administration of the IRS to the student

group was conducted in a group setting, with sub-
jects taking the IRS after a course examination. As
with the government group, there was approxi-
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mately a 2-_month interval separating administra-

tion of the pre- and post-tests. Subjects in this

group were also given a brief questionnaire follow-
ing completion of the post-test. The questionnaire

was designed to solicit comments concerning per-

ceived weaknesses and/or ambiguities of the meas..'

ure, as well as the extent to which the IRS had

stimulated further thinking about institutional

racism. The questionnaire also asked the degree to

which respondents were required to think seriously

al:out the topic of racism in order to complete the

IRS.
Instrument Development. Administration of the

original measure raised questions concerning the

appropriateness and/or wording of some of the IRS

items, as well as concerns about the length of time
required to complete the IRS. As a:consequence, a

decision was made to reduce the ambiguity and

length of the IRS by eliminating items. The steps

taken in developing this measure are described in

detail below, providing guidelines for development

of similar instruments by others. The psychometric

properties of most institutional racism scales are

rarely described in the literature. The description of
refinement procedures is intended to serve two pur-

poses: to provide infoimation about the reliabilty
and validity of the IRS and to provide a model for

the development of similar instruments.
Reliability. Decisions to retam or delete an item

were based on the following criteria: (1) item test-

retest reliability; (2) the intercorrelation of given
items with their scale means; and (3) the expen-

,
mentPrs judgments (based, in part, on feedback
from individuals who had taken the questionnaire)

concerning the appropriateness and/or ambiguity

of the items.
It was hoped that the criteria would result in

selection of item groupings which would have max-

imal consistency of response over time (i.e., test-

retest reliability) as well as homogeneity of the
items with respect to concepts being measured.(Le.,

internal consistency reliability). Items were
selected Id Maximize the possibility that the final

scale would have high test-retest and internal con-
sistency reliability for groups other than the one on

whicli the revised measurer was developed.

Members of the government and student groups,

tor whom both pre- and post-test measures were

available, were pooled into one group. These par-

ticipants were then randomly divided into two
groups, the first used in the measurement revision
process, leaving the second group free to serve as a
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cross-validation group. Using group I to revise the

scale allowed the use of group II to determine

whether revision of the scales would result in

similarly high levels of test-retest and internal con-

sistency reliabilities.
Conference attendees were excluded from the

revision process on the grounds that administration'

of pre- and post-tests 'differed with respect to the

time interval between administration (i.e., a 3-day

interval for conference attendees as compared

with a 2-month interval for individuals in govern-

ment and student groups) and on the grounds that
conference attendees had been exposed to a 3-day

meeting dealing with institutional racismwithin a

pre-test, post-test interval. Participation in the con-

ference may have affected responses to the post-

test measure and, hence, could potentially have
confounded test-retest reliabilities.

Next, Kuder Richardson-14 (KR-14) internal ..con-

sistency and Pearson test-retest correlations were

computed for group l's responses (Le., responses of

half of the government and student groups ran-

domly selected for the purposes of scale develop-

ment) to each of the six subscales. Examihation of

the results suggested adOpting the following cri-

teria for item rejection: Items with a test-retest reli-

ability of r-30 or less or intercorrelation,with their

scaie mean of .15 or less would be automatically

, eliminated from their respective scales.
While an item could be rejected on the basis of

test-retest correlations only at the beginning of the
analysis piocess, as test reorganization has no im-

pact on an item's test-retest reliability, each scale

revision (by virtue of the fact that it contains a dif-
ferent grouping of items) creates a new scale mean

and, hence, a new set of item correlations with that

mean.
The above procedure worked satisfactorily for

all subscales mith 4_he exception of the Indices of
Racism Scale which, in spite of revisions, continued

to have poor internal consistency. Therefore, a

decision was made to revise the scoring procedures

for this scale 'and to simply count the number of
items receiving a positive response (i.e., a score of 5

or greater) and to use that number as the final score

for the scale. As with other subscales, items with a

test-retest correlation of .30 or less were dropped

from the scale.
Following completion of revisions the scales

were applied to group II, and internal and test-

retest reliabilities were comptited for each sub-

scale. The results of the initial group (group I) and
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cross-validation group (group "II)
presented in table 2.

reliabilites are

Table 2. Test-Retest and KR-14 internal consist-
ency,estittiates for initial and
validation groups

Measure

Test-retest

correlations

Internal consistency
estimates

Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 Group 2

Indices of

racism

r

s..,

.6014
N(3)

.5495

(32)

'

Effectiveness r .8042 .7518 .678 .690

of strate-

gies

(N) (26) (25) (30) (31)

Use of r 077 .6352 .7170 .7310

strategies (N) (14) (15) (26) (24)

Personal r .6541 .7898 .9010 .8720

efforts (N) (22) (26) (25) (28)

Agency r .5763 .6472 .7680 .7730

policies (N) (23) (26) (25) (22)

Administrative r .8037 .7910 e9,340 9370

efforts (N) (20) (22) 124) (27)

'NoteInternal Consistencies were not computed for Indices of

Ract.sm, as this measure was simply a count of the number of items recew .
mg a positive response (i.e.. rating of six or above).

Examination of the results
,

suggests that the
measurement revision process was, for the most
part, successful. Internal consistency reliabilities
for both the original and cross-validation groups
were high, ranging from r .717 to r .937. Test-
retest correlations were somewhat lower, however,
with test-retest reliability for group I on the Agency
Climate scale and group Ii on the Indices of Racism
Scale being r -.5763 and r -.5495, respectively. In
addition, there were six test-retest reliabilities fall-
ing in the r .60 to r .70 range. While lower than
the internal consistency reliabilities, the test-retest
reliabilities are still sufficiently high to suggest

some degree of consistency in response pattern
uver time, especially in view of the 2-month inter-
val separating pre- and post-test administration.

Final Instrument. The final instrument, presented
in its entirety in appendix A, consists of 72 items, a
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reduction of 35 items from its thiginal form. In its
final form the Indices of Racism subscale has been
pared to a length of 8 items, the Effectiveness of
Strategies subscale to 11, Use of Strategies to 7,
Agency Climate to 6, and the Administrative Efforts
to Reduce Racism and Personal Efforts to Reduce
Racism subscales have been reduced to 20 items
each. The intercorrelations among the subscales
are presented in appendix B and the means for each
item are presented in appendix C.

Results

Subsequent to measurement revision, analyses

were performed aimed at (1) providing a better
understanding of a validation for the IRS, and
(2) using the IRS to determine how people concep-
tualize institutional racism. Tiie following are the
results of/these analyses.

Reliabilities for Homogeneous Croups. As test-
retest and internal consistency reliabilities were ini-
tially computed and cross-validated on heterogen-
eous samples, it was necessary to determine the
extent to which subtest test-retest and internal con-
sistency reliabilities would hold up when cornPuted
for homogeneous samples. The responses of all per-
sons who had completed pre-test questionnaires
were therefore broken down according to their
respectiye reference groups (i.e., .conference,
government, and student) ,and internal consistency,
reliabilities were computed for each group. These
respondents were then reorganized by racial group
(minority and nonminority) and internal consis-
tency correlations computed for each group.

A sim'ilar procedure was followed 'for test-retest
correlations, with the exception that only those
individuals who had completed both pre- and post-
test measure.ments were included in, the analysis.
Again, participants were broken down into groups
on the basis of reference and racial group member-
ship, with test-retest correlations being computed
for each group. Table 3 includes a complete listing
of all test-retest and internal consistency correla-
tions for subscales by reference and racial
groupings.

Examination of table 3 and comparison of these
results with results frorn initial and cross validation
groups indicates that diffeicnces clearly exist
between original and cross-validation group reli
abilities (computed on heterogeneous samples) and
reliabilities computed un homogeneous san.oles.
Homogeneous groups also differ in the magnitude
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Table 3. Test-Retest and kR-14 internal consistency correlations by racial and reference groups

1
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r '

Test-retest correlations Internal consistency correlations,

Measure Minont; Nonminority Conference Government Student Minority Nonminonty Conference Government Student

kulicesof r 38130 5084 4933 7225 5222 a a a ° a

racism N. (16) 48 8 23 37

Effectiveness r 655 805 .870 .6S0 .793 .555 .560 .572 .261 .673

of strate. (N) (13)

gies

42 7 19 32 45 71 49 41 41

, t

Use ot ' 789 .685 .347 .695 .549 685 .723 550 482 .761

strategies IN) (9) , 27. 9 18 11 40 60 44 34 35 s,

Personal r 849 .737 .983 .t.. .796 .699 .831 .905 . 854 .882 .907

efforts IN) (11) (42) 17) (17) (22) 42 65 39 . 01 37

Agent y r 606
pohLies iN; il3)

664
' 19

952

6

.705

19 '
.604 - 788

31 37

722

64

.862

38

686

37

.731

38

Administrative r '719 73) .968 .851 ,692 :, 926 .937 .945 .914

ettorts N,"(N) (8) 37 5 ; 19 25 33 66 35 39 36

Internal cons,stencre% were not romputed tor Indices of Racism, as this measure was simpIy.a count ot the items receming a.positive response h.e ,

rating, ot six Or atxww

, : .

Table 4. Correlation of scales with face valid of their test-retest and internal consistency rell,a-

measures of racism
bility when compared with other homogeneous

-
Measure

Spontarmous
report of

racist incidents

Identification of
racist practices

from a list
Hope for
change

Indii (.501 ( 326 506" - 196

racism IN) (25) (25) (25)

Effect ivtmess r 102 .218 -.210

of strate-

gius

(N) y.II (21) (11)

k
Use of r 382 - 199" .407'

'- strategies (N) 110) (19)\ (19)

Personal r 163 .295
\ -.386

efforts iNi (24) (21) (21)

Agency r 525" 439 117

poh, le, (N) 1251 In i25,

Ati01101slf 111,,e r / 427* 255 *-- 511'

ottorts I14 I i90 (19) (19)

groupD .
. ,

'This cçnclusion is supported by the difference be- -

?twee nternal consistency correlations computPd
ginal and cross-validation groups on the.Effec- .

tiven ss of Strategies subscale (r-.717 and r-.731
tespeively ) and the same internal consistency cor-t,
relation computed for the go'fernment group

(r-.482). This is demonstrated by differences in in-

temal consistency between homogenedus samples ,

on this same scale, with interriar consistPr.cy
reliabilities ranging ffom r-.482 for the government

group to r-.761 for the student group.
Such variation in injernal consistency may mean

that the Effectiveness of Strategies subscale is a

poor measure when applied to certain' subgroups,

such as the governmeni group. Rnce the subscale

was previously .show.n to have good internapcon-
sistency, these same reSults may also be inter-,
preted-as the government grOup's -onceptoalizing

and using, strategies to rerluce racism differently
from, the other' groups. The- foirner interpretation

p< 0;
has implications for the validity .of the scale; while

- p< 01 the latter 'suggests that unexpectedly poor internal ,?

164
5.
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consistency in itselt may be an indication of dif-
ferences in evaluation ot thesestrategies.

Finally, it should be noted in passing that special
attention should be given comparisons involving
test-retest reliabilities tor the conference group, as
individuals in this group had onl a 3-day, As
opposed to a 2-month, interval separating pre- and
post-test administration. Also, these individuals
attended a conference on institutional racism in

the interim. Thus, the conference may have influ-
enced individuals responses to the post-question-
naire and thereby affected test-retest reliabilities.

Validation of IRS Subtests. To determine if IRS
subscales correlated in predictable ways with valid
measures of racism, Pearson correlation coeffi-
cients were computed between IRS subscales and
the three questions asked of the government
sample regarding racist practices in their respective
agencies.

The results indicated a signfkant positive rela-
tionship between the number of raust incidents
people sr,untaneously report as having taken place
in their agency and scores on the Agency Climate
subscale and the number of items identified from a
list of potential racist practices (r-.439). These
results are presented in table 4.

There was a negative correlation between the
number of raci,t incidents people spontaneously
reported and scores un the Administrative Efforts
subscale representing people's perception of
administrative e.'(urts to reduce racism (r -.427). In
addition, a posit.ve correlation was found between
people s self-report 'of their Use of different
strategies to reduce racism, as measured by the Use
of Strategies subscale, and their hopefulness for
change in their agency regarding racist practices

(r 407),
The data with respect to validity of the Indices

of Racism subscale, were not as strong, as in-
dicated by the positive but nonsignificant correla-
tion between the Indi is Lit."( ale and the number
of racist incidents people Jimntaneouslv reported
ir -.326, p- .056i. A second correlation betweer .
the indices subscale and the number Of items iden-
tified from a list of racist practices (r. = .506) was,

however, ignitic ant

Thus, it Lan be k onstrued from the above that
support exists ror the validity of the Indices of
Rat Ism, Use 01 Strategies, and Organizational
Attributes, such as Agency and Administrative
Ettorts to Reduce Racism subs( ales, based on the

correlation of these scales with valid measures of
racism.

There were other correlations not predicted by a
prior hypothesis. a significant negative correlation
between the Use of Strategies subscale and the
number of items identified from a list of racist prac-
tices (r-.399),., suggesting 'that, the more an indi-
vidual uses strategies to reduce racism, the fewer
racist incidents occur in ar organization. There was
also a significant negative correlation between
evaluations of personal efforts to reduce racism
and optima/1m about the agency's capacity to alter
racism practices (r- -.386). Finally, there was a
somewhat puzzling negative correlation between
perceptions of adminorative effort: to reduce
racism and optimism about change (r-.511), indi-
cating that favorable perceptions of administrative
efforts were associated with pessimism about the
likelihOod of institutional change.

Analyses. Analyses were run on the revised
subscales to provide information on how people
conceptualize institutional racism. Analyses were
run on pre-test measures only, and all individuals
who had completed a pre-test administration of the
IRS were included.

Two major sets of analyses were con-Jucted: the
first to determine if differences existed in the way

.in which minority and nonminority groups viewed
racism, and the second to determine if any dif-
terences existed in the way in _which people from
different --ference groups (i.e., conference, govern-
ment, and student) conceptualized racism. Means
broken down by racial and reference groups as well
as t's for racial group differences are pesented in
table 5.

With the exception of the predictions about
minorities, no a priori hypotheses were made
regarding the reference groups and the ways in
which the dimensions measured by the IRS would
interact, with the result that many comparisons
were made to determine what relationships existed.
Possibly some significant relationships may result
through chance fluctuation or idiosyncraues in the
particular sample measured. However, the number
of significant relationships (23 out of 78 com-
parisons, in contrast to four expected on the basis
of chance) as well as the general pattern of the rela-
tionship:, suggest that chance variation alone can-
not accu -I for these findings.

RACIAL differences. Significant differences were
found between minority and nonrninurity groups as

165'
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Table 5. Scale scores by racial and reference groups

Scale ?rid group Minority

Indices Of racism

Conference -

Mean 5.360

Number (25)

Government
Mean 4.375

Number (16)

Student
Mean 5.000 i
Number (7)

Total racial groups
Mean ,

Number

4.979

(48)

Effectiveness of strategies

Conference
Mean 3.040

Number (26)

Government
Mean 3.121

Number (12)

Student
Mean 3.273

Number (7)

Total racial groups i
Mean 3.104

Number (45)

Uses of strategies

Conference
Mean 1 3.121

Number (26)

Government
Mean
Number

3.208
(11)

Student
Mean 3.000

Number (6)

Total racial groups
Mean
Number

2.870
(43)

Personal efforts
Conference

Mean 4.591

Number (22)

,

Government
Mean 4.581

Number (n)

Nonminonty

Total
reference
groups

t values
Racial group
differences

6.231

(13)

3.720
(25)

5.438
(48)

3.872
(4)) /

, ,

1.4698

df -36

1.1625
df- 39

3.216 3.500 2.2.55'

(37) (44) df-42

3.467 4.295 2.8112"

(75) (139) cif- 121

3.114 3.040 .3569

(12) (50) df-36

2.881 2.975 1.9115

(23) (40) df - 33

2.848 2.915 2.1850'

(37) (44) df -42

2.903 9 980 2.3021'

(72) (134) df - 115

3.190 3 092 .3598

(12) (48) df - 36

2,312 2.247 .4404

(22) (37) df -31

2.329 2.440 1.8802

(30) (36) df - 34

2.484 2.640 2,6047'

(64) (121) df - 105

4.386 4.491 .8605

(11) (39) df- 31

4.427 4.517 .7155

(24) (41) df - 35
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Table scores by racial and reference groups (Continued)

Scale and goup Minority
--

Nonminority

Total
reference

groups

t values
Racial group
differences

Student
Mean 4.050 4.433 4.361 1.2699

Number (7) (30) (37) df 35

Total racial groups
Mean 4.498 4.423 4.45S .5673

Number (42) (65) (117) cif 105

Agency policies
Conference

Mean 4.246 3,708 4.019 1.0170

Number (23) (12) (43) df -33

Government
Mean 4.923 3.871 4.220 2.8406"

Number (13) (22) (41) df -33

Student
Mean 4.524 3.172 3.408 3.4438***

Number (7) (33) (40) df -38

Total racial groups
Mean 4.496 3498 3.888 4.2721
Number (43) (67) (124) df - 108

Administrative efforts
Conference

Mean 3.426 3,450 3.477 0548

Number (19) (10) (35) df -27

Government
Mean 3.336 4.013 3.882 2.6377*

Number (11) (23) (30) df 32

Student

Mean 1050 3.841 1775 1.4814

Number (3) (33) (36) df 34

Total racial groups
Mean 3.362 3.842 3 718 2 5082'

Number (33) (66) (110) df 97

.1) < oc
11p

a whole on aH subscales with the exception of Per-

sonal ,Fitorts to Reduce Racism. Minorities per-
ceived a greater number of items as indices of
institutional racism (4.5 vs. 3.9), used more
strategies to reduce racism (2.8 vF. 2.4), viewed
thew strategies as more effechve (3.1 vs. 2.9),

perceived their organization as more disposed

a

toward institutional racism (Agency Climate-4 4
vs. 3.4), and rated the efforts of their administrators
less favorably (3.3 vs:3.8) than did nonminorities.

In the conference group alone, differences

between racial groups failed to reach significance.
Significant differences between minorities and non-
minorities in the government group were found
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only on subscales relating to their work setting,

that is, on Agency Climate and Administrative

Efforts to Reduce Racism. Differences between

minorities and nonminorities for the student group

were found on the Indices of Racism, Effectiveness

of Strategies, Use of Strategies and Agency Climate

subscales, but not on Administrative or Personal Ef-

forts to Reduce Racism.
In no instance, either individually by reference

group or with reference groups combined, was a

significant difference found between minority and

nonminonty groups in response to the Personal

Efforts to Reduce Racism subscale. Thus, while

there were significant differences with respect to

minority and nonminority groups in parameters of

racism, there were no significant differences in

people's perception of their own actions designed

to eliminate racism.
REFERENCE groups Examination of concep-

tualizations of racism by reference group indicates

that reference groups differ in their pattern of

response to issues dealing with racism. T-tests for

differences between means of reference goups are

presented in table 6.
Individuals in the confe-ence group generally

appeared to be more sensitive to issues of racism

than were other gtoups. Scores of conference

ottendeos were significantly higher than both gov-

ernment and student respondents on both the

Indices of Racism and Use of Strategies subscales

and significantly higher than the student

respondents on the Agency Climate subscale.

When examined separately by racial group mem-

bership, however, significant differences between

conference, government, and student respondents

disappear for the minority group but are main-

tained, with one exception (the Agency Climate

subscale), in the nonminonty group, suggesting that

reference group is a more important indication of

response pattern for nortninonty than for minority

groups

Discussion

The purpose of this research was to devise an

Instrument to assess individual perceptions of self-

and organizational attributes with respect to insti-

tutional racism. Scales were developed to measure

the manner in which individuals construe racism,

the variety of behaviors used personally to alter

racism, the effectiveness of those behaviors, and

the manner in which individuals evaluate their own

efforts to reduce racism. Scales were developed to

assess perceptions of the agency's climate with

respect to racism and the level and quality of

administrators' efforts to eliminate racism. The

final scales were refined from a larger instrument

so that internal consistency and test-retest reliabil-

ity reached acceptable levels. In addition, this

research tested widely held notions about race and

reference groups as important determinants of an

individual's experience of institutional racism.

Since institutional racism is a subtle and indirect

phenomenon whose detection is often based on

inductive or auributional process, it is important to

understan0 how individuals define it. 1 he results of

this studylshow that the components of ,racism are

different! for minorif s and nonminorities.
Although no assessment was made in this study of

the qualitative nature of these differences, it is

clear that minorities tend to detect elements of

racism on more occasions and in more aspects of

life than whites. While this heightened sensitivity to

racism may be viewed by skeptics as an overreac-

tion, it is reasonable to expect that minorities, as

the victims of racist behavior, should experience its

effects more poignantly than whites who may be

affected only indirectly. Moreover, since this

society is based on egalitarian principles which

ostensibly are incompatible with racism, it may be

more difficult for whites to acKnowledge systemic

racism in the use of standardized tests on the basis

of which determinations are made about "merit"

and job-fitness of individuals. Instead, whites tend

to attribute differential outcomes of such practices

to factors other than institutional racism (Gaertner

and Dovidio 1977).
Differences in sensitivity to racism are also

reflected in the manner in which minorities and

nonminorities view the behaviors for reduction of

racism, Specifically, minorities tend to employ a

greater number of strategies, such as voting, lobby-

ing, demonstrating, and educating friends, for the

purpose of reducing racism. Similarly, they are

more likely than whites to view these strategies as

effective. However, in spitp of their more frequent

use of these strategies, minorities do not evaluate

their own efforts to reduce racism more favorably

than those of whites In effect, minorities are more

active but feel no more involved in combating

racism than whites perceive themselves to be. It is

likely that minorities and whites operate under dif-

ferent expectations and consequently use different

standards to evaluate their own trhavior with

Cd
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Table 6. I-Tests for differences between reference groups

Scale and group
Mmonty Nonminonty Combined groups

Gov't Student Gov't Student Gov't Student

Indices

Conference 1.803 462 4.102*** 4.989*" 4.105*" 4.675"
df - 39 df -30 df -36 df -48 df -93 df- 90

Government .8621 1.000 930
df-21 df- 60 df - 89

Effectiveness of
strategies

Conference .447 1.041 1.520 1.642 .692 1,217
df - 36 df - 31 df - 33 df - 47 df- 88 df - 92

Government .807 .295 .629
df -17 df- 58 df

Use of strategies
Conference 4.450 .450 3.946*** 3.385" 6.636*** 4.306*"

df - 35 df - 30 df-32 df -40 df - 83 df - 82

Government 2.210* .082 1.139

df - 15 df - 50 df- 71

Personal efforts
Conference 0468 2.074* .1,81 .181 .187 .836

df- 33 df - 27 df - 39 df - 39 df- 78 df - 74
71-....

Government 1.700 .034 1.030
df - 18 df- 52 df- 76

Agency policies
Conference 383 .456 .395 1.461 .691 2.271*

df - 34 df - 28 d: - 32 df- 43 df - 82 df 81

Government .710 2.761" 3.240"
df - 78 df - 53 df 79

Administrative efforts
Conference 237 .549 1.818 L666 1.831 1.240

df - 24 df. 20 df- 31 df- 41 df - 71 df- 69

Government ,732 .756 .; 4
df - 12 df - 54 df 73

respect to racism. It is possible that olacks report
usaig more strategies for reducing racism because
many of the activities inducLd in this scale, such as
voting, are nut extraordinary or beyond the normal
range of behavior of most adults. Since racial
discrimination is a dominant factor in the lives of
minority ,peoples, they may view mally of their
ormal activities as indirectly contnbuting to the
struggle against rausm. Thus, many activities
related to political process, 'interpersonal relation-

ships, and even, in some cases, extraordinary activ-
ities such as lobbying may be directed at insuring
basic freedoms and opportunities for themselves,
and the racial dimension may be a dominant factor
in the voting patterns, contributions to organiza
tions, etc. The racial differences in the number o
strategies used to reduce racism probably can be
attributed to minorities' associating many of these
ordinary behaviors in a general way with efforts to
combat racism, whde for whites, similar behaviors

1 6J
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may not be intended to serve the same purpose.

Because many of the behaviors reported' are not

dramatic or extraordinary, but simply a part of

daily living, minorities may not view them as note-

worthy. Therefore, these actions do not contribute

to minorities' image of themselves as actively

involved in a collectwe civil rights struggle

oriented toward system change, such as litigation,

picketing, or demonstrations. For minorities, then,

the criterion for a high level of activity may be sus-

tained involvement in some cultural, political or

educational movement' with the goal of improving

the life conditions of minority peoples. For whites,

a high level of activity may simply be an acknowl-

edgement of race discrimination as a problem and

the use of commonly available tools, such as

voting, to reduce its impact: Thus, different levels

of act.vity and involvement may, in fact, lead to

identical evaluations of behavior and perceptions

of activity levels. In summary, although minorities

view racism and' the means for dealing with racist

behavior in 'a different way from nonminorities,

there is little evidence that minorities and non-

minorities evaluate their activities differently with

respect to reducing racism
Although minorities and nonmmorities may not

evaluate themselves differently, they do view the
behavior and climate of their organization in very

different manners, specifically, minorities tend to
experience their organizations as more disposed

toward racism and make less favorable ratings of

administrators' effort to redu«, racism than do
nonminonties, Minorities view their agency as hav-

ing a predisposition toward racism in that it fails to

Involve minorities in decmonmaking processes and

to provide career development opportunities for

them, Accompanying these perceptions are beliefs

that the organization is not doing cvhat it can to

reduce overt and covert forms of racism It is likely

that whites do not dire( tly deny the existence of

these «mditions, but they may attribute them to

factors other than discrimination For example,

-whites may argue that mmonties are not involved -

in the leadership of organizations because they do

not have the necessary educ ation or capabilities.
rhe conterence group was more aware ot institu-

tional rac ISM and tended to use strategies to

reduce racism more frequently than did either the
student group or tiw government group. However,

there was no signiticant difference 'n the extent to

whic h they viewed these strategies as effective, nor

vvas there evidence that reference group made a

difference with respect to how one viewed and

evaluated personal activities or the activities of

administrators in reducing racism. The conference

group did not perceive the climate of their respec-

tive agencies as more conducive to' institutional

racism than did the student group. If attendance at

a conference devoted entirely to institational

racism can be interpreted as commitment to deal-

ing with social issues such as racism, these findings

suggest that individuals, whether minority or non-
minority, who are committed to social justice and

to dealing actively with' institutional racism, tend

to be morf sensitive to occurrences of racism and

more activc in using a variety of strategies to

reduce it. However, committed groups, as repre-

sented by the conference attendees, do not neces-

sarily feel that these efforts are adequate to deal

with the pervasive problems of racism. Further-

more, the relatively low effectiveness ratings and

.the absence of differences among reference groups

suggest that even committed individuals may

perceive institutional racism as such a complex and

difficult problem that relatively few interventions

available at the individual level will bring about

meaningful change.
Although there were no differences among the

three reference groups in the extent to which they

rated the efforts of their own administrators to

reduce racism, all groups perceived themselves as

more active and their activities as qualitatively bet-

ter than those of their administrators. The discrep-

ancy 'between self activities and organizational ef-

forts is particularly great in the conference or com-

mitted group.
The effects of role and race interact: For

example, all of the differences in the responses

between minority and nonminonty groups disap-

peared when the conference group alone was

examined. That is, the white conference attendees

had similar perceptions-of their own behavior and

the behavior of their organizations with respect to

racism and construed racism in a manner similar to

the minority conference attendees, which suggests

that personal experience of racism is not a prereq-

uisite for a keen awareness of racism and its

effects. Furthermore, it represents a favorable

omen or sign of hope for those concerned about

eliminating racism. As Knowles and Prewitt (1969)

note, meaningful change will not come about until

whites acknowledge and deal with racism.
This c',1dy began with an., effort to understand

how inuividuals construe institutional racism and'
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how they at resporhe to its occurrence.
Attempts tu establish r..!.crodity ot this measure
produced useful information about how different
groups structure these concepts. Even though the
Institutional Racism Scale was shown to have
reasonably good test-retest rehabihty, several
estimates of internal eunsistency reliqbihty
dropped considerably when reliability was assessed
according tu specific reference group. Hence, race
and reference group may be relevant factors in de-
termining exj lence and construction of institu-
tional racism. Although reliability Is generally inter-
preted as an index of the stabihty of a measure,
group var mons in reliability on a measure sug-
gests that the construct is viewed differently by the
different groups

The test-retest rehabilities further suggest that
although there is an acceptable level of stability in
the concept over a 2 month period, test taking may
have reactive effects. Fur example, the student
group reported that completion of the IRS required
much thought and stimulated additional thinks%
even after test administration. These reactive
effeus were more than likely reflected in post-test
responses. Thi, has important imphcations for
experimental studies which employ a pre-post
design. Too often the effects of reactivity are

nored. Findings_erophasize the importance of no
treatment controls, use of aliernate forms, multiple
measures, and process questions which directly
assess the effects of the questionnaire itself.

The Institutional Racism Scale (IRS) is a reliable
measure of how individuals construe racism, of self-
perceptions with respect to changing or altering racist
practices, and perceptions of agency chmate. The
subscaies of the IRS have good rehability, and the
validity ot these sc ales is supported by their strong
relationship with other measures ot institutional
racism employed in ails study. This szudy used in-
dividuals as the unit ot analysis. Other research deal-
ing with climate has used setting as the unit for
analysts, the score tot each setting being the average
response ot Individual members

The next step in the development of this measure
K to apply it across many settings, using the en-
vironnwnt rather than the individual as the unit of
analysis Rita regarding validity can be strength-
ened by ,assssitig the relationship between
throughput and output haracteristics of the set-
hng with }i IR, The of the IRS in this study to
ass ss ,inthvidhal per( eptions is legitimate in that

thii approach is the must hkely strategy of small
organizations mterested in assessing their tatu, on
racism.

Again, the IRS focuses primarily oil proLesses

rather than outputs. In addition it provides global
ratings that may require the adchtion of agency-
specific items before a prescription fur (lunge can
be developed. Thus, the IRS should be used in con-
junction with other sources of data about agency
functioning as descnbed by Nurdle t1974) in the dif-
ference indicators. Items specific to that organiza-
tion's situation ought to be added. The IRS may be
helpful in human ,services education, business, and
a variety of organizations in understanding whether
and how members of the organization perceive in-
stitutional racism operating within their agency,
especially in regard to acceptance of minorities,
minority participation in deusionmaking, and the
agency's efforts to reduce racism. This instrument
may also be useful in evaluation research designed
to measure the effects of human relations or equa;
opportunity programs of an organization.

Racial and reference group differences in the
perception of racism may have important LmphL
tion for organizational functioning which ought to
be explored in subsequent studies. Fur example,
perceptions by minorities of orgamzations as racist
or as not involving or supporting them may
decrease productivity and sattstaLtion__4n. that t_1-

ting. Perception of management cis noncommittal
or indifferent may be related to lack of commit-
ment to the organization, beliefs about inequities
in the reward system, and pessimism about institu-
tional change.

Thus, an atmosphere of mistrust is created which
may eventually characterize the crossrawl inter-
actions. Subsequent research should attempt to
determine whether perception of racism especially
in the agency climate and managerial behavior,
mediates factors such as interpersonal trust, job
efficiency and stability, cross-racial cooperation,
and role satisfaction. The twxt phase ot research
should investigate the effects ot interventions suc h
as affirmative action programs on the pert t.ption
of racism and the behavlurs these 14. t'ptIOrb

mediate.
ff future research related to rat isni is to be

helpful, longitudinal designs must bc

because people change very slowly, urgafiliations
change even more slowly. By usiiig nun. series
measurements we can acc urately assess tht impac t
of social interyentions on organirations and

zi
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agencies. This approac h is especially needed

because we have few baselines or standards against

which to compare or quantif), institutional racism,

let alone measure change. Few people expect that

racism will ever be completely eliminated, but we
have little idea of what unhealthy levels of racism

are or at what point racism becomes intolerable

and debilitating. Etforts in this direction may help

us 1 nredict, to understand, and to intervene.
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Appendix A. Instituticnal Racism Scale (IRS)
- Part I

Instructions

Please answer each quest. describing
as accurately as possible yourself, your
attitudes, and your perceptions. Feel free
to add any additional information in the
margin which migl clarify your response.
Most responses require only a check.

Indices of Racism

To what extent do you consider the following
indication of institutional racism?

(Circle one)

1, Seniority as a major criteria for pro-
motion 1

2. Disproportionally high suspension
rates or flunk-out rates of minority
students 1

3 Formation of separate minority busi
nesses,, caucuses, or organizations 1

4 Low level of knowledge on the part
of minority populations about
organizational events and oppor.
'unities 1

5 Use of standarthzed reading tests for
promotion in high school 1

6 Personnel selection based on written
tests 1

7 Desegregation of black colleges

8 Higher insurance rates tor inner city
areas 1

an

x
> A ?:

75 C

.2

r.r1

Tai

00
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2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6, 7

2 3 4 5 6 7

Involvement in Reduction of Racism
Effectiveness and Use of Strategies

Below is a list of methods which have potential for
diminishing or eliminating institutional racism.
Indicate the degree to which you believe the
strategy to be effective where applicable and the
extent co which you have used it in the past.

I Vote for pohticians sympathetic to altering racist practices

filer tiveness of strategy

1 poor 2 fair 3 good 4 excellent

Extent of Use

1 never 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 frequ'ently
5 very frequently

2. Actively lobby for enactment of antidiscrimination laws

Effectiveness of Strategy

1 poor 2 fair 3 good 4 exa dent

Extent of Use

1 never 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 frequently
5 very frequently

3. Provide setting in which minorities and whites can par-
ticipate in common social activities to get to know one
another

Effectiveness of Strategy

I poor 2 fair

Extent of Use

I never 2 seldom
5 very frequently

3 good

3 occasionally

excellent

4 frequently

4. Persuade white friends on an Individual level that racism
hurts them as much as it does minorities

Effectiveness of Strategy

1 poor 2 fair 3 good 4 excellent

Extent of Use

I never 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 frequently
5 very frequently

5. Inform minority groups of the problem and help mobilize
them to change

Effectiveness of Strategy

1 poor 2 fair 3 good 4 excellent

6. Demonstrate and picket against racist practices

Effectiveness of Strategy

1 poor 2 fair 3 good

Extent of Use

1 nev,2r 2 seldom
5 ver, frequently

7. Integrate neighborhoods

Effectiveness of Strzaegy

1 poor 2 fair.

4 excellent

3 occasionally 4 frequently

3 good 4 excellent
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8. Bring in mirionties dt top administrative levels so that they

can monitor and change racist policies

Effectiveness of Strategy

1 poor 2 fair 3 good 4 excellent

9, Make it possible for minorities to withdraw and develop

their own businesses, schools, and other organizations

rather than rely on predominantly white organizations

Effectiveness of Strategy

1 poor 2 fair 3 good 4 excellent

10. Utilize the courts to alter unfair practices

Effectiveness of Strategy

1 poor 2 fair 3 good 4 excellent

Iment ot the

I never 2 seldom,

5 very frequently

3 occasionally 4 frequently

11: Provide education about the subtleties of racism

f ffmtiveness of Strategy

1 poor 2 fair

Extent of the

3 good 4 excellent

I never 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 frequently

5 very frequently

Climate for Racism
Below are statements about the behavior and

policy which may or may not apply.to your agency,

organization, or institution. For each item indicate

the extent to which you agree or disagree regarding

the accuracy of that statement as it pertains to

your agency. Indicate your perception or opinion

of your worCsituation by circling the appropriate

number.
There is very sensitive understanding arid acceptance of dif-

ferences among ethnic or racial groups

1 mildly agree 2 strongly agree 3 agree 4 uncertain

5 mildly disagree 6 strongly disagree / disagree

2 Extensive changes have been made to make services

(resources) accessible to minority personS

I mildly agree 2 strongly agree 3 agree 4 uncertain

5 mildly disagree 6 strongly disagree 7 disagree

3 Few attempts have been made to alter services or organiza-

tional functioning to accommodate the cultural perspectives

of minority groups

I mildly agree 2 strongly agree 3 agree 4 uncertain

5 nuldly disagree 6 strongly disagree 7 disagree

4 Minority groups have little: to say about decisions which

4rfect functioning in this agency.

mildly agree 2 strongly agree 3 agree 4 uncertain

5 mildly disagrr e 6 strongly disagree 7 disagree

165

5. This organization goes out of its way to make minority group

members feel at home.

1 mildly agree 2 strongly agree 3 agree 4 uncertain

5 mildly disagree 6 strongly disagree 7 disagree

6. An important function of managernerrit in this otganization:is

to promote cooperation between minority and nonminority_

groups.

1 mildly agree 2 strongly agree 3 agree 4 uncertain'

5 mildly disagree 6 strongly disagree 7 disagree

'

Part Ii

Directions

The purpose of this questionnaire is to look at ef-
forts to reduce institutional racism by using a series

of descriptive scales. In answering 4this question-
naire, please make your judgments on the basis of

how things seem to you; all answers will be con-
fidential. Here is how to use the scales:

If you think that such efforts are very closely re!ated to'

one end of the scale, you sbould place your checkmark

as follows:

Important Unimportant

Important Unimportant

If -you think that reduction of institutional racism is

quite closely related to one end of the scale (but not ex-

tremely), you should place your checkmark as folows'

Important Unimportant

Important Unimportant

If such efforts seem only slightly related to one side as

opposed to the other (but is not really neutral), then

you should check as follows:

Important Unimportant

Important Unimportant

If you consider the concept to be neutral on the scale

(both sides of the scale equally associated with the
concept) or if the scale is completely irrelevant, then

you should place your checkmark as follows:

Important Unimportant

Work at a fairly high speed through this task. It is your

first impression and immediate "feelings" about the

items that are wanted, Make each item a separate and

independent judgment.
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Administratnx Efforts To Reduce Racism

Please fill out this scale marking the way you feel
about administratNe efforts in your organization to
reduce institutional racism.

active passive

democratic _._._._._._ autocratic
constructive destructive
resistance cooperation

Personal Efforts To Reduce Racism

Please fill out this scale marking the way you feel
about your own efforts to reduce institutional
racism.

active passive

democratic , _._._._._._ autocratic
constructive _ _ destructive
resistance __._._. cooperation

impractical practic...d impractical practical
involuntary _ voluntary involuntary voluntary
reluctance eagerness reluctance eagerness

accurate inaccurate accurate inaccurate

positive negative, positive _ negative
vigorous feeble vigorous feeble

strong
...

weak strong weak
private public private p

closed _ _._._._...:; open closed
opulicebn

willingly
, .
uninformative

_ _._._._._ grudgingly
_._.........,._._ informative

willingly
uninformative

_ _._._._._ grudgingly
'nformative

contrived v. natural contrived natural

realistic _:_:_:_:_:_ idealistic realistic idealistic
moveme.nt inertia movement _:_._:_:_:_ inertia

flexible 0 rigid flexible rigid

precise ambiguous precise _._._.._._ ambiguous



Indices of
racism

Effectiveness

of strategies

Use of
strategies

Agency
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Administrative
t efforts-
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AppendbdUntercorrelations of IRS Subscales

.271'" .354*** .384*** .255" .186'

(124) (112) (115) (104) (113)-

.037 .157 .211*.381**
(110) (101) (107)

(114)

.054 .055 .121

(100) (88) (97)

.731*" .019

(97) (101)

.259**
(97)
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Appendix C. Means and Standard Deviations on IRS Items for Standardization
Groups

Name of
Scale Items

Indices of (1) Seniority as
Racism criteria

(2) Suspension rate
of minority
students ,

(3) Separatism

(4) Low minority
awareness

(5) Standardized
reading tests
for promotion

(6) Written tests
for promotion

(7) Desegregation of
black colleges

(8) Higher insurance
rates

Effectweness (1) Vote
of Strategy

(2) Lobby

(3) Common social
activities

(4) Persuade
friends

(5).' Information
given to
minorities

(6)" Demonstrated
against racist

,
. practices

(7) Integrate
neighbwhoocl

(8) Hire minorities
for administrative
positions

19) Chance for minor-
dies to start
own business

)101 Utilize courts

(I I) fducate whites

Conference
(N 48)

Government
(N-41)

Students Minority
(44) (N - 45)

Noriminority
(N - 74)

AU

(134)

Inclices of Racism

4.145 3.208 2957 4.039 1138 3.473

(1.660) (1.833)

...1

(1.668) (1.685) (L756) (1.786)

5.855 4.45E? 3.957 5.673 4.200 4.813
(0.989) (2.042) (1.756) (1.438) (1 767) (1.815)

o.

4.889 4.750 4.383 4.769 4.575 3685

(1.829) (1.862) (1 764) (L926) (1.734) 1.820)

4.722 4.146 4.745 4.902 4.950 4.866
(1.547) (1.487) (1.635) (1.513) (1.558) (1.538)

4.909 . 4.229 4.217 4.784 4.304 14.477

(L418) (1.848) (1,849) (1.301) (1.897) (1.723)

1

5.000 3.938 3.783 4.730 3.911 )4.287
(L176) (1.895) (1.849) (1.483) (1.896) (1.728)

4.057 3.426 3,196 4.098 3.312 3.582

(1.586) (1,678) (1,797) (1,432) (1,779) (1,713)

5.250 3.702 3.543 5.308 3.436 4.235

(1.283) (2.053) (L846) (1.515) (1.835) (1.894)

Effectiveness of Strategies

3.036 2.826 3.083 3.102 2.938 2.978

(.838) (,.950) (.767) (.743) (.940) (.854)

3.327 3.340 3,326 3.400 3,278 3.331

(.695) (.788) (.790) (.728) (.750) (.750)

2.786 3.489 3.417 3,059 3.383 3.205

(1.003) (.777) (.919) ( 925) (.930) (.961)

2.554 2.745 2 708 2.627 2.741 2.662

(1.008) (1,093) ...- (L907) (1 019) (1.070) (1.058)

3.055 3.111 3.021 3.140 3.063 3.061

(.870) 18591 (.897) 1881) 1852) (.870)

2 718 2.362 !.391 2.902 2.241 2.523

( 914) 072) (1.022) (.900) (1.028) - (1.011)

,
3.036 2.761 2 625 2 880.

..
2 738 . 2.819

(922) (I 037) (.937) ( 982) ( 964) (.973)

3.250

(.769)

2.8%
(1 057)

o 2.5(X). 3.269

(1.1111 ( 843)

2 630

41_089)

2.901

(1.021) :.,
2 679 1 870 2 109 2.700 1 974 2.241

(1 105) (1 128) (1 140) (1 882) (I 0(i1) (1 168)

3 i45 3.468 3 362 3 462 3 129 3 189

( 726) 18561 (.845) ( 779) (.812) (.803)

3 333 3 604 3.553 3 519 3 5(X) 3.490

( 801) (.644) ( 686) 1 727) (.698) (.722)
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k Appendix C. Means and Standard Deviations-on IRS items for Standardization

Groups (Continued)

Name of

Scale

Use of

,

(1)

Strategies

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Agenoes' f I)

Policies

. 12)

(3)

s-1

Conference' Government Students , Minority Nonminonty All

Items (N-48) (N-41) (44) (Ni-i45) (('4-74) 4034)

,
Use of Strategies . '

Vote 3.868 2.782 2.886 3'471 3.013 3.217

I ( 1.038) (1.474) (1 280) (1.286) (1 190) iCS (1.354)

.
lobby 2.755 1.822 1 891 2.458 1.987 1188

(1.207) (1.267) (1.178) ( 54). (1.266) (1.284)

Common sooal 3.226 2.957 3,205 3'0 3.247 '1133

activities (1,050) (.988) (1 231) (1.114) (1.102) (1.089)

Persuade , 2.836 . 2.375 3 978 2.471 2.962 2.710

friends (1.135) (1.128) (1 323) ' -084) (1.305) (I 210;

Demonstrate 2.630 1 396 I 630 2.385 1 532' 1.191

against racial ( 977) (,844) (1.019) (I 013) ( 945) (1.09,1),

practices .

Utilize 1 620 1.533 1.780 ,- 2'429 1,746 2.007

rourts (1,141) (1 179) (1.333) (I 225) (1 284) (1.297)

Educate whites 1 558 2 413 2 548 3 176 2,712 2.879

(1 092)' (1.166) (I 347). (1.244) (1 149) (1.300)

--.
.

. Agency Policy

Policy 1 3.882 4.411

sensitivity f 1691 (1 944)

Pol .CCIreicy 2 3.778

changes \--11.8c4017 (1 9761
. -...-4

Policy 3 -'`..A.,9.79 4 04)-

alter tonctIon (1.874) (1 825)

14) Policy 4 4.689 5 630

. little to say (1.824) (1 925)

by community

15I Policy 5
440 4 22 4.133

teel at home k(344) " 0.194) i I 719)

6`

3.107 4-420 3 456 3.814

(1 768) $2.32 b (1.873) (2 031)

2 667 3 813 2,948 ' 3 162

0 446) (2 039) (I 572), 11.845)

'15

4 140 5 104 4 054 3,859

(1 5671 (1 825) a (1.663) (1.882)

4 159 5 191 4 327 4.833

(1 738) (1 872) (1 939) (1.916) 4

3 592

(t 071)

(6) Policy 6 i 451 2 646 3.070 3 857

(2 052) - (1 ath 12 021) (1

(unction of
11 486)

management

Administrative 0 I Active

Efforts

RtvIu

7o
e (2i ()elm( ram

Racism

f 31 Construclive

(43 Reseaanw
-

III Impractical

Involuntary

A(fmmistrahe bons fo Redixe Rausm

3 911 5711

5181 41 440)

3 1.09

0 567)

3.9(37

0 473)

4.057
(1,926)

3.063

(1 11'

3 7)7
(1 5833

i 521 I 174 1 8(X) 3 127 3 667 3.496

11 5981 t (1 522) (1 3253 11 545) (I 164) (1,436)

3811. 4.289 4 140 I 578 4 312 4.074

1 525) 0 014) (1 104) (1 4381 11.029) 11.251) j

4 178 4 178 3 191 4.192 3 091

0 6111 0 284i (1 072) I 1 358) (1 2591 (1 4)8)

1 957 4 4(() 4 161 5 442' 4 494 4 4172

1 i 776) (1 396) (1 637) 0 263)

I 870

(1.489)

1 916 47' 3 591 3 178 3.674

(1 538) 0 .;,'t (1.282) II 512) (1.271) (12408)

I

1 t^1.--)jo
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AppendikC. Means and Standard Deviations on IRS Items for Standardization
Groups (ContiOued)

Name of
Scale liems

t
Conference
(N-48)

Government Students Minority
(N-4)) (44) (N -45)

Nonminordy
(N-74)

All
(134)

17) Reluctanc e 3 333 3.333 3.511 2,977 3.'577 3 391
(1 576) (1 187) (1 079) (1 2641 (1 212) tl 298)

t8) Auurate 3.500 4.000 3.422 3 578 3 592 3 637
f (1317) (1.078) (1 340) (1,406) (1.288) (1.342)

(9) Positive 3 896 4.348 3.689 3.468 4 179 3.978
(1.491) (1.251) (1 411) (1.457) (1.307) (1.406)

(10) Vigorous 3.083 3.644 3.545 2.894 3.632 3.416
(1.609) (1.282) (1.022) (1 448) 11 141) (1 348)

(Ill Strong 3.146 3.565 3.545 2.936 3 548 3.413
(1 598) (1.)67) (1.088) (1.389) (1.162) (1.317)

(12) Private 3.875 3 822 4 178 3 587 4 115 3.957
(1.852) (1.466) (1.248) 0 707) (1,386) (1 547)

(13) Closed 3.804 4.444 3.932 3.783 4.201 4.059
(1.614) (1.307) (1.283) (1.489) (1 375) (1.429)

114) Willingly 3 652 3,804 3,738 3.222 3 933 3.731
(1 538) (1.424) (1.345) (1,460) (1 379) (1.431)

(15) Uninformalive 4.087 4.152 4.095 3,756 4.2tX) 4,112
(1.561) (1 475) (1.445) (1.612) (1 3(35) (1.485)

(16) Contrive& 3.532 2.9:78 3.378 3 133 3.346 3.299
(1 586) (1.158) (1 230) (1 575) (1.933) (1 1521

0 7) Realistic 3.553 3,795 3.767 3.400 3 773 3 701
(1.316) (1,173) (1.231) (1.232) (1 181) (1 239)

MO Movement 3.356 3.867 3 455 3 140 3.701 3 560
(1.510) (1.140) (1.266) (.390) (1.171) (1.324)

(19) Flexible 3-733 3.500 3.465 3 800 3 421 3 567
'(1 4eb (1 441) (1.351) (1 517) (1.339) (1 422;

(20) Precise 3.111 3.304 3.044 2 891 3 192 3 154
(1.385) (1.314) (1 397) (1.354) (1.3(30) (1 360)

Personal Efforts To Reduc: Racism

Persond! (1) Active 4.628 3.867 3.651 4.213 3.822 3.985
Efforts (1.543) (1.517) (1.564) (1 769) (1 4751 (1,603)
To 'Redu«.

12) Democratic 4,651 4 622 4,595 4 500 4.606 4 562Ra( ISM
(1.351) (1 134) (1.106) (1,502) 923) (1 194)

(3o Resistance 4.465 4.911 4.548 4 604 4 694 4 646
(1.403) (t,125) (1 )94) (1 4691 (1 043) (1 250)

(4) Impractical 4.750 4.911 4.595 4 771 4,750 4 756
(1.164) (1,164) (1.127) (1.448) (.931) (1 151)

(5) Involuntary 4.818 5.364 4,735 4 745 5 097 4 977
(1.419) (150) (1,231) (1.467) (.995) (1.191)

(6) Rfluctance 4.932 4.667 4.238 4,708 4'00 4 618
(1 043) (1.087) (1.265) (1.271) (1 113) (1160)

17/ Accurate 4 357 4 600 4.122 4.479 4.257 4 367
(1.186) ( 889) (1.122) (1 072) . (I 010) (1.079)

(81 Ineffective 4.364 4.289 4.317 4.292 4.310 4,323
(1.225) (1 )99) (1.011) (1.271) ( 980) (1.108)
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Appendix, C. Means and Standard'Deviations on IRS,Items for Standardization

Groups (Continued)

Marne ot

Scale Reins

Conference
(,1 -48)

Government
(N -.41)

students
(44)

\ Minority
1N-45i

Nonininority
(Nw 74;

MI

(134)

' ,

06 Positive 4 682 4 844 4 659 ' 4 720 4,104 4 731

(1.073) (0343) 'il 087)

;3

\
\II 233)\

971) (1 (3621

[10) Vigorous 4 512 3 911 878 4 404 3 044 4 101

(1.352) (1.294) '11 166) 0 362) 0 182) 0 208)

1111 Strong 4.591 4.133 3 805 42563 3 901 4 185

(1.085) (1.290) 1881 (1 19) 0 1851 (1 225)

(12) Prvale 3.955 3.159 3 171 3.6i7 3.268 3 434

(1.509) (1,569) (1 498) (1 6091 (1 549) (1 560)

(13) Closed 4.682 4 523 4 707 4 574, 4 648 4 636

(1.157) (1 131) (1 167) +1 298\ 11 0301 11 145;

1141 Contrived 4,841 4.932 4.585 4 915 4 634 4 791

I 987) ( 900) 0 204) 11 0601 ,
,

(1 03)) (1 036)

1151 Realistic 4.209 4.244 ' 4 725 4 521 k 4 381 4 383

0 597) (1 583) (1 012) (1 51(o 0 354) II 442)

12(1 ! Movement 4 762 4 444 4 179 4 702 4 304 4 486

( 906) 11,035) (1 254) (1 102) il 075; (1 086)

071 Irrelevance 4 909 4,711 4.854 4 8)3 4 859 4.823

. . ( 936) (.944) ( 989), (1 104) ( 833) 9521

08) Free 4.667 4 465 4.650 4 652 4 544 4 592

(1.097) (1 260) 0 075) 0 251) .0 071) tl 144)

191 Flexible 2.386_ 4.644 4 659 3 125 4 408 3885

(1 262) (.933) (1 153) f 1 658) ti 2261 0 548)

120' Precise 4,419 4 200 4 122 4 512 4 090 4 248

(1.159) (1 )40) 0 453) (1 1771 II RX)) 250),



Chapter 16

The Racialistic Incidents Inventory:
Measuring Awareness of Racialism'

Joyce C. AllenClaiborne and Jerome Taylor

ABSTRACT

The Raciafisfic incidents Inventory tR111 was developed to assess indnadual profiles of awareness for
eight types ot raualisfic inudents, each of which is further refined into one of six subtypes Raualism
s defined as prejudice developed along racial or color lines. This 222 dem scale was administered to
I IT undergraduate white males and females along with the Jackson Social Desirability Scale' and the
Taylor Wilson and Dobbins Racialistic Contents Scale 5ixty.six dems were eliminated because of
poor disc rimination, low consistency with subscale, or high saturation with social desirability, Other
analyses supporwd the construct validity of the resulting 156-de51,scale Correlations between the RII
and Racialistic ( ontents Scale are sufficiently low to indicate that different constructs are being
measured by these two instruments Both racist and nonracist racialistic attitudes appear to affect sen-
sitivity to racialistic incidents The importance of assessing awareness ot racialism and implications of
this assessment for interv('ntion are discussed

"Rkism" and "Racialism"-

In 1968, a task force of the Joint Commission on
Mental Health of Children concluded that 'Racism
t5 the number one public health problem facing
America today" (Shapiro 1974). Nine years later,
this statement has retaired its relevance. From the
first arrival of black people in this country until the
present time, blacks have existed in d society
whose. IASI( foundation is deeply rooted in rausm.
In spite of its demonstrated importance, research
on raualism Is spdrse and nirro n scope, espe-
cially as compared to the voluminous research on
other mental health problems.

In explunng rauahsm. Taykrr concewuahzed a
classification system in which rauahsm is treated as
a differentkited proces, with multiple determinants
rather than dS i single uniform process iTayloi 1971).
Taylor's conceptual taxonomy was proposed dS a
means of identifying more preusely several dimen-
sions associated with racial attributions. content
(racist or nunraust), type of incidents (individual or
institutional setting, overt or oven expression, at

tdudinal or behavioral manifestation), and so-
.,

ciogenic variables (the particular social/psy-
chological processk including the ego defenses,

Ractatism ts a term proposed by the second author to ri;er to prep
mime desetoped strictiy aMng racial or color lines as (fistula trom other
forms of social prejudice

through which racial attitudes are formed). Research
has akeady been undertaken to operationalize and
validate the first two dimensions of this taxonomy:
the content of raciahstic attitudes, and the type of
incidents in which such attitudes are dernonstrated.

Raciarstk Contents. Raciahsm may be racist or
nonraust. Racist contents reflect stereotypic
beliefs of the inherent superiority of one rac over
another or of, race as a primary determinant of
human characteristics, such as intelhgence or
creativity. For example, individuals who believe
that blacks are nut in more responsible positions
because they are not mentally able to assume such
positions" are exhibiting a racillistic orientation
which is racist in content. In contrast, nonracist
rauahstic orientations dre mainly influenced by
sociocultural factors. This type of raciahstic posi-
tion is reflected, for instance, by a white person
who hates a black person because he feels that the
latter is a threat to his job security, not that the
black s inherently inferior to him. In context of this
taxonomy, therefore, CIU examples of rauahsm are
not necessarily racist, but all instances of racism
are racialistic.

Taylor, Wilson, and Dobbins (1972) designed the
Racialistic Content Scak (RCS) to measure both
racist and nonracist racialistic contents. The RCS
provides an estimate of the extent to which stereo-
typic beliefs about blacks have been internalized.
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Racialistic attitudes and behaviors may be ego-
defensive when they are employed as a means of

coping with personal insecurities or resolving

internal conflicts (Katz 1960). Ego-defense mecha-

nisms develop within the individual, and "the ob-

jects and situations to which they are attached are

merely convenient outlets for their expression"

(Katz 1960, pp. 173-173). Thus, the high ego-
defensive person would be eAoected to manifest-

more racialistic attitudes thal.: the ,low ego-

defensive individual Dobbins (1974) obtained a

positive correlation between ego defensiveness

and racialistic attitudes with white college
students; students with high scores on the Ego

Defensiveness scale (EDS) scored higher on both

the racist and nonracist subscales than those per-

sons scoring low on the EDS. The finding suggests

that persons whO possess a high level of ego-

defensiveness tend to exhibit relativeli. stronger

racialistic attitudes than those individuals who, are

less ego-defensive
_The RCS can be used for assessing- internaliza-

tion of stereotypic beliefs about blacks by whites
well qs fbr measUring the extent to which blacks

themselves have internalized these same stereo-

types. Terrell (1974) eXplored the relationships

among internal.zation of white norms by black
students as measured by the RCS, their knowledge

of black norms and habits as assessed by the
Penick (1971) scale, and their identification iAith a

black nationalist ideology as measured by Terrell's

(1974) Black Ideology Sc,,,Ie (BIS). Reviewing tiie
literature on black nationalism, Terrell found four

recurring themes which seemingly depict the black

nationalist's philosophy: (1) separation from the

Amen( an white society; (2) separation by whatever

means necessary. (3) glorification of blackness; and

(4) condemnation of whiteness. The BIS was

developed around these four topics. Results of Ter-

rell's study mthate that strong identification with

a black nationalist ideology increases the tendency

to be conscious of black norms and habits and

Jeduced the likelihood of internalizing white

stereotypes about black people.
Looking at black consciousness as a develop-

mental process across four stages, Milliones (1973)

found an inverse relationship between level of

black consciousness and internalization of white

norms as inferred from the RCS. A Developmental

Inventory of Black Consciousness (DIBC) designed

by Mdliones was used to measure level of black

consciousness relative to each of the following

173

stages: (1) preconscious, (2; confrontation, (3) inter-

nalization, and (4) integration. The DIBC is based

on Cross' (1971).conceptualization of the "Negro to

Black" conversion experience. Milliones found

that, as blacks attained higher levels of black con-

sciousness, they tended to internalize fewer white

norms. For example, a black person in stage four,

"integration," had fewer internalized racialistic

stereotypes than a black individual in stage one,

"preconscious." Finally, racialistic stereotypes

about blacks and locus 'of control together were
found to be related to the level of responsibility at-

tributed to a blaCk or white stimulus person by

black and white subjects (Barrett 1974). The Rotter.

Locus of"Control (RCS) measure and an attribution

task were ,administered to a group of high school

students. Barrett found that, irrespective of the

subject's' race, those who internalized few

racialistic stereotypes were similar in their attribu-

tion of severity of outcome for both black and
white stimulus figures. Bla`ck subjects were also

found to endorse fewer racialistic stereotypes than

whites.

Racialistic InckI nts. A second dimension of the

racialism taxonoriy further classifies racialistic

orientations according to type of racialistic inci-

dents. Each racialistic incident may be viewed from
three perspectives: (1) setting, (2) mode of expres-

sion, and (3) manifestation. Setting refers to

whether the rorialistic orientation is carried by an

individual or ail institution. For the purposes of this

paper, institution is defined as any association,

custom, or relationship which is organized,

approved, and maintained by a society through its

various social systems. Mode of expression refers

to the overt or covert communication of the inci-

dent. Overt racialistic incidents are "obvious,

undisguised, ingenuous, public, and open to view,"

but covert incidents are "disguised, disingenuous,

private and not readily open to view." (Taylor 1971,

p. 422). Thus racialism may be manifested in atti-

tudes or indirect behavior. With respect 6. indi-

viduals, behavior refers to an act that has occul

and can be identified. With regard to institutions,

the racialistic behavior may be manifested through

rules, policies, and conformity guidelines.

By combining the two types of se ,gs, two
modes of expression, and two types of manifesta-

tions, eight types of raCialistic incidehts are possi-

ble (see table 1).
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Table 1

I VIM, ai items tor eatti 01 eight tspes ot ravialistit modents to
which respondents indicate the extent ot prejudice

ype I ( Oven x Indivi(1u .11 Attitudinal (18 items)

Poor education low aatus_ and substand

aid housing among !Lacks arc due to their own failure to
try to improve themselves

Type 2 ( oven Institutional t Attitudinal 414 items)
Many mental heaith p atessionals still view the black
family av a torn tragment t onsisting ot a mother and
child on weltare and an absern lather

Type 3 Overt x Individual x Attitudinal (25 4ems)
I-aws to prevent bkxxl transfusions between blacks and
whites should be reinstituted

Type 4 Os en e institutional t Attitudinal 118 ite
,Slavery was a benign institution necessary tor the well-
being ol Nat ks and should be maintained in some form

type 5 1 ism Individual Behavioral (1' items)
the same white waitress consistently spilled coffee on
hlac k ustorners whi ever they dined with racially inte-
grated grouch

Type c. overt in-ittutional Belmsuiral II 6 items)
Many MO( ational institutions have set up income bar-
riers that keep blacks from attending professional

h oots

;ype 7 ( heft X !WA, idual Behat lora) 422 items)

A white man threw stones at a black couple as they
walked through the neighborhocxl

type 8 Instauto mat.i &hat ,oral (26 Items)
Kit ks who kill whites are given the death penalty more
frequently than whites who loll Nat ks

Development of the
Inventory,

The initial .versum ot the Racialistic Incidents
Inventory (RII) was composed ot 222 items to
measure indlyidual awareness of the eight types of
racialistic incidents A racialistic incident is defined
as a situation in which behaviors or attitudes are
discriminatory. Le.. directed against a particular
racial or ethnic group physically, psychologically,
economic all., politically, educationally, or
socially Consequently, each item depicting a

racialistic incident was designed so that it can be
classified not only according to type but also

according to one ot six subtypes: (1) physical,

(2) psychological, (3) economic, (4) political, (5)

educational, and (6) socialThe number of items
vaned trom 14 to 36 per type. After items had been
written tor each type and subtype, three judges (a
clinical psychologist arid two psychology graduate
students) were provided with descriptions of
categories and asked to rate th2 initial set of items
tor clarity and appropriateness of classification.

'

The consensus of all three judges was required to
retain an item. When disagreement occurred, items
were rewritten and finally discarded it they still did
not meet the cmcoon ot 'clarity and appropriate-
ness ot classification.

Items were designed to attenuate thc effects of
response cquiescence. flu. internal structure ()I

the RH was further refined through (I series of
psychometric procedur2s which consisted of an
item-discrimination analysis, a test of homo-
geneity, and the use of a social desirability scale to
assess the extent to which the RII correlates with
socially acceptable responses.

Using the following sey:n-point scale, subjects

rated the tImount of racial prejudice reflected in
the content ,of each statement. (1) very low and
nonexistent, (2) moderately _low, (3) somewhat_ low,
(4) borderline, (5) somewhat high, (6) moderately
high, and (7) very high.oFfigh scores indicate low
racialistic awareness, while low scores suggested
high awareness of racialism.

In the conceptualization of racialism, Taylor pro-
poses that the Racialistic Contents and Racialistic
Incidents dimensions are independent. The present
study is an empirical test of this assertion. It is ex-
pected that individuals who express strong stereo-
typic beliefs about the biological or genetic in-

feriority of blacks are likely to be lower in their
awareness of racialism than those who manifest
few racblistic stereotypes about blacks. Further-

more, persons with strong stereotypic beliets about
blacks which are nonracist in «mtent (as measured
by the nonracist racialistic contents subscale) also
manifest a lower leyel ot r4cialistic awareness than
subjects expressing less uch attitudes In other
words, whether the content of stereotypic thinking
is racist or nonracist, the tendency to attribute

stereotyped traits or behaviors to blacks is ex-

pected to be associated with a lowered recngnition
of racialistic incidents.

Method
Participants were 77 temak. and 54 male white

undergraduate student, ages 17 to 30 enrolled in
psychology courses at a northeastern university.
Most of the students (105) received course credit
for their participation, but the others (26) partic-
ipated on a strictly voluntary basis. Although the
three inventories Were originally administered to
179 subjects, 48 subjects were eliminated for one
or two reasons. Their inventories wereincomplete,
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andior they were blai k Alum ans Since one pur-

pose ot this study was to investigate racialistic

awareness among whites, only the completed

inventories ot these subjects were used in the final

analysis
Exar.;ners. Four white examiners, one female and

three c ;, administered the mventones. Two of the

examiners were -senior psychology majors..and two

were advanced graduate students in psychology.
Instruments. The tirst revision of the Racialistic

Contents Scale (Taylor, Wilson, and Dobbins W2)
was Osed to assess racialistic attitudes. This scale is

a 60-item inventory with two subscalescist con-
tents and nonracist contents. The first subscale is

de.igned to ,isse^ss stereotypic beliefs that blacks

are genetically or biologically inferior to whites,

while the semnd subscale 'measures those racial-

istic attitudes that are. nonracist in content and
primarily influen«,d by sociocultural factors.

Jackson's Social Desirability Scale (1967) was

also used This sc ale consists of 20 items designed

to measure an individual's tendency to give

socially acceptable responses instead of expressing

true feelings about a statement
Proce4ure. far h subject was given a packet con-

taining thc three inventories in the following order:

The RII, ladoon's Social Desirability Scale (SIDS),

and the RCS Oiw ot the four examiners verbally
administered a 4-4 ot standard instructions to each

group of subjects

Results

Selection Analysis. first, items were

eliminated ss hi( h railed to distinguish between

scores ot the upper and- lower quartiles on each

subs( ale se«md the items surviving the preceing

step were su!Nected to a test ot item homogene

a Pearson product-moment wrrelation coeffice.
was c omputed between an' item and its own sub-

scale score Any item with a -correlation less than

.25 ip < o was droplied from the RH Correlations

for the remaining items tanged trom .25 to .76.
Third the surviving items were examined for their

saturation ,with ,,ocial desirability by computing

Jackson"; (1970i Differential Reliability Index ,(DRI).

A (-test procedure was performed to determine that
those items with 1)R1 %tattles > .30 were significPnt at

p < OS.
Examining the Pattern of Relationship Between

Racialist Contents and Racialistic Incidents. To test

this study's hypotheses, Hotelling's T2 statistic was

375

pcaormed. Subtotal scores were calculated for sur-

viving items on each of the eight RH subscales.
Hotelling's P statistics were computed for high-

and low-scoring groups on the racist subscale,

nonracist subscale, and total RCS in relation to

each subscale,of the RII. Scores on the two con-

tents subscales and total RCS were split at the

median to obtain high- and low-scoring groups for

each subscale and total scale. SiEnificant dif-

ferences were not obtained betwee-i the high- and

low-scoring groups on either ofthe subscales or
total scale, relative to their score profile on the RII

subscales. Overall differences across RII subscale-s

on Hotelling's P were.not significant for either the

racist or nonracist componerits. Correlations bet-

ween all, of the RH and RCS subscaies show that

more covariation exists within the RII (.26 to .84)

than between the RII and RCS (.-.06 to .30). In
general, therefore, correlations between these two

scales are sufficiently low to indicate that, as

predicted, different facets of behavior are being

tapped by the RII arid RCS. This' correlation matrix
is presented in table 2.

Table 2. Correlations between racialistic incidents
inventory and racialistic contents scal6

RII Subscales

1 2 3 4 `) 6 ",' P.

Racist

content

23* 19' 30* 21' 18 - 05 14 01

Nonracist
coAtent

21* lir 26 22' 20' 04 09 01

Total 24' 20' 29' 23' 20' 06 12 00

Op <

Ditiemnces between the high and low racialistic

coiltents groups on the RII subscales were anal-

yzed by means of univariate t-tests. Subjects who

had high ,:ores in either racist or nonracist con-

tents tended to be less aware of Type 3 (Overt x

Individual x Attitudinal) and Type 4 (Overt x lnstitu-

ional x Attitudinal) Incidents than subjects who
endorsed few racialistic stereotypes of either the
racist or nonracist varieties. Subjects high in racist

content were also found to be less awaie of Type 2

(Covert x Institutional x Attitudinal) Incidents than

those subjects scoring low in racist, content. These

results suggest that the extent of one's racialigm,

racist or nonracist, is related to one3 level of
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Table 3. Racialistic subscales by high and low racialistic content groups

Racialistic
incidents
subscales

Racist content Nonracist content Total scale
High Low 'T4est High Low T4est 1 iigh Low T4est

Coven x 68.20 60 72 1.75 68.55 61.96 1.75 66,39 63.25 .74

Individual
x Attitudinal

Coven x 69.8? '62.46 1 98' 69.21 63.07 1.52 69 60 69.. 9 1.71

Institutional
x Attitudinal

Oven x
individual
x Attitudinal

7! 08 61.79 2.53' 7E05 61.82 2.51' 70,04 62 85 1.96

Oven x 72.41 62.03 2.66' 72.74 61.70 2.83' 71 72 62.74 2.30'

Institutional
x Attitudinal

Coven x 71.93 68.71 83 73,79 66.83 1.78 70.87 69.79 .28

Individual
x Behavioral

Caven x 75 60 76 48 - 20 74.03 78.07 - 92 76.24 75.83 .90

Institutional
x Behavioral

Oven x 63.86 59.33 1.10 64.24 58.95 1.29 63.08 60.13 .72

Individual
x Behavioral

Overt x 56.96 6.75 -,14 57.20 55,60 .33 56.56 56.25 .06

Institutional
x Behavioral

< 05

awareness of racialistic incidents. Results of t-tests
,are given in table 3.

Discussion

Racialism is so deeply embedded in American
society that indmduals as well as institutions often
indulge in racist behav;ors and attitudes with little
awareness (Thomas and Sillen 1972, Kovel 1970,
Daniels and ,Kitano 1970). Behavior which is per-

formed frequently enough soon becomes accepted
as normal, and rarely is normal behavior ques-
tioned. Racialism 15 one of those behaviors that has
become so common that its pathological nature is
easily and frequently ignored. Since the midsixties,
however, white America has found it more difficult
to ignore blatant forms of racialism. Although the
blatancy of facial discrimination has, for the most
part, decreased, toddy's subtle forms of racialism
demonstrate that America is no less racialistic

today than It was yesterday. Racialism, as it ores-

ently exists, has been most accurately Aescribed-as
"velvet racism" (Mitchell 1976) or "higher order
prejudice" (Claiborne 1977). Mitchell suggests that
the practice of racialism has become so smooth
that it slips up On a person before he is aware of its
presence. Like velvet, it is soft when touched, thus,
"velvet racism" does not immediately strike a per-
son as plain racism. Similarly, Claiborne v;?.ws

racialism as a sophisticated and subtle process

which he compares to Herzberg's (1968) concept Of
"negative psychological KITA." Elaborating
further, Claiborne indicates that a negative psycho-
logical KITA is a process of conscious or uncon-
scious strategies and maneuvers designed to dis-
rupt dnd gradually disintegrate positive feelings of
self-worth. The significan:e of a negative
psychological KITA is that the person responding
to the movement appears unstable, defensive, and
sometimes paranoid, while the person executing
the KITA seems uhinvolved or occasionally sup-
portive of the individual, Lc., the victim, against
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whom he attacks with various movements of the

KITA. Higher order prejudice, like the KITA, must

be learned, practiced, and developed for prectsion.

It is through the combination of social and subcul-

tural values as well as prior practices of prejudice

that a higher order method of discrimination is

developed. The acts of discrimination carried out

through this process appear fair and socialy accept-

able, except to the viCtirn Additionally, this proc-

ess, similar to that of the KITA, is reinforcing to the

self-esteem (i.e., the satisfaction of one-upmanship)

of the indiyidual or institution orchestrating the

movements, particularly since few, if any, undesir-

able legal or social consequences are apparent.

Claiborne also notes that higher order prejudice

is often manifested through discrimination against
persons who are in high status and competitive

positions 'and economic status in such ;ettings as

the Federal Government, large corporations, and
universities. Through the use of managerial and

supervisory techniques, employers are able to act

out either personal Of institutional prejudices.

Higher Order Prejudice: A Case Study. A white

male physician, who is chief of staff in a !arge

general hospital, decides that he wants a white
mental health professional hired as clinical super

visor for the hospital's community mental health

outpatient clinic. The senior, employee presently

acting as -;inical supervisor is a black female who

is scheduled tor promotion to this position, but sud-

denly experiences personal attacks on her clinical

skills and accusations of poor working relations

with other employees. The white physician subtly

encourages the clinic staff to come to him with
problems/complaints about the clinical supervisor

They are also advised not to discuss their job-

related pro!items nor their conference with him in

the .1-csence ot their supervisor. Additionally,

without informing the clinical supervisor, the physi-

cian requests the staff to evaluate her. The evalua-

tion consists totally ot questions asked personally

by the physician. Inquiries include. "What kind of

supervisor do you think this is? You probably Fate

at least one or two things that block communica-

tion occasionally, not necessarily problems bus

you know, difficultieswhat are they? How per-
sonal is the supervisor? I have noticed-that things

are somewhat efficient and well organized. Does

this interfere with the ,overall operation of the

4clinic?" From these questions, the physician is able

to act out his prejudices but safely protect himself

by allowing the ,taff to provide the prejudicial

feedback concerning the supervisor.

Later, the physician meets with the clinical

-supervisor, who for the first time in her year's

employment, hears that the staff are unhappy, that

there are job-related difficulties, and that the staff

is not comfortable discussing the situation with her.

A few weeks later the acting supervisor is pressured

into hiring a white staff member whose credentials

are essentially equivalent to the supervisor's and

who is overqualified tor the position for which he

allegedly is hired. This newly hired staff member is

specifically asked by the physician to assist him in

assessing patients and even to review decisions

made by the,acting supervisor. Privately, the physi-

cian also asks the new employee if he feels his skills

qualify him for the clinical supervisory, position.

When the physician Again meets with the acting

supervisor' for counseling around supervisory tech-

niques to improve job performance, the .supervisor

informs the physician that she is quite aware of the

inquiries he has made with her staff concerning her.

In an attempt to deny,bis involvement, the physi-

cian retaliates by stating that (he supervisor

appears somewhat paranoid and that this type of

behavior is not in the best interest of the hospital or

other staff. The .supervisor is then informed that, if

her behavior arkl job performance do not improve,

the supervisory position will be reassessed for

assignment to someone else. This is a major blow to

the supervisor, who now complains of the harass-

ment to the hospital administrator Meanwhile the

physician is claiming that such instability cannot

be tolerated in the clinical supervisory position.

and the newly hired white employee is recom-
mended for the job. Thus, as Claiborne notes, the

physician's racially oriented. high-r order preju-
dices are carriod out in full. Since there were no

physical -attacks or overt incidents of racialism

against the acting clinical supervisor, the physician

appears uninvolved and only acting in the best in-

terest of the hospit::i. What is obvious, however, is

the so-caliRd :'paranoia" of the black clinical super-

visor who is complaining of attacks that no one else

has witnessed (Claiborne 1977). As this example
illustrates, some white Americans are indeed re-

sorting to more subtle and sophisticated practices4

of racialism.

Conclusions

If this society's sensitivity to racialism is to be

enhanced, 'some means for assessing racialistic

awareness are needed. The present study has taken
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a Aep toward aiding in the more refined diagnosis
ot xialisrn through- assessment of individual pro-
files of racialistic awareness. Results'of the presAt
research and similar findings of a subsequent study
(Allen and Taylor 1976) suggest that level of racial-
ism, either racist or nonradst, can influence one's
sensitivity to racialistic incidents However, the
effect still remains a relative one, since knowing
only a person's level of racialism does not mean
that preuse predictions can be made about a per-
son 5 level of awareness. Data from both of these
studies are consistent with Taylor's assumption
that the contents and incidents dimensions are
relatively independent.

Implations. With the development of the con-
tents and nwidents dimensions, clinical questions
Lan be raised around what it means to 'be racial-
istic. What are the consequences of racialism for
the mental health of black as well as white
Americans? How does racialism affect the ability
of white Americ.jns t6 assess themselves as well as
othecs? With the development and testing of the
empirical raualtsin taxonomy, we can begin to
assess what Taylor (1971) has termed "vulnerability
to change, direction and expected extent of
change, and strategy for change" of radalktic
oehavior. Relative tO this taxonomy's dimeosions,
such questions as the following are raised: Is a per-
son who possesses racialistic attitudes (racialistic
contents) of the racist variety more likely-to change
than one whose :aastic attitudes are prirnarly non-
racist? Is a person low in awareness o( Type 1

((overt x Individual x Attitudinal) raciahstic inci-
dents easier to change than a person who has low
awareness for Type 3 (Overt x Individual x Atti-
tudinal)? With the development of the Racialistic
In( alents Inventory, as well as the Raciahstic Con-
tents Scale, we can begin to make more objective
assessment ot characteristics of those institutions
which have been labled raaafistic. The questions
can be raisedind answered, relative 'o how
rauahsm manifested by an institution in one com-
munity diners trurn that of an institution in another
community. What type of changes will be neces-
sary to ensure the survival of nonwhite com-
munities? It is obvious that blacks, brought to this
t ountry against their will and today unwanted here
by many people, are indeed here to stay. Thus, the
survival and growth ot blacks as individuals have a
great impact on the survival and growth of black
communities Through the development of such
instruments dS the RII and RCS, we hope to find fur-

ther means for ensuring the continued well being of
the black community.
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Chapter 17

The Difference Indicator: Quantitative Index

of Institutional Racism

Byron C. Fiman

ABSTRACT

As the nature of racism has been studied more closely in recent years, it seems that its institutional

characteristics are the most insidious in men consequences and the most difficult to identify and

eliminate. The policies of an organization can have negative consequences. to persons of one race,

despite the tea that its policies specifically prohibit it and there is no intention nor motivation to

discriminate An organization can be explicitly and genuinely committed to eliminating racism in its

operations and still operate in ways which ha:e racist consequences. This paper presents a nuxlel

which ,an be used:by organizations to ,alan, implement, and evaluate their own programs to ekrninate

institutional racism Without the utilintion of such data.oriented strakegies, the commitment to equal

opportunity can never transcend the rhetoric.

Recently, as the nature of discrimination has

been examined closely, it has become apparent

that institutional aspects of discrimination are at

the same time the most insidious in their effects

and the most diffizult to identify and eliminate.

Institutional discrimination is not necessarily a

matter of individual intention or awareness. An
organization can be explicitly and genuinely com-

mitted to eliminating discrimination in its own

operations and yet continue to function in ways
which are discrimiratory in effect. Thus, the prac-

tices of an organization can continue to result in

discrimination, despite the ...fact that its -policies

specifically prohibit it and there is a complete

absence of intention to discriminate. When means

are developed to measure institutional discrimina-

tion in objective, quantifiable terms, the organiza-

tion may. become fully aware of the unintended

discriminatory effects resulting from its normal

operations. Armed with this information, organiza-

tions may effectiveiy change those aspects of its

operation which produce these effects.
L';'") Like other Federal agencies, the National Insti-

tute of Mental Health (NIMH) ,assumed that its

operational procedures resulted in equitable

resource aiIncations. The existence of impartial

mechanisms for decisionmaking, personal and

organizational commitment to equal opportunity,

and the absence of complaints gave managers

unwarranted asSurances that their prograrhs

oprrated without bias. However, such data are
179

nonsystematic and inadequate. for the task of

assessing institutional discrimination. A recent

repon by the General Accounting Office concern-

ing the activities of Federal agencies in enforcing

equal employment regulations concluded that,

despite strong executive orders and agency

policies, there has not been any evaluation of such

efforts nor do the data exist to enable iuch an

evaluation (Levy 1975). In fact, some research sug-

gests that Government contractors, who are re-

quired by law to submit affirmative action plarh,

have tended to discriminate more than companies

without Government contracts (Potomac Institute

1973). The lack of relevant data to evaluate prog-

ress in equal opportunity has enabled organiza-

tions to substitute policy and rhetoric for real and

systematic change in the way minorities and

women are treated, in spite of the good intentions

of the organization.
At first glance many Government agencies

thought that requesting racial identification data
might be-improper or, even worse, illegal. Because

demographic characteristics of resource applicants

were not related to the award decision, collecting

such data would be difficult to justify, especially

since racial identification was sjiecifically ex-

cluded from college and employment applications.

In fact, the racial or sexual data on resource.appli-

cants are not only legal but necessary to evaluate

an applicant's potential compliance with Title VI

of the Civil Rights Art of 1975 (Dasher 1975). It has

188
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become dear that only by ecIllecting racial and
ethnic data can agencies examine and assess the
equity of their allocation,of resources.

Identification and data collection procedures
have received increased attention recently, and
certainly appropriate sateguards.are needed to pro-
tect against potential misuse and unwarranted
invas,on of or vary. In the opinion of many
organizations, including the larger minority group
organizations, the potential benefits of such infor-
mation are clearly worth the risk) involved (Com-
mission on Civil Rights 1973). The collection of
racial and ethnic data is in comphance with Federal
law and is essential if we are to assess and
eliminate institutional discrimination.

Some organizational officials view the collection
ot race and sex data as infringement upon their
autonomy. others, as a burdensome imposition on
management and existing recordkeeping systems.
Given the investment of energy required for data
collection, Federal organizations4seem reluctant to

'impose this task on therr resourcerecipients.
Moreover, the data have the potential for misuse in
ways that perpetuate rather than eliminate discrim-
ination. However, it does not seem reasonable to
expect a complex organization to run effectively
without information to assess its own effectiveness.
Therefor-, if ,organizations are senous about the
commitment to creating equal opportundy, they
must collect the data necessary to evaluate the
success of their efforts.

In an,elfort to examine the effects of their own
policies, NIMH contracted Human Sciences
Research to develop means and procedures which
would permit the ready determination of the extent
to which specific, ongoing NIMH external activities
result in racial or sexual discrimination, and to use
these means to measure the extent of discrimina
non and how discriminatory effects change oyer
time

As the study progressed, it became clear that
very little useful data on the race and sex ot the
recipients of NIMH grants were in tact available.
The lack of data necessitated a shift in emphasis
away from the ac,tual akulahon of a set ot indi-
cators and toward the development of a dz,:

sysk.m to be implemented before an assessment
(mild be undertakn A set of indicators provides
objec hve measurement of discrimination asso-
c iated with orgdniz.itional procedures and

(

Research Strategy

In studying institutional discrimination, one can
focus either on discriMination itself or on the proc-

,

esses or factors wnicn produce it. In this project,
the choice has been to concentrate first on devel-
oping measures of the phenomenon itself, inas-

much as one cannot really focus on causes or
determinants until one has adequatelv demon-
strated the existence ot the phenomenon and
measured it. Therefore, the thrust of the present
project is to develop vahd and useful measures of
racism. Such a strategy in no way precludes or
deemphasizes the need to determine the dynamics
of the firocess itself and the factors which support
its continuance, instead, it stresses the importance
of developing a satisfactory measure of the
phenomenon. Another factor influencing the
choice of this particular approach is the desire to
move the study of institutional racial and sexual
discrimination away from polemi and rhetoric
toward more precise measurement and greater
objectivity, than has frequently -characterized
discussion of the subject in both the professional
literature and the public forum. It should be noted
that the purpose of the project is to measure
characteristics of organizations and not.of the indi-
Millis who comprise it.

Although fhere are differences in emphases of
the concept of institutior J discnrnination in the
social ssciences, there is fairly high consensus on its
major characteristics. In general, Institutional dis-
crimination focuses on the practices of organiza-
tions which produce discriminatory effects,
whether or not those particular effects are
intended. In this case, institutional discrimination
occurs quite independently .of the attitudes and
motivations of individuals who may unwittingly
perpetuate it. Another characteristic .is that the
results of institutional discrimination tend to in-
teract across institutions; and the effects tend to
accumulate. For example, the inferior education
historically afforded Hacks and ()filer minorities
interacts with test scores required for entrance to
institutions of higher education, the gateways to
promotion and success. Thus, minorities are
relegated to less technical jobs, leading to lower
income, nofger housing, etc.

From the standpoint' of developing' Means of
measurernent, the most important Lharactenstd. of
the concept is that its presence be determined by e'x:
amining the results or effects Of an organization's
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operations. In other words, we 'do not examine
rhotivations, 'intentions, or policies of either in-

dividuals or the organization; rather, we examine the
outcomes of the normal functioning of the organiza-
tion wiLlein insoutional discrimination is to be
discerned if it exists.

As a basis from which to proceed in developing
specific quantitative measures, a formal definition

of institutional discrimination is proposed:

institutional discrimination is a difference in what happens

in an organization or as a result ot the organization's

actions, io persons of different racea difference which

results from the normal functioning of the organization and

operates to the consistent disadvantage of a particulor race

Using this definition to examine internal instiu-
tional discrimination, we look at what happens to

members ot an organization. To examine external

institutional disc rimination, we look at how the
functioning 01 the organization has an impact on
people outside the organization. N1MH chose first

to examine its external impact. and our view in this

study -is limited to the impact NIMH has outside
itself. Such impact can be on individuals, organiza-

tions, and communities, and we attempt to exam-

ine NIMH impact at all' three of these levels. Also,_
this study focuses on institutional racism, althougii

the model and data analytic methods are appro-
priate to assess institutional sexism as well

Assessing Organizational
Missions

One ot the first tasks Involved in assessment of

institutional racism relates to understanding the
goals, mission, structures, and functioning of the
organization under study. The National Institute of

Mental Health NIM1-11 implements Federal policy

regarding research, service, and -traing in the

mental health field. Its basic mission is to develop

knowledge. manpower, and services to treat the

mentally ill, to prevent mental illness, and to pro-

mote and sustain mental health. While a small por-

tion of this work is accomplished within the

agency, most of ifs work is performed through a
,comprehensive system of grants and contracts to,

universities, hospitals, and other institutions or

agencies Indirectly or directly, NIMH has a tnaior

impact on the delivery of 111 mental health services

in this country 1Lor that reason, it is critical that the

effects of NIMH activitie be clearly understood.
By examining the manner in vvhich agency goals are

accomplished, it becomes possible to uncover pat-

terns which may have unintentional, yet- ineqqi

table, impacts upon people of different races.

Resource Allocation

The NIMH research, service, and training pro-

grams are mostly carried out by organizations out-

side of NIM111; resources are allocated to other

organizations or individuals to provide mental

health interventions. Thus, the majority of the

efforts of. NIMH are implemented through the

allocation of financial resources to external

organizations. Frir example, in FY 1972, grants, con-

tracts, and ogler fiscal awards accounted for

91 percent of the budget of N1MH.' Because

resource allocation encompasses most NIMH

activities, effortsfto assess institutional discrimina-

tion ought to focus on this aspect of the organiza-

tion. Therefore, a major assumption of this paper is

that, ot all the roles and functions undertaken by

NIMH, resource allocation is the most important

and has greatest potential discriminatory impact.

In order to accomplish its basic missions, NIMH,

-allocates a variety -of- -re-sources-to-different recip-

ients. Figure 1 illustrates the various processes that

characterize the resource allocation system of

NIMH.. This process is described only briefly in that

our definition of institutional discrimination and

our main focus center on the outcomes of these

processes.

Resources

While NIMH may participate in a wide variety of

activities, it is primarily responsible for ,the alloca-

tion of three major types of resources: fiscal sup-

port, 'technical assistance, and influence. In the

area of fiscal support, two funding mechanisms are

usedgrant and contracts. As these two fiscal

awards tend to use different allocating procedures,

if is more useful in the context of this model to
view grants and contracts as different types of

resourcek, keeping in mind that both involve the
allocation of funds. Thus, the resource allocation

includes four types of resoups or resource

allocating mechanisms; grants, Contracts, technical

asststance, and influence (figure 1).

Souke tA 1973 U S Budget
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Resource Allocation Process

To make decisions concerning the recipients of
resources, NIMH developed a set of selection proc-
esses for each type of resource. On the one Jiand,
these selection processes may be governed hy
specific rules and accomplished through a some-
what inflexible procedure, as in allodting grants.
On the other hand, allocation processes may be
nonspecific and determined by administrative
judgment, as in the use of influence as-a. resource.
For each type of, resource, the selection processes
can be conceptualized as a series of decisions,
based on formal and informal procedures and
usually proceeding in a sequential fashion. Using a
number of criteria related to scientific merit, need,
or other programmatic considerations, these pro-
cedures attempt to select the ultimate reapients of
resources from the larger population of potential
reci lents and applicants. Such processes are illus-
t tted schematically inifigure 1.

I pact: Direct and Indirect

ASSESSMENT CIF\ RACISM

n the resour,e allocation presented, two types
ot impact have been identified. Direct impact
rete s to the population of funded or selected
apph:ants for NIMH resources; i.e., the population
ot re. -urce re pients. NIMH has direct control,
within- he context of Federal\ legislative mandates,
over thc choice-of the recipients 'of its resources,
and, the pattern of allocation of resources
pr vidence of the direct and immediate.
im AIMH activitit:s. With respect to institu-
tional racism. \the racial characteristics of recip-
ients as compafed to the population of potential
recipients. yield indicators of the direct impact of
NIMH programs and ;policies. Therface of the prin-
cipal investigator of a research pfarre-ct,or the proj-
ect director of a ttaitung prpgrarn, the'iffe of the
director of a contract effoq, and the racial com-
position of organizations that deliver matal health
services are recipient characten'stics that can be
used to assess the direct impact of NIMH activities.

Indirect impact is i-lso a measurable outcome of
the resource utilization process. As discussed
previously, most of q4IMH programmatic interven-
tions in mental fieallh are accomplished through
tunding the activities., of other, organizations. The
manner in which funds or other resources distrib-
uted by MMI1 are urd is important to the overall
impaLt of NIMII. As ,an example of the difference
between direct and indireLt impact, the former

may be assessed immediately by examining the
racial composition of populations that receive
resources, e.g., principal investigators and person-
nel hired under thP grant or contract. Howetter, the
indirect impact may not be evident until the proj-
ect is completed and/or the results are published or
communicated. Indirect impact refers to the con-
tent relevance and the potential utility of research
projects to various racial groups, as well as the
racial characteristics of the research pbpulation of
subjects, the racial composition of the poRulation
of NIMH-sponsored trainees, and the racial eom-
position of client/patient populations that reiceive
NIMH services. Both direct and indirect impact
apply to the research, training, and/or service activ-
ities of NIMH and serve as useful indidtors of
potential disdiminatory impact'.

Basic CoriceptS in Measuring
Institutional Discrimination

The measures leading to quantitatde analysis of
institutional change are, in large part, '4daptations-
and extensions of earlier thinking. In A Tiroject
assessing racism in the Army, Nordlie (1974)
developed the concept of Difference Indicators for
which over 90 specific quantitative indices were
defined. In this work with the military, a Difference
Indicator was a measure which expressed the rela-
tionship between the actual number of black* in
the Army who had some particular characteristic
(e.g., being a colonel) and the number of blacks one
Auld expect to have that characteristic under the
assumption that there is no systematic difference
between blacks and whites. Cornparing the actual
number with the expected number provides a
means lor determining the extent to which race is
related directly or indirectly b skt happens to a
person in the Army. The Difference Indicator'
expressed the extent of that relationship. The indi-
cator-itself was defined as:

Difference Inthcator - Number'Actual '[ f '106

Expected Number

]

Dividing the actual by the expected number
created ratio of the actual to a, standard The

other operations made the resulting indicayirs
easier to interpret. SubtraLting one from the ratio'
was done so that the formula would yield a zero
percentage, when the ktual and expected numbeis
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'opportunity efforts.
In fact, the concept of parity has become the

foundation for equal opportunity programs and the

basis for developing goals and guidelines for

affirmative action programs. The expectation that

minorities in proportion to their number in a

relevant population should be represented in

organizations, or decisionmaking bodies, or in the
distribution of the recipients of resources is a belief

that is shared by leaders in many areas ot society. It

has received particularly strong support in the field

of mental health. For example; the recommenda-

tions ot a national conference on professional

training in psychology proposed that the appoint-
ments to grant review panels should begin to

reflect the composition of target populations by in-

creasing minority membership (Korman 1974).

Similarly, Teghtsoonian. (1974) points out that

females _account for 5 percent of the journal

editors in professional psychology but constitute

24 percent of the population of professional

psychology. To assess the extent of discrimination

in this imbalance, she suggests the use of an index

in which the percentage of female first-authors is

used as the expected percentage of editors who are

female. The parity concept has also been used in

ASSESSMENT OF RACISM

were the same. Multiplying bly 100 erey con-
verted it to percentage form. A zero Indic d that

there was no difference in what has happened to

blacks Ss compared to whites on the particular
dimension being measured, If the formula yields a
positive)wcentage, it means that blacks are over-
represlitted compared with whites on that Jimen-

sion -6y that percentage. A negative percentage
means that blacks are underrepresented compared
with whites on pat dimension. In all cases, the

reference point is the notion of parity or equal
treatment; i.e., there should be no difference in
treatment of persons who are equal in all respects

except color of skin.
1."

The Concept of Expected
Number

Clearly. the core of the Difference Indicator

concept is the notion of expected number. The in-

tent of using this concept is to establish a common

point of reference which has unequivocal meaning

wherever it is used. The expected number is essen-
tially a concept based on the idea of parity or equal

treatment which has precedent in law and equal

9,

academic settings. For example, Joesting (1974)
assesses underrepresentation of females- in training

and in positions of leadership by comparing the
proportion of female students in masters versus

doctoral programs and the proportion of female

faculty with the proportion of female deortmenf
chairs. The executive officer of the American
Psychological Association clearly states that, to the

extent that minorities and females are not ,

represented on the governing units of the profes-

sional association at the same proportion that they

exist in the membership, something is wrong and

must be changed. (Little 1974).

However, the concept- of parity has not been
universally accepted. Attempts tO apply a parity

philosophy have been criticized as a thinly dis-
guised attempt to generate systems of "quotas"
that are insidious, regardless of their implicit value

system. Charges of reverse discrimination, an ero-

sion of performance standards, as well as dire pre-
dictions of the demise of the institution itself have

not been uncommon responses to the uie of parity
strategies (Bunzel 1972). However, Pottinger (1972)

counters with the argument tat these charges are

rationalizations for a resistance to change and

serve to obscure the real purpose of equal oppor-
tunity programs. In no manner does the use of a

parity concept sanction indiscriminate preference

for minorities on the basis of minority status alone.

Parity concerns the eqUality of treatment of per-

sons who are equal in all relevant characteristics

except race.

The equal treatment concept yields the expected

number, the number of minority persons we would

expect to have a particular characteristic if race

was not related to 'Laving that characteristic. For

any research grant given by NIMH, we need two
numbers: (1) the total number of persons who are

eligible and qualified to be principal investigatOrs

of NIMH research grants; and (2) the total number

of such eligible persons who are black_lf we had

these two numbers, we coula calculate the ex-
pected number of black principal investigators. If it

were determined that blacks constitute 20 percent

of the population of eligible principal investigators,

under the assumption that race of the principal
investigator was not related to who receives grants,

then about 20 percent of the principal investigators

would be expected to be black. If it were found

that the actual percentage of black principal in-
vestigators was 12 percent, the formula would be:
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[Dffference Indicator Actual Percentage 1 100

Expected Peicentage

[11 -11 100
.20
( .60 1) 100

Difference Indicator 40%

The interpretation of such an indicator is that the,%,

are 40 percent fewer principal investigators who

are black than one would expect if it were equally

likely that qualified .Vvhites, and blacks would be

principal investigators.
The expected number functions as a standard

against which actual performance can be com-

pared. By comparing actual numbers with expected

numbers, it is possible to say how much above or

below the standard the actual number is. If the

standard can be understood as that number vhich

would occur [(there were no diScrimination on this

dimension, then deviation from that standard is

a measure of the.amount of institutional racism ex-

isting on that dimension. Again, the standard, or

expected number, is thai number which would oc-

cur if color were unrelated to the dimension being

considered.

Control Variables

As defined, Difference Indicators are mute with

respect to the causes of any differences found;

however, the form, of the indicators makes them

amenable for Use in exploring what variables do

account for all or part of the Difference Indicators...

Variables other than race which can account for

some of the variation in Difference Indicators we

call control variables. Ultimately, we would like to

know what the Difference Indicators are with

respeet to race with the effects of all other vari-

ables removed. In any given case, a number of

potential control variables may be fairly self-

evidr-ot and could be built into any analysis at the

outset. In other instances, potential control vari-

ables may suggest themselves after the fact. In

both cases, the Difference Indicator format is

readily used in analyses aimed at measuring the

effect of control variables.
A hypothetical example may facilitate the ex-

,
planation of how control variables can be intro-

duced into the analys. If in calculating the Differ-

ence Indicator for the'race of principal investigators

of NIMH research grants, .non-white persons-were

underrepresented among principal investigators by

25 percent, one might argue that grants tend to be

given to.the more well-known or prestigious schools

in paiticular fields and that, in fact, minorities are
underrepresented on the faculties of these institu-

tions, and tberefore apparent underrepresentation

occurs. This hypothesis is readily tested by specify-_

ing the population of schools considered to be well-

known and prestigious and using the racial composi-

tion of the faculties of those same schools as the

basis for calculating the expected, number. One

would then calculate the Differente Indicator using

the new expected number. If the new Difference In-

dicator were lower thari.lhe original -25 percent,

this would suggest that schools.may be a better

predictor of underrepresentatiori by race than race

per se. If, however, the new Difference Indicalor

were not lower than -25 percent, it would be
evidence that the hypothesis was not correct. It is

possible to continue such analyses insofar as the re-

quired data are available. This approach to measure-

ment lends itself readily to more and more precise

specification of variables which might, account for

racial differences when they are found.

Difference Indicators in N1MH

Functions

We have provided a model that conceptualizes
NIMH externdl activities as a resource allocation

system in which recipient populations are sequen-

tially reduced, aased on various selection criteria

developed by N1MH. The fundamental philosophy

defining the model of the Difference indicator
measurement is a comparison of the distribution of

potential with actual resource recipients and

characteristics of resouree utilization at various

points in the allocation procegs. This assumption

can then be reflected in a set of indices that reflect

different dimensions of institutional discrimina-

tion, depending on the specific comparisons that

are examined. -
The recommended system of indices.makes pos-

sible the generation of relatively simple, com-

parable indicators across a variety of areas related

to organization.R1 functioning. To illustrate the

complexity of the organizational system, we turn to

those factors which influence the Difference

Indicators. For each factor we recommend the

specific categories that reflect major areas of

resource) allocation and that should be represented
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in the mina!, basic system of Difference Indicators.
Clearly, to generate a system which accurately
reflects the totality of. NIMH performance 1,,ould
overload the input capability of any decision-
maker. Our model selects those lactors which
comprehensively represent NIMH and which, at the
same time, are able to yield several specific factors
related to the concerns of frontline managers.

Thus, an important principle in this assessment
technique is that managers have access to In-

dicators suited to their specific decisionmakmg
needs. Therefore, the criteria for the selection of a
final set of indicators are (1) that the items compre-
hensively represent the relevant activities of NIMH
and (2) at the same time provide sufficient speci-
ficity to be useful to NIMH managers. On the basis
of our analysis of the NIMH resource allocation
system, the initial system of Difference Indicators
utilized the set of factors presented in table 1.

Difference Indieators can mei7sure a dimension of
institutional discrimination based on any factor or
combination of factors.

Recommended Indicators

Based on the previous discussion of factors that
influence Difference Indicators, there is a set of
indicators for each major activity at NIMH. In
figure 2, a list of specific Difference Indicators for
the research activity at NIMH is presented. From
review of the literature, we identified the specific
aspects of the recipients of resources that could be
used, to measure potential discriminatory impact.
At the individual level, it seemed important to
assess separately, the racial characteristics of the
leaders or major decisionmakers about resource
utilization and the other important individuals sup-
ported by the resource. Also, it was important to
identify the racial composition' of the' organiza-
tional redpients.

Generally, indices can measure race difference
associated with resource allocation procedures for
the distribution of pnncipal investigators and proj-
ect directors, professional staff members sup-

ported by the resource, and organizational reu-
penis. Our decision to use professional staff

members only is based on findings from the
litereture that many affirmative action programs
1.101e created a sense of success by changing an
organization's lower level employee composition
without affecting the higher level professional and
managerial ranks. We propose defining organiza-

Table 1. 'Recommended set of factors
in initial Difference Indicator system

Factor Categories

Type of Impact

Atvel of Impact

Direct
Indirect

Individual
°Qom/Atonal
Community

ResourcelAllocating Total Grants
Mechapism Type I Grants

Contracts-Organizational
Contracts-Individual

Population
Comparisons

Mintrity/M, jonty
Group

zt(
Sex Male

Female

Awarded Applications
Potential Applications

Actual At.plications
Potential Applications

Awarded Applications
Actual Apphcations

Awarded Applications
Catchment Area

4 Comparisons

Race American Indian or
Alaskan Native

Asian or Pauhc Islander
Black or Negro
Caucasian
Hispanic

Unirof Measurement Dollars
Numbers

tional compusition by- professional staff members
only.

For each Difference Indicator, we used an "X" in
,the proper column to indicate the specific popula-
tion comparison that would be appropriate. Re-
source allocation mechanisms that do not contain
competitive features, e.g., contracts to indMduals,
would not be amenable to populatiod cOmparisons
using actual application °populations. This b also
true for dimensions where certain aspect:, of the
recipient are not identified until the resource is

awarded. For example, the specific individuals on
the professional staff or the board membership of`a
service institution often are not identified uniTh the
resource is received.

Measures of indirect impact reflect the dif-

ferenies between the way the resouri.es were used
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Type of
Impact

_

Level of
Impact

_

Dimension
Allocating
MedlanISM

Population Comparison i Unit of Measurement

Awarded Application Actual Application Awarded Application Awarded Ai; notion
Dollars Number

Potential Applicition Potential Application Actual Ap licatton Catchment .tea

Direct

-
Individual

Orpnira
tional

Corn-
tmunity

Principal Investigitor o
..

"
, .

Project Staff Members-Pn3fessional
..

"

Composition of Total Organization-
Professional Staff Members

" .
,,,...

University Recipient-Composition
, of Student Body

..

,

Composition of Initial Review Group
Groups

Composition of Technical Review
Groups

Grants-Type I
Grants-Total
Contracts-Org.
Contracts-Ind.'

Grants-Type I
Grants-Total
Contracts-Org.

Grants.,.Type I
Grants-Total
Contracts-Org.

Grants-Type I
Grants-Total _

Contracts-Org.

- -

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

,

X

X

X
X

X
X

.

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X ,

X

X

Actual Number basis Expected Number Basis

Indirect Composition of Research Subject Populations
..

Grants
Contracts

% of Minorities and Females In
Research Subject Population

Sof Minorities and Females In
the United States

X
X
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and the expected way ot resource use baled on the

basic null hypothesis and parity assumptions.

Resource utilization can only be measured foi
applications that were, in fact, awarded. Therefore,

for some Difference Indicators, the major com-
parison involves either the awarded application/
potential application comparison or the actual

resource utilization/expected resource utilization

comparison. For each Difference Indicator, we
point out the appropriate population comparison

or describe the actual and expected population

basis. In addition, we recommend the unit of

measurement that seems appropriate tor each

indicator.

Research

indicators of direu impact for research

activities iure 2i assess the recipient chara :ter-

istics in terms of the principal in% estigator who

directs the research, the members of the profes-

sional staff who are directly supported by the
award, the organization which receives the

resources, and, if the organization is a university,

the student body composition. The latter reflects,

in a limited sense, a community-level indicator,
where the recipients of the service ot the organiza-

tion are represented directly by the composition of

the student bOdy. The awarded applications/poten-

tial applicetions comparison is ,:alculated for all in-

dicators a direct impact, reflecting the totality of
the alloca.ion procedures by comparing the re-

sources acioally allocated to minorities to the

amount ot resources that would have been allo-
cated to them, had they received resources in pro-

portion to their number in the relevant population.
For exaMple, it $1,000,000 were being ailocated for

research to chrcal psychologists with doctoral

degrees, we wfuld expect minority prindoal in-

vestigators to receive the same proportion as

minonties exist in the population ot clinical

psychologists. Assuming that minonti,s account
for 21 percent of all clinical psychologists with doc-

torates, we would expect minorities to receive 21

percent of the resources, i e., $210,000. If the actual

amount of resources received by minorities ex-
ceeded $210,000, the Difference Indicator would
be positive and reflect an overrepresentation of

minorities on this dimension. If the actual an ount
of resource,,received by minorities were less than

$210,000. the Difference Indicator would be

negative and reflect an underrepresentation of

minorities.

Population comparisons based on actual appli-

cation populations are not appropriate tor the

contracts allocating mechanism when there is no
competition, nor for the professional staff member

dimension, because they are not identified until the

resource is received. Difference Indicators based

on the actual applications/potential applications

comparison reflect a comparison between the

amount of resources applied for b minoritie, and
the amount they could have applied tor, based on
their proportion in the population eligible to apply.

Thus, in our clinical psycholog'st example, if
$2,000,000 in applications were received, we would

expect minorities to receive the same proportion of

resources that they made application for in the ac-

tpal applications process. If minority clinical
psychologists applied for $300,000 of the total t.

$2,000,000 in applicatons, they accounted for 15

percent of the actual resource applications. If

$1,000,000 were awarded in resources, we would

expect minorities to receive $150,000, or 15 percent

of these resources.

The measuring unit of resources for most indi-

cators is dollars. Numbers are used for the profes-

sional staff members dimension, for there appears

to be no method of readily and accurately appor-
tioning the amount of resources to each member.

Therefore, 'we recommend comparing the racial

characteristics of supported professional staff

members to those that were eligible to receive

support.
The racial composition of the Initial- Review

Group for grants and the Technical Review Group

for contracts are seen as Direct Indicators in that

they are recipients of resources, e.g., consultant

tees and expenses. In some ways, the review groups

are middlemen in the allocation process. While the
review group dimensions do reflect direct ii..pact, a

more significant impact may be reflected by exam-
ining the direct impact of the resource allocations

for which the specific review group is responsible.

For example, Robinson (1971) suggested that a lack

of minorities on review committees is related to a

lack of minority resource recipients.
Investigators have 'pointed to the lack of re-

search about minority and female issues and a lack

of sensitivity to such issues in interpreting the

results of research. RoHnson (1974) reviewed

f-st!chological research and suggested that re-

searchers concerned with comparative research

and ethnic group differences are not aware of the

influence of their own value systems in I Ianning,
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executing, and interpreting research. The use of

terms like "cultural deprivation" rather than

"cultdral differences." the use of,culturally biased

instruments to measure inteiligence and person-

ality rather than culture-fair tests, and the "victim-

blame" interpretation have all been cited as

examples of discrimination in research. Steinmetz

(,1974) points out that the traditional method of

assigning the socioeconomic status based on the

/male members of a household and use of sex-typed

questions, to gather c;lata from respondents have

resulted in the collection of biased data and biased

conclusions.
We hoped to develop indicators that reflected

such subtle aspects of discrimination as the

amount of research that used culturally biased

instruments and theoretical models and the

amount of research yielding useful information for

or about minorities. Inform NIMH reports, based

on related data, yere TOrnished for incorporation

into our system, but on more detailed examination,

it became painfully clear that no valid and reliable

categories had been developed by which to classify

or assess the relevance of research Projects to mi-

nority groups. For example, it is easy to classify a

research project about black perceptions of black

psychotherapists, based upon a black sample of

subjects. However, how would a project on the im-

pact of unemployment using a 50 percent black

sample be classified in terms of black content or

utility? .

Although some investig'ators attempted to devise

and use such categories, the results of (heir classifi-

cation procedure are subjective and unreliable and

require a more substantive rationale or framework

than they provide, Robinson (1971) identified proj-

ects concerned with minority life and problems in a

subjective manner, but he implied that it is some-

what arbitrary to categorize all projects related to

inner-city problems as relevant to minority

concerns.
A task of this study is to develop quantifiable

and objective indices of mstitutional discrimina-

tion. The use of ambiguous data may les,en the

credibility and undermine the usefulness of any

system developed on that basis. At present, we do

not recommend an indicator concerned with rele-

vance to minorities, but we do encourage con-
tinued efforts toward developing reliable and valid

techniques for classifying research service or train-

ing projects in terms of minority content and

utility.

A Difference Indicator ,on the research subj'ect

dimension is-useful. Much social science research

involves the process of generalizing the results of

research on white males (often college students) to

the pOPulation as.a whole. Oor expected number

would be- the racial composition at large, and the

actual number would be the compositiorrof actual

research subjects supported by the yarious types of

resources. If the research activity is intended to

shed light on the mental health of the entire

country, the research subject population mu,st be

'representative. While, of course, specific research

projects may focus on more narrow population per-

spectives, the overall composition of -research sub-

jects for research activities should approximate the

target population of the overall program. Since

data suggest that minority groups constitute high-

risk groups for mental illness, such groups ought to

be well repreS'ented among the research subject

populatim .

Using Difference Indicators

We have conceptualized and generated the

basic framework Of a system of indicators that can

pinpoint underrepresentation and overrepresenta-

tion of minority groups in the NIMH resource allo-

cation system. We have attempted to develop a set

of indicators that comprehensively reflects the

functioning of NIMH with respect to its extramural

activities. As with most large systems, the "organiza-

tional processes are quite complex: Any procedure

designed to assess functioning must be correspond-

ingly complex. Consequently, our assessment tech-

nique, although conceptually pzrsimonious, is very.

complex. However, in practid, no single user is

ever likely to use the entire system. To the con-

trary, each unit is likely to be concerned primarily

with thoe aspects of the assessment which are

specifically related to its functions; each unit need

attend to a considerably smaller subset of the
dimensions described. In a sense, the total system

comprises the universe of factors from which

organizational units may select those that may be

of particular use to them.

Recommendations

Because the framework and methodology of

NIMH activities have the capability for dealing

with changes in indicators themselves, it is recom-

mended that the system be viewed as the beginning

of an interactive process to be continually modi-
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fled asa result ut new feedback and input, jiarti-
cularly in addingnew dimensions, as methodology
for quantaticauon of subjective vanities develops
and as users becorpe more familiar-with its o,utput.

-This system should be automated so that it cane

routinely calculate relevant subsets of indicators
tor particular users. Most of.the required data can
be obtained via augmentation of existing systems.
The basic trar:riework should attempt to strike a
balance between a system comprehensive enough
tu examine all major parts of the organization and
one that is simple enough to safeguard against a
user becoming overloaded with mformation.

Specific Difference Indicators can be calcqated
for any organizational unit within the organization
that has responsibility for 'the allocation of
resources, It seems advisable to calculate Dif-

terence Indicators tor the smallest organi4ional
unit with allocation responsibility, normally the
branch or cliter. Indicators for larger organiza-
tional units. e.g., divisions, can be generated also.
Interaction effects ,imong smaller units at the

branch level may compensate for each other and
'mask inip"ortant differences within the overall divi-
sion Difference Indicators. It may be desirable- tq
calculate indicators in the service categorlf 4or
service provider A by region* and by activity. Dif-
terence Mdic ator matrices at the smallest organiza-
tional level constitute the fundamental measure of
potential discrinffnatory impact. However, specific
decisions are a function of the needs of the user.

For any given organizatiOnal unit, separate ,Dif-.
terence Indicators tan be calculated., reflecting a
distinct and specific type of potential impact of
NIMH programs and a different dithension of in-
stitutional discriminatitffl. It would be desirable to
combine Ole separate Differerce Indicators for a
branch or division to yield one overall Difference
Indicator tor that particular organizational unit.
Attempts to combine or average such Difference
Indicators tor a given unit would assume that all
such effects are equal in impact and probably do
no reflect the political or technical milieu of
NIMH. Further, without explicit empirical data or a
comprehensive value system to use as a weighting
scheme, it seems more appropriate to consider Dif-
teren« e Indicators as separate and specific indi-
cators ot dimensions ot institutional discrim-
ination Stich a rationale is reinforced by the nature
ot management intormation systems, in which
spe( itu monitoring indices are more useful for the
gpfferation ot interventions to reduce potential

dis`criminatory imoacts. Therefore, specific Dif-

ference Indicators of the same type can be com-
pares' across organizational units or combined
within larger units. HOwever, combinations of dif-
ferent types of Difference Indicators reflecting
differenf dimensions may prove misleading.

We recommend that indicators be calculated on
an annual basis, timed to coincide with important
organizational decisions for which system informa-
tion would be _useful (e.g., budget eparation,
policy development, or personnel selection).

Users of the system can view indicators by:
(1).examining Difference Indicators at the same time
on ,different dimensions to find information about

the relative- magnitudes of differences in selected

dimensions, (2) examining Difference Indicators at
different times on the same dimension to find infor-
mation about the direction of change in any one
selected dimension and (3) examining Difference
Indicators at different times on different dimensions
to find information about the relative directions and
velocities of change in chosen dimensions. As Dif-
ference Indicators are collected over longer periods,
a more systematic approach to the data will be

pecessary to assess these changes in levels. A ratio
which compares change in indicators and change in
time to yield an average rate of change may be
useful. For example, if an indicator went from 83

to a +13 in IQ years, the .average rate of change ,id.s
+9.6 units, per year. This ratio is only meaningful for
increasing or decreasing functions.

Interpretation of Differvce
Indibators

The Difference Indicator is not a measure of in-
tent. In any case, where differences are found, col-

lateral information (e.g., the knowledge of the
manager, a focused investigation) is necessary to
determine whether, the outcomes are intentional
acts of discrimination. The indicators are tools

managers may use to point out specick dimensions
along which differences occur. Other precautions
must he observed in drawing conclusions from the
difference indicators. The assessment system as

presently developed does not represent the totality
of NIMH, but rather than wait, wffhout 'en a basic

tool, for a number of methodological and political
issues to be resolved, it seems wise to use the basic
systemiswith an awareness that it represents the first
step,toward a more comprehensive,system. Control
variables must be used in the further developrnent
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of the Difference Indicator sy"Stem. Control vari-

ables sort out whether-the variance in measures of

differences 'which appear to 'co-vary with race

might in fact be attributable to othe?.-sources. Such

strategy 'enhances the manager's ability to iden-

tify orsanizational processes *that are associated

with differences in treatment. 'The indicator meth-

odology, while more appropriate than others, does

have limitations. For example, a number of dif-

ferent circumstances can lead to the same indi-

cator. This is the case for any composite mere,

qvhere the "ultimate' criterion does not exist. Also;

ah indicator becomes 100 whenever the actigtit;

number equals 0, althou'gh the expected number

may vary widely. The indicator is sensitive to small

changes when the expected numbersis small in

magnitude. Moreover, no test of significance for in-

dicators currently exists, .since the; distribution is

unknown. However, significance appears less im-

porfant than the meaningfulness of the differences,

and, over time, the distribution of the indicator will

become available and make possible the selection

of the most appropriate test of significance.

The 1.1,se.ollan "expected
number". can lead to the

use orthe "status quo"- as the criterion. Therefore,

expected number formulations should be continu-

ally assessed. For example, if minority group mem..-

bers constituted 1 percent of. the psychiatristS in

the country, the Difference Indicator would be "0,"

when minority group psychiatrists received 1 per-

cent of the appropriate resourtes. But should 17 per-

cent of the country be wpresented by 1 percent in

psychiqtry? On another dimension of institutional

discrimination reflecting- parity assUmptions, the

qtual percentage of minority psychiatrists in this

d'untry should reflect the percentage of the popu-

lation at large; i.e., 17 percent. So that as the Dif-

ference Indicator on one dimension approaches

"0," it may not on another dimension. The present

expected numbers *pear useful in relation to civil

rights. However, panty reflects a value judgment,

one which requires, continued revision, one that

NIMH must consider, as it affects the wental

health of this country. Not acting on this decision,

by default, speaks to an endorsement of the pres-

ent state of affairs.-

Conclusion

With regard to equal .opportunity, most organiza-

tions have clear-cut policy statements and a pub-

licly stated commitment1to affirmative action and

191

ihe principles of equal opportunity. There:have

been, however, few efforts to follow those .,policy

statements with efforts- to' determine .,exactil what

.it is that needs tp be changed and to measure the

extent to which such changes are occurring. Unless

that is done, the policies. the" affirmation df -corn-

mi6ent to equal opportunity principles, in short,

the rhetoric of equal opportunity, rematn-, just

thatso much (riretonc. The lodel presentecLin

this study is a fool organiz5bontcan use to plan,

implement, and evaluthe their own programs to

eliminate institutional racism.

NOTE

This Raper is based on the Unat technical report ot a prote(t

develop procedUres
which managers at the National Institute of

Mental lealth INIMH)-could use to asse,s the nature-and ement

to which N1MH external activities ire5ult in rac01 or sexual

discrimination The desire by NIMH tosexamMe the potenItal

discriminatory impact of its own albacauon procedures. when

the institute itself' is changing and other Federal ageni ies are not

even aware (Di, their potential impact, prokides conkm«ng

evidence of its conlmitment to equal opportunitk
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Sedion V:

Interventions To,Reduce Racism: Overview

The decade of the sixties markedea period of

American history in which societa! problems were

attributed to failures of the Social system. Expecta-

tions that widespread recognition of injustice as

structural of systemic would lead to sweeping

change were not borne out. In addition, political

action directed 'toward ameliorating social in-

justice by changing the system was only minimally

successful. This has provoked an awareness in the

seventies of the need wand abilities of individuais to

make constructive changes howcver limited, in

their own lives. The self-help movement a'Aelts to

this reorientation. This book has attem'pted tg inte-

grate individual and systems interventions which

may be useful in Lombating racism.
n d H u Hey -discuss- -t he_way_ ia _

which institutional racism has contributed to the

failure of advisory boards of social service agen-

'cies and institutions in obtaining community input

for policymaking, programing, and evaluation.

Despite efforts to meet the needs of individuals in

communities, these boards have generally been run

by outsiders and professionals who have not ade-

quately developed mechanisms, whether, formal or

informal, for an ongoing communication between

board menibers, agency or institutional personnel,

and community leadfrs and citizens. The authors

describe the difficulties community members must

surmount if they to increase die& involvemen1

and ways in whic ommunity advisory boards can

improve their fuhctioning to Include greater public

participation. Furthermore, Hurley provides prac-

tical suggestions for increasing the effectiveness of

citizen participation.
Chan, Broohy, and Fisher address the issue of

how traditional counseling techniques can become

more relevant to the problems of individuals in

relationship to institutions. They present their own

Advocate Counseling Model, described as a tech-
..,

nique for social as well as individual intervention

to deal with institutional wrongdoing. The model

instructs individuals in assuming respons&lity for

advocating their own interests, seMng to build a

sense of personal mastery and control through the

advocacy process'. The counselor's Telesis to pro-

vide the individual with skills and technical

resources needed to confrOpt the institution. Exper-

ience with the model has shown that it is effective

in bringing about individual and inst,tutional

change.
Sedlacek and Brooks deal with the problem'Of

racism in educational institutions, describing a

model which attempts to change tile racist atti-

tudes and behaviors of school system personnel,

thereby reducing the potential for more subtle
institutional forms of- racism to exTSt in the schools:-

Individual administrators and supervisors attended

conferences in Which they explored their own

racism and the ways in which ;t affected their work

and working relationships. Although the interven-

tion is aimed at individuals, their powerful role in

the educational system makes this system inter-

vention as well. While results of the model have

generally been positive, the authors argue for

school administration commitment to long-range

programs.
Finally, Good examines Federal intenNntions to

eliminate racism through legislation anckadminis-

tratiye procedures. The author first reviews the

ievels and types of interventions available to

Government, then offers a brief history of the inter-

ventions which have been made. He draws on
examples from three public policy areasemploy-

ment, education, and healthto illustrate specific

Federal policies, legislation, and judicial decisions

that have attempted to eradicate institutional

racist practices. The author then suggests methods

and criteria for evaluating these interventions.
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Chapter 18

Advocate Counseling and Institutional Racism

Adrian Chan, Michael C. Brophy, and James C. Fisher

ABSTRACT

This chapter presents a perspective on advoc'ate counseling and its relationship to institutional
Both the theory and practice of the Advocate Counseling Model are presentee Rather than havin g.
others advocate on their behalf, citizens should advocate for themselves in an assertive and affirn-C
ative manner when confronted with public or privateInstitutional problems, including institutional
racism. Legal research, concepthalization of alternatives and their consequences, the use ut due pro(
ess procedures and action seouences, and therapeutic counseling are all basic steps m the implemen
tation of this apprch;ch. Four case studies related to racism and sexism demonstate the model and its
efficacy.

Psychotherapeutic approaches have tradition-
ally focused on resolving intrapsychic and interper-
sonal conflicts (Horeniein, et al. 1971). However,
the needs and prob)ems of individuals in a racist
and sexist society demand that some therapeutic
onerttations develop the flexibility to be .used as
tools for socal ifitervention as well.

This chapter/. 1--zi'.elsfribes a particular form of
counseling which cep be of assistance to individ-
uals who have been victimized by institutional
racism and wish to challenge the institution
involved. A perspective on advocacy and its rela-
tionship to institutional racism is presented, fol-,
lowed by an outline of the theory and practice of
the Advocate Counseling Model formulated by

Brophy, Chan, Mar, and Nagel (Brophy Chan, and
Mar 1974; Brophy, Chan, and Nagel 1974). Four
case studies illustrating the model's handling of
institutional racism problems are presented and
evaluated.

Advocacy and Institutional
Racism

Although the concepts "advocacy" and "advo-
cate" can be traced back to ancient Roman
writings and early Roman Catholic church law, only
in recent years have these concepts gained in popu-
larity atross many segments of the human services
professions. Advocacy efforts cut across all age

groups, as evidenced by the existence of such
organizations as the National Center for Child
Advocacy (Office of Child Development, Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare), Parent

-4-

ACT (Advocates for Children Today) in Milvt aukee,
Youth Advocates and Senior Advocates in Seattle,
Wash., and Nebraska Youth Advocate. Such efforts
also transcend radically different client groups and
problemsfor example, consumer advocatcts, vv el
fare advocacy, nursing home advocacy, develop
mental disabilities advocacy, and associations for
retarded citizens.

All of these advocacy groups emphasize a com-
mon set of activities within an interventionlservice
framework. They provide guidarme and/or perform
some instrumental or emotional service on behalf
of individuals who are physically, mentally, or
socially unable to perform such services for them-
selves. Similar definitions of advocacy are
presented by a number of recent writers (Adams et
al. 1971, Chan et al. 1976, Kahn et al. 1973, Linnane
1974; Rights of Children 1973, Woltensberger 1972).
Conceptual frameworks for advocacy have been
proposed (e.g., Wolfensberger's Citizen Advocacy
and -Brophy and Chan's Advocate Counseling
Model), but there is little systematic empirical
research to indicate the construct validity of advo-
cacy as a theoretically distinct approach or the
conditions for its success or failure. Nor are theie
studies comparing the effectiveness of various
advocacy approaches with that of other ap-

proaches to similar problems.

While the concept of advocacy has gained in
popularity, conceptual wnting and empirical
research have not advanced at the same pace. With
many different advocacy efforts currently under
way, there is little to distinguish an advocacy pro-
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gram from a nonadvocacy program. The term

"advocacy" is often misunderstoo1 because of its

identification with adversar proceedings and

potential confrontation by particular advocacy

groups. Many programs and/or persons presently

functioning under the rubric of advocate tend io

emphasize the negative or threatening nature of

their role as opposed to the positive nature of their

intentions concerning their impact upon individual

behavior and institutional change.

It is the functioq of advocacy, whatever its form,

to help institutions become stronger as they change

in order to provide more efficient and effective

delivery of goods and seroces. It is also advocacy's

function to make institutional employers and

employees accountable in such a way as to identify

those whose behavior is dysfunctional and/or

racist, as well as functional and nonracist.

It would be fruitless to cite and describe every

effort carrying the label of advocacy and examine

each in relation to institutional racism. However,

three general forms are apparent. These are

Reprecentauve Advocacy, Group Advocacy, and

Self-Advocacy. Representativ 7e Advocacy occurs

whcri an individual represents "as if they were his

own, the interests ot another citizen who is im-
paired in his instrumental competency. or who has

major expressive needs which are unmet and which

are likely to be unmet without special intervention"
(Wolfensberger 1972. p, Group Advocacy occurs

when a group seeks to intervene in a problem situa-

tion in order to achieve a goal consistent with the

interests of the members of the group or others.
Many of the current programmatic efforts using the

label of advocacy can be classified into these first

two forms of advocacy. The literature reveals few

representative and/or group advocacy efforts to

deal with problems of institutional racism. In Sell-

Advocacy, the individual with the problem is

taught a series of strategies for the purpose of solv-

ing it. The Advocate Counseling Model (Brophy,

Chan, and Mar 1974, Brophy Chan, and Nagel 1974)

has this emphasis and has been used with indi-

viduals confronting a variety of institutional

problems.

The Advocate Counseling
ModelAn Overview

The goal at the Advocate Counseling Model is to

help people assert ,control over their own lives. The

process described by this model is focused on help-

ing clients develop skills that will enable them to

deal both affirmatively and. assertively with dys-

functional interactions with institutions.

The model views the clients as hurting persons

who, in interactiQn with an institution, have been

treated unfairly i9lailing to receive adequate serv-

ices. The clients need immediate guidance to solve

the present problem by means short of litigation.

They also need adequate support to develop the

confidence necessary to use institutions rather than

be used by them. In the process, the clients learn

more about institutional structures and behaviors

as well as about their own capabilities.
In effect, the model uses the dysfunctional in-

stitutional problem as the clients' own learning
laboratory. Citizens who become clients are taught

the effective use of the administrative procedures

involved in due process, and their skills in reading,

writing, and practical research are reinforced. Their

thought processes and feelings are intensified and

amplified to generate awareness of their own reac-

tions as a prelude to assertive action.

The role of the advocate counselor is to help in-

dividuals and groups have a maximum impact upon

institutions so that the institutions become more

alert and responsiy" to the needs of those persons

whom they wek established to serve. Thp coun-

selor is careful to perceive his or her role as that of

teaching, enabling, or empowering rather than that

of acting on behalf of the client. Using the analogy

of a football team, the counselor is always a coach,

never a blocking back or a substituteqs in the case

of other counseling models. The counselor acts as a

disseminator of such information as legislation,

litigation, rules and regulations, administrative

memoranda, and other operational rules of institu-

tions The counselor also provides an opportunity/

for the clients to gather information which will

enhance an understanding of their own institu-
tional environment. One of the chief outrekh

mechanisms of advocate counselors is the accu-

racy of their information and their ability to pro-

vide that information in understandable terms.

It is Ihe model's assertion that engaging in these

action-oriented procedures is far more meaningful

personally, -educationally, ,psychologically, and

politically to those in need of advocacy than other

present alternatives. Despite the plethora of ap-

proaches, therapeutic counseling tends to focus on

feelings and personal difficulties rather than on

institutional or systemic malfunctions. Securing the

services of a third-party advocate such as an

2o6
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attorney, public official, or issue-oriented action
group serves to reinforce the tendency of people to
let others advocate on their behalf, creating
undesirable dependency relationships and affirm-
ing a sense of personal rZwerlessness. In contrast,
the Advocate Counseling Model asserts that the
role of the clients is to learn how to advocate on
their own behalf rather than letting others advo-
cate for them. Thus the role of the advocate
coynselor is to help the clients become their own
advocates rather than to advocate on the clients'
behalf.

The Advocate Counseling
ModelProcess

Using the law as the highest authdrity, the model
teaches the chents to look for discrepancies in the
implementation of policies by institutional person-
nel and to use effectively the administrative pro-
cedures of due process. Much of the legal research
education basic to the model is done in an Informa-
tion Resource Center, an action-oriented 'research
taulity containing primary and secondary source
materials including statutes, relevant case law,
rules and regulations, administrative memoranda,
and operational rules of various institutions. In the
advocate counseling process, clients become fam-
iliar with the statutes which define the duties and
limitations of public institutions, -Ind also with the
rules and regulations which further define the
responsibilities of their administrators. Both the
statutes and the rules and regulations are under-
stood as the law. The law is further refined by ad-
ministrative memoranda, i.e., written guidelines
passed down through the chain of command of an
institution. Interpretation of the administrative
memor5Pda and the subsequent behavior by front-
line institutional workers constilute the institu-

tion's operational rules.
Operationally, the model functions according to

the scheme in figure 1. The advocate counselor
combines the skillful application of accurate
primary source information about institutions with
such elements of therapeutic counseling as

empathy; warmth, respect, confrontation, and
assertiveness training in his or her relationship wit..
the client. On the basis of this relationship, the
clients interact with institutional personnel as their
co.vn advocates.

The flowchart presented in figure 2 illustrates the
various steps in the counseling process. The entire
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the Advocate Counseling
Process.

process may be divided into three distinct but
overlapping phases: (a) the Education Phase, (b) the
Facilitation Phase, and (c) the Implementation
Phase.

Figure 3 describes behavioral analysis of client
before and after advocate counseling.

The 'ucation Phase

The initial contact between the advocate
counselor and the clients should foci', on these
major areas:

1. Exploration and delineation of the prob-
leman attempt to define the institu-

tion/individuai problem which is causing

the clients pain

2. Assessment of the model's applicabil-
ityan exploratidn of the feasibility of
helping the clients through a,::vocate
counseling in the time allotted for the prob-,
lem's resolution

3. Articulation of ideology and methodol-
ogy the way in which this area is handled

is described in Brophy, Chan, and Mar
(1974), particularly the sections on "Defini-
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Individual
Client

Pyramid
of
Power

Statute
Rules & Regulations

Administrative Memoranda
Operational Rule

Others

Executive management
Middle management
Lower management
Supervisors
Contact people

Figure 2. Theq3perational model of advocate counseling.

Institutional
Employees

ANTECEDENTS BEHAVIOR

I. Institution.mediated
cues; dysfunctional
institution.individual
incident

Client attempts
solutions (before
Advocate Counseling)

II. Institution.mediated Client attempts

cues; dysfunctional assertive counter-

institution.individual
control sldlls (during,

incident after Advocate

; Counseling)

CONSEQUENCES

Institution respondS
negatively

Institutionlmstitotional
employee responds
positively

THOUGHTS, FEELINGS

Client-feels-bad; impotent--
blames and bellittles self,
Wets frustrated and
anxious.

Client feels good, potent,
feels he/sh t. can.be
assertive, wants to assert
contrortiver other areas

of life

Figure 3. Behavioral analysis of client before and after advocate counseling.

tion, Scope, and Ideology" and on "Rela-

tion of Advocate Counseling to Social

Change/Contract Approaches"

4. Introduction of the Information Center as a

reservoir of primary and secondary source

materials concerning institutions

5. Listing of all options constituting a possible

solution to the problem, thereby broad-

ening the clients' perspectives

Awareness of the pain caused .by some institu-

tional ini'iolvement in the client's life is the begin-

ning of the advocate counseling process. This

awareness can be generated by -either the client or

the advocate counselor. Similarly, either the client

or the counselor may take the initiative to reduce

the client's pain. For example, the c ent's aware-

ness may be heightened by discussing the pain

itself. The counselor may clarify these feelings by

attributing them to interactions with an institution.

To do 'this, the advocate counselor listens to the

client, clarifies the situation by asking questions,

and reformulates the problem in terms Df in-

dividual/institutional interaction.

If the model appears applicable, the counselor
typically proposes a schedule for subsequent ses-

sions with the client. An explanation of the model's

ideology and method is made in the context of the

client's particular dilemma. Following this pro-

cedure, the function of the advocate counselor is

to inform the client that the counselor has access

to knowledge which may clarify the client's prob-

lem and potential solutions.

208
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'snip places great responsibility on the advocate
counselors who musr be available to respond-tolhe
chents' desire for more information and support
and to define,alternative approaches to solving the
clients' problems.

The clients, also have a great deal of responsibil-
ity. As part of the ideological and methodological
orientation, the counselors should clarify that they
will not advocate for the clients, hence, it is the
chents responsibihty to learn the necessary skills
and to assert control over their own lives in prob-
lem situations. Some effort should be made during
this phase to assess the clients' reading and writing
proficiency, since these skills are 'required in the
model's Implementation Phase. (In fact, clients' in-
centive to improvedhese essential skills may be
enhanced through their involvement in the modeL)

the Information Resource Center should contain
such primary source materials as the statutes and
relevant case law ot the State in which the counsel-
ing service is being offered, the rules and regula-

tions or administrative code together with pro-
cedural manuals, administrative memoranda, and
operational rules ut relevant institutions, all pro-

perly inde,..ed and updated. The center also should
-intain such secondary source material as Poverty

r!eporter, f amity Reporter, Labor Relations
.rlrid Federal Consumer Product- Safety

which provide indexed coverage with
ex ,lai...ttions ut many institutional procedures. The
Educoional Phase of the model lb dependent upon
the couli_ekg s ability to budd and use an Informa-
tion Resuurc,- Center. The need and rationale for
the stablishment of such a facility are as follows.

1. It piovides the knowledge w hich v ill allow
the counselor to resound with some con-
crete answers to inquiries from clients with
institution-related problems.

2. The advocate counselor organizes and

utilizes this moldy for action-oriented
relearch t.r._ research which can ead to
some action on the clients' part.

3. The presence of this information center and
a sincere ettort at an objective and personal
delivery ot the ii..Jrmation generated by
the primary source material tend to create a
climate of trust between the advocate
counselor and the clients.

4. The center and the, memoranda which
emanate trom it also provide the advocate
counselors with a positive and visible
outreach mechanism, they become known
as willing and able to provide information
toward the resolution of the problem.

5 The cent& provides the clients with the op-
portunity to identify the mechanism of insti-
tutions. thereby increasing their understand-
ing and sense of control.

COUN,sELOR and client roles an c`eveiuning a

torced choice context The primary goal of the
model's Educational Phase is to broaden the

clients tiekl ot awareness so that the counselor
and the clients can define all of the options which
might constitute d solution tu the problem. In this
initial phase, the clients are dependent upon the
advocate counsdoN as a source of informion
and einotional support. This dependency relabbn-

The conclusion of the model's Educational. Phase
is reached when an exhaustive list of alternative

solutions and their potential consequences has

been compiled and discussed \to the clients'

satisfaction. The list always includes the alter-
natives of inaction which clarify that the chents'
failure to act will have consequences no less

significant than the consequences arising if the

clients had acted. Thus, the clients become aware
that they are in a "forced-choice" situatton: Not to
choose represents a choice with its own personal
and social implications.

The Facilitation Phase

The Facilitation Phase of the Advocate Counsel-
ing Model begins wheri'the forced-choice situation
is defined to the mutual satisfaction of the clients
and counselors. It is during this phase that an alter-
native from the list of choices is selected, affirmed,
and consolidated prior to beginning the last phase.
While the advocate counselors may occasionally
display directive behavior during the Educational
Phase, serving as resource persons and -teachers,
they maintain a nondirective role during the Facili-
tation Phase, encouraging the clients to select an
alternative and indicating their willingness to
accept whatever is chosen. When the client has
arrived at a choice, the counselor tries to help the
client give an affirmative format to the alternative,
that is, a format in which the, client is motivated to
act for rather than against something.

The last step in the Facilitation Phase is for the
clients to consolidate their commitment to the
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alternative chosen by practicing the behavior

mvo-Tved in that choice. This process has three pur-

poses. First, it gives the clients an opportunity to

articulate and rehearse their alternative solutions.

Second, it permits experimentation with the new

behavior in the presence of family and friends, i.e.,

those who care and are willing to provide feedback

about their reactions to the clients' actions. Finally,

through such practice the clients discover whether

or not these significant others constitute a source

ot pot3itive reintorcement and support to sustain

them through th implementation Phase.

Consolidating com m itment he alternative

chosen and practicing the ehaviors it entails con-

stitute the clients' first frxposure to an action-

oriented response to the roblem. In the process of

exposing the alternative to friends ard family, the

clients may discover that it does not stand the test

of this limited field of reactors, and it may be

necessary to return to the list of alternatives,

reevaluate the consequences of each, and select

another option. During this phase, in choosing an

a1ternative trom the list and developing a support

system for its implementation. the clients become

rnore-independenuaL the advocate counselors and

more aware of the necessity of ddng their own

adve:ating.

The Implementation Phase

The Implementation Phase begins as the clients

and counselors recapitulate the process they have

gone through, reasse le clients' cOnfidence in

the alternative selected, affirm the usefulness of a

positive action orientation, and develop a proced-

Oral format which the dents will use to advocate

for themselves. (The procedural format is based

upon accurate knowledge of the particular institu-

tion.) If the clients do not have the rquisite

reading and writing skills for self-advocacy, proper

application of the Implementation Phase will rein-

force their attempts to obtain these skills.

Client-Advocate Tools. There are tools which must

he used if the clients are to be successful in revers-

ing the flow of accountabilty within an institution

it e., from top-down. to bottom-up) and in forcing

the institution to be accountable primarily to those

it was established toserve rather than merely to

those it employs
The first tool is the written document. The legal

adage, Quod non est m scripto non est in mundo

What Is not written does no(exist), holds true in

199

the advocacy process. Interaction between the

client and the institution must be on the written

communication level. Unless all exchanges are

documented, these incidents do not count. There-

fore, anything that is observed or heard relating to

the problem should-be written down in the form of

a letter dr writeup to build a record of documented

evidence that such incidents cccurred.

A letter to the institution describing the

incident(s) and the problem is one important tool.

Where tithe permits, the first letter to the proper

office of an institution rma,./ be sent by regular mail.

If a response is not rece:ved within a reasonable

period of time, the next letter is sent via certified

mail, return receipt requested. This process gives

the client proof of mailing as well as proof that the

letter was received by the institution. If the cost of

this process is prohibitive and the location of the

institution permits hand delivery, a receipt can be

requested in person upon delivery. Letters sent in

such a way tend to sound the alarm of possible

future litigation and in 311 probability will be read

and responded to by institutional personnel. The

advocate counselor does not write first 'drafts of

letters but dbes review the letter with the client to

ntiTiharfl states-the-elienrs-exac-t-intentions_

Personal contacts with the institutional person-

nel should be avoided, for al personal exchanges

increase, documentation ot these exchanges

becomes difficult. In situations where These direct

contacts cannot be avoided, a writeup must be

made of every conversation between the client and

all persons present. The writeup should be a

transcript of the conversation prepared from

memory or notes. Every effort should be made to

make it accurate and honest, with an emphasis on

what was said or done. Quotes should be included

whenever possible.

Essential elements of the writeup are the names

of those who were present during the conversation,

the date, the beginning and ending time of the con-

ver4tion, and its location. The client and advocate

counselor decide together how the writeups will be

used. Potential uses include;

1. Sending the writeup to the persons involved

in tte conversation and requesting any

additions or corrections, along with a cover

letter repeating the client's request con-

cerning the problem and documenting the

request's legitimacy

2.10
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2. Sending the writeup to a person ad-

ministratively superior to the institutional
personnel involved in the conversation,
with copies to local and,or State legislative
representatives who might aid the client in
solving the problem

3. Retaining the writeup in the client's
4

chronological file for future occasions on
which the client is advocating for himself or
herself.

, ,

aLetters and writeups presentea as ocumenta-
non by the client-advocate have a significant
impact on institutional personnel. Chent initiative

represented by such documentation impresses
upon institalona: employees that the client has

carefully recorded the inudent and may be correct
in his or her complaint. The institution is aware that
embarrassing and costly litigation may result if the
client is not satisfied with the institution's response.

It 15 extremely important that the client retain
copies of all communication sent and received. On
some occasions, vvritten communications are acci-
dentally or intentionally lost Or deliyed-brinSfilii:
tional persor2NI_The-elient7Therefore, must keep

--------öreverything, including forms sent from
institutional personnel to the client which are to be
written on and returned. If the client is required to
go to the institution to complete forms or sign
documents, it is essential that he or she request to
be allowed to take sucli documents home for study
prior to completing them. Ceoies of the completed
documents should also be provided to the client by
the particular institutional personnel with whom
the client is deahng.

The ChrDnfile. Ideally, the chent should construct
and keep -his or her own file with explicit
knowledge that it belongs to him/her. This con-
fidential file contains the accumulated record of
documented evidence, i.e., letters, wnteups, and
responses to client correspondence. It is called the
client's chronological file or, in short, the client's
Chronfile. At no time does this file belong to the
counselor or to the agency for which the client
works; nor should the counselor or the agency be
entitled to keep dupkates of any ponion of the
Chronfile without the client 5 explicit written per-
mission.

The Chronfile is dn important symbol of the
client's emerging sense of control over his or her
own Ide. It provides tangible evidence to the clipnt
that sornetHng is happening and thus provides rein-

forcement for his or her efforts. It also helps the
client .to determine what remains to be done and
aids the client in reconstructing and improving the
techniques used in the process. Finally, the Chron-
file can educate others with similar problems.

Outcomes for the Institutions:
The "Feed-In" Mechanism

The client's self-advocacy actions serve as a

"feed-in- mechanism tt5 the institution, i.e., the
institution is forced to recognize the client's need.
Recognition does not necessarily mean that institu-
tional personnel will satisfy the client's demands,
but they at least are likely to respond. Written or
verbal requests for information or service consti-
tute the most important feed-in mechanism. Such
requests should ask for documentation or justifica-
tion of the institutional response in terms of it5
legislative acts, rules and regulations, or adminis-
trative memoranda. ThAieed-in function can have____.--
the_following effects upon the institution and the
client.

1. It may force institutional contact persons to
justify 'their actions according to written
authority. Thus it reduces their prerogative
to interpret problems on personal attitud-
inal bases which may be,contrary to the in-
tent ot the institution's acts, rules and
regulations, or administrative memoranda.

2. The feed-in mechanism may require the in-
stitutional contact persons to learn the
basis for the adminiStrative authority which
they are implementing and which is contrib-
uting to the client's pain.

3. Tne client's complaint or request may give
the institutional contact person access to
knowledge which has been withheld to pro-
tect the status or those at higher levels in
the institution. As the contact person better
understands the rationale for the institu-
tional policy, he or she may be better able
to serve future clients with s'rnilar needs.

4. For those institutional contact persons who
wish to change institutional policies to
serve their clients more ief*tively,, the
client initiatiye enables the employees to
have documentation as a lever to advocate
for positive changes in institutional policies
and procedures.

211
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Outcomes for the Advocate
Counselor: The Feed-Back

Mechanism

In addition to perforrning a ,feed-in function to

the institution, clients jirovide a source of feedback

to the advocate ccunselor.-By observing the client

in action, the advocate counselor can assess his or

her level of competency in using the concepts,

tools, and skills taught in the advocate counseling

process. Clients are also an important source of

information and documentation concerning
changes in the institution's operational rules and

administrative memoranda. Thus, the cognselor is

provided with updated knowledge about the in-

stitution as well as a,"feel" for the way in which the

institution operates.

Ending the Advocate
Counseling Process

-Closure to the advocate counseling process

tomes either with the achievement of the preestab-

lished goal or with the recognition on the part of

the client advocate and the'counse)or that the insti-

tutional personnel are not going to grant the client

the alternative 'sought. In a successful case, the

goal is achieved primarily through the efforts of the

client advocate, via the learning- and implementa-

tion of assertive skills.
In cases, where

institutionalpersonbel will not

respond affirmatively to the needs of the client ad-

vocate, it may still be poss,ible to negotiate a com-

promise or to pursue another alternative frori the

list. If neither of these options is satisfactory, the

advdcate counselor may suggest legal action and

reter .the client to an attorney. Such referrals are

more likely to be accepted, since documentation

of the facts in the case is thorough. In some

irstances, institutional personnel may grant the

alternative desired rather than deal with possible

litigation.
Although the initial effort of the client advocate

may be onsuccessful, the experience of advocating

is usually a positive one because the client has

learned new- assertive skills, given _meaning to old

skills, and developed some new values. Usually the

client is less passivls.and more angry: Expressing the

anger is justified ancrcan be therapeutic. People

who are angry because they, know that they should

have'been treated differently\ are_ more likely to

translate their anger into.signifiCaht action than are

'people whose anger is based on frustration and

ignorance '. of institutional responsibilities under

law.

Case Studies of the Advocate
Counseling Model

The Advocate Counseling Model has seen used

with client populations such as prisoners, students,

consumers, veterans, the unemployed, the elderly,

and the disabled. It has been employed by clients

across a wide range of institutions, e.g., corrections,

savings and loan associations, insurance com-

panies, educational institutions, small businesses,

municipal governments, and the armed'forces. The

model has zIealt with an equally wide range of

issues, including parole, home mortgages, auto

loans, charge accounts, placement of exceptional

children, financial aid, marriage contracts, military

transfers, and retirement-benefits.
--Th-eTolif-c-ase- studies which follow have -been

selected for their relevance to the issues of institu-

tional racism and sexism:To insure confidentiality,

the names of individuals and institutions have been

omitted. All of the client advocates were residents

of a large midwestern city. None of them had prior

legal training.

C.as'e Study # 1

Description of the Client Advocate. The client

was a 2I-year-old white female, with a high school

diploma' and 2 years of college -experience. She

lived alone in a Puerto Rican neighborhood of the

city.
Institution tnVolved. Three institutions were in-

volved in the client's situation or ifs resolution: a

large, private hospital and the State and Federal

agencies dealing with fair employment practices.

Description of the Problem:The client worked

full time as a psychiatric assistant in a hospital. She

was paid 25c per hour less than her male co-

workers who performed the same duties. The males

were paid more because their job' description
allegedly made them respons.ble for restraining

violent patients. However, the client claimed that

women workers, 'including herself, dealt with

violent patients in the same manner as the men,

often without the aid of their male co-workers.

Therefore, the client was requesting the same

wages as her male counterparts.
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Development of Alternative and Consequences.
These were delineated as follows.

1. The client could choose to do nothing. In
this case, women would continue to receive
25c per hour less than men for the same job.

2. The client could refuse to deal with violent
patients unless male co-workers were pres-
ent. However, this alternative was danger-
ous for patients who might injure them-
selves before a male ardved.

3. She could try to organize female co workErs
to act on behalf of an equal wage. There
was no established organization repre-
senting the interests of psychiatric aides at
this hospital. In the client's opinion, this ef-
fort would be unduly threatening to the
hospital administration.

4. The client could document situations in
which she restrained ur helped to restrain
violent patients yv ith and without the aid of
male co-workers.

5 She could quit the job with a letter of pro-
test, pointing out that she had been treated
inequitably and that without the job she
would be unable to pay rent, tuition, etc.

6. She could use the Information Resource

Center w determine Federal or -State statutes
or case law applying to the situation.

7. She could write a letter to the hospital
administrator requesting equal pay, with
possible outcomes of termination of em-
ployment or a positive response.

Implementation. The client selected altel natives
numbers 4, 6, and 7. She then proceeded to docu-
ment situations in which she was involved in the'
restraint of violent patients both with and without
m L co workers. The method of documentation
wa a writeup of the incidents..Each was signed by
witnesses and notarized soon after the date of the
incident. With the advocate counselor's help, the
client also began research into State and Federal

l_a_w_to determine if_ grQuads_for_.
requesting equal pay existed in writing.

She wrote d letter tu the hospital administrator,
requesting d WM, of any hospital guidehnes which
stated that male workers should receive 25c per
hour more than female workers. The response from
the hospital administrator, a lawyer, came %,1,1 the
client's female supervisor, who questioned her con-

Leming her intent. A w ritcup ut this conversation
and subsequent interchanges was completed.
Female co-workers were sympathetic and generally
supportive.

The client's legal research disclosed that there
were Federal and State statutes supporting the con-
cept of equal pay for equal work. Case law
research also disclosed one case in a Federal court
of appeals in which the judges held that physical
differences between men and women justified dif-
ferent pay scales in psychiatric hospitals. The client
reassessed her situation and decided that she

would proceed with alternative No. 7. She wrote
the letter that included the wnteups. Her affir-
mative format emphasized that she enjoyed her
work and that her sole interest was in maintaining
and improving the patient care at the hospital.

In a meeting with the hospital administrator, the
client's request was denied. No appeal was
allowed. She confirmed this conversation by letter
shortly after the meeting. The chent made copies-
for her Chronfile and then filed a complaint with
the appropriate State and Federal agencies, citing
unfair employment practices. Although personnel
at the State level attempted to discourage her
efforts they said they would investigate the matter.

Result. Approximately 7 months after the client
first began using the Advocate Counseling Model,
the hospital adjusted the pay of female staff to
equal that of male staff. She did not receive notice
frikn the State or Federal agency, from the hospital
administrator, or from her supervisor that any
action had been taken. The pay differentia; remains
in effect at other hospitals in the city. The client is
continuing her complaint action to recover wages
lost as 6 result of the discrepancy. At nu tin- ;re
there any recriminations against her. T: of
her actions (including copies, mailing, was

approximately $25.00. It involved about lc ,uurs of
counselor time and 30 to 50 hours of cl.ent time
over a penod of 8 months.

Case Study #2

Description of the Client Advocate. The client was
a 42 year-old black male with a high school educa-
tion. He was a homeowner m the city's black com
munity.

Institutions Involved. Two instelutions were involv-
ed. a municipal department and a Federal agency
which funds a rat control program.
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Description of the Problem. The area in which the

client resided became infested with rats. Over a

period of 6 months, telephone requests to the city

for aid in controlling the problem did not, result in

any positive action. The client also had called a
local TV helpline and his alderman without suc-

cess.
Development of Alternatives and COnsequences.

These were delineated as follows:

1. The client could choose to do nothing. In
this case, the problem would not be solved

and,probably would get worse.

2, H.. could continue to phone the municipal
department to request help. However, there

was evidence from past incidents tl.iat this

effort would not result in positi'Ye action

from that department.

3. He could hire profes'sional rat exter-

minators; but the cost was prohibitive, and

the rats were a neighborhood problem as

well.

4. The client could try- to organize his

neighborhood to put pressure on the city.

This would be very difficult in his estima-

tion, since most neighborhood residents did

not own- property and had only a limited
interest in rat control.

5.-He could use the Information Resource

Center fo find out which Federal agency

was responsible for funding the municipal

rat control program and write a letter re-
questing help in mobilizing the municipal

department administering the: program

locally. There was some assurance of a
response to such action, which also would
provide the beginning of a written record of

institutional responsiveness.

6. The client could purchase poison to kill

rats. This alternative was expensive and also

raised the question of his liability if

neighborhood pets or children were

affected.
Implementation. The client selected alternative

No. 5 He wrote a letter stating the probTerr-Cfn ac-

Ival terms and in an affirmative format i.e., "The

purpose of my request is to maintain the value of

my property and improve the living environme of

my neighborhood". He also included a statement

requesting service, e.g., "I request that you/your
agency," The statement> of fact included referene

to prior attempts to resolve this problem by phone.

The letter also indicated that the client knew that

the program funds- originated within an agency of`

,the Federal Government. The letter was sent to the

municipal agency via certified mail, return receipt

requested. A copy was sent (again by certified mail)

to the alderman for the client's district.
Result. A crew from the municipal department

responsible for rat: control arrived at the client's

home and proceeded to implement the rat control

program 2 days after the letters were mailed and

1 day before the return receipts were received, The

alderman called shortly after the letters had been

mailed to check on the progress of the rat control

crew. The cost of actjon, including the certified

mail and copies, was approximately $4.00 Two to 3

hours of counselor time and 5 to 10 hours of client

time were involved.

Case Study #3

Description of the Client Advocate. The client was

a 26-year-old Latino male with a shigh school

general equivalency degree and some college ex-

perience. His family migrated to the mainland
when-he was 16. He now lived in a Puerto Rican

neighborhood of the midwestern city.
Institution involved. This was the office of his

State's governor:
Description of the Problem. The client had been

convicted in the State court of a felony offense for
which he was sentenced to 3 years on probation.

Three years after the conviction, he was making

plans to open a restaurant and discovered that he

was not considered eligible for some of the re-

qüired licenses. He was ihformed that he would

have to obtain a pardon in order to acquire them.

This would necessitate hiring a lawyer, whose fees

would range from $500 to $2,000.
Development of Alternatives and Consequences.

These are.delineated as follows:

1. The client could choose to do nothing. In

this-case-he_would_noLgeLtheikenses
2. He could hire a lawyer at high tost.

3. He could get the licenses in someone else's,

name, but this is Jraudulent under State
law. In addition, he would lack legal control

over a business in which he had the major
investment.
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4. He could falsify the license applicaton
Again, this is fraudulent and would be a
continuing source of anxiety.

5. He could move to dnother State at great
inconvenience and expense to himself and
his family.

6. He could attempt to obtain the pardon
himself. This woulJ take a good 'deal of
time and some money.

Implementation. The client selected alternative
No. 6. He wrote to the governor's office requesting
current information regarding the process by which
a pardon could be obtained. He also consulted a
legal forms manual to prepare a pardon petition in
the .proper format. He compiled a resume and
wrote a letter requesting support from employers
and friends. In addition, he prepared re-

questing an unconditional pardon. He attached the
letters of reference to the petition and submitted
them to the governor's office. He also appeared
personally before the pardon board. ,

Result. A conditional pardon was granted, which
would become uncondit.onal in 2 years if the client
had no convictions for serious offenses. This

clangt: made him eligible for the licenses. The cost
ot the resolution and action, including travel to the
State capital for the hearing, copies of documents,

certified. mail, etc., was approximately $50. About
10 hours of counselor time and 25-40 hours of

client time were involved over a period of
4 months.

Case Study #4

Descriptiom of the Client Advocate. The client was

a 38-year-old Latino female with a high school
educatioh.

Institution Involved. The only institution involved
was a large department store.

Description of the Problem. The client was in the
process of 'gettihg a divorce': She was shopping in a
department store and was making a purchase with
a credit card which identified her as married. When
the clerk checked. with the credit department, the

-request tor credit was denied because of nonpay-
ment of previous bills. The clerk told the client to
go to the credit office to clear up the matter. The
credit office clerk stated that she could not have
any more credit until the bills were paid. The clerk
also stated, "You people are all .alike. You never
pay your bills on time."

Development of Alternatives and Consequences.
These were delineated as follows:

1. The client could choose to ..gb nothing. In
this case her credit rating would not im-
prove, and the store might initiate a small

claims action ,.gainst her. The clerk also
would continue her prejudiced behavior

toward persons with a Spanish accent.

2. She could report the incident to a corn- s
munity group and request that they boycott
the store until the clerk was reprimanded
and the credit rating restored. However, she
then would have to discuss the divorce pro-
ceeding with ."strangers" in the community
and face further publicity of the divorce if
there were a boycott.

3. She could speak to the store manager about
the incident but was uncomfortable speak-
ing to those in authority because of an
English-language problem.

4. She cduld do something violent which

. would harm the store and clerk. However,
moral considerations outweighed the possi-
ble satisfaction.

5. She could write a letter explaining the situa-
tion and attach a writeup of the incident
with the clerk. This approach might bring
positive results without involving the 'prob-

lems of the other alternatives. If it were

unsuccessful, all of the other options
remained open (except the do-nothing alter-
native).

6. Finally, she could initiate legal action. This
would involve hiring a lawyer, probably at a
prohibitive cost.

Implementation. The client selected alternative
No. 5. She wrote a letter stating the problem, the
confusion caused by her former husband having

the same credit number, and the clerk's prejudicial

comment. She included a statement of affirmative

format and a specific request:-

Please send me a list of the items chargeo, and I will pay for

those which are in my possession Cancel my name from ihe

account numbered . and issue me a new credit card
under the following name. I have had good service from

your store in (he past, but the conduct of the clerk made me

extremely uncomfodahle. I am sure it would make my
friends and otheD with the same ethini. baaground uncom
fortable a well. I am requesting ED that you or the proper
official ot (Se store include this letter and the accompany-
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mg writeup in the-clerk's personnel file, (2) that she be given

verbal and written reprimands and that the latter be placed

in-her file, and (3) that I receive a written-apology from the

store and a copy of the written reprimand

Result. All documents requested from the depart-

ment store were received.

Comments on the Case Studies

All tour cases dealt with institutional racism or

sexism. Each client advocate felt wronged by an in-

-stitution and used the Advocate counseling Model

to resolve their grievances.
In Case,No". 1, a white female was underpaid for

the same tasks performed by her male counter
parts. As a result of this woman's efforts, the in-

Stitt-ipon responded favorably by raising her pay to.

that df-rrwle, co-workers. The client's impact upon

the institutidfi-re.sulted not only in her own pay

raise -but-also-affectedl_the_pay. scales of all other

women in the hospital.
Case No. 2 involved a black male residing "in a

predominantly black neighborhood in which the
quality ot public health and sanitary control was

.extremely poor. Accordirig to the client, the low
quality ot services was due to the raciSt attitUdes of

the mut-m/3al agency handling the neighborhood's
sank-a-Doff problems. However, as a result of his

self.advocacy efforts, an 'extremely quick and effi-

cient rat control program ererged for his

residence.
Case No. 3 illustrates institutio4al racism in yet

another manner. The client advocate, an Hispanic

male, was discriminated against because of his in-

ability to afford attorney's costs for obtaining

pardon for his previous felony conviction. ThkS

situation is particularly common among ,ethnit

minorities of the lower socioeconomic classes.

However. through his self-acivocacy efforts the

client advpcate was able to bypass the traditionaI

attorney route and obtain a pardon at a far reduced

cost. Changes in this instance included an increase

in assertive behaviors on the client's part but not in

the legal profession's responsiveness to minority

needs.
Instautional racism in the classic sense of direct

discrimination is evident in Case No. 4, that of the

Hispanic female customer of the department store.

As a result of her advocacy behaviors she was able

to obtain a writt9n apology from the store as well

as reprimand for the clerk. Although there was no

evidence tpt store policy changed, the clerk and

the store 'officials are well aware that they cannot
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afford to- lose customers because of discriminatory

remarks.
In each of the cases presented it should be

noted that the client advocate attempted to ad-

vocate for his or her own problem and not for any -

class action or pervasive institutioffal changes:

Case No. 1 did produce wider changes in hospital

policy (equal pay for equal work), but this was an

individual effort.
In all four situations the client advocate at-

tempted to educate institutional :Jnployees who

were operating contrary to their own institutions'

official standards of quality. And in each ease the
client- advocate learned a set of assertive, positive

behaviors which produced tangible results. Note

also that the institutions described did not undergo

massive change; instead, they responded in min-

imal fashion to the client advocates' behaviors.

This has been the typical. experience in the use of

the Advocate Counseling Model. To expect broad
institutional changes from every advocate coun-

seling application would indeed be naive. For such

change to take place, more self-advocacy incidents

would have to occur. However, it is reasonable to

assume that positive changes in institutions can

occur if the jndividuals receiving the discrimination

or dissnrvice begin to assert themselves affirmatively,
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Chapter 19

Institational Racism: An Impediment to ,

Effective Involvement in Community Boar&

Leland K. Hall, Claudewdll S. Thomas, and Daniel I. Hurley

ABSTRACT

This paper identifies factors that contribute to ineffectiveness of community boards as structures for
providing mé`aningtul citizen participation in the planning and implementation of public human serv
ices. The authors identify problems originating from the service institutions, professionals, the com

munities serviced, and the boards themselves. The general factors of institutional iacism and classisM

are used to explain why each of these elements 'blocks ejfective comniunity participation in human

services. Se%,,.ral general suggestion's are offered that focus on developing an effective leadership in

the community, particularly through the development of competency-based training nroarams.

Introduction

The search for a sense of community is age old.
Man has persistently sought a social order that is
responsive to' individual and collective survival

needs. As those needs economic, social, health,

mental liealth hive become more complex, we
have struggled to find ways to solve the problems
while maintaining the quality of the social order It

appears that the complexity of our current prob-

lems has led to solutions, which endanger our sense.
of community, for the embrging social order has
become dominated by technologies, bureauc-

racies, and professiorict "expert" guilds. Programs
developed to meet individual and communTi37
needs have been defined as the domain of profes-
sionalstheir technologies and their structures. As
this trend continues, the,,people who "benefit"
from the services have little, if anything, to say
about how service delivery approaches are to be
designed and implemented. ,

A second time-honored component of the searcif

tor community is the, individual's pursuit of the
nit.ans to control and bring order lo the.',world. This
pursuit seems contradictory to the aliovezmeptioned
strategy of assigning control to professionat servLe
providers. This second component is. more consis-
tent with community members' dpmands that sO-
ciety develop structures that nor only meet stavival
needs but also allow a degree of .ommunity con-
trol over, these structures. One Such cgarinel that
the =dein human service bureaucracy has

created in response to the demand for citizen-con-

S.

trol has been the community board which allows
community members to act' as "representatives" of

their fellow citizens by providing "input" into these
service systems. The underlying assumption has

- been that a viable alliance could be created be-

tween the technically sophisticated human service

system and individuals searching for some control
over the forces affecting their lives'. It is within the
context of this sought-after alliance that we present
some of the pragmatic difficulties, involved in

developing effective community boards. The effec-
tive board is defined as one that allows community
residents to have a voice in determining the focus,
goals, and objectives of service programs operating
in their community.

Historical Intent of Community
Boards

Nassi (1978) noted that the efforts to involve
citizens in the formal service systems in their com-
munities are over a half century old. Nassi high-

lights the widely different forms that participation
has takenfrom volunteer groups raising funds

and political support to figure-head advisory coun:

cils, to community boards controlling funding,

policy, and direction. Despite the specific means
employed, the intentions for seeking such com-

''munity involvement in service institutions have

been quite vvied and on occasion quite lofty. The
lists of goals includIng discussions cc community

:participation, are numnrous and lengthy (for
example, see Mogoluf 1974). In line with our gene-

os,
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-

ral opening statements; it seems thai the commu-

nity board has been created with some 4of the-

following intentions:

s to promote democracy in local communities

through .greateri citizen participation in

public decisions affecting -their lives and

their community
to improve the quality of Americr corn-

. munity life by creating channels fpr mean-

ingful° i'nvolvement that would be an anti-
dote to the reported sense of alienation,
isolation, and helplessness

to correct social injustices of racism and

classism by bringing into the service institu-

tions members of community groups,which

were not represented in the professional

service gdilds

to enhance the effectiveness of the par-

ticular service delivery'system by helping to
identify needs and by reporting impact of

programs on the community

to create a knowledgeable, active, and

effective consumer body in the human serv-

ices by sharing information and responsibil-

ity around serviee delivery between the pro-

viders pnd the users
, /-

Major investment by the Federal Government in

the community.board as the channel through,which

to achieve' the above intentions occurred during

flie Kennedy and Johnson administrations. Specific-

all, .he authors view the community action pro-

clrams and thq community mental health center

ovement as incorporating the intent of high-

lighting community -understandirig and ihvolve-

ment in the public social services area. The passage

of, the 1963 Community Mental Health Centers

Construction Act called for a mental health center

: in the community, for a public 'mental health

system that was fully integrated into community

life and decisionmaking. The 1964 Economic

Opportunities Act \instituted a national "poverty

program" built around maXii-num feasible par-

- .ticipation of the communitie,, involved. Federal of-

ficials, professional service ,Firoviders, and corn-

' munity activists expected that citiien involvement

in program .planning and implementation would

lead to' a substantial improvement in the ability of

these service institutions to carry out the task of

Meeting ,economic, social, health, and mental

, health needs. Most draMatic posike 'results were

.
.,

,.

expected in sensitizing political and service circle,.

affecting the lives of minorities and economically

disadvantaged populations. Through community

participation on school, community. action, model

'cities, health and mental health boards, policy-

makers predicted, increased competence in both

service providers and community members.

From Intention to
Implementation

The widespread utilization of community boards

has been discussed as a phenomenon of the sixties.

Beliefs were shared by key Federal Government

officials, professional service providers, and com-

munity activitists that community members and

service providers needed a vehicle through which
citizens could give input to the public human serv-

ice programs. Reviews of citizen participation in
the seventies (Kane 197.5;, Mogoluf 1974; Cohen

1976; Nader in Musto 1975, etc.) have offered many

different reasons for the limited success of efforts

to involve community residents in meaningful (i.e.,

influential) ways in tne public human service

sytem through community boards.

Problems in the Service

I nstitution

Much of the responsibility for the ineffective

transition from intention to implementation lies

with the members of the service institutions and

their Federal sponsors. Goldstein (1974) pointed out

that successful introduction of new people into a

human organization (second/new careers, hard-

core unemployed, elderly, volunteers, etc.) is

primarily determined by the receptivity of the host

institution. In a related study, Hurley (1976) found

that the tasks performed by community residents

as para fessionals in community mental health

centers pended considerably on the receptiv-

ity va ues and climate 'evidenced by the pro-

fessional service providers. Both the general and

specific statements, point to the critical role played

by the members of the service organization in mak-

ing the proposed alliance a reality. The authors_:

have identified several "stress" points within the

service institutions as critical in sabotaging any ef-

-fective service agency and local community alli-

ance. The factors identified are: (1) the condescen-

ding attitude of the professional regarding some

community members; (2) professional guild and
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turt battles; (3 t inconsistency in the commitment of
the Federal Government as sponsor, (4) coopera-
tion, containing, and distraction of community
board members; and (5) the failure to provide a

learning' environment within which to build this
new alliance.

Professional Attitudes and the
Pseudo-Debate: Advisory vs.
Policy Roles

The primary obstacle within the service institu-
tions seems to stem from the attitudes of political
leiders and professional service providers that the
"true" expertise in developing effective service
programs lies in the exclusive domain of the service
provider. This belief is adhered to by many profes-
sionals throughout the human service network in
this country. Implicit in this attitude is the belief
that service professionals know best what the com-
munity needs and, perhaps more importantly, what
Federal funding requires. These attitudes on the
part of professionals have crystallized in the con-
tinuing debate about the "appropriate" role of citi-
zen participation advisory vs, policy. Most serv-
ice providers resist relinquishing any control of

budgetary or policy matters, especially to
community "amateurs." Community resioents are
considered to have insufficient knowledge, under-
standing, or sophistication for developing effective
policy or budgets for their service organizations.
This judgment by professionals is evidenced by the
statement that "professionals know what services

the consumer needs; however,'ithe consumer can
respond to this by advising the agency as to how
adequately the services are meeting their needs."
The professionals' commitment to such positions is
evidenced by the fact that, in our experience, the
overwhelming majority of community boards
formed since the early sixties have had their powers
limited to advising on needs and program impact,.
not to sharing responsibility for policy, goals, and
resource distribution. An interesting study in this re-
gard Is reported by Kupst (1975) of 18 community
mental health boar& Regarding community mem-
bers' motivation for participation on these boards,
most program &rectors and staff perceived per-
sonal prestige and status as the key factor, but
board members tfremselves reported that the main
motivating factor was -tervice to the -community
and center. Even more frustrating was Kupst's find-
ing that few board members saw input into pro-

grams and policy as an important part ot their role
(although member! did define their role as making
certain that the center served the needs of the com-
munity). Hence, 'professional attitudes and the
doubts of board members about the extent of their
role have combined to hinder the potential involve-
ment of community board meMbers. The pragmat-
ic political victory here is the assumption of con-
trol and authority over human service programs
and the taxpayers'. monies that support such pro-
grams by the service institution's members, not by

the community's members.

Professional Guild and Turf
Battles

The investment of the Federal Government in the
community board in the sixdes ought not to

obscure a simultaneous investment of the Govern-
It-writ-4i the helping professions. Funding available
in the community mental health and community
action programs also involved the helping profes-
sions in the public service system on an unparal-

leled scale. The mental health and community
action programs have opened up rich new terri-

tory positions, programs, structures, monies, and
political influence to the helping professions,
especially psychology, psychiatry, and social work.
Professional groups have invested time, energy,

and money in lobbying efforts designed to insure
access to these resources for each of the service
guilds. Indeed, it seems fairly evident that the
major long-term benefactors of such programs may
be the professional service providers rather than

the consumers. The community -mental health

center movement is one example in point. There

are a growir.g number of statements critical of the
"turf" battles being waged by the mental health
professions around issues such as licensing, qualifi-

cations to receive third-party payments, degree

requirements for center positions, job descriptions
and responsibilities, etc. Musto (1975) analyzes the
community mental health movement as a "move to
power" by the mental health professions Musto

describes the policy planning not as one of in-
creased sensitivity to community needs and
responsibility but as a major and stunning victory
for the mental health professions in gaining access
to political and economic influence As Musto
describes these developments, the rise (and fall) of
the mental health center movement was contingent
on the mental health professions' ability (and
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subsequent failure) to sell Federal officials on their

faith in "omnipotent and Omniscient mental health

technology ... capable of transforming society'

(p. 75). Kane (1975) explains the vagueness in the

Government's commitment to community partici-

pation in mental health as precipitated by "politi-

cal in-fighting" between conservative hospital-

oriented members and the liberal community-

oriented members of the joint commission. The

compromise between these expert groups led to a

diminishing of control and participation by the

community. Finally, Nassi (1978) defines the local

professional mental health power structure as a

major stumbling block to community participation.

Nassi discusses the local networks of service

bureaucracies that work together and too often

control professional and financial human service

resources. Large-scale investment of Federal fund-

ing in the human services has created, in part, a

struggle among'the professional interest groups to

insure, protect, and enhance the self-interests of

the various service guilds. In such a battle, com-

munity control, even participation, may easily

become a second-order factor.

Federal Government
Commitment: Sponsors and

Initiators

As stated repeatedly here, the commitment of
the resources of the Federal Government to the

community health and action programs in the early

sixties alrowed the development.of human services

on their present large scale. Given the fact that the

financial resources of the Federal Government are

simply the tax contributions of its citizens, it would

seem logical to build citizen participation into the

determination of how such money ought to be

spent. While ,the Federal policymakers have repeat-

edly stated such a commitment, the authors define

a third major deterrent in the service institutions

arising- froM the lack of clear and consistent

policies and actions from the relevant Federal

sponsors, Mogoluf (1974) complains that "therejs

no agreement in Federaleolicy or practice on what

citizen participation itself does or should

mean . citizen participation at the Federal

level is erratic, piecemeal, misunderstood, and

perhaps not really cared about" (pp. 67, 76). NIMH

ComrEtunity Mental' Health Center regulations have

been vague, allowing the exact mature of commun-

ity papicipation to vary from center to center.
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While regulations regarding community par-

ticipation have been unclear, Federal regulations

about program content and structure have been

concrete, detailed, and cextensive (e.g., Community

Mental Health Center regulations regarding re-

quired services, construction, etc.). Such Federal

initiative has served the reform function by stand-

ardizing (and in many cases upgrading) the quality

and quantity of community-based services. At the

same time, however, such initiative has been at the

expense of local community initiatives. Service

program administrators have become more sensi-

tive to' Federal guidelines, directions, and regional

superiors than to the community. 'Discussion of

program planning has become focused around

complex Federal rules and regulations. Such re-

quired technical expertise serves to the advantage

of the service bureaucrat and the disadvantage of

the community member. Benz (1975) reports how

the central staff of one service agency used their

technical knowledge as "political weapons" to

build up their own power base. Shifting guidelines

from Federal sponsors have also served to confuse

and frustrate community-based planning and

prioritizing. One board on which one author was a

Member was frustrated repeatedly by the center's

executive director who masterfully immobilized

the board's planning with declarations such as:

"Most recent Federal regulations have changed

'That reqqirement;" "Word from the regional office

is that new priorities are being drawn up . We

had better wait to see;" "The Feds keep changing. I

don't know what we can do other than sit tight;til

we hear (or get approval)." All of these delays44ere

clearly beyond his control or responsibility!

The final criticism of the Federal Government's

role involves the failure to deliver on their decree

for citizen involvement through program funding
channels. For the most part, funds for further pro-

gram development and implementation have gen-

erally gone to agencies that have demonstrated the

ability to write appropriately relevant grants and to

develop the stipulated service programs, regardless

of the degree or quality of community involvement

in the planning or implementing. Scientists tell us

that the effective (e.g., long-surviving) species are

the ones that adapt quickly to environmental

changes. It seems, that the effective (at least long-

surviving) service agency is the one that adapts

most quickly to changes in ,the Federal funding

environment. ,This agency forsees Federal funding

emphasis, submits tailored grants, and beats out
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competitors tor tht available support. Federal-

funds reserved tor programs that require citizen
input are being received by agencies that have lit-
tle or nu interest in creating a community
mechanism or board that assumes valid input from
potential consumers ot those services. One local
community services, program recently received an
increase in its Federal funding in spite of a com-
munity statement ot service ineftectiveness, the m-
vestigation and subsequent reSignation of its direc-
tor, and the publicly expressed frustration and
threatened resignation ot as board members. Con-
sequently, it is the authors opinion that Federal
tunding has been a double-edged sword in the
,phere of human services. Federal sponsorship has
diminished community initiative, diminished serv-
ice providers accountabihty to the local commu-
nity, added a confusing complexity to planning
discussions, contused and immobilized long-range
community-based planning efforts, and failed to

back its commitment to community involvement
with any meaningtul contingencies (e.g money).

Cooptation, Containmeni, and
Distraction

The tourth criticr.m involves the use of strategies
by service protessionak that co-opt, limit, and dis-
tract the ettorts ot community residents. Service
agency administrators have .been able to muffle
community dissatisfaction with ineffective or irre-
levant services by appointing spokespersons for
dissident groups to a c. visory boards, task forces, in-
vestigative commdte s, etc. Most often, such

groups have little real impact on institutional
pohcy. Yet, the time Oat spokespersons spend on
the committees (e.g.,1 meetings, homework, etc.)
and their identificationi with the work and outcome
of their groups often result in a decrease in time,
energy, and personal iinvestment in clarifying and
detendmg dissident positions, fur continued public
criticism may often lead to pnbliC embarrassment
over the group 5 ineffectiveness and/or private dis-
onance over loyalty to opposing groups. Also, by
involving community residents on boards, service
providers die often able to lead residents into ac-
cepting professional terms, definitions of problems,
and acceptable solutions. One:strategy is to create
the attitude among community members that they
have been apporhted to an august elite, that they
are among the chosen, Lenlightened few, that they

have sense enough, knowledge enough, and intlu
ence enough to be eligible and privileged to serve
in this capacity. One author recalls the intro-
duction of new'board members from a "dissident"
community group. Following a tour of the physi
cally attractive facilities, the new members were
taken to the board room and introduced to "key"
board members -t the man for whom the board
was named, the man who had used hi, political in
fluence to gain appropriate support, zoning
changes, etc., to clear the way for the opening of
the center, and the man who had donated the
money ihablly to -get the center "off the ground "
The new board members took their seats humbly at
the end of the large conference table.

A second strategy is the presentation of biased or
limited information. Since board members meet ir-
regularl, most are dependent on staff to provide
and edit releyant information. Often, information is
omitted, filtered, "translated" into "lay" terms, and
techaically confounded to the point that the pro
grammatic solutions offered by the professional
staff seem to be the only "informed," intelligible,
and-realistic way to plan and act. At the suggestion
of its board, one mental health center held a series
of public meetings to get "community input" into
its planning for a comprehensive center. Six

meetings were held, each lasting (or 3 hours and
dealing with a given program component. Planning
was based on this information. Board members
were informed that, due to the enormity of the
task, a summary could not be written, but board
members should make the effort to come to the
center and listen to the tapes of the meetings, or
simply hear the report of the staff on their impres-
sions of the meetings and their suggestions for
planning. (The meetings were held on Thursday
mornings, a logistical tactic that limited board

attendance.)
_

A third strategy is the use of containment by fo-
cusing board members on specified tasks to the
point of dealing with parts, but nof the integration
of the whole. Eighteen different subcommittees are
formed to deal with the Many different p`rograms of
a proposed comprehensive mental health program
While board members study and report on each of
these, the professional adrimistrators 'Integrate,
give priority to, and specify the nature and direc
tion of the comprehensive enierprise. Administra
tors know that by keeping community lesidents
scattered on different subtasks, they can defuse
criticism while still engineenng thc overall design
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and implementation ot the agency. As mentioned

previously. changing Federal mandates (e.g., from
delinquency to addiction, to elderly, to job train-

ing; or from inpatient to outpatient, to consultation

and education to community group homes, and

baclo also' serve to distract and confuse directed

community participation A final strategy involves'

encouraging andior allowing board members to dis-

cuss irre:evant topics ta We exclusion of other

topics. Board membeis may spend meetings discus-

sing the4rsonalities ot people working within the

service' institution. Board members may discuss
peripheral agenda items which are organizationally

insignificant issues, such as allotments received for

attending meetings. Although the staff and remu-

neration are important parts of developing effec-
tive boards and agencies, such discussions become

a problem when they direct attention and energy

. from core board concerns policy, program pri-
orities, budgeting of program resources. Such dis-

cussions are, more often than not, "jive" devices:
exercises in meaningless community participation.

All of these strategies, produce the same effect.
Time-consuming efforts by dedicated community
board members are thwarted in a way that ensures

tne inadequate, ineffective, and at least irrelevant
functioning of the commuraty board.

FailUie To Provide a
"Learning Environment"

Actual participation by community residents in

the de( isionmaking process of the institutions that

affect their lives is minimal. For most community

board participants, involvement in such a process

15 new and, hence, requires some period of learning

how to perform the required tasks. Our final criti-

cism of the service institutions is the failure of their

staff to provide training that would have prepared

board members for the responsibility. Even in what

is seemingly a liberal, sincere effort to involve the

indigenous population in the policymaking process

of an institution, the manner in which people are

allowed to remain unprepared to deal with issues

strongly implies that :nstitutional racist and classist

postures still prevail. While some institutions have
developed training programs for their boards, far

.too often training has not been appropriate for
a,,sisting ornmunity residents with ari understand-

ing or poli(ymaking processes. managerial respon-

sibilities let hnicalities of regulations, grants,

budgets, et( Many people now recognize .that the
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withholding of adequate training of community
people in leadership, policymaking, and the direc-

ting of community boards hastens the demise of

potentially fruitful ongoing mechanisms for com-

munity input (Silverman and Mossman 1978).

In several instances, early in the process, com-

munity boards were publicly exposed and criti-

cized by professiorlls for making e.rors or

unreasonable decisions. ; he authors ieel that the

appropriate climate one receptive to initial trial-

and-error learning and mistakes was not pro-
vided by professionals too ready to diminish the
credibility and political power of the community

board. Burke (1968) declared' that the failure of

community boards is attributable to the lack of
permission to make mistakes. In the failure to pro-
vide appropriate training and an appropriate envi-

ronment (the space and time) for learning to handle

the responsibility, professionals sabotaged any

prospects for a long-term alliance with community

residents.

Problems in the Community

Community residents had several options,in de-

fining their role in the service agency-community

relationship precipitated and maintained by the

members of the institutions. People in the com-
munity have the option of not accepting the re-

sponsibility and channels defined for community
involvement. It is also conceivable that community
members could have refused to sit on such boards

or demanded and negotiated more viable roles in

planning and implementation. In fact, service pro-

viders' ability to keep the community ignorant and

minimally involved regarding program planning

and implementation has been enhanced by the

community's lack of desire or ability to maintain

commitment, continuity, and foliowup. Com-

munity members have had the opportunity to
decide within their own groups whether, how, and

where they intended to influence service institu-

tions that atted their lives and spend their tax
dollars. However, community board members find

it increasingly more difficult to sustain time and

interest,

Influence, Style, Leadership,.
and Change

The style factor relates to the manner in which

community groups asserted themselves in the early

)0
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days of the community control era. In the sixties,
the presence. of a strong community voice and
leadership usually became apparent when specific
crises arose in the community that had a clear and
concrete impact (e.g., slum landlords and housing
conditions, police-community controntation, racial
disturbances in the school, employment discrimina-
tion, etc.7. Community involvement in the service in-
stitutions- usi,atly occurred (luring crisis situations
A valuable tool of community groups in these

intense but short-term involvements was the use of
_confrontation politics as the major vehicle for pre-
cipitating change in the institutions. Confrontation
was not only good as a means of changing institu-
tions bet also had clear, positive, and immediate
impact upon community members. Today, the uses
ot nonnegotiable demands, "sit-ins," and "hardlin-
ing" have less impact in the institunon-community
relationship. Confrontation politics ire, necessarily

of time-hmited usefulness, short-term tolerance,
and intense but bnef energy investments. Residents
currently involved in comMunity influence find

themselves resorting to compromise and ongoing
negotianon to bring about institutional changes.

Such strategies demand more time and energy in
the form of careful preparation of both information
ahd strategy. Results are much less dramatic,

immediate, and visible. At the same time, it is

becoming more and more difficult psychologically
and economically for community residents to

maintain their comMitment.
It seems that much of the impact on social serv-

ice institutions has been accomplished either by
new career positions in which community residents

have served as paid staff mernbers or as advocates,
= or by members of boards who had matiaged to

receive some remuneration 'to offset childcare and
travel expenses. The new. careers movement has
become glutted in some instances and questioned
in others in terms of the ability of new careerists to
maintain their power and their ties to the com-
munity. Active participation on community boards

frequently precludes second Jobs which many of
the poor need in order to maintain the economic
viability of their families. , To trade off extra work
hours or a second job for expenses becomes a less
viable inducement tor participation when the trade
off also invOlves, a long-term commitment as cur-
rent strategies- dictate. With delayed rewards, com-

munity residents' commit!) ent to meaningful roles

in influencing service institutions can only

diminish.

The leadership factor relates to the manner in
which community members come to the forefront,
wield political influence, and sustain themselves
psychologically. Early styles of confrontation dic-
tated assertive leadership styles. In the mid and
late sixties, crisesskilled leadership was prevalent
in most minority and low-income communities, and
to some extent effective in changing policies and

programs m service in:Aitutions. But, the leadersl.ip
that existed in the sixties no longer exists nor can
replacements be readily identified. This is not

attributable to chance but to the style and eco-
nomic factors cited above. Leaders suffer "burn
out" trying to sustain an effective level of involve-
ment, as demanded by new strategies, and still

meet family, economic and personal needs, A sec-

ond reason is that leadership trains new leadership
Institutions which were geared toward developing
community leaders capable of making an impact
on service bureaucracies seldom, if ever, had ade-
quate, effective training for community members
in policy development, administration, programing,
and budgeting. These skills, so necessary in current
negotiating styles, were ones that. once imparted,
could be passed on to succeeding leaders. Anoth,er
reason involves the external definition of "indig-
enous" leaders. To an extent, many of us were
involved in the sixties' movement that allowed
institutions to identify our leaders and focused on
the "movie star citizen" all too often only self-
appointed brokers, These -brokers -india-red that
they spoke for the community, but many were
interested in personal benefit and gain. In fact,

some such leaders remained active only as long as
they could be used by the institutions to maintain a
level of control over other "dissidenr' activists in
the community. Those persons who demonstrate
leadership ability are soon recognized and defined
as desirab;e, and such identification may lead to
unrealistically high demands for participaton or to
being hired by a program that needs a vocal, hard-
working and upwardly visible "indigenous" resi-
dent. This latter acquisition of meaningful and
usually good paying employment is a benefit to the
person and an asset to the prcgram but, paradoxi-
cally, a loss to the community In many cases, the
person, at best psychologically and at worst physic-

ally, leaves the community. As salaried staff, the

person comes to identify more with the employer
than with the neighbors. Or, with new financial
aoility, the person may move to another ("better")
location for such reasons as children's educational
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needs, better physical living space, or more

"breathing room." In both cases, there is a void in

community leadership that requires identifying, re-

cruiting, and training new leaders. Since this proc-

ess is difficult and fraught with many pitfalls and

shortcomings, turnover of leadership is a major dif-

ficulty and a main factor in lessening community

influence in the human:service'bureaucracy.
The authors have tried to highliOt the way in

which community -influence, especially its

demands on participants, has become increasingly

time consuming and -hence economically more

costly. At the same time, people who are identified

as effective leaders are often burnt out or induced

to assume other _roles. This interaction does not

help in devejoping ongoing community leaders

who can negotiate -effectively with the service

agencies in the interest of the community's welfare.

Problems on the Boards

The actual processes of the board as a group
become the focal points for the interaction of the

problems discussed above. In addition, the reality

of the board itself as a .group of individuals with
personal and public histories presents difficulties in

and of itself. The authors would like to discuss
three specific difficulties that tend to minimize the

board's impact: representativeness of board

members, self-defeating interactions among
members, and the lack of self-sustaining mechan-

isms for board members.
The principle assumption of most comniunity

boards is representativeness. Members of the board

will "speak for" particular community interest

groups. In till.; simple assumption lie numerous

problems. First, there are multiple leaders in a

given community with multiple perspectives

rooted in often competing self-interests. Board

members may represent established and influential

organizations in the community, while residents
excluded or unaffiliated remain unrepresented.

Attempts to remedy this situation by creating alter-

native channels such as comi.,unity-wide elections

have fallen short. Voter turnout has been low in

such elections, a process that only serves to

enhance the prospects of representatives from

organized interest groups that can "turn the vote"

(see Shostak 1966). In other situations, representa-
tive board members cannot be found. One author

witnessed a community-wide recruitment cam-

paign to find a black resident willing to be involved

ta

in a mental healtE board. Cohen (1976) argues that

man); community members refuse to participate

not because of lack of expertise bur because of

frustration by past attempts to change service in-

stitutions. Once willing board members are found,

they are cajoled into staying, regardless 'of

representative issues. In a study of 18 mental

health boards, Kupst (1975) found that 85 percent

of the board members surveyed were the original
board members, and 56 percent o( them did not

live in the community being served by the board's

programs. While such representation factors do

tend to provide service institutions with: a live

board, many of the issueS cited tend to insure

minimal political influence, either within the serv-

ice institution or within the community.

A second difficulty that board members may

bring upon themselves is the inability to work

together' as a group of people. Different back,

grounds, styles, community affiliationsall serve

as potential stress points in the board's atterbpt ,to
develop.,a working group. For community boards to

enhance their own knowledge, ability, and confi-

dence to make inputs into program planning, a

great deal of hard work has' to be undertaken. First,

the board must maintain an active, attentive invol-

vement. The task of identifying board leaders and

having other members riove to the position of
'followers for the purpose of developing an effec-

tive- work group is essential. Too often, personality

clashes, dislikes, past "agendas," negative interper-

sonal attitudes, and competition_for the-,spotlight

tend to stagnate the board in its own interpersonal

maze. To keep members Involved, board leaders

must learn to share the spotlight, delegate some
responsibility to other members to carry out board

tasks, and develop viable working relations among

the people on the board.

The final factor involves the inability of board

members to sustain themselves. The amount of

time and energy required for effective board par-

ticipation has been highlighted several times.

Board members frequently fail to create a socio-

economic climate for themselves that not only

enhances task performance but also enhances

psychological rewards of affiliation, camaraderie,

humor, consensual validations, approval and self-

esteem. Service professionals and board members

share a critical responsibility for creating the

necessary confidence in board members that they

pre capable of carrying out their responsibilities.

Both groups share the responsibility for Creatidg

22
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the necessary rewardthat members feel "fair ex-
change" for their time and energy.

To summarize, this immediate discussion has

pointed to difficulties in the board itself that hinder
effectiveness, specifically, representation, self-
defeating interaction styles, an,d failure to develop
a satisfactory interpersonal climate. Such difficul-,
ties only serve to complicate the problems
originating in the institutions of the community.

I neffective, Com mu nity Boards
and Institutional -Racistr)

At this point, it seems appropriate to address the
issues of why these specific problems exist and why
these problems are allowed to continue' to exist.
Clearly 'the factors against effective community
participation through the board structure are

,numerous, represent major obstacles, and serve in
a- complementary fashion to proviiice a self-

perpetuating cycle.
The -service professionals -play a major role in

,maintaining ,the ineffectiveriess of community Liar-
tiapation. The problems in the community will be
major obstacles in minority and/or low-income
communities where salanes are low, unemploy-
ment is high, and the histoncal relevance and effec-
tiveness of service institutions are minimal. Given
that these specific problen.:s exist and continue to
result in decreased power and decreased relevant
resources a general explanation seems compel-

the. pervasive practices of institutional
racism and classism continue to persist. The terms
"institutional racism" and "classism" mean the
negative attitudes and behaviors that are shown to
those who,are clearly unlike the majority because
of color or money. These terms do not net, ssarily
indicate overt bigotry; rather they point to reflexive
attitudes of "business-as-usual" toward those who
have different lifestyles and needs. Klem (1978) has
defined the relationship between institutional
racism and ineffective community control:

Institutional rausm is at one and the same time a major
mdnitestation dnd cardinal factor leading tu serious deli
cienues in community pamcipation and community con-
trol of human services by those they purport to serve The
racism in staffing and provision of services practiced by
most human service systems is usually outside the aware-
ness 01 nommmority workers and administrators. . They

do not recognize it 4rdusmi themselves or acknowledge it
(p. 17) .

Thus., inherent in the ability of, community
boards to retain effective leadership and direction z

is the fact that this society racist and dassist as
it is has established various levels of impedi-
ments and devices of containment Community
boards appear to be well-meaning efforts oh the
part of those in power to share and assist com-
munity residents in planning programs to meet
community needs. What often go unseen are the
impediments of these same efforts that actually
militate against the community,s ability to develop
competencies lii service policy and planning. This
destructive outcome for community residents has
to be guarded against through identification, train-
ing, and active campaigns that will enhance,the
community's ability to deal with the Lovert, reflex-
ive raast postures of too many human semice
programs.

Recommendations

Groups of community residents.can deVelop suf-
ficient confidence and sophistication to work with
receptive service institutions in developing policy
and in implementing programs tb meet effectively
community needs. The existence of community
boards with real community control over the insti-
tutions' functioning provides an opportunity for

professional service providers not only to enhance
their own functioning but also to contribute to the
quality of life -of the comr-unity generally This

confrontation takes the form of conscientiously
training the community leadersHp to be better
informed and skilled and encouraging participation
among the community residents. The issue involves

recognizing some of the real problems discusSed
here versus spurious ones. It is essential that the
focus of the service institution be that of maintain-
ing a positive direction for program devdopment
and community involvement,

Community Intervention. Community intervention
into the policymaking and decisionmaking proc-
esses ot a community or a bureaucratic institution
can be both direct and indirect. Intervention may
come through formal and informal channels and in-
volvement and through joint cOnferences, training
sessions, and collective efforts to bring about kien-
trfiable programmatic developmvit, but there will
be qualitative differences in outcome, depending

on whether the formal or the informairoute is used.

Agencies e,nd insut utions that are accountable to
boards of-trustees for institutional Policy and direc-

tio9 should involve ,coMmunity residents, who are
members of the advisory board;as voting members

225
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This involvement can assure continuity of input for 42

program development that can have an impact on

the institution's policies. Also, the community
should monitor the ongoing effects of the program

so that the program will become more reflective of

the community it serves. For a program and its

board to deliver effective seniices and develop

responsive policy for the residents, it is essential

that the program and policy-be designed for and t)y. ,

(to the greatest extent) those persons who are
receiving the services. A mechanism for Airect in-

put into ti;e effectiveness of the services is, of

course, the policymaking board of the institution.

The identification of indigenous leaderShip for
board ,members with an institution is an important

ingredient for the success of that institution's abil-

ity to become community relevant. A leader can be

a housewife, construction worker, teacher, etc. The

persons who become leaders must live in the local

area, be respected by their constituency, and, com-.

mand positive response from other individual

residents. In addition, a survey of the comniunity
services and program resources should be con-
ducted to identify those persons working in the
community who could be effective members on an

advisory or policyniaking board of a local agency.

A good mix of community residents and people

working in community programs is important,

because a reciprocal relation already exists be-

tween these two sources via service delivery and
service reception. The community residents and

the service program resources in that community
often have a common history and, to a degree,
have some of the same ambitions and desires to
enhance the living conditions of the residents of

the community The leadeiship on these two levels

will be, and usually is, in a position of maintaining

high visibility, a following, influence orioThe
resources within and outside the community, and
Some political clout with the local politicians and

bureaucratic agencies and institutions.

It is recognized that skills necessary for organiz-

ing the community ,are essential for creating an
effective mechanism for program and pcIlicy input

into people-oriented' institutions. The ability to

interact positively on a personal .basis with other
members is essential to a community board as is

.baving people who are politically astute and who

have managerial, financial, and legal skills.

Persons involved with this kind of bOdy should

have the ability and willingness to learn, retain, and

be effective in returning 'new knowledge and infor-

mation to their constituencies for action or infor-

mational purposes. Without question, the art of
conducting lobbying action with Iotal politicians is

essential for a program fo receive recognition as an-

effective service to the community.
Board-member training should be task oriented

with a focus on the function of the board, individ-

ual followership and leadership, policy develop-

ment and implementation, budget and organiza-

tional development, because new board members

are usually unclear about the institution's or pro-

gram's goals, functions, 'Objectives, budget, organi-

zational schema, and their relation to the delivery
of specific services to an identifiable population.

Training should be sought from other agency

boards who have sjmilar interests, or it could be

conducted collaboratively with other boards so

that more than dne board could be trained in

generic areas for' skill development. Reciprocal

training can be designed whereby trainees from a

given progranl can in fact receive training from
another program that delivers a similar service to

the consumer,,e.g., a neighborhood health center.

This process is reciprocal, and agencies can learn

.and develop from the knowledgeof already oper-

ating programs which can conduct specific training

for their board members.
Linkages with other community-oriented boards

should be develoPed for the purpose of mutual
support and to serve, as a vehicle for enabling

board members to learn from other boards' experi-

ences. Board members should attend ,conferences

that will enhance their confidence, competence,
and knowledge about the area of service their insti-

tution is involved with, so that the goals and objec-

tives of the program or service can relate more

specifically to the consurriers' needs. The board,

shOuld develop, with assistance from the institu-

tion or Zigency, the ability to negotiate with funding

agencies and government officials for needed pro-

grams. They should avoid, if.' possible, nonnego-
tiable demands, and work out their own alter-

natives to the problems they identify .and to the

issues they find blocking the way to development

of witive service programs for their constituency.

Critical blockages' in the use of community

boards render- 'community participation mean-

ingless in service planning and implementation.

Once 'the sources of the problem are identified

there are two opportunities:. the opportunit to

understand that current negative assessments of
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community participation are the result of an inter-
action of faaors on botn sides of the agency-community.alliatace, not simply the result of an in-
herent inability ,Of community folks to be effective;
and the opportunity to plan and take specific steps
to isolate the problems and to enhance the effec-
tiVeness of board members. Seiz!ng both oppor-
tunities ought to result in increased community
participation in the human services through an
increase in the quality of the agency-community
working relationship. Both groups would prosper.
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Chapter 20

Enhancing Community Board Effectiveness

Daniel I. Hyrleyland Alan Santos

ABSTRACT

Hall, Thomas and Hurley discuss the blockages to effective community control of human services and

offer general suggestions to improve community participation. In this chapter, the authors build on

this docussion by suggesting concrete steps that mental health boards might take to make themseNes

vrabll advocates against institutionally racist-policies and practices. Sukigestions deal with the role

and sco& of the board; structure of the board; and selection,
recruitme,it and training of members.

The atithors present their analysis of future prospects for true cominunit) participation in mental

health services delivery.

Introduction

Hall, Thomas, and Hurley (chapter 19, this sec-.

tion) provide an,analysis'of the factors that hinder

meaningful Rarticipation by community residents

for_ the planning and implementation of human ser-

vices. In that discussion, the authors point to pro-

blems inherent in the -human service institutions,

the communities seryed, .. and the community

boards themselves that interact to minimize effect

tive citizen input. A special emphasis was pur on

the process of institutional racisth and its -central

role-in the continued hindrance of meaningful com-

Munity participation. This chapter offers concrete
, proposals for enhancing the effectiveness of com-

munity boards in the mental health system specif-

ically and human service systems 'generally, with

propOsals which relatetto the role Ind scope of the

board; the organizational structure of the board;

)the recruitment, selection, training, and main-

tenance of board mmbers; a-nd the future role of

corrimunity boards,These proposals are based not
e,

only on a review of relevanr literature but also on

0 the authors' experience as staff members working

with community boards and as board members

1`.\ themselves in mental health and community action

NU-programs. The proposals may', serve as a "do-it-

V: yourself" suide for beard members- and mental

health professionals in enhancing the quality of

community participation in service planning and

delivery. qiiien the ,previous assessment of prob.

lems by Hall et al., 'it seems clear that a constant'

search for new strategies and a re-commitment tc

older, tested strategies are demandeck Specific
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operatipnal plans are needed to offset the ill-

boding reviews, the myriad typologies, the abun-

dance of 'who's-to-blame" statements, the lack of

sufficient empirical evidence, ,,and the conflicting

and/or vague program mandates and goal state-

ments. It ishoped that these plans will not only

enhance comillunity participation but also estab-

lish the board as a viable adversary of institutional

racism in the mental health service system.

Basic Premises

Before presenting proposals, the authors make

explicit two assumptions that provide a meaningful

context for this discussion. The first assumption is

fairly explicit: Human services, including mental

health services; are responsible to the communities

being served. This conception is not new; in fact, in

its earliest position paper on community mental'

health, the American Psychological Association

declared:

Throughout, the comprehensive community menial health

center is considered from the point of view of members of a

community who are seeking good programs and are

ultimately responsible for the kinds of progranis they got.

The mental Ivalth professions are not to be regarded,ai

guardians of menial health, but as agents of the com-

munityamong othersin developing and conserving its

human rescurces . , . For the cooprehensive community

mental health center to become an effective agency of the

community', community control of center policy is essential

(smith and Hobbs 1966,33. 500)..

,However, a commitment to,the assumption of com-

munity responsibility gives a new focuslo the,role of,

.22s
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,community participation. Debates Over "policy vs.
advisory" functions, or participation ''of, by, for"

., the community (Nassi 1978), or questions 4 leyels
a d goals qf participation (Kane 1975;. Mogoluf
1 74) become spurious and academic. Any commu-
r ity mental health program will be effective arid
relevant only when the community ,residents tax-
payers/ultimate funders) and. the mental health pro-
fessionals are committed to this principle and
make it the first pOint of discussion.

The seConds premise is foctAed more specif-
ically on. the issue of institutionals racism in human
services: Community ..boards,must represent fairly
the diverse interests of the heterogeneous groups in,
the comtnumty. As representatives who hold ulti-

. mate responsibility for 'mental health service effec-
liveness .(Premise 1), the, board members have the
tasks.of (1) identifying the scope, intensity, and di-
versity of the needs of different groups in the com-
munityk and (2) msuring that the community's men-
tal heaith resources are distributed equitably and
competently and used according to need. Hurley,
Barbarin, and Mitchell in this volume (chapter 14)
define institutional racism as the maintenance of
practices and policies in a system that allow the
differential distribution of resources to 'the detri-
ment of one group on the basis of that group's race.
It is our contention that the community board
ought tos be seen as the community's primary agent
in negathig any such policies.or practices. An effec-
tive board will insure against the distribution of
agency resources on the basis of any "isms" other
than identified need, and commitment to this sec-
ond premise will be the foundatr for this insur-
ance. Failure of staff and board members to com-
mit themselves to these two premises contaminates
all future debate about role, structure, member-
ship, etc.

Role- and Scope of Activity
With the major premises thus stated as non-

negotiable, let -us turn to a discussion of the role
and scope of activity for a community mental
health board. Based on the abovepremises, the fol-
lowing role definitions are proposed:

(1) to be 'responsib:e for seeing that the
various needs of community residents
related to mental health and -Other serv-
ices are systematically identified

(2) to be responsible 'for establishing goals
and assigning -priorities for resource distil-,
bution to meet these needs

(3) to be responsible for defining, with staff,
felevant criteria for program effective-

. ness, assessing the impact of specific pro-
grams, and holding sta.& accountable for
satisfying such criteria

Hence, the primary focus of the board 'should be
on the quality of the relationship between the
mental health center and the community. The
focus should 'nth drift into the internal day-to-day
workings and personalities, of the staff, matters
which are the responsibility of the center's director.
The board Will hold the director accountable for
meeting established goals, and the director, in turn,
s:iould hold the staff accountable for taking the
programmatic steps to reach the goals. Generally
speaking, the role of the board is similar to that of a
poliCy board and a quality-control or regulatory
commission.

The scope of activities inherent in this defined
role can be broken down:

(1) obtaining and incorporating information
related' to the needs of the different
groups, the history of past and present
problem-solving efforts directed at these
needs, current attitudes, rumors, percep-
tions, and events in the community rele-
vant to needs or possihle solutions, and
current community statemenb- regarding
planning, goals, future directions of
groups and/or institutions

To gain thb information, boIrd members must
develop andior maintain worldng chanrelS that are
both formal and informal. The formal channels are
well documented in the needs assessment litera-
ture (Harireaves et al., 1974). The tasks' include
ongoing data collection, throu0 community
survey, that could be accumulated' annually;
meetings (at least quarterly) with an identified core
of key -informants (e.g., other service providers,
clergy, politicians, neighborhood leaders, business
representatives, social club leaders, etc.); and
access to meaningful and understpdable demo-
graphic and epidemiological data. .In addition,
community board members' have the responsibility'
to maintain their informal contacts, with com-
munity residents in order tp have access to the
most current neighborhood information, Incor-
porating multiple data sources into the board
discussions greatly increases the effecuveness of

.
their planning.
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(2) incorporating available information into a-

)"statement of priorities or goals that

(lassities needs . in terms of importance

and required resources: ai4 assigning

es accordingly

Priority setting Ought to occur at an open annual

meeting,' only atter relevant intormation has been

made available to board members through Mons
and discussions This meeting should focus on

generating a specinc list of priorities that are

understandable, operational, and capable of

dissemination to all relevant parties. In ,addition,

board members should translate,their priorities into

a relative .vveighting or distribution of agency

- resources (e.g., percentage of staff, monies, etc),
jthereby ensuring that the board carries out its

responsibility ot distpbuting service resources on

the basis ot idr;ntifiable need

(3t negotiating with staff to define program

ettectaeness criteria that -can be made
operational and remain reasonable indi-

cators of program impact on consumers
and the comMunity

canhors call tor a negotiating process

tween the board and staff over specific perform-

ince critero that can be accepted and imple-

r tented by both groups. Negotiations with staff

nly are recommended g this point, within the con-

ext of the established priorities. Too often, goals

md priorities are discussed within the constraints

)f professional service modalities and/or regula-

tions. The etpertise of mental health professionals

ought to be valued and used for(defining measur-

able and valid criteria, devising specific strategies

that (mild be used to meet defined priorities and

still satisfy professional and government regula-

tions, and devising the measurement systems' for

collecting the relevant data. It is the board's

resprinsibility to see that meaningful criteria are

defined and measured.

(4) holding staff accountable to Program goals

through regular program review

Whether it be through, meetings end/or reports,

the board must keep itself informed of tfie status of

..the wrvu es offered One process is through regular

meetings .vith the (enter director and the staff.
Over tune the board ought to come to know and

hear from t,r the malt imolved in serVing the

unnuelunt, oi thew meetings would

be both informational and evaktative in terms of

program accomplishment. (It is the responsibilitY

of- the director to evaluate individual staff accomp-

lishment.) Such meetings should occur at least with

alVexecutive committee members present and at

best with the entire board present. It is imponont

that these meetings provide a regular, open, and

meaningful opportunity for the director ,and staff

to talk about programs. Such meetings serve -to

minimize the formation eltf destructive board-staff

subgroup alliances and% politically instigated "leak-

. ing" of program- and staff-related information.
t.

(5) developing the necessary legal and/or

political alliances to make meaningful the

board's ability to hold the service institu-

tion accountible to agreed-upon goals

Perhaps Most critical is this final activity of

establishing a power base from which to exercise

community_ responsibility. Ideally, The community

board holds direct financial accountability in terms

of official receiver of monies and
hiring/firing of the executive direct ,r. Whether this .

i nerms ol the

legal and financial responsibility is present 'or not)

board members must develop working.(i.e., influen-

tial) relationships with State and regional mental

health officers, and with local, State, and Federal

elected officials: These relationships could be

direct, that is, not simply existing through the

center's, director. In this .way community board

members will be really capable of effectively

holding staff accountable and of delivering effec-

tive and relevant mental health services to the

community. .

'Organizational Structure

Any group faces the task of developing a struc-.

ture or framework within which it can ivork toward

its goals. Kupst et al. (1975) noted the impaa of

board structure on the quality of the board'-s inter-

action with program directors and staff; Too often

boards assume bureaucratic structures that make

the members organizationally and psychologically

more like the service institution than a group of

neighbors. Once a formal bureaucratic structure is

evolved (e.g., officers, seating arrangements, rules

of order, etc.), the board is often; impeded,

distracted intimidated, or manipulated away from

the activities outlined above. We suggest a struc-

ture that is informal and task-focused, Meetings

should occur in settings identified with' the corn-
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rnunity (e.g., church, neighborhood jkl, library,
townhall, etc.), not in the service center. This

arrangement should maximize, identification with
the community and put the board Members on
their own turf. Meetifigs ought to be well organized
and efficient. Wasting time or distracting board
members destroys involvement and attendance. An
elected chair (or rotating core group) ought to keep
discussion task onented lithout resorting to arti-
ficial means, such as rules of order. Meetmgs of the
entire boa.d shuul,d be mainly informationalpro.
viding tu and gathering from the membersand
held every 2 months. The meetings should provide,
in addition to task performance, an inforaal social
activity for neighbors. Such socioemotional
rewards will nut only help attendance but con-
tribute to tke cohesiveness and seff-sustenance of
board members.

Actual task performance by the board should
take place within small groups structured into an
executive committee and speufic task groups. The.r
size ut the board (when structured this way) can be
open-ended, with d defined execbtive group (four
to six members) responsible fur organization. This
executive committee would have a staff member
(perhaps the assistant director) dS both liaison and
resource person. Members of this committee would
be elected by the bdard tu serve fur 1 year (and
inehgible tur 1 year.) and be reimbursed by the
agency s consultant funds un a per diem basis.
These board members would meet monthly, chair
the major subcommittees, and du the necessary
homework to keep themselves (Ind the other board
members informed. Thb structure uf reimburs,d in-
volvement of the core group for d defined period
on a rotating basis can serve as one mechanism to
reward participation, to elevate its significance int
tbe agenLy, and tu enhance involvement of new
and ongoing members. Speufic tasks (e.g., relations
with °leaders, information gathering, etc.) would be
dune" in small groups, staffed by self-appointed
board members. Each subgroup wolild be assigned

staff person with hmited release time to ,-.ct as
haisun and resource person. Invoking the members
in task-specifk. small groups of their choosing that
report out to the larger board may help to max-
imize the limited time and energy available to

residents and provide speufic accomphshments to
Sustdin activity over time. Cuhen (1976) noted that
involving board members in small projects in infor-

; mal settings leads to 8reatqf farnihdrity Of the
group with problems, .more group deusionmaking,

and a sense af ownership of the decisionmaking
procesi..'

Selection, Recruitment,
'* Training ,,

Recruitment of board mecnbers ought to be
aimed at community residents who are capable of

It

fairly" and effectively 'reesenting the diverse .
interest groups in the Cpmmunity. There is a distinc-
tion between "representing" and "being represent--
ative or community groups. Too ofterm e. ntal
health boards, agencies, and regional offiN.efc

.. become more concerned with having a member o
a political subgrqup (e.g., race, income, etc.) sit, on
the board than with ensuripg,the board identi-
fies the needs of thOse: subgroups and delivers

4,
resqurces appropriate tomeet th3se needs. Selec-
tion ought to be based on ttie person's interest, and
ability to develop and maintain lines of communi
cation with the different groups in the community.
In any commuoity,' discussions with political
leaders, clergy, service providers, long term
residents, and businessmen will identify a core of
people with an historical, documented involve-
ment with mental health. These are thkpeople who
should be recruited for board membership. The
structure just defined can be used in recruiting to
ensure residents that their commitment Will be task
oriented and specific to areas designated as .rele-
vant, that major involvement (e.g., executive) will
be reimbursed on a per diem basis, that a viable
social support system is available through board.,
involvement, and that their partidpation on the
board will influence institution policies and pro-
grams. We suggest that all such identified and self-
nominated residents shOuld participate on the
board and that mental health and other profes-
sional service,, providers should not serve on the
board. Too _often, service providers sitting on

mental health boards lead The discussion to ,

service-program needs and not to community
need Often membership on' another agency's
board can be an actual conflict-of-interest or be
motivated by the political self-interest of pro-
tecting and enlarging one's own dornain. Where
appropriate, necessary experts (e.g., service, legal,
political, eic.) can be brought in for specific
purposes on a voluntary or reimbursed consulting
basis.,

Once selection and recruitment take place,,it is
important that all steps be .taken to ensure that
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members feel confident and competent to carry

'out their responsibilities. Hall et al. (this volume,
chapter 19) emphasize the development of training

experiences for board members. Such experiences

ought to carry the quality of an orientation to the
task rather than of an inability to do the task.
aperiences ought to be structUred to familiarize

board members with parts of the\ service institution

with which they are unfamiliar. Spending time with

staff in particular programs, meeting regional

officers, having a budgetary or grant process ex-

plained, and making available copies of all rele-

vant information in "readable" forin are profitable ,

components of this oriehtation. 1v1ore structured,

training ought to be provided for thie board's exec-

utive* committee, with leadership vvorkshops, and

relevant conferences reimbursed byi the agency. A
Jurber_suggestion is for the board to negotiate with

local educational institutions -icir reduCed tuitionOr--

scholarship arrangernents for mernbers to ,earn

credits in relevant courses. Such an arrangement

allows -for board benefit, in terms of informed
meinbers, and personal benefit, in terms of educa.

tional credits for individuals. Whatever the

arrangements, the purpdse of the training should

be kept -clear. The expertise of 'board members

already exists in their knowledge of their com-

munity, its nioves: its people,_dtheir needs, their

'problem-solving strategies, etc. This expertise

needs to be valued and maximized. Training or

orientation should be designed to acquaint board

members with the constraints, structurally and pro-

grammatically, withio which their planning for
community needs should take place.

Future of Community Boards

Community mental health boards that establish

themselves along the lines suggested here can have

a meaningful' impact not only on speCific programs

but also 'on the quality of life of the community.
Working according to these principles, the com-

munity board can ensure that programs deliver

resources on the basis of need. If so, procesces and

policies that perpetuate institutional racism will

not be able to survive. Such boards will move
beyond vague mandate; and proactively establish

themselves as the psychologrcal, social, and

political force in the community responsible for

the development of relevant mental health pro-

grams. Boards that fail to use the suggestions here_

to develop a position of influ.nce will continue to

be advisory, exercising little influence on programs

planned and implemented by the professional

>staff. Such programs will continue to be concerned

mainly with organizational and professional sur-

vival and with maintaining their own sphere of

influence.
Trends in the human service domain, however,

seem to offer hope of more opportunities for com-

munity boards. One trend is the emphasis on

accountability and evaluation. While there is no

telling how long this emphasis will last, there are
currendy funding and policies that call for public

disclosure of program processes and impact. The

availability of such information provides the

opportunity for interested citizens to make a
detailed public case of evidence for or against an

agency's effectiveness. A second trend is the

current demand of taxpayers to reduce the costs of

-:humarlservice -spending. -This-demand coulcl lead

to the reduction of services across the board. On

the other hand, taxpayers could discriminate in

their support for community-relevant services.

The community board becomes imporiant in this

context on several counts. First, the board offers an

ongoing, more sensitive channel for controlling the

budgets of human services than the all-or-nothing,

enual electoral process. Also, community boards

are important channels for reaching the taxpayer to

educate and mobilize support regarding effective

services. Finally, the service professionals who are

willing to work with boards along the lines defined

here may come to realize that, in the current
economic state, a community board that helps to

sharpen priorities and budgeting and still works

flexibly and sensitively in line with the needs of
community residents may be the most viable

source, of .their,, own selfrrnaintenance. Whatever

the opportunities, it is clear* that the community
boards need to develop the abilities to seize and

maximize these opportunities.
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Chapter 21

Eliminating Racism in Educational Settings

William E. Sedlacek and Glenwood C. Brooks, Jr.

ABSTRACT

A model which attempts to eliminate racism in educational settings is presented. Its goal is to reduce

personal and institutional racism by changing the attitudes and behaviors of those who control the

educational system. Two conferences attended by school-system personnel illustrate the dynamics of

the model. Participants
explore the nature of racism and strategies for its elimination by working

through a series of stages, each with its own particular issues, in developmental sequence. These

include explori ig cultural and racial differences,
understanding the way in which racism operates,

examining type., of racial attitudes and their sources, and, finally, changing attitudes and behavior. An

evaluation of the conferences is presented, and a more general format for assessing the efficacy of the

model is deScribed.

Many problems with the educational system in

this country, directly' related to racial or cultural

issues, range from self-fulfilling prophecies, based '

bn expectations of poor performance by teachers

in elementary and secondary schools (Rosenthal

and Jacobson 1968; Rubovitz and Maehr 1973), to

discriminatory admissions policies in higher educa-

tion (Sedlacek 1974; Sedlacek and Webster, in

press) and to racism encountered by minorities in

graduate and professional schoolS (Carrington and

Sedlacek 1977; D'Costa et al. 1974). As these yrob-

lems become focused in society and in the educa-

tional system, increasing numbers of counselors,

educators, personnel workers, and other helping

professionals are being called upon to provide

assistance. The problems are 'often hard to pin-

point, difficutt to work with, and highly emotional.

The Cultural Study Center at the University of

Maryland in College Park has developed an

appi6ach to working with racism which may prove

useful to others attempting change in this area

(Sedlacek 1974; Sedlacek and Brooks 1976). The

approach, developed over several years, is based

on research and direct experience in a number of

types and levels, of educational settings,. including

elementary, secondary, college, university, and

professional schools. The model has also been used

in noneducational,ttings such as hospitals, corn:

munity agenCies,
governmental and business organ-

izations. It is Primarily aimed at eliminating racism

mi white-oriented educational,, institutions by

qanging
the individuals who 'control the system.

The model consists of discrete but interrelated

stages which must be. worked through in develop-

mental sequence, regardlgs of the amount of time

involved.
Our purpose here is to describe the model by

demonstrating how it has'been employed in con-

ferences attended by members of two different

school systems. One program was conducted for a

-large suburban system with more than 160,000

students enrolled. The system had been troubled

by many racial incidents and problems over the

years and was expecting a court-ordered school

desegregation plan to go into effect shortly after

the conference was held. A 2-day conference for

91 key central office staff and supeisors was

held.
The second conference, lasting 21/:: days, was

held for 36 principals, vice-principals and` some

central office staff of a small, primarily rural

system with 17,000 students-The system was just

beginning to have increasing numbers of blacks

enrolled in the schools as the city's suburbs pushed

obtward. Relatively mild confrontations between

blacks and whites had oca,.-(ed.

Each conference was organized around the six

stages of the model. The general results and con-

clusions at each of the stages are discussed, as well

as differences between the conferences. The points

described in each stage were often-brought out by

consultants amid heated discussion and contro-

versy. The format of the conferences consisted of

small working groups of 10-15 individuals. General
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sessions were held periodically. Participants

remained in their respectiye small gioups, as

consultants rotated each half day or whole day.
The purpose of this tactic was to maintain a sense
ot group identity and give participants exposure to
a variety ot consultants. Consultants were diversi-
fied with respect to race, sex, and interpersonal
style. The model was discussed with a planning
group from each school system prior to the confer-
ence. Participants at both conferences were over-
whelmingly white: Of the 127 participants
attending the two conferences, pnly six were black.

Stage I Cultural and
'Racial Differences

Points Made by Consultants and Participants. (1)
Cultural and racial differences exist and should be
openly discussed and understood by all. (2) Differ-
ences can and should be approached positively, in
and out of the classroom. (3) Black expressions of

racial and cultUral identity are necessary and
healthy tor blacks and for the rest of society. (4)
Standard English is a white, middle-class concept,
and teachers and pupils should be allowed cultural
expression through language in the classroom. (5)
Many blacks have questionable environmental sup-
port tor education and are not likely to be mo-
tivated by traditional methods. 16i Most white
teachers are not prepared by background or train-
ing to work with most ot the black students they en-

counter. (7) Blacks ma,, act differently and, in gen-

eral. more negatively to authority in a society

which has oppressed them, (8) Traditional threats
trom authority figures or informing parents may do

more harm than good. (9) Understanding cultural

and racial ditterences' and designing educational
experiences which are both sensitive and reinforc-

ing of these differences are crucial to any

educ ation.
Evaluation and Discussion. Many participants had

ditficUlty accepting differences as positive con-

cepts. The epithet, "I treat everyone exactly alike,"

was heard often. Criticism from participants in-

cluded the lack of specific content and the style of

some ot the consultants. Sessions varied in content

«wered, and participant reactions ranged from
feeling that relevant content was covered :la feel-

ing that the session was a waste Of time. Upon later

reflection, the consultants felt this was as far as
some participants were willing to go: That us, feel-
ing that if they had gotten a few tips on how to deal

with blacks, they could solve their problems
Some participants had knowledge of racial

issues, and others had never before dealt with the
topic, particularly in the smaller conference where
participants from schools with no black students
viewed the session much like a class in medieval
history. That is, it was of academic interest, but
they felt it had no practical use.

The written material given to participants was
usually not read, thereby pointing up a problem
often noted by librarians and black curriculum
specialists: The material is available but often
unused. Without training, most teachers are likely
to feel uncomfortable experimenting with new
materials or curricula. The most useful pamPhlet
we have found in initially raising the issue of
cultural and racial differences is by Noar (1972).

Stage ll How Racism
Operates

Points Made by Consultants and Participants. (1)
Individual racism is action taken by one individual
toward another which results in negative outcomes
because the other person is identified with a certain
group. The group may be racial, cultural, sexual,

ideological, etc. (2) Institutional racism is action taken
by a social system or institution which results in
negative outcomes for members of a certain group or
groups. (3) The definitions of racism are behavioral in

that results, not intehtionsire important Most racism
is unknowing or unintentional. (4) Some examples of
institutional racism were noted in county schools:

The system is clearly segregated,
resulting in fewer facilities, fewer
teachers, and less money spent per pupil
on black students.

Because supervisors are less prepared

and perhaps less comfortable in dealing
with teachers and problems in primarily
black schools, they may make fewer
visits to these schools.

There are tew blacks in supervisory or
central staff positions in-county schools.
Most components of county school curri-
cula are oriented toward white, middle-
class children.

Curriculum mate;ials more relevant to

blacks and other minorities are available
but are used relatively litde by teachers.
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Most county teachers have little or no
preparation for teaching black students

or for presenting material more relevant

to thtm.
TherOis a lack of funds and manpower
committed by county schools to work on

race relations.

(5) Since most of society is run by and for whites,

racism is primarily a NA nite problem. Unless whites

are able to change individually, and collectively

through institutions, white racism is likely to re-
main: (6) Racism is analogous to alcoholism: If we

say, "Well, maybe I drink a little too much occa-
sionally," then we are not likely to begin to deal

with our problem. However, if we understand and

admit our alcoholism, we can -begin to work on it.

We are all racists and should begin to work on our

problem.

Evaluation and Discussion. The groups were het-

erogeneous in many respects, and participants

wereltiil not very involved in the discussion. Irrele-

vancy, negativism, and preaching were criticisms

voiced by participants,
While the concept of institutional racism was dif-

ficult for many participants to understand, the con-

sultants generally reported some progress in

participants' understanding of how county policy
and the everyday practices of teachers, ad-

ministrators, and policymakers could be detrimen-

tal to blacks, regardless of intentions.

During this stage, it is important for participants

to realize that, although differences in culture and

perspective are sometimes threatening, they ca'n

also have a positive and enhancing effect. An

awareness of this could radically change orienta-

tion in the direction of greater acceptance and ap-

preciation of diversity.
It is also crucial that participants assume respon-

sibility for the change process. To do this, con-
sultants should initially ignore requests by white

participants for a black consultant to give them

detailed prescriptions about what they should
change. White consultants may be more valuable

at this stage: Too often white participants compete

for the favor oi black consultants rather than wres-

tle with problems and come to terms with the issue

independendy. The black consultant can play an

effective helping role by maintaining a low profile

at this time.

Stage Ill Examining Racial

Attitudes
Procedures and Results. Participants completed

the Situational Attitude Scale (SAS) anonymously.

The SAS was designed to measure white attitudes

toward blacks in 10 personal or social situations.

Two forms of the SAS were created: Form A

makes no mention of race; form B is identical to

form A, except that the word "black" was inserted

into each situation. Half the participants com-

pleted form A and the other half form B. Forms

were distributed randomly so that mean dif-

ferences could be attributed to the word "black."

Table 1 shows SAS instructions and situations.

Responses of black participants (N=6) were not
analyzed._Responses of white participants (N=127)

indicated generally negative attitudes toward

blacks. A strong negative reaction to situation- V

("Your best friend has just become engaged to a

black person") was noted. Respondents tended to

feel sad, intolerant, insulted, angered, fearful,

hopeless, unexcited, wrong, and disgusted in their

reactions to -the situation. They tended to feel

positive toward blacks in situations III ("It is even-

ing and a black man appears at your door saying he

is selling magazines") and VI ("You are stopped for

speeding by a black policeman"). Respondents

tended to feel receptive, excited, glad, and pleased

toward the magazine salesman, and calm, friendly,

cooperative, pleasant, and accepting toward the

policeman. These positive attitudes and feelings

have been interpreted in other studies (Sedlacek

and Brooks 1970; 1972) as indicating that whites are

more comfortable with blacks in "service roles." To

sum up the feelings of a typical respondent; "It's

OK for blacks to sell me magazines or be
policemen, but they had better not come 'much

closer, or, in particular, get engaged to any of my

friends."
Evaluation and Discussion. Questionnaires were

scored overnight, and a summary of results was

presented to each participant and discussed. While

some participants discussed and analyzed the

results with interest, many steadfastly refused to

consider them or their implications. This session

was probably the most emotional of the confer-

ence, with participants becoming defensive and

attacking the SAS and the conference. These reac-

tions were generally expected by the consultants,

who tried to make the point that whites may hold

more, negative attitudes toward blacks than they'
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Table 1. Instructions and situations from the Situational Attitude Scale*
Instructions

This questionnaire measures how people think and feel about a number of social and
test so there are no right or wrong answers. The questionnaire Is anonymous so please DO

Each item or situation is foHowed by 10 descriptwe word scales. Your task is to select.
best desnbes YOUR feelings toward the item.
Sample item Going out on a (late

Pe1,011,11 It riot a
NOT SIGN OGR NAME
lin each dcscril , ii,, "t; is

happy A B C u ssil

You would indicate the direction and extent of yuur teehngs you might select Bi by law bithk t kali Wt.. at ,ponst
sheet by blackening in the appropriate space Mr that word scale. DO NOT MARK ON 11 IL p(X)KLE-1 PI tASL Rk Sl'oNt) TO ALL
WORD SCALES.

Sometimes you may feel as though you had the same stem before on th
BACK AND FORTH through the items. Du nut try-to remember how y
EACH ITEM A SEPARATE AND INDEPENDENT JUDGMENT, Respond a
Respond with your firstimpressions whenever possible,
Situations

FORM A
I A new family moves in next door to you.

II you read in the paper that a man has raped a woman.
Ill It is evening and a man appears at your door saying he

is selling magazines.
IV You are walking down the street alone and must pass a

corner where a group ot five young men are loitering
VYour-best-friend-hasrust-bec-ome engaged.

VI You are stopped for speeding by a policeman.
VII. A new person loins your social group.
VIII You see-a youngster steal something in a dimeaore.

IX. Some students on campus stage a demonstration
X You get on a bus and you are the (Silly person who has to

stand

thought. The biggest danger with the session was
opening an emotionally difficult area and being
unable to handle adequately the feelings
generated.

Stage IV Sources of Racial
Attitudes

Points Made by Consultants and Participants. (1)
We all have raual stereotypes that determine how
we feel and act toward other races. The SAS docu-
mented this. ,(2) Textbooks help perpetuate raual
stereotypes. (3) The nature of prejudice and racism
should be taught at all educational levels. This is
particularly crucial for white youth, who need
information in order to avoid becoming racist. (4)
Prejudice and raCism, as well as black culturally
relevant content, should be an integral part of the
regular curriculum and not isolated as "black
history week, etc. (5) One vehicle through which
racial stereotypes are created and then institution-
alized is the sell-fulfilling prophecy. Teachers, both

e questionnaire 1- his as al not lie Mt Lthr ft& 00 ta. ii Otik
ou checked similar items caches our shoimairt MAKE

honestly a> possible without poet ling user 11 idi,adual iteffis,

ORM B
A new black family move% in next door to -ni
You read in the paper that a k man ha, raptsI a as lute

woman.
It is evening and a black man apPears at Your door saying

he is selling magazines
You are walking down the street alone and must oas,

(--orner-where-a-grome4-1syt -yet-mg-War kpien-are.

loitering.
Your best friend has Just ber oihe engaged to a blat k

person
You are stopped for speeding by a Hack polar V111111

A new.black person joins your social group
Yon see a black youngster steal something in a dime-tore
Some black student,. on ( .impus stage a denionctration

You get on a bus that has bLu k people aboard'and you
are the only person who ha, to stand

black and white, who hasc lu.s expcdations tor
black students may significaritl, affect their perfor-
mance.

Evaluation and Discussion. (seysion,, Ill and IV
\ran together, and many participants ,A1, rc' still deal-
ing with feelings developed from the Some

participants were ready to move on; others swere
hot.

Once again, this VS, cis ancethc r instance when tin
presence of black and what Lurbultant prosed
valuable. A white consultant presented the
SAS results and receil,ecl a griat deal of hostility
and anger. A bla,k consultant then wrapped up the
attitude session and left participants with some
final thoughts. The technique seRed seseral useful
purposes. First, allowing participants to openly
vent, rather than internalize, their feelings made
them more ready to listen to the black s.onsultant,
who followed up with important poinb. If the black
consultant had presented first, or had covered the
entire session, white participants may have been
unable to experience their racist altitudes and feel
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ings. AdditionSlly, it fi; -difficult and often un-

pleasant for black consultants to deal with highly
emotionl racist attitudes in a group of whites

Tehe techniClue of role playing specific educa

tional situations involing blacks and whites was
used in the smaller conference with much success.

This group was more able to discuss their racial

attitudes after role playing.

Stage V Behavior: What Can

Be Done?

Goals Stated .by Participants. Many goals were
stated:inbothconferences, but only Me more

salient and gen?ralizatile are noted here. It was

deemed important to: (1) investigate the concept of

teacher quotas, positive and negative effects, and

develop a fair policy; (2) initiate changes in. curd-

cula from Kindergarten through 12th grade, includ-

ing special emphases on language, integrated

_black studies, insiatctional

materials, and massive inservice training or

teachers W6rking with curriculum and instructional

materials; (3) develop effective cbmmunication"

techniques for schools which.are newly integrated;

(4) collect data on the number of discipline cases

for blacks and whites; (5) review the use of test

scores; (6) review classifications of central staff per-

sonnel and analyze salary structure; (7) find way's of

involving the community in eliminating racism in

the schools; (8) ensure that recommendations from

the conference be followed up; (9) develop innova-

tive and proper techniques for teaching English to

black youngsters; '(10) disseminate more infdrma-

tion on racism; (11) guarantee central administra-

tion support for positions taken to reduce or

eliminate racism; (12) recruit more effectively

black administrators and teachers; (13) find ap-

propriate standards to judge and develop programs

for blacks; (14) require race-relations experience for

hiring and promotion; and (15) include black artists

and scholars in the curricula.
Evaluation and Discussion. Participants varied Con-

siderably in, their willingness to state goals. Sane

refused to recognize that racism exists, in the

school system, and some would not state their

goals.
At this time in the conferences, most of the ideas

and recommendations should be coming from par-

ticipants r`zither than from consultants,. 'This shift is

often used as an intermediate criterion of the suc-

cess of the co ference.
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Stage VI Behavior: How Can

It Be Done?

Points Made by Participants. (1) Set goals --long-

and short-term. (2) Emphasize results, not inten-

tions. (3) Learn what reinforcements will work in the

system; read Rules for Radicals (Minsky 1971) and

Beyond Freedom and Dignity (Skinner 1971). (4)

Facilitate communication through separate month-

ly newsletters for elementary and secondary

students and for staff and teachers, reporting

human relations news, achievements, events, etc.

(5) Establish a coordinating board of student
representatives with all minorities represented and

with some responsibility for rfolicyrriaking. (6) Eñ

courage students to express their cultural and

racial identities through clubs and groups (e.g.,

black student union). (7) Schools should provide

regular and periodic extracurricular activities of

special interest to blacks. (8) The professional

educators in-county schools should take stands .on,,

race-relaieff Iires"aficrwork-actively for change. (9)

Whites must initiate and carry the ball in working

on their own racism. Waiting for blacks to tell

whites what to do is shirking responsibility. (10) Bus-

ing is a "red,herring cop out." If the system is com-

mitted to ending racial injustice in the schools, it

either finds a better way (which it has not done) or

it buses. (11) Actively recruit blacks at all levels; the
institutionalized practices which keep blacks from

applying must be overcome. (12) Hire only blacks

or other minorities for all positions until the im-

balance is corrected. (13) SO "up tearrr-teaching
situations to aid white teachers in black schools.

(14) Have regular staff-development training in race

relations over a long and sustained period. (15) Pro-

vide race relations training for students at all levels

of the educational system. (16) Require the school

system budget to list how much money is being

spent on eliminating racism and the percentage in-

crease from the previous year. More money must
be committed if any change is to take place.

Evaluation and Discussion. At this point, most par-

ticipants were able to contribute strategies to the

session. Stages V and VI tended to blend together,

but their independence is less important than en-

ding the conference on an action-oriented, "here's

what to do" note. Ideally, stage V results in the

stating of goals, and stage VI results in a listing of

strategies to accomplish them. The entire model is

geared to maximize these sessions. The philosophy

is that the first four stages are needed to educate
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and prepare participants for statsg_aLc-urate and
achievable goals and strategies. Most gioups or in-
dividuals are not ready to discuss strategy without
more background on the topic.

Overall Evaluation and
Discussion of Conferences

A four-part evaluation scheme is regularly used
in evaluating the model: information, attitude
change, outcome goals, and additional objective
evidence. These fit the development of the model
rather directly._ In sta es. i and II, and perhaps IV,

-inforrnitirOW is t e, principal criterion. Do partici-
pants know that cultural and racial differences
exist? Do they understand institutional racism? Do
they undeistand the sources of their racial
attitudes?

Stage III directly concerns attitude change. The
SAS could be used as a before-and-after measure of
thi5 stage,-ITUTOften the point- is made with the SAS,
and verbal reports of understandjng are used for
evaluation. Chapman (1974) used responses to
questionnaires, assessing the behavioral intentions
of college student groups to do work relating to
racism, as evidence of the success of stage II !How
Racism Operates). He used responses on the SAS to
assess realiness to approach stage III (Examining

Racial Attitudes).
The third type of evaluation, -outcome goals, is

the emphasis of the whole model and the specific
goal of stages V and VI. if clear goals are stated in
stage V, the stage has been successful. And if
strategies are developed in stage VI, it, too, has
been s.fccessful. You must determine whether the
goals are accomplishec1,1.0ich can be difficult to
assess for several reasons. First, long-term goals
take a long time to implement. Second, periodic
followups, which should be made on spigeific. goals
and strategies, are involved and timeit onsuming
processes. A third difficulty is identifying the spin-
off effects *of a given strategy. Fo instance, after
we accomplished our goal of developing a black
parent advisory group in a secondary school, this
group ilecame a catalyst for the accomplishment
of many other goals relating to racism. Thus,

although we accomplished only one goal, its
effects were far reaching. Quality, then, can be.
more critical than quantity. The acconiplishment
of only one critical goal can turn a school around;
and, again, it is the accomplishment of the goal
that is important, not who gets credit for it. .

As of this writing, approximately 60 perc.ent of
the goals stated . have been accomplished, at least
in part. There is a study currently under way to
determine this figure more exactly and to idenffy
the reasons for lack of complete accomplishment.

The fourth type of evaluation additional ob-
jective evidence is almost a strategy for
evaluating others. For instance, in evaluating a pro-
gram that is run by someone else, it is feasible to
allow the presentation of objective evidence that
was not included in the other types of evaluation.
This might reduce the complaint that evaluation
procedures exclude pertinent evidence. Hedman
and Magoon (1977), who experimentally evaluated
the model, compared two versions of the model
(using student teachers at the university level) with
a control group. One version employed the tech-
nique of discussion and interactions as describechin
this article, and the other involved the viewing of
an edited version of an audiotape (Sedlacek 1974)
with limited discusion. They found no differences
between either version of the model and the con-
trol group: Each group interacted negativeiy with
black students.

Sedlacek, Troy, and Chapman (1976) demon-
strated the efficacy of the model with university
freshmen in orientation programs, finding that
students were able to work through the model and
devise goals and strategies which they could use as
students on:campus.

CGnference Evaluation

Participants completed an evaluation of the con-
ferences. The first question, "What was the best
thing about the conference?" brought such

responses as getting to know others in the system,
talking about real or "gut" issues and getting things
out in the open, learning about racism and black
perspectives, and the educational value of con-
suliants.. A variety of items were mentioned Jess
often, including the format of the conference and
the openness of participants.

Responses to the question "What v. as the worst
thing about the conference?" were more scattered.
Mentioned most often were a lack of specific and
practical issues, disappointment in the closed-
mindedness of fellow workers, "preaching" by con-
sultants, negativism among participants, and the
.SAS.

To the question "What do you feel differently
about after the sonference?" responses included a
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better understanding of racism and black people,

feelings of frustration and incompetence, but also

a feeling of being better able to work together and

an awareness of the extent of racism in the system.

In response to the question "What will you do

differently after the conference': participants

stated they would generally increase their efforts

to understand and identify racism by working with

teachers, meeting with colleagues, and influencing

decision makers.

In conclusion, the outcome of the conferences

was mixed. There was great heterogeneity'among
the- participants; some were eager to learn and

change, while others were uninterested, unin-,

volved, and unwilling. Clearly, many part;cipants

were frustrated, unsure of themselves, and

botfiered by the content. In a way, this was to be ex-

pected. In some sense it is a prerequisite, to

change. It is inconceivafile that individuOs or a

school system can change their racist beliefs-and'
practices comfortably. The roots of racism --run

deep. If people are pleased and feel good after a

conference on race relations, it means one of two

things: Either the issues were avoided completely,

or the participants did not need the training.

Change.always involves some risk and discomfort.

Consultants attempted to confront participants

with the issues in a manner that minimized anxiety.

For a 2-day intervention 10 have any realistic

effect, the paqicipants and the school system itself

must continue what has been started at the confer-

ence. Without a strong commitment to a long-

range program, it is highly unlikely that any signifi-

cant' changes will come about from such confer-

ences. Ultimately, a conference must be judged by

its long-range effects. Although the large school

system is in the midst 01 initiating a massive race

relations training program (including activities and

projects for teachers, students, bus drivers, cafete-

ria workers, parents, and community residents), and

the smaller system has established a black, student-

parent advisory group and begun more intensive

race relations training for teachers in several

Schools, this is just the beginning.

The model is dynamic and changing, and many

potential strategies and variations are possible:

Each time the model is used, it is modified. At the

present time, the basic approach seems to work,in a

variety of settings and under various conditions.

The writers invite comments and criticisth 'and are

particularly interested in learning of the ex-

periences-obothers with this and other models.
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Chapter 22

Federal Interventions to Eliminate Racism Through
,Legislation and Administrative Procedures

Paul R. Good

ABSTRACT

Federal attempts to elmiinate racism have included interventions by the executive, legislatWe, and
judicial brandies through policies designed to guarantee civil rights, Increase minority Dpport u nity
and participation (affirmative action), and reduce class inequality. Coordination of effort among the
three brandies has resulted in effective antidiscrimination action, but such cooperation has occurred
infrequently. Overall, Federal mteryentions have met with some success in striking down discrimina-
tion, but a less than total commitment to enforcement of laws and to affirmative action programs has
delayed the achievement of full social equality. This is illustrated in the area of employment, where
executive orde6, legislation, and judicial decisions have affirmed fair employment practices; yet
unemployment rates still remain disproportionately higher for minorities than for nonminorities, and
minorities continue to hold lower status jobs disproportionate to their numbers. An assessment of the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission provides a case example of how program evaluation and
soc.al indicators can be used for evaluating Federal efforts to eliminate racism. Criteria for successful
interventions are then discussed.-

It is only within, the Past two decades that social
inequality has been widely recognized as more

.than a function of the pervasiveness of bigotry and
intentional discrimination. A reduction of preju-
dice has only partially eradicated racism. Increas-
ingly, soual inequality has come to be understood
as a phenomenon, extending beyond individuals
and embracing forces which coordinate and direct
individual attitudes and behaviors," i.e., organiza-

-tional processes or institutional arrangements
(Friedman 1975). Defined in this way, the problem

.at rausm in American Isfp requires solutions equfal-

ly broad in magnitude. The Federal government,
which is responsible for the welfare of the Nation
arid has the power and snfluence to begin the
necessary process of reartanging society, can be' an

important vehicle for eliminating racism.
(he purpose of this chapter is to examine the

levels and types of interventions which the Federal
Government ,has used in its efforts to combat rac
ism, to explore the effectiveness of Federal inter-
ventions in the area of employment, and to then
discuss some imptiFtant criteria for evaluating

these and other interventions.

Levels of Federal Interventions
To Eliminate Racism

The Federal Government consists -of the ex-

rt

4.1t

ecutive, legislative, and judicial branches, each of
which is accorded specific roles and respon-

sibilities by the constitution. Designed as a system
of opposing and complementary powers, the three
branches operate as a check on each othet ensur-
ing stability and uniformity in national develop-
ment. By definition of function, the three systems
of government exert different influences on the
course of social affairs.

The executive branch, most notably the Presi
dent, ha-, enormous leadership potential. The Presi
dent can be a voice for the expression of the Na-
tion's dreams and his energy and enthusiasm can
be a spark for the struggle to achieve them In set-
ting the Nation's priorities, the President has bud-
getary, legislative, and administrative powers at his
disposal. Both foreign and domestic policies are
shaped by Presidents through their authority to pro-
pose and initiate policy and legislation, by obtain-
ing their enactment, and_ by appealing directly to
the people. Among the 'powers of the executive
brancli are litigation, negotiation, moral persua;

sion, executive orders, and presidential actions and
directives. The Constitution places a check on the
President by 'demanding congressional authoriza-
tion and judicial legitimacy of programs, requiring,
therefore, the President's full investment in con-
vincing the Nation of the value of proposed policy.
An example of how executive intervention and
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leadership were instrumental in combating racism

occurred early in 1963, when President Kennedy

made civil rights legislation one of the country's

most pressing and vital priorities. Hoping to gain

key southern ccingressional leaders for other

priorities, Kennedy had only lukewarmly and indi-

rectly embraced emerging civil rights legislation.

But following, tht march on Washington, the assas-

sination of Medgar Evers, and the Birmingham

bombing, and despite his political instincts,

Kennedy's Conscience was stirred to adopt a more

passionate and assertive position. He initiated and

actively lobbied for congressional approval of civil

rights legislation he sent to the 88th Congress

(Barker and McCory 1976).

The legislative branch, more than any other, is

the people's immediate
representative in govern-

ment. The role of Congress i to articulate the

public interest frOm an aggregation of interests.

This comes about through congressional debate,

usually occurring in comrvittee, and, pc akal

heeling and dealing. over legislation initiated by
tPresident or the CongresS. itself. For most of its

hisIçry, Congress has followed rather than led.

Sinc congressional approval of the Gulf of Tonkin

Resol ion in 1965, which gave license to the ensu-

ing Am rican involvement in Vietnam by Presi-

dents Joh son and Nixon, Congress has begun to

reassert its constitutional authority and leadership

role in government. Congressional intervention in

the civil right, arena was almost nonexistent until

the years between 1957 and 1968, when Congress

invoked its full legislative powers under the due

process, equal protection, and commerce clauses

of the Constitution., Four significant pieces of

legislation were passed during these years bearing

on voting, school desegregation, fair employment

practices, and public accommodations. This legis-

lation was designed to overcome State and local

obstruction of antidiscrimination effohs and was in

large part a response to the protest of the civil

rights movement of the sixties.

The function of the judicial branch is to decide

questions of constitutionality and' to interpret the

intent of Congress with respect to a specific

statute. By virtue of its role in interpreting the law,

the judiciary possesses enormous power, thdugh

this power is of the passive or reactive type

because a court must wait for cases to come before

it. Although the judiciary does not initiate social

programs or policies, its decisions constitute an

important component of Federal interventions.

Alexander Bickel is said to have argue'd that the

most crucial function of ,the courts was to legiti-

mate political and social programs. If the courts

find a program constitutional, people are more

likely to adapt themselves to it and let disagree-

ments fade. Judicial interventions in the area of

civil rights have been particularly important

because, for many years, discrimination had de-

prived minorities of influence in local and State

government, and because Federal legislative ef-

forts were blocked (especially in the Senate) by

southerners. Minorities have often had to look to

the courts for an. affirmation of their constitutional

rights. Examples of important judicial interventions

were the Supreme Court's 1954 ruling in Brown v.

Board of Education, declaring schodl deseeregation

to be unconstitutional, and the Court's 1964 deci-

sion in .Heart of Atlanta Motel v. United States,

upholding the constitutionality of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964.-

Types of Federal Interventions

To Eliminate RaciSni.

Among the interventions available to the three

branches of Government, Burkey 0971) identified

four distinct types of Federal antidiscrimination

policy.
The first, guaranteeing of civil rights, attempts to

eliminate restrictions on minority group freedom

by reaffirming fhe civil liberties grarWed all

Americans by the Constitution. This type of policy

presumes that eradicating illegal discrimination

will lead to equality. The intervention is essentially

one of constitutional clarification. It has been a

necessary policy because the Constitution was writ-

ten to allow for different interpretations, as values

changed, and because those who wish to discrimi-

nate have distorted its central meaning. This type

of policy is exemplified by numerous civil rights

acts.
A second type of policy is affirmative action. It

goes beyond policies which guarantee civil rights

by applyingpressure to entities that discriminate to

take positive action. The deniand,on targets of

discrimination to adopt a proactive stance to

redress racism is based on the assumption that

eliminating discriminatory barriers alone is insuffi-

cient to achieve equality. Minorities that have been

discriminatea against have been deprived of the

opportunity to develop skills and competencies

which remain long after formal impediments are
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eliminated. Thus, affirmative action, or preferential
treatment SS some have called it,.constilers minor-
ity status an important criterion upon which to
base selection decbions. Quotas are not essential
to affirmative action programs, however, the only
acceptable criterion for Judging the effectiveness
of such programs is the actual number of minorities
that are afforded new opportunities. Affirmative
action is needed, therefore, to bring minorities
back into a system they have been excluded from
and to achieve the diversity of culture and perspec-
tive to which this country has professed its
aspirations.

The third type of policy is reverse discrimination.
Here, the allocation of resources, services, and
opportunities is based primarily on minority status,
to the exclusion or substitution of technically rele-
vant criteria. To date, policies of reverse discrim-
ination have not been employed and are not likely
to be employed in-the future.

The fourth policy. designed to eliminate racial in-
equality is more indirect than the others because it
does riot address minority issues or discrimination
but attempts to reduce class inequality. Programs
of this sort focus on improving the welfare of the
lowest socioeconomic class. Because this group is
disproportionately represented by minOrkties, it is

assumed that they will benefit most from the
policy. Examples include President Johnson's "War
on Poverty" and 'Great Society" programs. Parti-
cular strategies employed by these programs have
included public service employment, direct cash
assistance to the unemployed, job training, and
stimulative fiscal policy to increase demand.

Brief History of Federal
Interventions To .Eliminate
Racism

The different levels and tydes of Federal inter-
ventions have produced different thrusts for
American antidiscrimination policy. There have
been periods when the three branches of Govern-
ment haVe worked in concert or against each other.
There have been periods when one. branch has pre-
dominated in the struggle for equality of oppor-
tunity. For the must part, the types of public policy
employed have been guaranteeing cMl rights and
reducing class inequality. Affirmative action
policies emerged only within the last two decades.

During the period between the first and second
World Wars, minorities in the United State; con-

tinued to be se'cond-class citizens. Although
shlve:y had been abolished, the era of Jim Crow,.
sustained the inferior status" of nonwhite; through
State la5 and custom, especially in the' South.
'Econornic and political oppression. replaced the
bondage of slavery. Lynchings in the South and
race riots In the North made interracial violence a
national problem.

It was at this time that black prptest began to
emerge. Part of its emergence was brought on by
the continuirt deprivation of civil rights, the
leadership of W.E.B. DuBois, and the, National
Association for the Advancement of Colored Peo-
ple (NAACP). Protest was also partly a result of the
disruption of American life by the first World War
and the depression, both of which caused a mass
migration of blacks to the cities, making it easier
for wider scale movements to-deverop. The thrust
of civil rights efforts dUring,this period was to seek
reform through legal -and judicial tactics, a strategy
that lasted urtil the emergence of direct nonvio-
lent-attron in the sixties. Under,NAACP leadership,
the movement cOncentrated its effoits on obtainf
ing "equal protection of the laws" for nonwhite
defendants, monitoring legislation and educating
the public (NAACP 1920). Limited success was
achieved throtlgh judicial relief when the Supreme
Court overturned a number of lower court rulings
because black defendants had not received a fair
trial. Decisions by the Court in Moore v. b.empsey
(1923) and Powell v. Alabama (1932) affirmed the
right of b!acks to have adequate court-appointed
counsel and, in Norris v. Alabama (1935), that exclu-
sion of blacks from jury service denied the defend-
ants a "jury of their peers." -

During this period, the executive branch showed
little interest in fighting the problem of racism, and

tOngressional activity was almost nil. To a great ex-
tent, congressional action on civil rights proposals
was stymies' by Southern filibusters. For example,
three anti-lynching bills, in 1922, 1937, and 1940,
were passed by the House-lpt kdled in the Senate
by filibuster (Blaustein andt Zangrando 1971), as

late as 1940, Congress could not outlaw lynching.
During this period, Judicial decisions had more of
an impact on racism than the interventions of
either the executive or legislative branches. The
Court's role was more significant because the
strategies of protest demanded it 7 the decisibris
basically restated the rights blacks were sup-

posedly guaranteed in the Constitution.
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From 1941 to 1958, the legal and judicial strate-

gies used previously with limited -success continued

to be applied, -bringing executive and tudicial

responses from the Federal Government, but Crin-

gess again failed to respond, with antidiscrimina-

tion legislation: Executive interventions by Presi-

dent Roosevelt, Trurnan, and Eisenhower included

12 executive ordeis ,affeetirig fair . employment

practices, Federal contracts with private industry,

employment and advancerrient -opportunities in

Federal service, integration of the armed forces,

and the implementation of a Federal court order

for school desegregation (Blaustein and Zangrando

1971). The SuPreme Court issued decgions on

voting, interstate travel, housing covenants, higher

education, and public school desegregation.

The period between 1957 and 1968 was one of

the most eventful in the civil rights struggle. Coh-

gress finally took action because white backlash to

executive -and judicial interventions had prompted

State and local jurisdictions to sabotage attempts

at reform. This was a time-of Southern mob vio-
lence by.the White Citizens Council and the Ku

Klux Klan, the sit-in tactic at lunch counters in

Greensboro, N.C., and the freedom ride; 'from
Washington,D.C., to New Orleans, events that dra-

maiized the need for congressional action. Con-

gress passed four civil rights acts in 1957, 1960;

1964, and 1968. The one in 1957 was not extensive,

but it established a Civil Rights Commission td

monitor voting violations, strengthened provisions

of the United States Codes, and authorized the

Justice Departmenc to prosecute Federal election

violations. The 140 Civil Rights Act furthered

efforts to eliminate vdting ii regularities and to

eliminate social violence. The one in 1964 con-

tained separate titles covering almost every aspect

of public life, enhanced the power of the Civil

Rights Commission created in 1957, and estab--

lished the Equal Employment Opportunity Com-

mission and the Community Relations Service. The

1968 Civil Rights Act, containing the "open housing

provision," prohibited discrimination in tfie sale- or

rental.of housing. In addition, it strengthened laws

against interference with Federal action, prevented

discrimination in the selection of furies. and

doubled appropriations to the Community Rela-

tions SeMce.-
Besides affirming the 1964 Civil Rights Act with

the Heart of Atlanta Motel v. United States (1964)

decision, other Supreme Court rulings were no less

important. In NAACP v. Alabama (1958) asd

NAACP v. Button (1963), the °dun prohibited, the

denial of NAACP activity in the South. The crucial

sit-in., tactic was upheld' in Garner v. Louisiana

(1961), Peterson v. Greenville (1963), and Bell v.

Maryland (1964).
Iry addition to strong congressional action and

supporting decisions ,by the Court, executive

leadership also was significant. In 1962, President

Kennedy issued a proclamatioQ derrianding that

Mississippi and Alabama cpmply with a Federal

court order to desegregate ,institutions Of higher

education. Federal marshals and the National

Guard were called out to ehsure James Meredith's

admission to '!Ole Miss" in 1962 and Vivian Malone

and James Hood's admission to the University of

Alabama in 1963. President Johnson's leadership in

pushing the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting

Rights Act of .1965 "was crucial to passage of this

legislation. The latter placed Federal examibers at

registration -and polling sites to monitor irregulari-

'ties and outlawed literacy tests and other discrim-

inatory practices. The extensive enforcement provi-

sions of this act were upheld by the tOurt in South

Carolina v. Katzenbach (1966), legitimating the

legislation and demonstrating a consistericy and

congruity of polccy among government branches.

During this period, antidiscrimination policy was

more comprehensive than ever before.

From 1968 to 1978; Congress ,continued to

guarantee civil rights and explicitly forbade

discrimination through legislthion. The- Equal

Em- ployment Opportunity Act of 1972 strutk down

discriminatory practices by employers and unions,

Federal, State, and local governoments, and educa-'

tiohal institutions. The Equal Credit Opportunity

Act of 1974 prohibited discrimination by banks and

credit institutions. Legislation not expressly aimed

at discrimination but containing nondiscriminatory

provisions to reinforce eailiet civil rigiits laws

prohibited discrimination by State and local gov-

ernments in the areas of employment (Inter-govern-

mental Personnel Act 1970; Comprehensive Em-

ployment and Training Act 1973), financial assis-

tance (State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act 72) and

jury selection (Jury Selection and Service Act 1968);

and by Federal financial assistance recipients such

as law enforcement agencies (Omnibus Crime Con-

trol and Safe Streets Act 1968), ACTION (Domestic

Volunteer Service Act 1973), and community serv-

ice, agencies (Community Services Act 1974).

Legislation aimed at remedying the effects of past

discrimination by reducing class inequality in-
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duded the Public Works Employment Act of 1977,
the Emergency School Aid Act of .1972, and the
Health and Community Development Act of 1974.

Despite the need to consolidate gains Made dor-
ing the sikrtie,. stnct and vigorous 'enforceMent 'of
civil rights pro4sions dur.ing the seventies was lack-
ing. Executive leadership in this area was.absent
during President Nixon's term (1968-1974). Fur ex-
ample, lead agenues in civil rights enforcement
the Justice Department, Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, Department of Housmg
and Urban Develppment, the Civil Service Com-
mission, and the Equal Employment, Opportunity
Commission received neither trong executive
endorsement nor close supervision, despite the im-
portance ot enforcement efforts at this time of
transition in the civil right.. struggle. President
Carter appears to be more committed to enforce
ment, as his FY 1979 budget calls for significant in-
creases in uvil rights enforcement activities, espec-
ially against discriminat9ry practices_in hiring and
promotion. Total Federal spending for the protec-
tion ut the nght to vote, access to public accom-
modations, fair housing, and, equal education and
empluymtnt opportunities has increased 37 per-
cent from fiscal years 1977 to 1979 (Hager and Gest
1978).

Supreme Court deusions in the seventies were
Joth supportive and - detrimental to efforts to
eliminate racial inequality and discrimination. BUS
mg was one issue on Airch the Court rendered new
interpretations of the Constitution and Title IV of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Title IV, Desegrega-
tion ot Public Education,' states specifically that
Congress dues not empower a court to require
transportation between schools or school districts
to achieve integration. In Swann v. Charlotte:
Mt kienbui); Board of tducation (1971), the
Sutirenie Court interpreted Title IV as rpeaning that
its authority to enforce equal protection of the
laws (or any other constitutional guarantees)
through busing as hunted to cases where a Lon
stautionai violation had occurred (Hirschhorn
1276i. In Swann, the Court ordered the use of bus-
ing because constitutional violation was demon-
strated, i.e., segregation arose from local or State
gove rn merit action (de, lure). In Milliken v. Bradley
(1974i, the Court disallowed busing to remedy seg-
regation occurring ds a result of private actions (de
facto). However, a subsequent ruling on this Lase
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held that government would have tu fund compen-
satory education programs fur mner city school
children, if busing could not be urd to

desegregate..
In 1978, affirmative action provams came under

the Court's close scrutiny. "'he Bakke case, though
one of the most important Supreme Court deci-

Ions of the decade, is nut a transforming one like
Brown v. Board of Education (1954). With no major-
ity agreeing on a single opinion to e.press the
Court's view, the decision will probably allovv ex:
isting social policy in the area of affirmative action
to continue. To many, the Court's decisions rep-
resented the perfect compromise. Bakke was given
his place in medical school: and quotas, like the
one used by the University of California's admis-
sions program, were ruled unconstitutional. Yet, by
a 5-4 margin, tlle Court upheld the use of race as a
factor to be taken into consideration when
attempting to remedy the effect of past
discrjmination.

- Justice Powell's vote was crucial. Four of the
justices had invoked the 14th Arnendment and Title
VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to uphold the
principle of color-blind equality, thus riding un-
constitutional the Davis admissions program which
set aside 16 out of 100 places for minorities. Four of
the justices interpreted the constitution as permit-
ting allocations based on race, when such alloca-
tions were intended to remedy past diScrimination
against an individual or when they redressed

generalized wrongs committed by society against
particular groups. Pol:vell sided with the former
group, arguing that preferential treatment could
not be justified solely because of past -discrimina-
tion. Thus, Powell objected to the Davis program
because it totally excluded nonminorities from a
"specific percentage of the seats in an entering
class," violating their 14th Amendment rights.. Yet,
Powell also argued that preferential treatment was
legitimate in achieving the diversity of background
necessary to quality education. He' conceded that
universities could use preferential treatment to

produce a racially diverse student body, he praised
the Harvard admissions program, which did not fix
numerical quotas but maintamed a -flexible- ap-
proach. Justice Brennan noted, however, "the 'Har-
vard' program, as those .ernploying it readily con-
cede, openly and successfully employs a racial

criterion for the purpose o' ensuring" minority
representation. The difference between the two,
therefore, Was not the results they achieved but the
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methods they employed. Davis more honestly
stated its tormula for Achievinq diversity. The Court

will allow -affirmative action to stand covertly in

the unreported weighting factors and formulas

university admissions programs use to achieve

diversity, giving universities a good deal of discre-

tion. Whether they use it . to continue bringing
minorities injo higher education is unclear. The
Court affirmed that a State institution, which itself

had not discriminated, is under 'no obligation to
have an affirinative action plan.

Thus, the last decade was characterized by only

a halfhearted effort to enforce the civil rights gains

or the sixties. Although a substantial structure had

been ciliated to guarantee the rights of minorities,

the lack of follow-through via enforcement of

those rights left racism and social inewality major
problems of the seventies. A lack of sigorous ex-

ecutive leadership, uncoordinated congressional

oversight, and inadequate support from the

'Supreme Courc.contributed only limited advances.
The Federal Government and the country continue

to lark a total commitment to eliminating racism.
Assessing the history of the civil ,rights struggle,

tilauc'?in and Zangrando ,(1971) state that

. in each historical . period [the dominant
white majority] pulled back from the point of ex-

tensive reform."

Federal Interventions To
Eliminate Racial Inequality in
Employment

The U.S. economy is one of the strongest in the

world, and the U.S. standard of living is one of the

highest: yet, nonwhites have not shared in this

wealth to the 'exten1 that they should. They have
been excluded \from the business world because

they lacked caPital, credit, insurance, and the

educational opportunities to learn the skills

needed to operate businesses successfully. They

have been denied opportunities in the working
world because ability tests do not account for past

discrimination, automation has lessened the de-
mand for unskilled labor, business and industry
haw .trtot,ed to suburban centers, and transporta-

tion is poor The economic dependence produced

a symptom ot institutronal racism.
lo PAL A Philip Randolph and the Brotherhood

ot Sleeping C ar Porters threatened a mass march on

Washington to protest discrimination in hiring by

war- industries. This was instrumental in gaining
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Franklin Roosevelt's \Executive Order 8802, which

created the CommissiOn on 'Fair Employment Prac-

tices, designed to eliminate discrimination in

employment and vocational training programs in

defense industries and Government defense con-

tracts. Although the commission could investigate

and recommend, it was not given enforcement

powers. Congressional opposition to the commis-
sion killed it shortly after the war; the expediency

of its emergence was evidenced by itsvarly death.

In 1962, President Kennedy issued Executive

Order 10925; establishing the 'Equal Employment

Opportunities Commission, precursor of the cur-
rent EEOC and the most significant Federal tool in

the fight against employment discrimination. This

order empowered the clmmissiora, to withhold

Federal contracts with private comanies unless,
the contractor initiated a program of affirmative

action to ensure (1) applicants were \employed
without regard to their race, creed, colOr, or na-

tional origin, ;and (2) all employees were treated
fairly while they were employed.

Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act' provided the

most far-reaching civil rights legislation ever in the

area of employment. It prohibited covered employ-
ers, employment agencies, anc:L labor unions from

discriminating in hiring, firing, promotiOn, or any

other aspect of employment or job training on the

basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.
However, employees of Federal. State, 1and local

governments, private clubs, and educational and
religious institutions were exempted from Title VII.
Seniority or merit systems were allowed to remain

intact if they were not intended to discriminate, but
the Courts did strike down such systems if they

were previously used to discriminate and had not

currently been adjusted to rectify the situation.
Ability tests designed or intended to discriminate

were also outlawed. The courts contributed an im-

portant clarification to the issue by holding that,
rerdless of intent, ability tests which had the

Pffett of excluding nonwhites were prohibited,

unless they were clearly related to job perfor-
mance. On this matter, Ole Supreme Court in Criggc

v. Duke Power Company (1971) stated: . . prac-

tices, procedures, or tests neutral on their face, and

even neutral in terms of intent, cannot be main-
tained if they operate to freeze the status quo of

prior discriminatory practices . " (cited in

Hirschhorn 1976). The Court's emphasis on effect

rather than intent was an important step in attack-

ing institutional racism. While it is not always possi-
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ble to demonstrate raust intent, it is possible to
demonstrate racist effec , e.g., by assessing the
number of nonwhites employed dut of the total
applicant pool. Thus, the burden of proof was
shifted from the victim ot discrimination trying to
prove racist intent to the employer attempting to
justify how his selection procedures were job
related.

Title VII ot the Civil Rights Act also created an
Equal Employment Opportunities Commission to
replace the one established in 1962 by President
Kennedy. Its purpose was to administer provisions
ot Title VII and investigate alleged violations. En-
torcement power was limited to referral of com-
plaints to the Attorney General's office where they
were investigated to determine if "reasonable

cause existed to proceed. If 'cause- did exist,
private and informal methods of conference, con-
ciliation. and persuasion were used to bring about
compliance. Voluntary compliance being unsuc-
cesstul, EEOC could then initiate civil action in
-Federal district court on behalf of the aggrieved in-
dividual. CYjurts hearing a Title VII suit were em-
powered to enjoin discriminatory practices .;-;..! to
order affirmative action and reinstatement of
employment, with ur without back pay.

The high unemployment rates of minoiThes dur-
ing the mid-sixties brought about the Economic Op-
portunity Act of 1964, which authorized job train-
ing tor groups with special employment proJlems.
This act created the Job Corps to provide job train-
ing tor disadvantaged youth in residential centers
and the Neighborhood l'outh Corps to help high
school dropouts and poor youths by providing part-
time or summer jobs. This act and programs wnich
emerged from President Johnson's 'Great Society"
leoslation (e.g., Job Opportunities in the Business
Sector )0135i had a significant ,eaect on partici-
r,..ints later economic pertormance but not on
overall, population-wide unemployment rates

(Donnelly 1978).
The Equal Employment OppOrtunity Act of 1972

expanded coverage of !ale VII )f the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 to include employers and unions with
between 15 and 25 employees or mt aibers, Federal,
State, and knal governments, as well as educa-
tional institutions. It also strengthened the enforce-
ment capabilities of EEOC by empowering it to

issue administrative cease ana desist" orders and
by transferring the Attorney General's powers in

\ employment discrimination cases back to EEOC. In

terms of i-ederal employment, the Civil Semice

Commission was %,ested with enforcement respon-
sibility for agencies or departments of the Federal
Government.

The 1973 Comprehensive Employment and Train-

ing Act provided on-the-job and classroom training

to the unskilled, re-authorized Job Corps and sum-

mer job programs for disadvantaged youth, and
created public service jobs. It represented a com-

promise between President Nixon, who wanted to
turn manpower programs mer to localities, and the
Democratic majority in Congress, which Pushed for

Federally created public service jobs. The CETA

program gives State and local governments Federal
dollars to hire the unemployed to provide com-
munity services. What has embroiled the program

in controversy is that localities are not creating
new jobs and hiring new workers but are. instead us-

ing the money to pay for old jobs funded in the past

by local taxes (Donnelly 1978). The tactic is called

"substitution" and does little to decrease unem-
.

ployment rates.
In the area of employment policy, the Federal

Government has intemened by executive order,
legislation, and judicial decision. By far the most
pervasive type of policy has been guaranteeing
civil rights, i.e., fair employment practices. Affir-
mative action programs have been particularly im-

portant, as were programs that attempted to
reduce class inequality. How effective are these at-
tempts? The Equal Employment Opportunity Com-
mission, since its creation in 1962 and its beefing up
in 1964 and 1972, has been one of the Federal
Government' most instrumental interventions in

watchguarding employment discrimination To exa-
mine its effectiveness, we draw on a report
prepared by the ComptroPer General in 197,6 (U.S.
General Accounting Office 1976).

GAO's assessment of EEOC's effectiveness was
concerned with the ability of EEOC to provide
relief to victims of employment discrimination and
to eliminate systemic discrimination in Nemploy-
ment systems. In carryirg out its study and i:leter-
mining criteria for evaluation, GAO" made `this
presumption. In the absence of all discrimination,
the social, cthnic, and sexual composition of an
employer's work forcc at all levels should reas-
onably represent the total labor market area work
force or community population. Thus, GAO
measured effectiveness in terms of the extent of
improvement in employment status of minorities
and not in the employment practices themselves.
The emphasis was on results and not on intent.
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The title of the ,GAO report sums up its major

finding: "The Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission Has Made Little ?rogress in

Eliminating Employment Discrimination." Results

have been minimal. Although some success has

been achieved in specffic instances, EEOC has not

accomplished the "subStantial advances" in reduc-

ing employment discrimination that are needed to
improve the employment status of minorities.

In terms of individual charge resolution activities
(i.e., an individual brings a complaint of employ-

ment discrimination), GAO reports that charging
parties waited an average of 2 years for resolution

of their complaint, with some extending to 7 years.

As of June 1975, the EEOC backlog totaled 126,340
charges, some dating back to FY 1968. Congress

originally envisioned a 3-month period for resolving

charges. Between'july 1972 and March 1975, suc-

cessfully negotiated settlements occurred in 11

percent of the cases brought before EEOC. In an

additional 11 percent of the cases, EEOC was
unable to negotiate a settlement, despite evidence
of discrimination. Thus, of the 22 percent of cases

in which EEOC believed discrimination had oc-
curred, only one-half were successfully negotiated.

No-cause findings amounted to about 16 Percent.

Lack of EEOC jurisdiction, withdrawal of charge by

plaintiff, failure to locate charging- party, and

charge resolution by other agencies resulted in 61

percent of the cases being closedadministratively.
Regarding systemic discrimination activities,

GAO evaluated data from EEOC's annual survey of

the Nation's private employers (under its jurisdic-

tion) which have 100 or more employees. The

survey reports the employment status of minorities

and women in nine job categories. From )966 to

1974, the employment participation rate for minor-

ity women increased 3 percent, for minority men,
1.9 percent. For someiof the better paying job cate-

gories (officials and managers, skilled craftsmen),

participation rate increases over the 8-year period

were higher than participation rate increases for

total employment. In other categories, rate in-

creases were lower than total employment
changes. The U.S. Bureau of the Census (1977)

reported occupational distribution statistics show-

ing that in 1976 minorities held fewer white collar
jobs than nonminorities (35 percent vs, 52 percent),

and were twice as likely to be employed as service

workers (25 percent vs. 12 percent). As of June,
1978, the unemployment rate for minorities was
11.9 percent, while the nonminority rate was 4.9

percent. One of the most staggering unemploy-

, ment statistics comparing minority and nonminor-

ity is for teenagers: The former Pare unemployed at

a rate of 37.1 percent, the latter at a rate of 11.6
percent (U.S. Department of Labor 1978).

The GAO report notes that there are numerous

factors Outside of EEOC control which have an im-

pact on employment, e4, general economic condi-
tions, union agreements, labor market conditions,
employment activities of other Federal agencies.

These factors are extremely difficult to control

and, as a result, make unemployment statistics

only one measure with which to judge EEOC effec-

tiveness. Nevertheless, GAO concludes that EEOC

has had only minimal impact on alleviating

systemic employment discrimination.
One of the reasons for EEOC's disappointing per-

formance, according to the report, is that EEOC has

been used as a political football. For example, Title

VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 provided that
EEOC's chairman and other commissioners be ap-

pointed by the President, with the advice and con-

sent of the Senate, for a term of 5 years. In actual

practice, these appointments serve at the pleasure

of the President. Political considerations have been

responsible for high turnover in these top manage-

ment positions. From 1965 to 1975, EEOC has had

10 chairmen or acting chairmen and 10 executive

directors or acting executive directors. Frequent

turnover like this causes disruption at EEOC head-
quarters, where new staff must get acquainted,
management reorganizations occur, and policy and

program changes are implemented. District offices,
which are asked to reorient to new management

and new programs constantly, often respond slowly

and do not tale policy changes seriously.

Other proble)ps EEOC has faced are the astound-

ing number of Clkarges received and the resources

at its disposal. :EEOC's initial budget of $3.25
million and a staff o190 in FY 1966 were based on

the receipt of 2,000 chges annually. In its second

year, however, 10,000 ctiarges were received. Dur-

ing FYs 1969 to 1975, thnumber of charges in-
creased from 12,148 .to 71,023.(85 percent), fund-

ing increased from $9 million to $55 million (611

percent), and staff increased from 5794o 2,384 (411

percent). GAO does not draw any 'conclusions

about EEOC's workload, given its resource's; but it

does seem that Congress underestimated the extent

of employmert discrimination when originally

allocating funds. The extent of backlog may sug-

gest that EEOC staffing, which has not kept pace
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with the number ot incoming charges or the

amount ot tunding, requires additional personnel.
tn additioa to these difficulties, GAO cites the

lack ot tpr employment practices case law, con-
flicting -lower court decisions on Title VII cases,
and a number ot EEOC management problems.
These include weaknesses in administrative con-
trols over charge processing, inadequate manage-
ment information systems which fail to provide
timely and accurate data, hmited use of State and
local lair employment practices agencies, limited
use ot litigation authority in cases of systemic
discrimination, and lack of coordination with the
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs.

HOC responded to the highly critical GAO
report by saying, in part, that GAO failed.

to recognize that any evaluation of EEOC's quantitative
and legal impact must be set against a cultural and
socioeconomic background. Racism and sexual stereotyp-
ing are so pervasive and deep rooted m our society that the

expectations ot minorities and women to achieve full
employment equality may indeed be eluded for some time
despite more intensified mstituVonal and legal efforts

(Walsh I976l

While many of the GAO critidsms are war-
ranted, the tone ot the report is inflammatory and
can potentially be used to scapegoat EEOC for the
lack ot progress thb country has made in elimi-
nating employment discrimination. Pohticians love

the opportunity to save taxpayers' money by
ehminating wastetul and inefficient" programs,

but too often inefficiency is a result of underfund-
mg and understaffing, i.e., undercommitment. GAO
did not give enough weight to these factors in its
report. Nevertheless, the structure of the evalua-
tion, espeually with regard to its use of multiple
sources ot data and emphasis un program activities
and systemic impact, provides a model for asses-
sing the effectiveness of other Federal interven-

tions designed to eliminate racism.

Evaluating Federal
Interventions

The Importance of Evaluation. Campbell (1969)
suggested that the most appropriate context in
which to institute reform ti.e, a social policy, pro-
gram, or intervention designed to produce change)
should be ot an experimental nature. The idea that
reforms be treated as experiments calls for a more
dispassionate and Kientific approach to change
than we now are accustomed to. The "experiment-

ing society," as he dubs it, is one which develops its
programs, policies, and interventions from many
sources of knowledge, including prekious exper-
ience, social science data, and the people expected
to benefit from the intervention. Such a strategy for
change must contain a research or evaluation com-
ponent specifically designed to provide both a con-
tinuing source of feedback or a monitoring system
that allows for "mid-course corrections," and a
sophisticated, methodologically sound experimen-
tal design for evaluating the overall effectiveness
of the intervention. The latter may include such
techniques as needs assessment, pre and post-
teging, control groups, manipulation of indepen-
dent variables, etc. Through research of this sort, it

is possible to improve our programs and polides to
better achieve the results we desire. The "ex-
perimenting society" relies on a rational and
planned system of change for shaping the environ-
ment to better meet society's needs. The process

described is a scientific one and is based on a
strategy of empiricism applied to suCial change. It

is a more sensible approach for constructive
change than either political expediency or ideolog-
ically pure derivations of theory. In the final

analysis, the pain of human suffering and the pro-
blem of scarce resources demand that v.e obtain
solutions to social problems as quickly as possible
The most effluent strategy for making social

potentialities into social actualities is a planned
and systematic approach, relying on no less than an
honest confrontation of our successes and failures

Methods of Evaluation. Evaluation researdi has
become increasingly sophisticated in the last few
years, in part because scarce resources have made
cost efficiency essential. Two of t le most essential

features developed for this purpose have been
social indicators ani program evaluation.

Social indicators are statistics which describe
various conditions of life and, when compiled over
a period of time, permit the identification of
changes and trends which can then be used to
make more informed judgments about the condi-
tions of society. Social indicators can measure sub-
jective or objective phenomena, though this dis-
tinction is thought by many to be a spurious one.
Some subjective indicators might include the

degree of satisfaction with one's job, marriage,

neighborhood, or life. Objective indicators might
be unemployment rates, income levels, educa-
tional attainment. Andrews and Withey (1976) sug-
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gest that these two types ot social indicators comp-

lement each other and can be thought of as two

parallel series "one indicating how people
themselves evaluate various aspects of their lives

_and the other indicating the external or environ-

'Mental conditions relevant to each of those

aspects." The Organization for Economic Coopera-

tion and Development notes the value of monitor-

ing a wide range of social indicators because they

provide "a system of 'early warning' of growing im-

balanc e. social disbenefits, dissatisfactions and

emerging social needs" (cited in Andrews and

Withey 1976. Social indicators can potentially be

used to focus the attention of policymakers on cur-

rent scx ial problems and have provided informa-

tion important in designing more equitable social

systems based on new knowledge about the suc-

cesses and failures of our current social programs.

Campbell. Converse, and Rodgers (1976) note

that there is a growing recognition of the need for

social indicators of the life experiences of blacks

and other minorities. While there is always the

danger that such data will be misused, it is also

possible that social indicators which assess the ex-

periences of minorities may elucidate the societal

problems contributing to these experiences. For ex-

ample, Campbell et al report that blacks are most

dissatisfied with areas of their life in which they

perceive a clear discrepancy between societal

norms and their own achievement. Thus, the great-

est differences in satisfaction occur for such do-

mains of lite as standard of living, level of savings,

housing, and amount of education. Blacks report

less dissatisfaction in areas of life where social

standards are not clear and it is more difficult to
compare one's experience to the referent. Such

areas include iamily lite, marriage, and friendship.

The impkations ot these findings are varied; the

social policies that could be developed in response

to them are numerous But the data are important

it kg no other rea,,on than that they provide a more

rational basis on which t' debate iss.fes and create

effective prograras for the present and the future.

where social indicators provide a measure of

global wll-being, program evaluation offers a

masure, more limited in scope. of how well a parti-

cular program or policy achieves its goals. if

f ederal inteRentions are attempts at changing un-
desirable Atuations, then the process by which pro-

grams ot hange are developed should be a prob-

lem-solving one First, the government must

remgoire a situation as undesirable. The data of

sor !al incliCators may describe societal conditions

but cannot replace the value decisions essential to

defining certain situations as problems. Once

committed to action, the government must then

formulate goals and objectives to ameliorate the

situation. The question of what constitutes an ac-
ceptable resolution is raised at this juncture. This

phase is no more imbued with political considera-

tions than any other phase. Alternative strategies

for -intervention are then considered. The govern-

ment usually entertains many options, each with its

own advantages and disadvantages. Debate usually

focuses on predictions of cost benefit for each

strategy. After agreement is reached on how to in-

tervene, the policy is then implemented, and pro-

gram evaluation should begin at this point in the

process. A plan for evaluation of the overall effec-

tiveness of the program should be devised early so

that it can be incorporated into the functioning of
the program, helping to insure that reseaith can

later be conducted without the hindrances which

often render evaluation ineffective. It also offers

an opportunity for setting down goals in opera-

tionalized terms, important to both the final

evaluation and ongoing evaluations for the clarity

of purpose it demands and the referent for effec-

tiveness it provides. Programs should ideally be

evaluated using multiple sources of data, because

they ensure a more accurate and comprehensive

picture of what has or has not been achieved. Most

Federal interventions are broad enough in scope
that many indicators are necessary for judging ef-

fectiveness. The data obtained through evaluation

are feedback to be used for recognizing new prob-

lems and formulating new goals and strategies. The

cycle is repeated when the effects of these adapta-

tions or innovations are assessed and the data used

to shape the program once again. Foskett and Fox

(1975), discussing how program evaluation can be

useful to legislators, argue that, if Congress wants

co exercise its full authority, program evaluation

can be the mechanism for linking together legisla-

tive goa,s, government spending, and program ac-

tivity arid consequences. They describe experimen-

tal and quasi.experimental designs which yield

evidence abocit, relationships between program

results and congressional goals.

Criteria for Evaluating Interventions. Burkey

(1971) identifies five criteria important for Federal

interventions to succeed. They are organizational

efficiency, the extent of verified knowledge based

upon continuous research programs, enforcement,

support or resistance to policy, and the comprehen-
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siveness of policy, tie states.

ff the organizations that implement policy are internally
efhcient, it knowledge based upon a continuing monitoring
of the environment is ascertained and utilized. if policies
are enforced and it they are enforced by the most effective
means of support IS high and resistance low in the environ-
ment to be changed and it policy is based upon a compre
hensox systems approat h to change rather than a piece-
meal attack, then policies will be effective (i e attain their
goats)

Burkey's prescription describes a number of
elements and a gestalt the variables are impor-
tart in themselves, but it is the integration of them
which makes interventions work. Thus, the degree
ot ettectiveness is determined by the extent to
which all ot these chard( teristics of an intervention
are successfully met.

The first criterion, organizational efficiency,
relates to the tact that an agency, organization, or
commission will be administering the policy or pro-
gram. In budging effectiveness, we must know
whether administration IS internally efficient. In

part, the administering entity must understand
clearly the goals and objectives of the policy it is

administering. \Ahen this dues not occur, policy is
rendered ineffective. Fur example, under the 1964
civil Rights Act, the Office of Education was le-
sponsible tor enforcement of Title VI "Nondis-
crimination in Federally Assisted Programs"

with respect to schools. Implementation was

delayed tor some time because the Office of
Education was unable to put together desegrega-
tion guidelines to. school districts. In fact, the first
set (it guidelines that emerged was written by a
consultant on his ovvn initiative and first published
in the ')aturclay Rt.iew of bterature (Burkey 1971).
Another example ut hovv a lack of clarity in goals
disrupted organizational policy occurred at EEOC.
The trequent turnover in top management posi-
tions, an average of one a year between 1965 and
1973, led to so many program and policy changes
that befuddled district offices did not take new
directives seriously. Cognitive clarity of policy, as
Burkey calls it, suffers also, as control of Congress
and the Presidency shift between political parties
and tls administrators and policymakers do not
mmmunicate effectively

'sufficient resources affect organizational effi-

ciency as well, Part of the reason why the EEOC
resolution .veraged 2 years, and its backlog of
complaints totaled over 125,000, has to do with
undertunding and understaffing. While EEOC's FY

1979 budget is projected at just over $100 million
(Hager and Gest 1978) and represents a significant
increase over previous years, it does not compare
favorably with, for example, the defense budget,
which will be well over $100 billion in FY1979. The
GAO report mentioned inefficiency of EEOC opera-
tions as a result of weak administrative controls,
but it never dealt with the tough question of
whether EEOC's resources were adequate to its

task. Unfortunately, when underfunded agencies
become inefficient, it is more self-serving for politi-
cians to scapegoat the agency, calling for their ex-
tinction in the name of saving taxpayers' dollars,
than it is to reexamine the government's commit-
ment to the policy.

Organizational autonomy is another feature of
internal efficiency does an agency have the
freedom to make its own decisions and to operate
relatively independently? Or is it constantly sub-
jected to the political whims of Congress and the
President or embroiled in jurisdictional disputes

with other agencies sharing responsibility for imple-
mentation? This latter problem was particularly
acute during President Nixon's term, as his "New
Federation" policy attempted to turn over more
and more control in the areas of education, man-
power training, urban development, and law en-
forcement to State and local governments by way
of special revenue sharing plans (Barker and Mc-
Cory 1976). The Congressional Black Caucus ob-
jected to the policy on the grounds that it would
dilute antidiscrimination efforts by according,'
responsibility for implementation to too many

agencies. Instead, the Caucus argued for consolida-
tion of responsibility in one entity which would
allow for greater autonomy and accountability.

The second criterion the extent of verified
knowledge based upon continuous reseaich pro-
grams assumes that, with greater knowledge of
the social conditions and social processes of the
systems to be changed, interventions stand better
probabilities of success. Social indicators- can pro-
vide some knowledge of the causes and effects of
discrimination as well as a yardstick for measuring
the systemic changes achieved by the policy. Pro-
gram evaluation offers some of this information
but can also be employed for ongoing monitoring
of the program's strengths and weaknesses, thereby
facilitating more immediate corrections in imple-
mentation. For example, social indicators of health
status show nonwhites to be less healthy than
whites. In 1975, the Congressional Budget Office
(1977a) reported that nonwhites averaged 8.8 bed-
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disability days per person compared to only 6.2 for

whites. The infant mortality rate for whites equaled

14.8 per 1,000 live births but was 24.9 for non-
whites, and the average life expectancy for non-

whites was approximately 6 years !ess than for

whites, 67 vs. 72.7 years, respect;vely. Yet, an

evaluation of the Medicaid program, which is the

primary health care insurance for nonwhites,

revealed that mean expenditures in 1969 for whites

averaged $375 but only $213 for nonwhites (Davis

1976); In 1974, 5 years later, Medicaid payments to

whites were again 75 percent higher than for non-

whites, $560 vs. $321, respectively. It is this kind of

data which must be used 'to improve social pro-

graming. If it Is neither generated nor used, in-

terventions will not be on target. A glaring example

is found in the Federal Government's post-

secondary educational programs, designed, to in-

crease enrollment of the poor in the Nation's col-

leges and universities. Two of the student

assistance programs, Basic Educational Opportun-

ity Grants and Guaranteed Student Loans, do not

request racial or ethnic data on their application
forms': Thus, it is impossible to determine if funds

are appropriately targeted.
Enfor,ement is another criterion of special im-

portance to the success of Federal interventions.
Strategies of enforcement include suasion, when

government attempts to .persuade individuals,

groups, or institutions to follow its preferences;

mutual self-interest, when government predicates

delivery of funds on compliance with its policy or
shows preferences in the awarding of grants, loans,

and contracts to those jurisdictions or entities

demonstrating compliance; limited sanctions, in

which disciplinary action is taken by way of limited

fines and penalties levied for violations of law or

policy; and maximum sanctions, such as jail sen-

tences and severe penalties following civil or

criminal court action, or the use of Federal troops

to force compliance (Makrelski 1973).
Generally, suasion is the least effective enforce-

ment strategy. For examplei following the Supreme

Court's unanimous decision in Brown v. Board of
Education (1954), its call for implementation of the

desegregation process with "all deliberate speed"

and "good faith compliance at the earliest possible

date" was ignored. The Southern Educatia Report-

ing Service for the school year 1964-1965 found

only about 2 percent of the three million blacks in

Southern schools to be receiving a desegregated

education. Similarly, EEOC's limited success with

the suasion tactic less than 50 percent of its

"conciliation" attempts were successfully

negotiated settlements prompted Congress in

1972 to amend Title VII of the Civil Rights Act to

strengthen EEOC's enforcement capabilities.

Amendments authorized EEOC to file suit in

Federal district courts against discriminating
employers. However, as of June 1975, only I per-

cent of EEOC's litigation activities produced

favorable court settlements.
Affirmative action programs, instituted by

employers and educational institutions in response

to Executive Order 11246 and Title VI requirements

of nondiscrimination for Federal financial assist-

ance, demonstrate the self-interest tactic and have

proved more successful than either of the

approaches so far discussed, but the most dramatic

tactic has been the maximum sanction strategy. It

was observed when President Kennedy sent Federal

marshalls and called up the National Guard to

ensure the admission of James Meredith to Missi-

ssippi State. And it was observed when President

Johnson posted Federal examiners at registration

and polling sites throughout the South to ensure

compliance with provisions of the Voting Rights

Act of 1965.
Support or resistance to policy will also have a

significant impact on the effectiveness of Federal

interventions. Support or resistance can come from

the target of the policy (e.g school boards, labor

unions, companies with F deral contracts, real

estate agencies, universities, city and State govern-

ments, etc.), organized groups who see benefits arid

adyantages (e.g., the NAACP, SCLC, ACLU), or
threats and disadvantages (e.g., the White Citizens
Councils, Ku Klux Klan, John Birch Society), and

the unorganized citizenry.
Examples of resistance to policy by targets of

that policy are numerous. Under the Comprehen-

sive Employment and Training Act (CETA) of 1973,

State and local governments receive Federal

money to provide new community service jobs for

the unemployed. Instead of the CETA program
helping the hardcore unemployed, it has been

turned into a form of Federal revenue sharing by

cities and counties who do not use the money to

hire additional workers but to bankroll jobs

previously fundeo by local taxes (Donnelly 1978),

The tactic improves the locality's fiscal picture but

subverts CETA's pal of reducing unemployment

among the disadvantaged. Some studies indicate

CETA money finances four "old" jobs for each
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new job It creates. In addition, local govern-
, ments have tended to mistarget CETA money. Most

CETA paniupants are white, male. and educated,
anct only a minute proportion are placed m perma-
nent. regular positions. Local polinuans have used
CETA money to provide patronage jobs for friends
and political associates, some of whom have been
tound to be working on pohtical campaigns.

The tactic ot using Federal funds to improve
local tiscal standing has also been observed- with
the gmemrnent's two major educational programs
ot support, the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act (ESEA) and the Emergency School Aid Act
(ESAA). The tormer provides compensatory educa-
tion assistance tor low-achieving children who
attend schools in areas Nith a high concent ( ation
ot tamilies in poverty. The latter assists hool
distncts undergoing desegregation as a result of
court order. State agency, or DHEW plan. Both pro-
grams were-intendedto supplement regular school
expenditures. In practice, one study revealed that
each ESEA Federal dollar allocated to school dis-
tricts resulted in only 67 cents of additional
expenditures on compensatory programs by local-
ities. Thus, one-thirl of ESEA funds were being
appropriated to either noncompensatory programs
or local tax relief. In some cases, ESAA funds were
used for general aid to school districts rather than
targeted at desegregation (Congressional Budget

Office 1977b), .

An example ot resistance to policy is the nonpar-
tic spatum ot some physicians in the Medicaid
program the pnmary health care insurance for
20 million ot the Nation's poor. Yet, the Congres-
sional Budget Ottice (1977a) reports the percentage
ot non-Federal physicians who served Medicaid
patients in 1974 ranged from 30 percent in Florida
to 97 percent in West Virginia. The national aver-
age was 51 percent. Nonparticipation was most
common in inner city areas which are usually non-
white. This 'may, in part, acmunt for the continuing
7j. percent ditterential in Medicaid expenditures
between whites and nonwhites. Nonparticipation
may also account tor the tact that nonwhites, when

they are served, receive second-rate treatment. In
New 'fork ( ity, tor example. 10 percent of physi-
cians participating in Medicaid claimed over
IA i per«.nt ot the city s billings during the first 6
months ot 197r) These Medicaid mills" are more
likely to shunt ponwhites to State hospitals and to
provide episodic rather than continuous care. Hos-
pitak also resist serving Medicaid patients. While

they cannot legally refuse Medicaid patients
without jeopardizing other Federal funds for which,
they are eligible, hospitals discriminate against

nonwhites by requiriag that they be admitted by a
physician with staff privileges. Usually, nonwhites
are less likely to have access to such a physician

The last criterion, comprehensiveness of policy,
reflects the degree to which a policy utilizes a

"systems" approach to social change rather thaQ a
"piecemeal" attack. Social poli&y attempts to

change individual attitudes and behaviors that are
shaped by the many social systems in which a per-
son lives. As a result, policy is more effective if it
permeates all of the systems to which an individual
is responsive. Thus, institutionalized racism, by

which we mean a supra-institutional framework
that maintains racial inequality in every aspect of
life, must be fought on many battlegrounds Burkey
(1971) explains why:

. one can postulate that if racial discrimination took
place only in education, such consequences as the foiloIN-
ing would exact, educational discrimination creates law
levels of education and lob skills, low edut atnin and
employment training means low status okkupatiollal pkx,1
lions, low-status occupational positions Lreate 'ow int nine
and minimal social powers withia the race loW income
means a level of subsistence and lower level of
health, since health in America is greatly determined by
one's ability to pay .

It would not be enough, for example, to

eliminate racism in employment oPportunity, if we
did not also eliminate it in education. Nor would
be säfficient to improve the health of nonwhites by
eliminating discrimination in' health care without
eliminating it in housing and also improving nutri
tion.

A comprehensive policy to eliminate discrimina
tion is not the same as a comprehensive policy to
eliminate the effects of past discrimination (I e ,

racial inequality) and present discrimination The

former would entail policies aimed at guaranteeing
civil rights coupled with effective enforcement, the
latter would incorporate civil rights guarantees and
enforcement as a base, but it would also include
affirmative action and programs which reduced
class inequality. This 'is necessary besause the
effects of past discrimination cannot be undone by
simply "starting the game over." Such a Policy has
not yet been tried beause this country stiil lack
strong commitment to achieving equality Of oppor
tunity.for all.
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